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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
MX MILESTONE II

VOLUME I. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

VOLUME I PRESENTS AN OVERVIEWOF TIlE ENTIRE MX SYSTEM INCLUDING

0 THE MX MISSILE AND BASING MODE s A SUMMARY OF THE POTENTIAL ENVIRON
ACOUISITION PROCESS MENTAL EFFECTS OF PAST AND FUTURE

* THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM MX DECISIONS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENTS * IDENTIFICATION OF FUTURE ACTIONS
TO BE PREPARED FOR DECISION- ANTICIPATED AS PART OF THE MX
MAKERS AND TIlE PUBLIC SYSTEM

VOLUME II: FULL-SCALE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

VOLUME II ADDRESSES THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF EXPENDITURE OF RESOURCES TO
DESIGN, CONSTRUCT. AND TEST MISSILE AND BASING MODE VEHICLE COMPONENTS AND THE
ASSEMBLED MISSILE AND VEHICLES KEY ISSUES ARE

0 EXPENDITURE OF 5 TO Si BILLION * GROWTII INDUCEMENT CONCENTRATED
FOR FULL-SCALE ENGINEERING IN 9STATES
DEVELOPMENT IFSEDI 0 CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY AND WATER

0 CREATION OF JOBS TIIROUGHOUT RESOURCES
THE NATION * ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS

VOLUME III, MISSILE FLIGHT TESTING

VOLUME III PROJECTS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF MX FLIGIT TESTS ON VANDENBERG AIR

FORCE BASE AND CENTRAL CALIFORNIA KEY ISSUES INCLUDE

* GROWTH RELATED IMPACTS TO 0 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF MX, THE
NORTHERN SANTA BARBARA SPACE SIIUTTLE, AND THE PROPOSED
COUNTY LNG PLANT

9 FOUR CANDIDATE SITING AREAS ICSA WERE EVALUATED TO ASSESS SITE SPECIFIC
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS RELATED TO TIlE FOLLOWING KEY ISSUES-
-TRANSPORTATION -AIR GUALITY
-WATER RESOURCES -ARCIIAEOLOGY
-RARE OR ENDANGERED SPECIES -MINERAL RESOURCES

VOLUME IV, BASING MODE EVALUATION
VOLUME IV EVALUATES TIlE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FOLLOWING
FOUR BASING MOOES

9 VERTICAL SHELTER * HORIZONTAL SIIELTER

* BURIED TRENCH * SLOPE SIDED POOL

TIlE POTENTIAL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSOCIATED WITI EACH BASING MODE
IS EVALUATED AT SEVEN BASING MODE COMPARISON AREAS IBMCA THROUGHOUT TIlE
WESTERN UNITED STATES KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES INCLUDE

0 VARIATION OF SPACING BETWEEN * PUBLIC OR PRIVATE LAND
AIMPOINTS * WATER RESOURCES REQUIRED

- AREA SECURITY VERSUS POINT
SECURITY 0 CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES

- DISTURBED OR UNDISTURBED REOUIRED

ENVIRONMENT . ENERGY RESOURCES REDUIRED

VOLUME V; APPENDICES

VOLUME V CONTAIN%

0 BIOLOGICAL APPENDICES AND * BASING MODE EVALUATION
SPECIES LISTS 0 GLOSSARY

0 REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL MULTIPLIER
SYSTEM IRIMSI DESCRIPTION 0 REFERENCES

VOLUME VI: PUBLIC COMMENTS

VOLUME VI PRESENTS PUBLIC RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT. INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME ARE:

0 LETTERS RECEIVED FROM 0 RESPONSES TOGUESTIONS RAISED
AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS BY THE PUBLIC

0 PUBLIC HEARING TRANSCRIPTS
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Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation
1522 K Street N..
Washington. D.C. 20005

September 11, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

This is in response to your request of July 19, 1978, received in our
Denver office on August 7, 1978, for comments on the draft environmental
statement for MX: 'Milestone II. We have reviewed the statement and note
that the undertaking will affect archeological sites in the States of
California, Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, Tennessee,
Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma and Utah, properties included in or that may
be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Placea.
Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966 (16 U.S.C. 470f, as amended, 90 Stat. 1320) Federal agencies must,
prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal funds or prior
to the granting of any license, permit, or other approval for an under- i-1
taking, afford the Council an opportunity to comment on the effect of
the umdertaking upon properties included in or eligible for inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places.

Until the requirements of Section 106 are met, the Council considers the
draft environmental statement incomplete in its treatment of historical,
archeological, architectural and cultural resources. To remedy this
deficiency, the Council will provide, in accordance with its "Procedures
for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" (36,CFR Part 800),
substantive comments on the effect of the undertaking on these properties.
Please contact Michael .1. Bureman at the Council's Denver office, P. 0.
Box 25085, Denver, Colorado 80225 or (303) 234-4946, an FTS number, to
assist you in completing this process.

Sincerely yours,

,i.
Louis S. Wall

'. Assistant Director, Office of
Review and Compliance, Denver

The council is an indetendent uns. of the Fxecutive Branch oj the Federal Government chargrd by the Act ol

October 15, 1966 to advise the President and Congress sm the field of Historic Preservation.

Public Comments VI - 1-1
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DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY
~1 WASHINGToN. D.C. 20305

ISEP 1378
LGEC

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on NX: Milestone II

Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

The DEIS on HX: Milestone II, provided by your letter of 19 July 1978,
has been reviewed. Matters of interest to DNA are principally those
which affect the hardness and survivability (HIS) of the MX system
against nuclear weapons effects. Specific comments follow:

a. Paragraph 1.1.1.3 - Nuclear H/S - Page 11-23.

A brief description of the simulation methods would be appropriate 1-2
to indicate that testing similar to Misers Bluff High Explosive Test, the
Transportable Electromagnetic Pulse Simulator or other EMP simulators may
be required. It does not seem appropriate to close out the option of under-
ground nuclear testing at this stage of development.

b. Paragraph 1.1.3.4 - Nuclear Hardness and Survivability - Page 11-28.

There is an apparent inconsistency in the requirement for
underground nuclear testing with that expressed in paragraph 1.1.1.3. A
more detailed explanation of required testing may be appropriate parti-
cularly since these tests may have environmental consequences. Further 1-3
since hardness and survivability are a requisite to the entire MX concept,
it would be appropriate to plan a suitable testing program that would
demonstrate system survivability in a nuclear environment.

c. Paragraph 3.4.3 - Kirtland Air Force Base - page 11-99.

The use of EMP simulators described here is not consistent with 1
the requirements stated in a similar paragraph at the bottom of page 11-8. 1-4
If the advanced research electronic simulator (ARES), a DNA test facility
at Kirtland Air Force Base, is to be used, suitable schcduling is required.

FOR THE DIRECTOR:

CHARD N. CODY

Major General, USAF
Deputy Director

(Operations and Administration)
CY FURN:
DASD(Environment Safety)

VI - 1-2 Public Comments



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350
IN RrMY RUEN TO

Ser 453/721511
7 Sep 1978

Dear Dr. Stern,

As requested in your letter of July 19th, the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on MX: Milestone II has been
reviewed.

The Department of the Navy has no comments.

Sincerely,

C oma er. EC, U.S.Nv
0 rc. tot . frorimmitall

-21;* S Health Division
Carlos tr ,P .. P direr-hon of theDeputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ) f -if Naval Operations

office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20330

Public Comments VI - 1-3



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

WESTERN AiIOW
P 0 SOX 12001, WORLfwAY POSTAL C(ATIA

September 15, 1978 LOS AN IS CALWORNA 9000, A

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environmental and Safety
Department of The Air Force

Dear Dr. Stern:

We hve now completed the review of your Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) regarding MX: Milstone I and our comments are as follows:

1. From our preliminary review findings it appears that initial testing
and operation at Vandenberg should have no effect on our existing
communication type facilities. Since these areas are so vast and
without specification, we cannot offer in this particular case a final
assessment except in the stated general terms.

2, According to the map of the areas considered viable, it is generally
felt hat a substancial impact effect could occur on fture FAA selected
facility sites not only where we install transmitters/receivers but also

where FAA overland leased lines are involved.

3. Pleasn be advised that this approval does not obviate the requirement
for the Department of The Air Force to file a notice with the Federal
Aviation Administration where applicable and as stipulated under Part 77
of The Federal Aviation Regulations.

We appreciate the courtesy in bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely /

W. BRUCE S
Regional Planning Officer

VI - 1-4 Public Cotments
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FEDERAL ENERGY PEGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20426

September 5, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment & Safety
(SAF/MIQ), Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

I am replying to your requests of July 19 and
August 14, 1978 to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
for comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
on MX: Milestone II. This Draft EIS has been reviewed by
appropriate FERC staff components upon whose evaluation
this response is based.

The staff concentrates its review of other agencies'
environmental impact statements basically on those areas
of the electric power, natural gas, and oil pipeline industries
for which the Commission has jurisdiction by law, or where
staff has special expertise in evaluating environmental
impacts involved with the proposed action.

We note with interest that energy demands are identi-
fied as one of four key growth-related effects at the state
and regional levels during full-scale engineering development
and the basing mode. The EIS indicates that deployment of
the MX in any of the suggested regions is likely to cause
electrical demands in excess of planned capacity, especa.ally
in the northeastern United States and particularily in New l-4a
York State. It would appear that these impacts have been
adequately identified and delineated. During finalization
of the EIS it is suggested that the recent report by the
Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Task Force on Load
and Capacity (April 1, 1978), be used to refine the
energy impact analysis for that region of the U. S.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this statement.

Sincerely,

!acW M. Heinemann
!Advisor on Environmental Quality

Public Comments VI - 1-5
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NASA
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington. D.C.
20546

LiB-4 September 22, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and
Safety (SAF/MIQ)

Office of the Assistant Serretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, DC 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the MX: Milestone
II Program has been reviewed by NASA personnel. V.,e have the
following comments, all related to the effects of the launch

exhaust cloud described in Volume III.

1. On pages 111-298 through 111-308, the draft compares the
quantity of exhaust products emitted to the atmosphere from
the MX with those of the Titan III and the Space Shuttle.
For example:

a. ". ..the total MX exhaust emissions to the atmos-
phere would be less than those released by Titan III
by a factor of four." (page 111-299, para. 2). 1-5

b. "...the amount of gaseous exhaust from a MX launch
would be 1/10 that expected from a Space Shuttle launch."

(page 111-300, para. 1).

c. "The small size of the MX vehicle in comparison to
Titan and Shuttle vehicles, and the launch frequency
of 5 MX vehicles per year, produce an expected effluent
per unit volume discharged into the atmosphere that
is a factor of six to ten times less than in the case
of Titan III or the Space Shuttle respectively."

VI - 3-6 Public Comments
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2

d. "...this amount (of aluminum oxide released in
the lower atmosphere) is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the amount released in the same l-5(cont)
altitude interval by the Space Shuttle..." (page
111-307, para. 2).

To avoid the inconsistencies that appear in these and similar
statements, it is suggested that absolute quantities, rather
than ratios or factors, be specified. If comparisons are con-
sidered necessary, the text should be rewritten to clarify
the conditions for which each comparison applies.

2. Figure 3-10 (page IIc-301) shows a comparison of the peak
concentration of hydrogen chloride using both the USAF Opera-
tional Model and the NASA Model for the Titan III launch
vehicle and employs the USAF Model to estimate a peak con-
centration for the MX missile. The Titan III calculation by
the NASA Model was made in 1973 and that model has since been
extensively refined. The current model, which provides a
better prediction of the event, tends to show peak concentra- 16

tions considerably lower than those predicted by the older
model, and these trends have been borne out by experiments
at the Kennedy Space Center. The predictions of peak con-
centrations for Shuttle launches (Table 3-18, page 111-303)
were made with the current model and the significantly lower
maxinmum peak concentration (3.38 ppm) is evident. Thus the
prediction you show for the MX is unduly conservative and
this point should be made in the text.

3. In Table 3-17 (page 111-302), suggested short-term emer-
gency exposure limits for exposures of occupational personnel
to hydrogen chloride and carbon monoxide are attributed to
NASA Contractor Report CR-1205 (III). The citation should 1-7
be to the original sources, references 13-135 and 13-136 of
that report. In addition, you may wish to cite a journal
article containing much the same information.*

4. The "l km Downstream" list of constituents shown in Table
3-19 (page 111-304) includes the combined effects of both 1-8
afterburning and turbulent mixing with ambient air. This
should be stated explicitly to explain the significant changes

*See Smyth, Henry F.: "Military and Space Short-Term
Inhalation Standards." Archives Environmental Health,

Vol. 12, April 1966, pp 488-490.

Public Comments VI - 1-7



3

from the constituents at the nozzle exit plane. In addition,
inclusion of a comparable constituent list for a hypothetical 1-8(cont)
"1 km Downstream" case including afterburning but excluding
mixing would be instructive, showing, for example, the further
oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and the creation
of other trace species, such as chlorine. This table was
developed for the Space Shuttle solid rocket motor exhaust
(Table 4-1, page 58, Environmental Impact Statement, Space
Shuttle Program, April 1978) and is applicable to the MX.

5. The second paragraph on pg. 305 tends to be misleading,
implying that NASA arrived at the conclusion that the small
particles of A1203 could penetrate the alveolar spaces in the
lungs if inhaled. NASA calculations have only been made on 1-9
the particulate distribution that may be contained in the
ground cloud and its relation to average primary and secondary
standards. The ambiguous language should be altered to clear
up this point.

6. Table 3-20 (page III-308) was taken from the Draft Environ-
mental Impact Statement for the Space Shuttle Program. The
material has since been updated in the final statement and the
revised figures should be used (Table 4-2, page 59, Environ-
mental Impact Statement, Space Shuttle Program, April 1978). 1-10
More generally, the MX: Milestone I Program draft cites the
NASA Space Shuttle Program draft environmental impact statement
as reference in a number of places. The final statement, dis-
tributed in May 1978, should be cited insteau. A copy is
enclosed.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel B. Cohen, Director
Management Support Office

Enclosure

VI - 1-8 Public Comments
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON. D.C, 20550

September 21, 1978

OFFICE OF THE
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
FOR ASTRONOMICAL.

ATMOSPHERIC. EARTH,
AND OCEAN SCIENCES

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, DC 20330
Dear Dr. Stern:

Your letter dated 19 July 1978 with an attached copy of the 5-volume
draft environmental impact statement on MX: Milestone II arrived here
at the National Science Foundation (NSF) on 1 September 1S78. The
requested reply date to your, office for NSF comments on the statement
was 5 September 1978. A telephone communication with your office did
not ascertain the reason for the delayed receipt at NSF, but we were
advised of an extension of the reply date to 22 September 1978.

The NSF has reviewed the draft and has found the socio-economic and
archaeological aspects of the statement of particular interest. We
offer the following comments:

Socio-economic

The statement presents environmental considerations for use in
deciding whether to proceed into Full-Scale Engineering Develop-
ment (FSED). The comments presented are concerned with the economic
and social impacts discussed in this draft. In particular, the
comments are concerned with the materials discussed in Volumes I,
II, and IV.

As a general comnent, the methodology or models used to determine
the employment and investment impacts are not adequately defined in
the text -- page 1-90 states that the total magnitude of the direct
and indirect impacts were computed using the National Input-Output
Model (BEA, 1974). Our understanding of this model is that it presents
national numbers based on 1972 data. BEA does have a multi-regional
input-output model (MRIO), but that model is based on 1963 data. If
the analysis used the national model, how are the regional estimates
obtained, and if they used the MRIO model, the underlying data is
extremely unsound. Indeed, 1972 technical coefficients fail to reflect

Public Comments VI - 1-9



Dr. Stern 2

the dramatic jump in both energy prices and raw materials and their 1-1i
influence on the production process. Also, the gross output multiplier (cont)
is rather large and fails to include any leakages or time dynamics.
A net output multiplier would be more feasible (Table 3-1).

The employment impacts generated are somewhat misleading in that
labor is not a homogeneous commodity and the labor force composition
could have a considerable imp act on local labor force demands. The
socio-economic effects (I-93) primarily concern site choice and the
impacts vary with site choice. Some attempt is made to identify
these impacts in terms of housing, infrastructures, etc. However,
the results reflect only this project and do not deal with alternative 1-12
projects which may occur in these areas, such as energy development,
etc. The booirtown phenomena could occur producing a tremendous demand
which is both highly cyclical and unstable. No amount of contract
phasing would lessen the adverse environmental or social effects of
this impact. This would be particularly true for the lower income
and fixed income residents of the areas who would bear most of the
long-term costs of the large short-term demand for public services.

The regional impacts discussed are not adequately documented as to
their source or methods of generation. In fact, some are clearly
erroneous. Washington State is described as being energy-rich
with huge hydro- and coal reserves. Obviously the authors are not
aware of the power rationing which has been occurring in the Pacific 1-13Northwest this past year and will continue for many years. Also
coal reserves do not imply production, given manpower, capital, and
environmental constraints. In addition, the huge resource demands
associated with developing these reserves would be competing with
this project, further aggravating prices and the demand for labor
and capital.

Finally, there is concern about the inflationary impacts associated
with these projects: in particular, the deleterious impact of this
new demand on the standard of living of low and fixed income >-14
individuals. The bulk of the demand for employment will be satisfied
from outside of the area, since particular high skills are required,
leaving local labor supply to fill the lower paying unskilled jobs.

Archaeological

Archaeological remains are present both on Vandenberg Air Force Base
and in the seven sample deployment sites. Development of the MX-II
system would have an unavoidable effect on archaeological remains.

V1 - 1-0 Public Conuents



Dr. Stern 3

The general dearth of information presented on remains which occurI, in the different areas and just what means will be taken to minimize
impact makes this statement difficult to evaluate. It appears that
a good part of the Vandenberg Air Force Base has been surveyed, yet
the bullet statements which summarize the findings are too brief to 1-15
give an adequate idea of what is really present on the ground. It
appears that the information concerning the sample deployment sites
comes from a literature search alone and attempts to generalize from
data of this type are notoriously inaccurate.

Whether the proposed steps to mitigate adverse environmental impacts
are sufficient is not clear. At Vandenberg Air Force Base, mitigation
will include siting in such a way as to minimize archaeological
destruction as well as salvage excavation. Section 3.2.15, Volume IV,

implies that if sites are located in an area ol high archaeological
potential, an extensive recovery project would be undertaken. 116

In summary, the amount of information on archaeological impact andiproposed mitigation is minimal. On this basis it is unclear that a
Icareful evaluation has, in fact, been made.

Sincerely yours,

. 1)(ani el Hunt

Deputy Assistant Director

Public Comments VI - 1-11



SOUTHWEST FEDERAL REIObTAL COUNCIL

ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA. NEW MEXICO. OKLAHOMA, TEXAS
1100 Commerce. Room 9C28 Dallas. Toxas 75242 2141 49-1431

August 22, 1978

REGIONAL AOMINISTRATOA
DEPARTNENT 0 tAB07 ETA

Dr. Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
sag Deputy for Environment & Safety

Office of the Assistant Secretary
ACOxAL DIRCTOR Department of the Air Force
00 SEVIESWashington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We are in receipt of your August 14 letter concerning the
MAII.....,TAO.f ..... Air Force's Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

on MX: Milestone II, and your desire for us to review the
EIS statement.

In our function as Regional A-95 Coordinator, we do not
review EIS statements. It may be thazt you might want toACTING ACCAONAL A [M#%NTATr4

PAMMENT OFt..Y forward a copy of your Milestone II EIS statement to the
regional office of the Environmental Protection AgencyA , (EPA) for their review. If such is the case, we supply

• below the name of the regional EPA official who conducts

EIS reviews.
DEPA141I(NA Of IftNPCNTA I

OA,(I0TAI, o.l,. ..o.., Mr. Clinton Spotts

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Surveillance & Analysis Division
First International Building
1201 Elm Street

.,oTALDEIO.AGNC Dallas, Texas 75270

Thank you for your desire and efforts to coordinate the

development of Milestone II with our office.

.(W NCt0, OfCAL Please advise if we can assist further.
tDUATON ANO WAtIAE 

S O. *o Sincerely,

A(GIONAL AMINISTATOAD(,AWTENO HO"No AND ERNEST C. WOODS
tONCPART WM(NTOfFWx A9
URegional A-95 Coodinator

cc: Clinton Spotts, EPA

;% Myron Knudson, EPA
AN AOM..N.o. ,S,,AOA Loron Bolen, SWFRCI FOCARTMtNt OF AGltIC,TI~LMI

PI...AL Ou

VI 1-12 Public Comments



UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

IN "Y mr" -ro, Sacramento Area Office
2800 Cottage Way

Land operations Sacramento, California 95825

SEP 15 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of
the Air Force (SAF/MIQ)

Pentagon
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We have reviewed your draft environmental impact statement

on MX: Milestone II and found no Indian lands under the

jurisdiction of this office are involved.

Sincerely yoqrs,

William E. Finale
U Area Dilector

Pe

Public Comments VI - 1-13



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOfl

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF MINES

2,101 E STREET, NW.

' WASHINGTON, D.C. 20241

In Reply Refer To: August 18, 1978
EBM - MMRD

Mr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Mr. Carlos:

Reference is made to your letter of July 19, 1978, by which you conveyed a copyof the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on MX: Milestone II.

Any concern about which the Bureau of Mines should logically comment would
involve mineral resources of such land area(s) as would be ultimatuly devoted
to the MX system. As land selection lies in the future we believe that no current
comments on the submitted EIS is required.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment extended by the Department of the
Air Force.

neerely yours,

~1'Dir ctor

(ftr

VI - 1-14 Public Comments



IN RLY REFER TO

United States Department of the Interior 793

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT (N-920)

NEVADA STATE OFFICE
Room 3008 Federal Building

300 Booth Street
Reno, Nevada 89509

AUG 2 8 1978

Carlos Stern, PhD
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
ashingtcn, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

We appreciated the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environ-
mental Statement on MX: Milestone II. In accordance with our procedures for
the review of other agency Environmental Statements, we have forwarded our
comments to our Washington Office for consolidation with those of BUl offices
in other states. You should receive the consolidated BLI reply well with-
in your desired time frame.

We will be extremely interested in review of future Environmental Statements
on MX, particularly when the time arrives to decide on a particular site if
Nevada is one of the alternatives. For your information, our procedures re-
quire that review of other agency Environmental Statements be coordinated
through Department of Interior's Office of Environmental Project Review,
(OEPR) 19th and C Streets, NW., Washington, D.C. 20240. Please send future
requests for reviews through that office.

E.I. Rowland1State Director, Nevada

.CONSERVE

NEOY

Save Energy and You Serve America!
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United States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

ER-78/707 AUG 24

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment
and Safety

Department of the Air Force
Washington, DC 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

This is in regard to your request of July 19, 1978,
for the Depai'tment of the Interior's review and
comments on a araft environmental statement for MX:
Milestone II.

This is to inform you that the Department will have
comments on the draft environmental statement but
will be unable to respond by the date requested.
Our comments should be available by the middle of
September.

Sincerel /

truce Blanchard, Director
Environmental Project Review

V
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0United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF *THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

In Reply Refer To:
ER-78/707

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Officc of che Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We have reviewed the draft statement on MX: Milestone II,
sent to us on July 19, 1978. We urge that you initiate
early coordination with our Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
offices in the appropriate states as soon as site require-
ments to be addressed in Milestone III have been identified.

The statement indicates that the MX missile system, when
fully deployed, could adversely i"-act large blocks of
public lands administered by the bLM. In California, for
example, 92 percent (5,795 acres) of the area evaluated in
the Mojave Desert Basing Mode Comparison Area (BMCA) are
public lands managed by BLM's Riverside and Bakersfield
Districts.

These lands also lie wholly within the California Desert
Conservation Area, currently under study as part of the 1-17
congressionally mandated California Desert Plan. Depending
on which basing mode is selected, ane assuming 20 aimpoints
per missile, the document estimates 'chat when the missile
system is fully deployed in the seven BMCA's under considera-
tion, between 4,700 and 7,000 square m .les will be either
seriously impacted due to construction of facilities or
placed under closed and/or restricted access status due to
security requirements. Assuming an equal deployment distri-
bution among the seven BMCA's, sE1eral hundred squ.re miles
of public land in California woula be affec~ted.

Siting decisions will not be made until the Milestone III
environmental statement is published in the early 1980's.
The document indicates that most of the information gathered
thus far has been by means of literature seaoches and that
the study of deployment areas is still in its early stages.
It is our understanding that a much more rigcrous analysis
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of site-specific impacts will be included in the Milestone II 1-17(cont)
environmental statement which will require on-site analysis of
potential environmental impacts. Any studies on public land
which will involve physical disturbance of the environment
(i.e., the construction of mock-up silos, etc.) will require
advance approval from BLM. We suggest the Air Force contact
appropriate BLM State Directors and District Managers at an
early date to establish means for this cooperation.

Cultural Resources

The statement lists several (local, State, and nationally)
designated landmarks in the nearby region as well as the pres-
ence of the Coast Guard Station - Boathouse (determined to be
eligible for the National Register) on Vandenberg Air Force
Base. However, there appears to have been no attempt made to
coordinate with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)
in locating cultural resources that could be affected by this
proposal and may be eligible for inclusion to the National
Register. The SHPO is available to guide your agency in
determining the necessity, extent, and design of a cultural
resources survey of the project impact area and in applying
the Advisory Council's National Register Criteria to any sites
identified.

If a Federal undertaking would affect eligible cultural
resources, the Advisory Council must be given an opportunity
to comment and an appropriate mitigation plan should be form- 1-18
ulated which is mutually agreeable to your agency, the SHPO,
and Advisory Council. In the event of irreparable loss or
destruction of significant historical or archeological data,
the steps outlined in the Archeological and Historic Preserva-
tion Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-291) should be undertaken.
The FEIS should address the need for and implementation of the
above procedures in the MX project areas.

The Spanne and Glassow surveys conducted for the Space Shuttle
Program were confined principally to a 21-mile long, 3,000-
foot wide coastal corridor, extending from just north of the
Santa Ynez River to a point south of Point Arguello. These
surveys identified approximately 480 archeological sites at
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Given the known high density of
sites on the Base, there are probably several hundred more
unrecorded sites. We arc not aware of any other extensive
surveys for Vandenberg Air Force Base, particularly for the
inland areas. Therefore, we question the accuracy of the
archeological sensitivity map (Figure 1-35) if, in fact, it
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was developed and based solely upon the recent work of Spanne 1-18(cont)
and Glassow.

The draft statement indicates that some survey data are
available for the four candidate site areas. However, there
is no indication as to who prepared the survey reports, when,
how the surveys were conducted, and how adequate the surveys
are for present planning purposes. This information is vital
for review purposes. The final statement should clearly
reference all supporting materiaj..

General

The available recreation areas and opportunities for
Vandenberg Air Force Base and adjoining areas are summarized
on page 111-124. However, the statement appears to lack any
evaluation of recreation impacts. Due to the nearness of 1-19
Ocean Park (Surf) to the Lompoc Terrace candidate site area,
the statement should address any potential impacts that the
proposed project activities would have on this area.

In the upper right quadrant of the chart (p. xvi), for the
vertical shelter basing mode, the typical on-road character-
istics of the missile transport trailer are given as having
a width of 31 feet, whereas the road width is given as only 1-20
22 feet. No expianation of the 31-foot width was found in
the text and, if the figure is correct, it would be helpful
to discuss problems of transpurt in greater detail.

The geological time scale in Appendix J is outdated; greater
ages are now generally accepted for most of the divisionsI 1-21
that are shown. A current table is attached.

The assessment of water-demand impacts should be made on the
basis of the total population increases attributable to the
MX program, as is done for air-quality impacts, rather than
only on the basis of number of MX jobs (p. 11-80, etc.).

The noise level effects of the MX Project in combination with
the Space Shuttle Program have not been adequately covered
to minimize the impact of sonic booms on the Indians at the 1-23
Santa Inez Indian Reservation or on other permaeter communities
in the vicinity of Vandenberg Air Force Base.
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We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this
statement.

ce~ely,

Larl eei rotto
PsMt MiIta SECRETARY

Enclosure
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MAJOR STRATIGRAPHIC AND TIME DIVISIONS

Age estimates
Subdivisions in Use by the U. S. Geological Survey commonly used for

,,,_ _boundaries (in
Era or million years)l
Erathem System or Period Series or EpochErthm(A) (B)

Quaternary lolocene
Pleistocene

Pliocene a. 7 .0
Cenozoic Miocene 2 22.5

Tertiary Oligocene -3738 - 37.5

Eocene-3-8 -7.-53-54- -535-
Palcocene

Cretaceous3/ Upper (Late)
Lower (Early)
U per (Late) -16

Mesozoic Jurassic H ddle (Middle)MeozicLower (Fnr~y L-190-195-

U pper Late0
Triassic Middle (Middle)

Lower (Early)
Permian/ Upper (Late) -225

Lower (Early)'- -280-U per (Late)
Pennsylvanian!-/ 2'ddle (Middle)

Lower (Early) _ _ 320 -2/ -

Uppur (Late)
Mississippin-/ Lower (Early)

Upper (Late) -345-

Paleozoic Devonian Middle (Middle)
Lower (Early)

Upper (Late)
Silurian-3 1  Middle (Middle)

Lower (Early)
Upper (Late) 30-440

Ordovician!/ Middle (Middle)
Lower (Early) ---a. 500-

3/ Upper (Late)
Cambrian- Middle (Middle)

_______ I Lower (Early) -570

Time subdivisions of the Precambrian:

Precambrian Z--base of Cambrian to 800 m.y.
Precambrian Y--800 m.y. Lo 1,600 m.y.

Precambrian Precambrian X--1,600 m.y. to 2,500 m.y.
Precambrian W--older than 2,500 m.y.

2GEOLOGIC NAMES COMMITrEE, U, S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 1972
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IEstimates for ages of time boundaries nre under continuous study and subject to
refinement and controversy. Two scales are given for comparison:
(A) Geological Society of London, 1964, The Phanerozoic time-scalc;

a symposium: Geol. Soc. London, Quart. Jpur., v, 120, suppl,,
p. 260-262.

(B) Berggren, 1. A., 1972, A Cenozoic tine-scale--oeme implications for
regional geology and p.tliobiogeography: Lethala, V. 5, nn. 2, p. 195-215.

In addition to these, a useful time scale for North American mamalian
stages Is given by:

Evernden, J. F., Savage, D. C., Curtl, C. II., and
James, G. T., 1964, Potassiun-argon dates and the
Cenozoic mnanailian chronology of North America:
Amer. Jour. Sci., v. 262, p. 145-198.

2From Table 1: Correlation chert for the Carboniferous of north-wet Europe,

Russia, and North Aerica: Ceol. Soc. London, 1964./, p. 22.

- Includes provincial series accepted for use in U. S. Geological Survey reports.

Terms designating time are in parenthese-. Informal tine terms--
early, niddlt, and .Lte-.mav be used for the eras, for periods where

there is no fotral subdivision into Early, Middle, and Iate, and forepoch$. InfoM~A1 rock terms.-lover, middle, and up'per-.ny be used

wherc there in no formal subdivision of on era, systemt or series.

PROVINCIAL SERIES ACCEPTED FOR USE IN U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY REPORTS

Series Age Region

Gulfian ............... Late Cretaceous ........... Texas, Louisiona, OklahoMA.
Ark~n%s l~pl And

Cosnchean ............ Early and Late Cretaceous- Alaama.

Coahuilan ............. Early Cretaceous .......... Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Mississippi, and Alabama.

Ochoan ................ Late Peran -............... Texas and New Mexico.
GuAdalupian ........... Early and Late Permian .... Do.
Leonardian ............ Early Permian ............. Do.
'Jolfcampian ........... Early Permian -------- - Do.

Virgilian .............. Lte Pennsylvanian.
Missourian ............ ...... d...............
Des Moinesia......... Middle Pennsylvanian ...... Arkansas, Oklehoema, KAnsas,
Atokan ........................ do .............. Hissou,'. NebraskA, and Iowa.
Morrowan ............. Early Pennsylvanian .......

Chesterian ............ Late Hisrissippinn ........ . .Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mernmecian ............ .........do...... ........ I Illinois, IoWA, and Missouri.
Oqage~n ............... kearly tMissIssipplan .......
KinderhookiAn ................... do ..............

Cayugan ............... Late Silurian ............. New York and Michirgn.
Nligran .............. Middle Silurian ........... Do.
Alexandrian ........... Earlv Silurinn ..............- isa-uri, llilols, and

Michigan.

Cincinnatian .......... Ltte Ordovicinn ........... Ohio, Indinna, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Michigan, Iliscon-
sin, and IOWa.

Mohnwkian ............ Middle Ordoviclan .......... oew York, hlchigan, Visconsin,
and Iowa.

St. Croixan ........... Late Ciebrian ............. Iowa, Minnesota, Visconein,
and Michigin.
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~ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
PRo WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

SEP ?1978

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINI$TRATOR

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
your Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) entitled
MX:Milestone II. We recognize that this EIS represents an
assessment made in the early stages of program development.
We also recognize that the environmental analyses of potential
deployment sites have not been completed and that future
program decisions may significantly affect the scope and
nature of environmental impacts of this program. Since air
quality data is largely lacking for the specific areas being
considered for development sites, we commend your plans to
establish monitoring programs to obtain pertinent ambient
air data to enable valid impact assessment. We will be
pleased to review and, as appropriate, comment further upon
your program whenever additional data are available.

We are concerned about the amount of valuable agricultural
land that would be taken out of production under the various 1-24
proposed security systems. We were also disturbed by factual
errors in this document (e.g., the location of 1-80 and
1-70, the extent of irrigation in the South Platte area, and 1-25
the structural interdependence of the farm and non-farm
sectors of the economy.)

If you have any questions concerning EPA's comments, please
contact Mr. Philip Parisius (245-3006) of this Office
directly.
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We appreciate your efforts to make other agencies and the
public aware of the MX Program during the early stages of
its development.

Sincerely yours,

William D. Dick rson
Acting Director
Office of Federal Activities
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AtheNAU.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION GUA * ,,.o* ,

WIF RE~~GI ON NIaAtRCM AO

Two Embarcadero Center, Suite 530

San Francisco, California 94111 August 16, 1978

IN REPLY RIFZR TO

IED-09

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the MX:
Milestone II Project and provide the following comments.

I. The Draft Statement addresses the transportation issues that are
affected by the proposed project. It notes the congestion problems
for the various phases of the operation. However, the EIS does not

address the adequacy of the highway structural sections, alignment,
or other engineering considerations to handle the non-typical
highway type vehicles. Therefore, the Final Statement should 34
identify the impacts of the movement of these vehicles, the
proposed mitigation, and any required improvement to the highway
routes involved.

2. Due to the decreasing highway dollars available at the State and
County level, the California Department of Transportation and the
Santa Barbara County Transportation Department should be contacted
at the following addresses to coordinate improvements to these
routes.

CALTRANS - District 05
P. 0. Box "L"
San Luis Obispo, California 93406

Santa Barbara County Transportation Department
105 East Anapamu Street
Santa Barbara, California 93101

We appreciate this opportunity to review the subject Draft EIS and
would like to rcceive a copy of the Final Statement when it becomes
available.

Sincerely yours,

R:. S. Youn , Director
Office f Environment and Design
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WESTEr N FEDERAL REGIONAL COUNCIL

[REGION IX

I0 1I PINE STREET
THIRD FLOOR

Q% SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111

q (415) 556-1970

-. IA,, k t A $tGbU.J A*VR

September 2, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Mr. Stern:

This is in response to your request for comments on the MX - Milestone II
Environmental Impact Statement. To assure that the EIS is properly
reviewed, we have contacted the Region IX Environmental Protection
Agency office. We have been informcd that EA's comments will be delivered
to your office by the September 5 deadline.

Thank you for your concern. Please notify us if we can be of further
assistance.

Sincerely,

1illiam C. Arntz
Chairman
Western Federal Regional Council
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II

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES

COMMENT TeArFrei ul wr fisrsosblte neN. RESPONSE
NO.____

1-1 The Air Force is fully aware of its responsibilities under

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.
The Air Force will take no action that might impact on cultural
resources prior to consultation with the respective State
Historic Preservation Officers and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.

1-2 The nuclear hardness and survivability (NH&S) tests that are
anticipated will probably be in two main categories. One type
of test will provide data for evaluating MX system response to
nuclear airblast, ground shock, and debris effects. These
tests will probably require the use of conventional high explo-
sives in a manner similar to that employed for the HAVE HOST
and MISERS BLUFF test series during the concept validation
phase. For that kind of test, various amounts and types of
high explosives are detonated at or somewhat below the ground
surface (at depths of 20 feet or less). The other type of
test will involve the use of electrical and electronic devices
to simulate the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) from a nuclear
detonation. Either transportable EMP simulators or other EMP
simulators may be used. Section 1.1.1.3 is not intended to
close out the option of underground nuclear testing at the
Nevada Test Site.

1-3 Since test planning has not been completed, a more detailed
explanation is not available at this time.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

1-4 Several different EMP simulators may be used during the Full
Scale Engineering Development phase for MX. When more is known

about the simulators planned for use and the required schedule
of such use, the operating agencies will be contacted for proper

scheduling and other arrangements as necessary.

1-4a The Northeast Power Coordinating Council Task Force report on
gas and capacity will be used in future studies.

1-5 a. Volume III, Section 3.2.2.4.2. para. 5: The last two
sentences of the paragraph should read: "The proposed MX vehicle

is less than one-half the size of one Titan III solid motor.

The total MX exhaust emissions to the atmosphere would be less
than 190,000 lbs (86,200 kg)."

b. Volume III, Section 3.2.2.4.2, para. 7: The last sentence
in the paragraph should read: "However, the amount of hydrogen
chloride in the ground cloud from an MX launch is estimated to
be about 1,500-1,600 lbs (700-727 kg).

c. Volume III, Section 3.2.2.4.3, para. 8: Delete the first
sentence of the paragraph. It is out of place in the context of the

paragraph.

d. Since the figure of 4,400 lbs is given specifically for the
MX, no change in this portion of the paragraph is needed.

1-6 Volume III, Section 3.2.2.4.2, 5th paragraph, 14th line: The
wording should be changed as follows: substitute the words "an early

model" for the words "the one". Also, add the following to the
end of paragraph 8: "The ground level concentrations shown in
Table 3-18 are lower than the peak values shown in Figure 3-10
because a later, less conservative model was used to develop the

table. Consequently, the comparison shown in Figure 3-10 for
the MX vs. the Titan III is very conservative."

1-7 Volume III, Section 3.2.2.4.2: The second reference under Table
3-17 which reads: "NASA CR1205 (I1), 1968." should read:
"Smyth, H. F., 1966. 'Military and Space Short-term Inhalation

Standards.'
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

1-8 Table 3-19 in Volume III, Section 3 should be replaced with
the following updated "Table 3-19. Exhaust Products for Normal
Burn". The difference between the two sets of figures in this
table reflects the effect of afterburning and turbulent mixing
within the rocket plume. The suggested hypothetical case of

afterburning without mixing is not of primary environmental
concern here. It is of some scientific interest, but would
not serve to clarify the impacts being addressed in the EIS.

1-9 Volume III, Section 3.2.2.43, fourth paragraph, third sentence:
delete the words "which could penetrate alveolar spaces in the
lungs if inhaled". This deletion will clarify the intent of the
paragraph.

1-10 Table 3-20 in Volume III, Section 3 should be replaced with the
following updated Table 3-20 which indicates annual deposit of
exhaust products above the tropopause. Where information obtained
in the Draft EIS for the Space Shuttle Program is identical to
that in the Final EIS, all references to the "Draft EIS" should
be changed to "Final EIS".

ANNUAL DEPOSIT ABOVE THE
TROPOPAUSE

COMPOUND
TONS METRIC TONS

Hydrogen chloride 65.85 59.73

Chlorine 12.93 11.73

Nitric Oxide 0.32 0.29

Carbon Monoxide 2.42 2.20

Carbon Dioxide 162.82 147.68

Water 342.86 310.98

Aluminum Oxide 121.61 110.30
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES

Table 3-19. Exhaust products for normal burn.

(Percent by weight of nozzle exit

plane flow)

Nozzle exit Plane 1 km
Product plane downstreama

SRM (total mass flow 9400 kg sec
- for 2 motors)

Hydrogen chloride 21.2 18.9

Chlorine (Cl2) 0 2.1

Chlorine (Cl) .3 .03

Nitric oxide 0 1.3

Nitrogen peroxide 0 .02

Carbon monoxide 24.1 .07

Carbon dioxide 3.4 41.2

Hydrogen 2.1 0

Hydroxyl and atomic hydrogen .02 0

Nitrogen 8.7 (b)

Water 9.3 28.6

Aluminum oxide 30.1 30.1

Aluminum chloride .02 .02

Iron chloride .97 .97

Total 100.0 c123.3

-1
Orbiter main engines (total mass flow 1410 kg sec for 3 engines)

Water 95.9 128

Hydrogen 3.5 0

Argon, nitrogen, other .6 .6

Total 100.0 c128 .6

aAfterburning is complete.

bIt is assumed to be part of air.

Total is greater than 100% because of chemical addition of air to

form water, nitric oxide, and carbon dioxide.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

1-11 In estimating the national impacts associated with Full Scale
Engineering Development, the BEA National Input-Output model
was used. Its use is documented in Addenda A and B, to
Volume II. The cegional impact analysis relied heavily on the
Regional Industrial llu.tiplier System (RIMS), also developed
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. See Volume V, Appendices
for a discussion of this methodology. In the Volume II analysis
RIMS was used without modification. In the case of the Volume IV
analysis-that relating to basing mode decision-several modifi-
cations were made in order to more accurately reflect the nature
of the expected impacts. These modifications included a scaling
down of the induced-effect comionent of the multiplier, to reflect
the fact that a large portion of the construction and operations
workforces will be housed in construction camps (for construction)
and base housing (during operations). The local consumption
behavior of such workers will differ substantially from that of
the typical resident of the region. Adjustment in the multiplier
was made to account for this difference. Supplies of certain
building materials (wood production, cement, and structural
steel) were constrained in the use of RIMS to better reflect
realistic levels of local supply potential. The Multiregional
Input-Output model (MRIO) was not used in the analysis.

The basis for the analysis, both at the national and regional
levels is the 1967 National Input-Output model. This is, the
latest comprehensive information available on the structure
of interindustry sales. The 1972 model will not be available
until early next year.

The gross output multiplier used in the national impact analysis
does take account of leakages from each round of expenditure.
Its use in the analysis is discussed in Addendum A to Volume II.

1-12 In Volume II analysis, labor was not treated as a homogenous

input, but was differentiated by requisite skill level, on both
supply and demand sides. First, labor demands by the guided
missile and support industries require highly skilled, technical

workers. At least some of these workers with specific occupa-
tional training and job skills may have to be imported since
even the states' large metropolitan areas comprise a limited
supply of skilled, yet unemployed workers. Forty percent of

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

1-12 workers who will 1e directly employed on MX belong to the cate-
gory of professionals and highly trained technicians (U.S. Bureau
of Census, 1972). As a worst case it has been assumed that 40
percent of direct total employment resulting from FSED would
be imported.

The remaining 60 percent of direct, and all indirect-induced
workers could be hired locally if available supply is adequate.
Both state and those metropolitan areas where aerospace specia-
lization exists have been generally characterized by large, well-
developed economic bases. Further they have contained large
numbers of unemployed !nbor relative to project demands. Thus,
no indirect labor in-migration was induced in impact analysis.

In the volume IV analysis the labor force requirements were
treated in two different ways - one for the construction phase
and one for operation. In the construction phase, the area's
unemployed construction labor force (equal to the same propor-
tion of the unemployed as it represents of the employed) is
given construction jobs first, before inmigration. In every
case, this local supply fell far short of demand. Indirect
and induced employment opportunities - generally made up of
job skills like those in the existing labor market - is allo-
cated to local labor until the local unemployment rate equals
3 percent. Beyond this point, inmigrants are assumed to out
compete local labor for available jobs. In the casa of the
operations phase, all military personnel were assumed to come
from outside the region, and half of the Federal Civilian jobs
was assumed to be unavailable for local residents. The other
half of the Federal civilian employment was assumed to be avail-
able to local-unemployed workers, with the size of the labor
pool controlling the number of such local hires for this direct
labor, and for the indirect and induced labor as well. Thus,
in Volume IV as well, an attempt was made to differentiate
between components of the labor force in determining the need
for labor force inmigration.

It is true that the impact estimates do not take account of other
projects that may evolve in the region and compete with MX for
resources and labor. Site selection studies will deal with
specific site effects such as those alluded to in the comment.
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COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

1-13 The state of Washington, unlike many other states, is rich in

hydro and coal energy resources. This does not mean that these

resources are being used to their fullest extent. For example,
the demonstrated coal reserve base in the state on 1 JUN 1974,

amounted to 1,954 million tons, while the estimated production
was only 3.9 million tors (U.S. Dept. of Interior, 1970). Pro-

duction of energy is a function of several factors such as demand,

availability of natural resources, and capital and labor to export
them. Hence production may fall short of demand even when the
state is potentially rich in energy resources.

1-14 The analysis of inflation impacts at the national level was
beyond the scope of the project. While no explicit analysis of
regional price-effects was performed, concern over this issue
was one consideration in assessing the impact potential of changes
in public expenditures, housing, population and other factors.
As a general rule, the relative impact potential of a given change
was regarded as small if the rate of change required was within
the limits of historical experience among many such places. Thus,
small relative impact potential was assigned to a given
effect if it represents a growth rate of less than 2 percent for
resident population and public expenditures, and 7 percent for
housing. A large relative impact potential was assigned
to an effect if the rate of growth reached 8 percent for resident
population, 9 percent for public expenditures, and 15 percent
for housing. A large relative impact potential thus includes
as one aspect the fact that certain deleterious effects, such as
inflation begin to occur at these higher rates of growth.

1-15 Information concerning the cultural resources on VAFB comes pri-
marily from published sources by the previous survey and excava-
tion on Vandenberg. The quality of this data base is generally
good. The seven Basing Mode Comparison Areas (BMCAs) are repre-
sentative samples of larger geotechnically suitable parcels which
have been used for basing mode environmental evaluations. A
deployment area EIS will be completed prior to any siting decision
and will include appropriate archaeological surveys and considerations.

1-16 If MX flight testing occurs at Vandenberg AFB, the facilities will
be sited in ways to minimize archaeological impacts. If sites are
located in areas of high archaeological potential, data recovery
programs will be initiated as appropriate in consultation with the
State Historic Preservation Officer, the Department of Interior,
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
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1-17 Site selection decisions will not be made for one or two years.
A separate EIS will be prepared for this decision point. The
EIS will be prepared for the subsequent decision whether to
produce and deploy the system. The Air Force will coordinate
its environmental planning activities and cooperate with BLM
regarding activities that might impact public domain land.

1-18 The Air Force will identify archaeological resources within all
proposed construction zones in order that archaeological sites
can be avoided whenever possible. For those sites that can not
be avoided a data recovery plan will be developed to avoid
adversely impacting these archaeological resources. The Air
Force is aware of its responsibilities for protection of cultural
resources pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Pre-
servation Act of 1966 as amended. We have consulted extensively
with the State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation in connection with Space Shuttle
activities on Vandenberg. Specific consultation with these
agencies will be accomplished with regard to MX activities as
the program becomes more defined.

ii Most of the data employed to develop the archaeological sensiti-
vity map are derived net from the space shuttle surveys, rather
they are from earlier survey work by Spanne (1970, 1971, 1974).
The major weaknesses in this data bpe are that survey coverage
was not as intensive or as well controlled as the Space Shuttle
research. As a result, it is probable that limited activity
sites were frequently missed during this survey, though it is
much less likely that multiple activity sites were missed.

In order to supplement the published sources, a reconnaissance
was conducted in the four CSAs during April 1978. However, the
dense vegetation cover limited visibility, especially in the
Shuman Canyon and Lompoc Terrace CSAs. Ten percent or less of
the direct impact areas in the conceptual facilities layout
was examined, and no new sites were located. At a time when
there is less vegetation cover, a larger area in each CSA
may be surveyed in order to verify these results.

1-19 The nearness of Ocean Park to the construction site may result1. in some increased use of this recreation area. However, since
camping is not permitted at this park, significant adverse
effects are not expected. Further, conflict between constructionworker use and week-end peak general public use would be minor.
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* 1-20 The width of the conceptual transporter-emplacer shown in the
referenced illustration is in error. The width overall should

*have been shown as 21 ft (6.4 m). Tire span is 17 ft (5.2 m).
Detailed vehicle and road designs will be developed during FSED.

1-21 The more current table has been placed in Volume V, Appendix J.

1-22 Assessment of water demands have been made on the basis of total
population increases. The following table shows projected MX
water requirements due to population increases and 1970 water
withdrawal in each of the states listed

WATER REQUIREMENTS STATE WATER
STATE IN-MIGRANTS (acre ft) WITHDRAWAL1

California 10,000 2,000 53.6

Washington 1,700 340 8.0

Colorado 600 120 14.5

Utah 600 120 4.7

Massachusetts 200 40 4.7

New York/New Jersey/
Connecticut 3,400 680 31.02

Soref~:*Dprmn ofCmeceo96
Texas 900 180 30.2

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, 1976.

11970, acre ft x 106.
2Total of the three states.
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1-23 The noise impact from the launch of a space shuttle vehicle

is independent of MX missile testing. Control and safety

reasons prohibit simultaneous launches. The MX missile is not
expected to produce a downward propagating sonic boom over land
because of its planed launch azimuth and westward trajectory.

No sonic boom has ever been repcocted from the launch of a Minute-
man missile. The noise from Minuteman missile launches is atten-

uated rapidly beyond distances of five miles from the source.
MX ambient noise levels would be of the same order and this would
not extend to the location of the Santa Ynez Indian Reservation.

A complete discussion of MX noise including sonic booms is con-,

tained in Volume IV, Section 3.3.3.2.2.

1-24 Agricultural productivity will be a key factor influencing

Site Selection.

1-25 The identified errors have been corrected. See Volume IV,

Section 1.2.

1-26 The construction of missile flight test facilities at Vandenberg
will not require diversion of stream waters. Therefore, dredging

and disposal sites will not be required, and there will be no
discharges of material into local waters. In general, the material
cut during construction will be used for fill.

1-27 As stated above, dredging and discharge in local waters will not

occur, and therefore, will not impact endangered species.

1-28 Water erosion at Vandenberg is not a problem unless an unusually
heavy precipitation period is encountered. Normal annual rain-
fall is about 13 in. (338 mm) with most of this occurring between

November and April.

Constru tion schedules cannot be set to avoid all potential
erosion periods, particularly since dust generation is also a
concern and has opposing criteria. The probability of having
heavy rain during the period of greatest excavation and earth

moving can be considered and some adjustments made to minimize
the erosion hazard, if necessary.

(cont.)
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1-28 Provisions to control erosion and sedimentation are included
in Volume II, Section 5.1.4 (Water Quality) and Section 5.2.1.8
(Aquatic Biology). Controls such as sedimentation weirs,
terraces, and berms to modify the flow are mentioned along with
revegetation and minimal vegetation removal.

1-29 Re-establishment of vegetation on disturbed areas at Vandenberg,
once the disturbed area is no longer actively used, is a relati-
vely rapid process. Weedy annual plants will invade such an
area in less than one year. In addition, direct revegetation
methods can also establish new vegetated areas in a year
or less. Chapparal will return to an undisturbed condition in
20 to 50 years. This recovery capability is evident in areas
that have not been disturbed at Vandenberg since the 1940's.

1-30 Potential water quality impacts during system operations are
estimated to be minimal. Accidents on roadways could result
in minor spillages of fuel or other liquids. No large quan-
tities of liquids are required by the MX system operation so
the potential for their spillage and entry into the water table
or groundwaters is not a concern.

1-31 The FEIS discusses cumulative and synergistic impacts of MX,
Space Shuttle, and LNG projects using the latest available
information. See Volume III, Chapter 3.

1-32 The Air Force cannot identify at this time which specific areas
in California other than the Vandenberg AFB area, can be expected
to experience growth because of MX full-scale engineering devel-
opment. The necessary contracts cannot be let until after a
decision is made to proceed with full-scale engineering develop-
ment. Without knowledge of the specific contractors who will
be involved, potential growth can be estimated at this time only
in terms of statewide potential.

In the conte-At of developing the Air Quality Attainment Plan for
the northern portion of Santa Barbara County, representatives of
Vandenberg are included in the North County Steering Committee
and have, as part of their responsibility, the task of identifying
future Air Force projects with significant impacts in the Vanden-
berg area. The MX program impacts as identified in the DEIS and
FEIS are available for the committee's use.
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1-33 See the response to comment above. In addition, it will be the
responsibility of each contractor to ensurc that any increase
in emissions does not violate the non-attainment provisions of
the Clean Air Act and its implementing regulations.

1-34 At Vandenberg AFB, the missile flight testing program requires
vehicles similar to those used for Minuteman. Vandenberg AFB

is already equipped to handle such traffic. At future missile
deployment sites, special roads will be constructed for the
moving of missiles among aimpoints. The deployment area selection
EIS will discuss the impacts of road construction and vehicle
movements.
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ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY

Bruce Babbitt 1717 WEST JEFFCRbON * PHOENIX. AIIZONA * PO. BOX 6123 85005 1il Japmle('tI. Jr.
GO VERNOR DIItCi OR

August 21, 1978

Reply to
Attn. of: DD/OP

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/i'1IQ)
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330

Oear Dr. Stern: Draft EIS, MX: Milestone II

This office finds no record of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. The distribution of July 17, 1978 has apparently
gone astray.

Additional information had been provided by you in response to
inquiry comments on an earlier draft. No further comments.

Sincerely,

Richard A. Froncek
State Planner
Office of Planning

Enclosure
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IMPORTANT: RETAIN NUMBER FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

Project: Norton Air Force Base

MX: Milestone II - Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Received by State Clearinghouse and sent for review.

S.A.I. No. Assigned: AZ 78-80-0042
The review is now underway. You will receive notice of the

results of the review within the time allowed by the Office
I f 4ana ement a d Bud pt Circular A-95,n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p p. in f eiwwr eeved u.2 2 1978.

Co metswil e ailed from the Clear9nqnouse on__Sep. Zy,
1978, This -s still less time allowedfor review tha i
allowed by A-95 guidelines,

Arizona State Clearinghouse

Phone: 271-5004
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ARIZONA (OFFICE OF

OFFICE ECONOMIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE HI@ l i I_

nOVERNOR 1700 West Washington * Executive Tower * Room 505 * Phoenix, Arizona 85007

September 20, 1978

Capt. Langdon Kellogg
Norton Air Force Base
Civil Engineering Division
SAMSO (MNND)
Norton Air Force Base, CA 92409

Re. MX: Milestone II - Draft Environmontal Impact Statement
S.A.I. #78-80-0042

Dear: Capt. Kellogg:

Enclosed are copies of responses concerning the above project ithich
were received br us after our Signoff to you.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Jo Youngbloo4 , Supervisor
Arizona State Clesringhouse
JY: 5S
EnPm.
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SIGNOFF

-. ______ MB Approval No. 29-R10218

FEEA SITNE Applicant's P Is'iI055O AZ 8-80fe ______ 0042_____
1. Type Of 0 Preapplication application b. D ate b. Date )'kor monlil day

Actionar O~polication Yea Af~el 0Ot. wayXSE Assigned 1978 08 23

acoptio 0 Aliication Ofntnt(Ot.__.SE_20_9_box) OReport Of Federal Action mi 20lk?
4. Legal Applicant/Racipient S.5Fedeal Emyr letdliicaion o.

a. Applicant Name. iNorton Air Force Base -

b. Organization Unit .Civil Engineering Division 6. Program 129
cSlrectlP.O. Box :SAl4SO (MNND) lFrmn a. Num rber 112 91 9

d. City :Norton Air Force .. County Federal b. Titlt nkow
f. Slate g.Z~d Caifornia Base ~*ZP~e 92409 Catalog) nn n
h. Contact Poison :Capt. Langdon Kellog Dept. oi Defense

(NatedA telep'hone no) (14 38268911
~ 7 Ttl an dsclstonofaplicant'snoelc MX: (MILESTONE II - DRAFT1 S. Typo of aslcsielln

i ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (5 VOLUMES) Ate .eo.P.rn~rn
V proam Overview-PreSeptsa oerew t -H.Cevi

; 
2 e se MX syte VL1: ujls ale inteer- p

In efopttenyAdar. enfieevironmental impacts of J-~ rer,.
cpenditure of resources to design, construct & test ~ KOe
issile & basing mode vehicle components & a seriled Federal Agency

=missile & vehicles. VOL. III: Missile Flight Testin tn~eaproprateeter U--Pronjects environmental impacts of MX flight tests oasitneu
on V e nr Ai oc Bs & Cnrl aifornia. 9.Tyasi stance -Israc
V OL I: as mov aluati n basingte -aicGat -nurnr
an eni 08 mpc Us associa ed wl orbsn B:Supplemewntal Grant E-Othor

10. Area of project Impact (Aamesofcieries.eounties.stlairs~e i.Etaedombler 12. Type of application
Yumla, Mohave, Maricopa, Pima, Cochisolesn A-New C-Revison E-Auarmentation
Graham, Santa Cruz, and Greenlee beeiig I-Renewal 0-Continuation
Counties, Arizona _____Enter appropriate Inet
13. Proposed Funding 14. Congressional Districts Of: 15. Type of elsnse Frerl2ror 12e
a. Federal S a. Applicant b. Project A-Increase Dollars P-Other Specify.,

B-Drcrease Dollars
b. Asslcart ,01 02 03 04 C-Incrase Duration

c. Sate.00116.e'rloctStat T7 twec0-Decrealie Duration
cs Ytle16 r Srth d 7. Prtojec E Cancellation Enter oppro.

d. Local Dat Merrrnhdy Drtonthsli priale fellerts) i:
a Other 18 siatddl Year modrifh date 19. Existing federtalIdientification comber

Is be *ubm-Ite
f. Tot S .0 to fe d.eral gecy 19
20. Federal agency to receive request [Name, city. state'. zipr cwil 21. Ramartit ddead

I C Yes []No
o 22. a. To the best Of My knswledg* curl b It required by OMB Circular A-95 this application was submitted. N'so Responseo belief, data in this serralplictiorel pursuant to instructiorns therein, to approprialle, clearinghiouses and response attached
SApplicantdouethsbeduyahrid

Certifies by the governing bodyof th eappli.(1 Arizona State Clearinghouse 0 0
SThat cant and the applicant wilt comply (2) 0rr with the attached assurances it the

assistance is approved 131 3 1
o23. noa. Typed name and title tSgaueC, Date signed
SCertify~n Year moneth day

t atie 19
24. Agency resere 25. Year mrthda

,Application
_____________________________received 19

26. Organizationat Unit 27 Adminilmicv- oficar 23. Feel" ila0plication

529. Address 30. Federat grant
identification

S31. Action taken 32. Funding __________Year moenth day 34. Year month day0..~~ Starting___ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _
sAwardrd a., Federal S 00 33. Actios dale 19 dale 19

(:]b. Rejected b. Apiplicant 00 35. Contact for additionat information 36. Year month day
0 c, Returned for c. State oo0 (N~same anrd tclep/iour numbedl no1

-d, I* med Ent Local .00 37. Remarksn added
od Wor.e Otha. Othees0

2 Qe. WithdrawnIL Toa[]e ON- I. otat $ .00 54
38. a.I aigaoeatoany comements, received frmceaig b. Federat Agency A-9 Ollicial
Federal agency hosswr osdrd, It agency response it due ude=poviins (Na rue and telephone numboer)

A-SO ction of Part 1,0OMg Circular A-95, it tiess been or is beinig made.

424-101 Standard Form 424 Page 1 (10.75)
P'rescribed by GS4. =1deallfanagement COreular 74.7
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1O11M TO 3F CoMPLE7z .V 'kS'.S't10 AGEVCY

ir. Ronald D. McCready, ?'r. ___

•rogram Evaluation Section 3 6 e A--* ltn - ($Al
"ransportation Planning Division

rizona Dept. of Transportation AUG 23, 1978 seat. AZ No. -8- 0- 42
.06 South 17th Avenue, Room 310 Economic Sec. Health
'hoenix, Arizona 85007 Indian Affairs Power

Mineral Resources Water

From: Arizona State Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks
Transportation Land

1700 West Wa~hington Street, Room SOS Ag. & Hort. AORCC
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Az. Mining Ass'n

Civil Rights
Arid Lands Studies
Arc&.eological Rese rch
Environmental Studies
Center far Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPADt R. Kingery

Region I
1hu 0bScl i ffltfrald to You fol avier and comment. pltwt et'uate s to: Region it

Region IV

(I) t ;€ ;O =stffect f PO th pbPso sod Prtp~clnuoyo, t5ne Region VI

(2) tht ifpotuance of KI cont-ibe tso to State redot ifarctde goals and objtec:iu
(3) 1= accord wit;a icy applicable lew. order or teluLtou wito% hich you am aadht
CS) eedino.ml aerado

,:uase ntc i I'.S FORI' AND ONE X EROX COPY to ts dera.ouse Do u:,t tha= 17 worklno davys Eo t!% date noted .bo,

'looe. co afct l"., dr .isg ott at yOU rtnd fur.ther Lnomation of addit'onA tifne [of tolto'.

a .on tbi Co enoV -

O; Comronos indiaded below

Comss : (U.se addatsooI sIhets if necesay)
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pFO%4 To as COM4P, MRB IVEVO AC6'VCY

Ur. William H. Dresher, Director
Arizona Bureau of Geology s lo rnw hO .fi. ISA)

Mineral Technology 7"-80-0042
Ifniversity of Arizona AUG 23, 1978 sa. AZ No. , '
Tucson, Arizona 85721 Economic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

Arizona State Clearinghouse Game I Fish Parks
1700 West Washingtcn Street, Room 505 Transportation Land. ,f,** i "' Ag ^. £ .ort. AoRCC
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Az. Mining Ass'n

civil Rights
e43 ~ Arid Lands Studies

AUG 9 *. Archaeological Research
1978 Environmental Studies

S OfCenter for Public Affairs
ON Prescott Historical Society

-A" 4 " Renewablo Natural Resources
' f-Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.

6B OEPAD: R. KIngery

;yA 11 0ey , t,t to you tor ,a.w And omment. plose .yvuate U to: Region 11RegionaI

(I) tIhe pto's effect pa tho pas ard prosmt Of yoeiak:ney Region VI
(2) the Impeace eofu cel ntauioa :o S-ls it lt malnaida tnd Objevs(3) I 1 merd wtb ay apbcHte Law. arde: or tulaguoa %ith whic. you are famtUr

j4) &ddiateani sn4tioa s

iswrttlTHIS FORM AND ONE XEROX COPY zos+ c'.ohu. La. sh= 17 working days fa thdaaeaoso.
A cOntC? the cwn nsoaaa if you need .sutLer mnormadon as add atna! tLmsa for infew.

:3 No comment on Out Projet
,; lmpaoa ui supperec as s1uttn
sj Commets as Snd;.t

o
d beow

raau: (Use adda,!aeal s-iu n ecesaryq)

See attached.

Director 626-1943aV - .- 6 P Cormenes
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State of Arizona
Bureau of Geology and Mineral Technology
Office of the Director
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
(602)884-1943

September 14, 1978
B-418-WHD

To: Arizona State Clearinghouse

From: William H. Dreshe
Director

Regarding: State Application Identifier No. 78-80-0042
MX: Milestone II - Draft Environmental
Impact Statement

We acknowledge that measures to protect our country should come before
all other considerations and, therefore, it may be inappropriate to
criticize oversights in the subject environmental impact statement.
However, as one vho has previously been associated with the U.S.
missile systems and held Department of Defense and Atomic Energy
Security clcarance, I am personally appalled at the amount of vital
information which Is now being released to the "enemy" in the form of
an environmental impact statement. This being the case we feel that
it is perfectly valid that we critique the subject statement.

The geological setting discussed in the subject statement, in our
opinion, is totally inadequate. A project which depends so much on the
use of the earth for its viability deserves considerably more of a
detailed analysis of the earth processes which may be in action at the
proposed sites, earLhquake risk, for example. It is interesting to note
that the total treatment of the potential earthquake hazard to the
facilities (each of which contain nuclear explosives) is dispatched in
four sentences in Volume III. Further, the idea that minerals may be 2-1
a part of the earth's resources in these areas apparently has not been
considered. When mentioned at all, minerals are treated under "economic"
impact; e.g. loss of mining revenue to the region. Little mention is
made of the impact on the admittedly large areas which will be lost to
exploration and potential development of any earth resource be it mineral
or geothermal energy in spite of the fact that the statement acknowledges
that tiere is active mining and additional mineral and geothermal energy
potential in several of the areas under consideration.

We are concerned in general about the lack of recognition in this state-
rent as well as in others which we have reviewed that mineral resources,
too, are an integral part of our national security and defense. It was
not too many years ago that the federal government was actively engaged
in building up our mineral supply capability. The Duval-Sierrita copper
and molybdenum mine, for .,ample, was begun in 1967 under federal loan
provisions of the Defense Production Act of 1950. Numerous of Arizona's
mineral deposits were discovered under mineral exploration programs
sponsordd by the federal government. Now, during the decade of the 70's,
minerals are not important. We should ask ourselves who is fooling who?

A DQison of the

University of Arizona
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State Application Identifier No. 78-80-42

Volume IV

Page IV - 16 "Depths to water of confined aquifers more than 50 ft. (15 m)
Table 1-3 were not considered." This statement is either erroneous or.
Item 2 at best, confusing. Does it mean that areas where the water-

table is more than 50 feet deep are eliminated from further 2-2
consideration as possible basing areas? Or does it mean that,
for those areas, depth to groundwater is eliminated as a
possible limiting parameter in the site selection process?

Page IV - 97 This Department is in almost total disagreement with Paragraph
Figure 3-8 3.2.16. In Arizona the cement shortage is not a result of
Item 12 environmental restrictions on production facilities. Cement
and production facilities in Arizona are running at, or near full

Page IV - 103 capacity.
Para 3.2.16

The cited historical trends in unused capacity do not reflet

the current situation. The surplus in Arizona is virtually
nonexistent. Contractrs are standing in line waiting for dn
allocated amount each month.

The shortage in 4rizona is not viewed as a temporary one either.

Our suppliers are providing cement for two major projects, 2-3
the Central Arizona Project and the Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station, which consume a combined total of 14 percent
of the generating capacity in the State. Both projects have
construction schedules that extend into the mid to late 1980's.
In addition we are in the midst of the largest home construction
boom in the history of the State and possibly the nation. It
may level off in the near future. But in light of the mounting
energy problems in the northeastern states, it would be foolish
not to at least consider the possibility that net migration to
the sunbelt states will remain high, and that the demand for new
housing will also remain high.

It is therefore recommended that the entire statement on the
potential impact the MX project would have on Arizona's cement
supplies be re-evaluated.

General Any projects selected for construction in Arizona relative to
the MX program must be compatible with the State's air quality
management plan (called the State Implementation Plan;
currently under revision, which is due for completion by
early 1979) and the State Water Quality Management Plan
(currently under development with scheduled completion by
April 1979).

V
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- FN____________'s TO! COPST- IV1S*'64 Ao'=-:CY

Dmr. . cn Swanson, ?xec. Dir.
?ina As Ociation of Gov's . SM4AL,-6w iC!. ( SAJ
405 Transammerica Build!ing
Tucson, Arizona 85701AU23198 334 ZNo-7 80 02

Economic Sec. Healths
Indian Affairs Pcwer
Mineral Resources Water

F~m:A~nca tteClaxngv-eGame G Fish Parks
F 1e00 Westn Stae Clea:nSteet Rom50 ransportation Land

170 Wst asingonStret ~3~ C~Ag. & Hot AORCC
Phoenix, xizona 2SOG7 Az. Mining ASSfl

Civil Rijhts
Arid Lancs Studies
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
center for PublicAfar
Prescott Historical Society
Renew.able Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Trech.
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_Slat A",!=,04_ ISC

Dr. Kenneth Kimsey, Diractor Si. .io1Z:iciAI

Preacott Historical Socity AU 3 98 ~ A *7-80-004;2
415 West Gurley Street /1________

PrsotA 66301 Econo,.Ic Sec. Health
Precot, AIndian Affairs Power

Mineral Resources Water
Flomt A=ri*c.-a State Clear.nhou-se Gam~ & Fish Parks

Phcenix, A--irorna 85C07 Az. !Um.nq Ass'n
Civil R1h's
Arid Lanas'Studies
Archaeolcgical Research
Environme'ntal Studies
Center for Public Affai-rs
Prescott Historical Society-
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & M4ineral Tech.
OEPA;D: R. Kingery

Regionl II
Region 1"'

(1) :Sc t fftc--o -Oe ?br.s and ;tognnu of yo~ Regicn V
(2) ': t;0lunC.o of U3s cant.butlen to State and"Ot Aoivlide gos ind :z;eotts

Q~) :c~ord wnsic~ y %;pL.abie law.order at r,uobro Jwcht you s= 'tsajisr,

ILA) Addlitoa coodtntuons

Zb~sc nzoo tUSr'ji4 ~OC~kXE~X CPYto tC deir..ousse -a :t: t *v. 17 'iork-f a days ::-z:3 -:: dit nztui
5

kitse cot:-:.%e deant eue cu OUr.I fetbe:or-t.o diiss:refr:.ew

* -. No ~~orore-t -n .t;:20

Z3. ind' S .3%d "!OW

Conrs= -',:! Wz::civti slre:s d nc=
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- F"?M10 O NE "~~~'~-. ACENCY

Mr. Andrew L. Bettwvy S11% Arph!,CA 41:U !.r ISAU)

Comm. , Department of Land
1624 W. Adams St., 4th Floor AUG 23, 1.978 S13 AZ NO 7 8- 8o - 004i 2
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Ecorciic Sea. Hat

indian Affairs Fow.er
Mineral Resources Water

Fn-- Arizona State ClearInshouse Ga-re & Fish Parks

1700 West I;ct~ Ttet ransportation Land-
~-heni, Aizoa 8007Ag. & 1!ort. AORCC

.- hoeix, A-4zon L1507 Az.Mining s'
civil Rights
Arid Lands Studie's
Archaeological Research
Environnental Studies
Center for Public Affairs

il ot istorical Society
Renewable Naturai Keva-
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

Regio~n It
Region TV

H !):~e :o~1 c~~: ~~ ~Region V!

(3) Its accord Nu any z;pt~mble'-w. ord±er ot: :sb:oA wh whc yoj inoord

(4

FIC11' NDC 7RX CPY o o !te:- n17woPublac,/ Coment VI. .O c -1

ed



FO ,n 1101 C Ft rW 14 tSW!%' AOVwCY

'r. Clinton M. Pattea
Executive Secretary A.o5 [€,tL±,? ISAJ)

Indian Affairs Conrision ".O A-QQ1rh
1645 West Jefferson St. AUG 23, 1978 sta. AZ No. 78-80-0042
7hc,,-nix, AZ 85007 Economic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

F:ont. Ari=cna State Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks
17C0 %.est Wasnin".tc~n Street, ?'.cc 505 Transportation Land

Ag. & Hort. AORCC
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Az. Mining Ass'n

civil Rights
Arid Lands Studies
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

Region ITh.a: p:mi .s refined.- to )cu for :avr -im and n ~c v, €z Region IT
Region IV

(1) -o v:e *m'S d. = %.on the ;Ira and prc mu of your 3pi.'y Region VI

() :e .n-,o nc of iu co::butcn to Sat andlar 3r-awijr jc3A and * jecnes

(3) =s 4serd 'e1:h any 1;PLesb1e law. order of ljulszten yi~ ~cou e m Lee t

-c n = : IS FO ?4. - AND C 'N E XEPO X CO PY 1o , c l-em. ?ao te ro i: : * in 17 o rk i .ao days " % :!ie d t no. z ,

'~esse~c~sc:~e ~.~L1O.fyou .eICbd*h. _-.o::nS.on of asdtnral ' or :--ies

/,. o =:., nt ct thu ;iojt:::

C 4 L~~.tu:ndizatd to

ctr-c. ts ,54' 2d_-.1:ona1 1%=--:s If nc'--" y)

........ .. .
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FO't%( TO BE CO%"LE;-. _' £V ., SO AO':CY

Michael A. Ramanes, Director
Axizona State Parks s:am, .. lewo Ic,.: (5im)

1688 W. Adas Bom 109 1
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 AUG 23, 1978 st, AZ NO. 78-80-0042

Economic Sec. Health
Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

on:A=cna State C!ea inghouse Gane & Fish Parks
17C0 w{est Washingtcn St.-eet, Fccm 55 Transportation Land
-7C 'tS t A. & Hort. AAOCC
Phoenix, Arizcna 8S007 Ag. mining Ass'nCivil Rights .

Arid Lands Studies
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD. R. Kingery

Region I

Recion V

(1) :.h 7o;: n. e " .c ;n he p ."s 3rA ;mt .. ofyow : Region V11

(2) te nq s-s ofu or:nbu:cos :o Sti: :r4Ior --.- ide SoaLs snd ob;eczwes
(!) =s m- w. iy 2:.p ;ble'w. orde: or :.-Subon with wti you shmd
(J') 3 ¢diucral co.'m.fr-torts

: ' .3 : : : =T H IS F r? .A N D O N ' X E R O X C O P Y t : : e e= n; o us e o !z :: : : 2 = 1 7 ,o r k i r a d a v s '= n ,.% , a . lo ,.

!.Cxe zo.:mc: 4* ;.ei.gm..c Zyou ...e d ' .nl'ermOS 01o d-/,cnal th.e or :te,:w.

?ouu i re4i nttert

Publc Co.enttV!ow

Public Comments vi- 2-13



TfSPAEIS BEST Q I~lyy ?RAOTICABJZZ

FOAI TO 83 FC I ltEVIS V 1%G ACE%XY

~<.james R. carter, Director ________________________

A~rc~t~r &Horticulture Dept- lo*~cj.az'. S: )

421 capitol Anneg WeCst7;'G2 178 $4t AZ N- 8
Arzoa 507Economic Sec. He.alth

Indian Affairs Pow~er
iMineral Resources Slater

F:~.: Ao.~a ~ Ce.:rc~.useGase & Fish parksA---=onaStat ciexinsouseTransportation an
1700 west washingtcn street, Foom 505 Ag. & Hart. OC
Phoenix, Arizorna 8S007 Az. mining Ass'nf

Civil Rights

Archaeological Research
Environ.mental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical society
Renew~able Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
0EPAD- R. Kingory

Regcon I
Th- ;mer. uf :o~ eycu foi :.-view an~d :Orment. fleas tve-IQte as to: Regionl 11

Region 1%,
(1) %h'e cfc .;'ok ue plans 3ad ;rcs:r:% of you: isnc Region V!

(1) the -. ;ct*Lc9u ccntubu:co to State andfo, re tde oals and obec-Vts

(2 as accord wt any ippable L'-, crde: or :etubnor.-n. ,ich~~h you art (ar'.tUr

FI FP AND C -~O ..~ e 0-s to !3,: 17 dork-o d-' .s 3:4.1 ja T
!?.a... cc.* - t ea 'orast if you - bc: inforrm ot~e id~atmsrid tune for :tvcw.

C Camr1tma ta iSn.icnd bt!ow

Ccrej.a: l~se 3d;-1o,1al II.CeI J!if c a)

//54 '.rq? c-r* 'Z ' j- /-cr-,

- 4.
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-'?wCPYG ZS . Q

_____________ OI - i S .1 S.!AM. A, e:CY

Hr. Arthur G. Garcia,Exec. -11r.
Assistant Attorney General sCSf@ A1I

:
u

' 
O

='  
O± sAR)

Arizona Civil Rights Division
1645 , ;efferson Street G 3, 198 . AZ No. 78-80 002
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Economic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral resources Water

Ar-cna Stte Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks
Transportation Land7C0 WOest &sh -cn Street, C.m 5C5 Ag. G Hort. AORCC

Phoenix, Axizo.n 85007 Az. Mining Ass'n

Civil Richts -
"

Arid Lan6s Studies
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

Region ITh:s:oc ,:: :.'o)Cu'ot:mcwzr-d corwrintn.Plewe-u¢ €uto: Region II

Recion 1)

( c - irsP'n s i.'eN .;on :, 13rh s a.-d pt c of you: is:-cy Region V!

(2 ) "- e =,-r-o = to:l S/:K u i t a $ te uz uide=:.*.% Soli$ and ob;rc'J vcs

a icc-r! ' 11!t any ~~:' :e: O~ t e %lt -1.1 ici you vei .=a

MS MM AND C CX CPY t e o itt: *zz 17 ,qork.c da.!s uh :43-e aoitj Zb€

RECEIVED

,,. ._..~ ~ ~ ~ ~'- 2_ p_ _ ( t " o, Z1978

Executive Director 271-5263

Public Comments V1s 2-15
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FORM( TO 3E CO'Intrzr Ry .43IM I AGIVEY

Mr. Les Ormsby, Admin. Ste UWUMA (U

Arizona Power Authority X G 23, 1978 stt AZ No 78-80-0041~2
1810 West Adams Street rcoomi Se.Ceat

Phoenix, Arizona 85005 Indian Affairs Power-
Mineral Resources Water

F:orn: Arizona State Clearingh~ouse Game & Fish Parks
170 Wet Wshigtn Sree, Rom OSTransportation Land170 WstWahigtn SretRo.-% 05Ag. & Hort. AORCC

Phoenix, Arizorta 85007 AZ. mining Ass'n

Archaeological Research
Environftal Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAib R. Kingery

Region II
Region V

(1) the Fptorn's effect upon the plauis az.4 prgr of your agency Region VI
(2) the Emporwice of its contributica to Surte sadist mrawidc goals and objectives
(3) Its accord wvith =oy applicablehtrv. order at regulation with wbitl you antsaa
(4) addl~ozsIconsemc

P.-sae etnrcT TIS FOPRM AND ONE XEROX COPY to eg. eeiri~house to later thaa 17 worki no days &Ora the date noted atoyn

?IC24 cotact the deuinohcuso if you saad further Wnonnation oa &"do*a tite for revitw.

0 Comments us indicadbeo

Rcmeweris S;gnatur.

VI -2-16 Public Comments



(jRSt %Na aI .~. AO~V.CY

Dr. James Deciter Stt APC10 tdcytr 13AU)
Center for Public Affairs O.Of-At
Arizona State University AU72,-9780-0042~~UJU %~*

Tr'npe Arzon 8581Economic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

Flom: Arizcna State Cleazinghcuse Game A Fish Parks
1700 West Washington Street, Rc.. 0 Transportation Land

Ag. & Hart. IAORCC
Phoenix, Arizonaz 85007 Az. mining Ass' n

AridLands studies

Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

Region II
Region iv

(I) '~ t~pmS efec opn te plaguar4pcc.-~~s O ~'* ~Region VI
(1) tle Eimtrwce of~u conthibuda.n to State irdierucrawilc Ieals ad objoetaVf
(3) iu accord 'ith icy spplicible law. eider or :e~Subaon -ih. wvhich you art farnliar
(4) additional cons~Jeraions

Ptoos, e tur. THIS FOPRM AND ON'E XEROX COPY 'Co tt r~~on oltrta 7vok ody rm:.dt oi fee

Flease contact *. ckeufrthos if Yeou -tied £anuher It! ernsion of additional time (or review.

0 No comente en this ptoject
CO ?mopeul is roppoerd a written

billi~menn aola level.te bretleowhn h

C,)msrcnts.(Use addtional stuifr.cossaa) This Droject will be inflationary at no less

TheDroectwill have the effect of deprossinr
regional and local ecanomio.xh'haxIkxtrt5?±lkgxaY when it terninates.

projot trmnats.The Droject Will cRuse trnnsferS of income and of

tax base In a patern that has no reasoned national Interest rsattern.
The proJect is a response to a Soviet upivrnt5ino.,

of thesir ability to kill--And that Soviet response is a resoonse to
a US upizradinv--ald this response will result in IlpgradinR of our
ability, as reported In the stntement "deploy a neiv missie technolovy.'

~ oa~: ~ ~ ~ / e.....~ 828-78

'~tr. .. Prof. Center for Public Affairs .t;a.965-3926
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Mr. Rolend H. Sharer State APPUCIA ZdftSf 3-)
State Liaison Officer, AUr.CC
1333 W. Camelback, Suite 206 AG2,1978 state AZ N~O- 78-80-0042
Phoenix, Arizona 85013 Ecnoic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

r Arizona State Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks
1700Wes WahintonStet, oo~sosTransportation Land
170 es WshngcnSt-etRom 0SAg. & Mort. AORCC-

Phoenix, Arizon~a 85007 Az. Mining Ass'n

Envirornental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

th" Iqa S b refn t OU [f Minele ad COMMaLP125 wiuate Ato: Region 1v

(I) de 7rosratins effect mpo L1pluprwta of yot3ecyve1 Region VI
(2) die Empornmu otIts writnbudoa to State tuillot onewide ols and objetmiVes 0. C-
(3) Ea acord with a=y appUtable law. orde:r r~UlAnoa with wh"c you are famlluo '-
(4) *dudolcwWjdnteas

MasuTIS FOR' AND ONE XEROX COPYto. aIus nlutha7wriadasfc hea ew bo.
!m ocAmr. the4 cleuAqhloas if you need furtbet Wnormadon or additional time. ior uiiew.

XV cmaern on thta project
13 Ptoposal Es suppon wrsl t ttn
M Camments u irzlcated below

c.,mmeaw. (UaS afddal Sheets if nectiswy)

Td;hor.sS~

vi - 2-18 Public Corments



FORM___ TI) -- eltrr7o 1V vt1VWIO Aci'eY

Dr. R. Gwinn Vivian [state A-,-hct . 10301r tSA)
Arizona State Archaeologist !0042
Arizona State Museum AUG 23, 1978 Stat. AZ NO. 78-80 004
Tucson, AZ 85721 Econon.c Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

From: Arizona State Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks
1700 West Washingtcn Street, Roon 505 Transportation Land

Ag. & Hort. AORCCPhoenix, Arizona a5007 Az. Mining Ass'n
Civil Rights
Arid Lands Studies
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

Region ITlus project Is tetred to y't. er 1:e..d .- :*=-jnt. ."aj'au gai t . t o: Region 11
Region IV

(1) the : oTm'sefftecipn the pua p d p rclz+msoyor eouy Region V
(2) the i n prunc of lu .zotnut .' to SUct and/or 3reawide icals and obec4%es
(3) |u ac-oid vith any applitcble .w. otder or jejutation with which you are (mrtir
(4) additioual oonto~nj

.seuetu THIS FOR I AND OIE XEROX COPY "o e, cI p.os. ,e o l t thn 17 workina days for thed e ooto bo, v.

Nease eonrC: the :!,e ,gj0.oui L. you rneM !urtht infornation or idditicul tL-rne for re'iew.

0 So cormer.t cn ths ;tojict
V\=.\?rPoWo is st ;oflo.d is %ntten

0 Qmmentsu Indicated below

Caimmonru: (Ue atdditeOi onal thiet it .a 'y)

~~~~~~~~~~~~R:.= ,, sgal e ..-... .. ...' ..... ............ . ,,. .. .m . 3 , .Z

.,ti ... Aoso.iate..Archaeolo.it Tel :or.... 626"1161..
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.s,. , FORM' TO 39 COMPLS£'- q'°~-IV 
' : 

AGV'ZCY

AUG 24 1978

Mr. Adolfo Echeveste Acting Chief S.WACO = LOS r U(SA)
Office of Planning !
Dept. of Economic Security SIVA Az No. 78-8- 0042

1717 West Jefferson Economic Sec.-- Health
thoenix, Arizona 85007 Indian Affairs Power

Mineral Resources Water

oe: Arizona State Cleainghouse Game & Fish Parks

1700 West Washington St=eet, Tzon SOS Transportation Land
Ag. & Hort. AORCC

Phoenix, Arizona 85007 Az. Mining Ass'n
Civil Rights
Arid Lands Studies

Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & Mineral Tech.
OZPAD: R. Kingery

Region I

Th~ojcc h r¢ernd :o yOu for :aicw 3irdcdtnt P ,alui U o: Region 11
Region IV

(1) the 70o1 in's effecrt UPon 108 PAns prcsramo of your s gecy Region VI

(2) '-%h *a trmnc of |Uh ontnbu o O Stg. snior am'wid goaLs and objec'ys
(3) ia accord with any applicab law. order ot U anon wtzi wchia you am famalar

(4) iddlrog consdera o

Pi 0e,, . tt 1IS FORM AND OMIE XEROX COPY o t , e d u s e o L ae-r an 17 workf no days &o m-e da t noted bo-,.

Ple.a conai:. _- cigu.ngbwoo if you need P.hier Infomzdon ot additional tune for review.

Cl~icmment an t~a progoct

C: Qrnnents -U i ndicated eidow

ad............. ...
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FARM\ TO ?t V'\1, -.T IS VISWIV€O A-EC.'"Y

to:

Mr. David Landrith, Executiv StI, Ar. :.n knud, s4a)

Director, SEAGO I 7BO-On~2118 lArizona Street AUG 23, 1978 Stitt AZ NO- 78-80v.-04
Bisbee, Arizona 85603 Economic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

From: Arizona State Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks

1700 West Washington Street, PAon 505 Transportation Land
Ag. & Hort. AORCC

Phoenix, ArAona 850: mining Ass'n 078317
C'vil Rights,,, Arid Lands studies
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies
Center for Public Affairs
Pre5ott Historical Society
Renewble Natural Resources
Bu. of Geology & I-Aneral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kingery

Regi on I
Tis P:oject 1 tferred to YOU for :tte, I 00 oM ent. Pc2 , o: Region I

Region IV

(1) the pwolzsm's effev.-ue the pL~nuarA prornsot l iy Region VI
(2) the imptotnce of its con:nhu:sn :aSn:r a.,ioje u"awtd joils o5 4 objecults
(3) it! ae::rd with 3ay 3pptUbl% !!.W. oder or:u.rU-" a o.s:S which you I,= [s n,2t
(4) additiotu on idcrcU r ns

?'r ro:o:.THIS FOPU AND OIE XEROX COP" to I-,e cls.;house co later tzaa 17 workinc da s frin the d,,e not,. sboe,.
?.=-e cont : :, cea~n housc if you tred ,-t'rher utao:,,arion it additirnc l ti e for ::rLr'v.

lie .'\' comnMeit on -ths ;:eoct

C poscl is sp perd is A'tt.
C Cles asnmica ed below

I: Coir' : AUQc t1i.i 31 Sh.C.S if 9Crs3Y)

RqcICC( S;nr5 .. ...... -.. . ........ .. D e
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_____________________ F~qsq TO V: CO4'* E7ZD !hY ~' .' G

;0 0 : 1,i . 5'r

. , , AUG 23, 1978 .. A ;o. 78-80-010,42
4 , A •,conomic Sec. Health

Indian Affairs Power
Mineral Resources Water

,om Arizona State Clearinghouse Game & Fish Parks
1700 West Washiatc. Strait, RLoom 5=05 Transportation Land

Ag. & Mort. AORCC
Phoenix, A:izcr.a 35C07 Az. Mining Ass'U

Civil Rights4r'A i.nds St,-Il.es
Archaeological Research
Environmental Studies

Center for Publlc Affairs
Prescott Historical Society
Renewable Natural Resourcus
Bu. of Geology & .Mineral Tech.
OEPAD: R. Kinr.-ry

Regi on I
1 ;tojecl is zI(erie iO you for :uviev at, cinmcnt. Please ¢yilutge is to: Region IT

Region IV
(1) the pworam's effect Pon the Plans and prognr.u of your 2gen:7 Region V!
(2) :.h unp rtu nct of :tu z n : bu .on to S uw: 2rl uor t % Ad t gali n d oblec nes

(3) its accord w'.th sny ippLlcblo iaw.oler It .- uhlson aith which you -= f[a.dirt
(4) idduzoia lconiuerz3orns

'trt tW:,7a F l D ;GIE XEROX CPY o . le n;%;how.c no later 17a 17 dorki.c days .:S'....e dgIe .-ojd l~oo.

._ It n:ac: :cn 3 .e t oI.le 4 you nced.] :ht L-otnitio on Iddli::ool *xne far rio.ew.

' o 4ommcm on ItJ.a ;tojt,:t

, ..?:pess II 'p.tli i .ttet

~Xeici.ttsas5 daiated below

See Attached Sheet.

II ..2 ,9§ &U" ** D
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IncorporatedIn City of Burlington

INNS 1394 5Wsitr Asynut
Burlington, Colo. 80807
September 2, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF-HIQ)
Washington, D.C. 20330

Sir:

It is extremely difficult for me to name even one positive factor which
would have you even consider includine, our area in your proposed MX
missile Base Sites.

In your proposal, you are asking not only the people of this area, but
the entire world to sacrifice one of our most valued resources .... food.

,* You are proposing to eliminate some of the most productive farm ground
in the United States .... pl z eliminate several co.munities. Also they
are beginning to make some respectable finds of natural gas and oil in
some of the areas that you are proposing to eliminate.
I find the project most distasteful as it is another classic example of
"goverrent by the government" not by the people.
I would also like to point out to you that your "Public Notice" of your
intentions is severely lacking as general news releases were certainly
not distributed to the mass media in the area. Thus, in reality, you
have not even provided the people an opportunity to prtest.

ROL HUDLER We urge you to move to another site for the KX Missile Base Sites.
Mayor

LESTER McLAIN Yours Truly,
City Adm!nltstrator

JOHN C. PENNY -
City Attorney Rol Hiudler

Ilnyor
PHYLLIS COLLINS City of Burlington

City Clark

SHIPLEY LONG

City Treasurer
PH: l!

COUNCILMEN:

Bill Yerain
Dave McArthur
Norman Travis
Joe Hendricks
Dallas Steven,
Don Stewart
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F
-TBIS -PAGE IS '±*J

secretary for 1t*9rca
1416 Ninth Street
Vdckm"#nto. Co31f6~la 181a

fora L.i rn"jctrnkc an07ndiooadqu

We have revieved the draft IS frta ujc PObtadFn t "eut
in d#.W_,cthjnf the potential IrroctstowltflcaewihnVdnbrAt
rarc* 10*0 due to the propoo*d testinX Of tive Diecrete LAunch and/or NybrId

We av pctfc onern fr heproection of theCalfrnialat tro2-

meein MnyInthev~~ttyofthe mou htoh olo n uhto6 rek.Bad1 onreid

withi thebreeingangeo taisecie&. iBfeqausenoft.he natural eofological

conitins hih ceratei.A thftcoldton. thee V e articlarly

susceptible th xaoriry daubfratthnc lua desd1 itouigA the dtaf
ii1At boaponteusm least terorntn colnen havet ece o ndonb edl toAicrf

conysin lauchl otaina ad oltpthe nditindcoies. W art wl eacar*loy

liqortent to compare the note* levels generated by th. proposed projtct to hs

j, s *r~ultofpad, pezt~os nd etrale he umuatvw isu~bfte w'h

the ~ 1 cooyw'.v~in*It uue It hodb m:atdta h oa

ar sn svIi. duingtecuthpadns.ieslcihro*o h

lmaAU sesn Is priua tirt'.n o b iqe
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aIIHS PAGE IS BEST QUALITY PRACTICABLE
MRM COPY FUMIISHED TO DDC

Rey . 31hawm*

We have also evaluated the four pouaIbIk test sites aeocrihed 1A the RIB. fie
Yecvmend that the Umecete iAunt.h systes be developed and tveted at the slWmen
Canyon smite enly If there are positive asurance@ that no witatficent iupcto
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GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
1400 TENTH STREET

SACRAMENTO 95814(916) 445-0613
EOMUND G BROWN JR

August 31, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

SUBJECT: SCH 78080835 - MX: MILESTONE II

Dear Dr. Stern:

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of August 23, 1978
regarding the State review of the Milestone II Environmental
Impact Statement. The review period for the above document
ends September 22, '978.

If you have any questions, contact me at (916) 445-0613.

Sincerely,

Project Coordinator

cc: Major Alan D. Sabsevitz

SAMSO/MNI
Norton AFB, CA 92409
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D-partment of Local Affairs
Colorado Division of Planning

Philip [I. Schmuck, Director

Richard D. Lam, Governor

September 5, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20330

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
MX: Milestone II

Dear Mr. Stern:

The Colorado Clearinghouse has received the above-referenced Environmental
Impact Statement and has distributed it for review by interested state
agencies. The Colorado Department of Healr and the Colorado Department
of Agriculture have responded on behalf of the State in this matter. Their
comments are enclosed.

Several state agencies have expressed interest in obtaining copies of this
EIS to assist them in coordinating their programs in the event that a
Colorado site is selected for the missile base. We therefore request an
additional three (3) copies of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement be
sent to the Colorado Clearinghouse. In addition, if a Colorado site is
selected, we would appreciate twenty-four (24) copies of the site-specific
EIS for review.

Thank you for the opportunity to review your proposal.

Very truly yours,

Stephen 0. Ellis[Principal Planner

jSE/CGJ/vt
Enclosure

cc: Office of the Governor
Department of Health
Department of Agriculture

520 State Centenniol Buildtig, 1313 Sherman Street, Denver, Colorado 80203 (303) 892-2351
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R1,h3rd 0. LOMM AGRICULTURAM. COWMAISSIO%

Govef'ot Clachc* Stone, Center

Witiam A. Steophen$. Gy)-um

J. Evan Gould~n 
Vcechira

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE son Eastan Hot-hWs
John L. M|ollo, De~er

40 STATE SERVICES BUILDING M. C. McCormCk. Holly
1$25 SHERMAN STREET Elton Mler. Fort Lucton

Donald L. Svodnmn DENVER. COLORADO 40Z03 Kay D. Mofr|on. FlIMng

Deo&ty Coninmision#t William H. *ebster. Grt'ey

September 1, 1978 Kennet G. Wtno, Denver

MEMORANDUM

TO: Phil Schmuck
Director
Division of Planning

FROM: J. Evan Goulding 4;r'
Commissioner

SUBJECT: Comments on Draft EIS:, MX Milestone 11

It is our understanding from reading the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
MX: Milestone II, that a separate environmental statement will be prepared for
site selection (Vol. 1 pg. v-vi). In order to alert you to the issues which we
feel are of major concern in this environmental impact analysis, we have outlined
the following key points:

1. On August 30, 1976, the Council on Environmental Quality released a memorandum
for heads of federal agencies on the "Analysis of Impacts on Prime and Unique
Farmland in Environmental Impact Statements." The following paragraph is
taken from this memorandum:

Federal agencies should attempt to determine the existence of
prime and unique farmlands in the areas of impact analyzed in
environmental impact statements prepared in compliance with
Section 102(2)(c) of the NEPA (National Environmental Policy
Act). This should include threats to the continued use and 2-8
viability of these farmlands, not only from direct construction
activities, but also from urbanization or other changes in land
use that might be induced by the federal action.

Any analysis of potential sites must include the delineation of prime and
unique farmlands within each site. For example, the EIS should be cognizant
of the fact that Yuma, Phillips, Sedgewick, Logan, Morgan, Washington, Lin-
coln, and Kit Carson counties--in Colorado, part of the South Platte site--
contain 80 percent of the state's prime agricultural land, some 1,6S6,000
acres. The analysis should also include what the direct and indirect impacts
of this action would be upon the agricultural infrastructure of the region,
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MEMORANDUM

Phil Schmuck
Page 2
September 1, 1978

the regional economy and the economy of the state. This is of particular
importance to our state since agriculture is Colorado's second-largest 2-8(cont)
industry.

2. Land use maps showing irrigated cropland, dry cropland, and rangeland that
would be affected by the proposed action should also be developed in order
for the impacts to be clearly understood.

3. The initial draft EIS states that the South Platte area is mainly rangeland.
It should be pointed out, however, that irrigated acreage in this eight-
county region has increased dramatically in recent years and now accounts
for over 25 percent of the state's irrigated cropland. Since the products
from irrigated agriculture represent two-thirds of the value of all crop
production in the state, the loss of any significant amount of irrigated
cropland could have serious economic repercussions for the region and the
state.

4. An analysis of the effects of depletion of water supplies as a result of
the proposed activities should also be included since this will have a
direct impact on agriculture in the region.

5. A careful analysis of the indirect impacts of these actions upon agricul-
ture should be conducted. The loss of the necessary agricultural services
(seed, implement dealers, etc.) as a result of the decrease in farm acreage
will likely cause remaining agricultural producers to travel farther for
these services, thus increasing their cost of operation and decreasing
their profits.

We hope these comments will be helpful in the writing of the EIS analyzing
potential sites for the project. If we can be of any further assistance, please
contact us.

JEG:JR:ew
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COLO1AD DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
4210 E. 11TH A/ENLE DENVER B0220 PHONE 38"6111 EXT. 329

ANTHOh Y ROllINS.M.D..M..A. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DATE: August 25, 1978

SUBJECT: NON-STATE ASSISTANCE

REVIEW AND COMMENTS

TO: Mr. Stephen 0. Ellis
Colorado A-95 Clearinghouse
Division of Planning

PROJECT TITLE: MX: Milestone II - Department of the Air Force (78-118)

STATE IDENTIFIER: NA

COMMENTS DUE BY: September 5, 1978

Yes[-- No -1 is this project consistent with the goals and

objectives of this agency?

Yes L. No 0 Is there evidence of overlapping of duplica-

tion with other agencies?

Yes' i No 10 Is meeting desired with applicant?

YesL No A 15-day extension is requested.

Comments: Air Pollution Control: It is unlikely that the proposed actions would

significantly impact air quality in Colorado. Expansion of existing aircraft and re-

lated industry would require air pollution emission permits to the extent that it re-

quired process modifications and/or increases in emissions to the atmosphere.
The discussion in Volume 1I concerning Colorado, Page 11-36, should be corrected as 2-9

foilows: About 11 percent of Colorado's electric power generating capacity is

hydro (1976); Delete "Electric production in 1975 was 51.3 percent of electric

generating capacity." That doesn't mean much to anybody.

The City of Denver generates none of its own electic power. It is provided by

Public Service Company of Colorado. Most of the coal production in Colorado comes 2-1.0

from the northwestern portion of the State, not the suuthwestern Four Corners Region,

Name, Title £ Phone

SOC-3, Feb 77

ATTACHMENT B 5tJ(H : 1978

Pli. C"(4 VI:2.31
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MX: Milestone 11 - Department of the Air Force (78-118) - Page 2
August 25, 1978

Radiation and Hazardous Wastes Control:

Since Colorado is one of the primary proposed sites for this system,
we are concerned about two deficiencies in this report:

1) We did not see a discussion of the vulnerability and
effects from available countermeasures. It would
appear that a shallow tr inch system only twenty miles
long would be vulnerable to 100 megaton weapons and
would invite their use. The blast and downwind effects 2-11
from 100 megaton weapons requires a different conceptual
framework than does the presently deployed 1-10 megaton
weapons,

2) There is no discussion of alternative deployment systems
such as mobile launchers on the bottom of the Great Lakes 2-12
or some Western reservoirs. Tunnels could also be utilized
under those lakes.

Micki Barnes, Program Administrator
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT
OFFICE OF POLIC Y A ND MA NA GEMENT

340 CAPITOL AVENUE HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 06115

August 25, 1978

Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Attention: Carlos Stern, Ph.D.

Dear Sir:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on MX: Milestone
II has been received by this Office and offered for review and
comment to appropriate state agencies.

As of this writing no comments have been reveived by this
Office from these agencies. Should any comments be received
between now and the end of the comments period (September 5, 1978)
they will be forwarded to you.

Sincerely,

Aden H. Maben
State Clearinghouse Coordinator
Intergovernmental Relations Division

AHM/ftm
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112 WEST FIRST TOWN SUUAWr PLAZA - SUITE 20 OGALLALA. NrURASKA- 6915:1

So.30S-2S4-6077

September 4, 1978

Neoma Parks, Project Review Coordinator
State Office of Planning and Programming
P.O. Box 94601
Lincoln, NE 68509

RE: MX: Milestone II EIS

Dear Ms. Parks:

The Region 19 Council of Governments, as an A-95 regional clearinghouse,
has reviewed the above environmental impact statement. It was felt that
several areas of the impact statement should have been more specific or 2-13
needed further clarification, i.e., impact on water and electrical usage.
It was also felt that the term "range land" did not take into account the
many acres of irrigated farmland which would be affected by this project. 2-14

By formal motion of the council, the environmental impact statement for the 'proposed missile silo installation in West Central Nebraska was given anunfavorable comment.

For the Council,

Glen 0. Ashmore, Chairman

cc: Civil Engineering Division
Norton A.F.B., California 92409
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Carlos Stern
Deputy for Enviroment & Safety
Office of the Sec. of the Air Force
SAF /1-,IQ
Washington, D. C. 20030

Dear Mr. Carlos:

Please find enclosed a copy of our Resolution adopted at our
Hayes Center Village Board Leeting on September 4, 1978 concerning
the proposed M b.issile Site location of Hayes County, Nebraska.

It is the consenus of the entire Village Board that such a site
in Hayes County would be far from benefical to anyone in the entire
area.

We would appreciate your support and we thank you for your
cooperation in this matter.

-Sincerely yours,

i I-
-c Van Korell, Chairman of the Board

i
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CHAIRMAN
AL VICE rHAIRMAN, STATE,

J ;O WFDE(O(RAL R(GIONAL
Ed L..VICE CHAIRMAN, tOCAL

REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION \I O.Hh.d LO.
SECA CETARYTIREASUREIR

V/ %ECUTIVE DIRECTOR
G.Id Co.,

Phone 316.275-9176 P.O. Box 893 1118 North Taylor Garden City, Kansas 67846

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

August 21, 1978

TO: Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environrent

and Safety
Deartment of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

R. MX: Milestone II R7S Review

The only comment we can make, with authority, on this
project is that it will consume an unholy amount of prime
agricultural land, which would obviously affect international
agricultural trade (an issue whlh the SIS did not address).

Also, we couldn't find a disuussion of the negative
social and economic impacts in our area.

Respect f41yj,

,terald Cooper

Executive Director

GC:rd

cc: Representative Keith Sebelius
Senator Robert Dole

60 LOCAL GOVERNMENTS COOPERATING FOR A GREATER SOUTHWEST KANSAS
CLARK COUNTY * FINNEYCOUNTY * FORDCOUNTf * ORANTCOUN1Y - GRAY'COUNTY * GRIELEYCOUNTY

_HAMILTONCOUNTY & HASKEILCOUNTY I HOOGIMANCOUNTY 6 KCARNYCOUNTY 9 LANtCOUNTY
M 'AOCOUNTY * MORTONCOUNTY * N(ISCUNTY sCOTTCOUNTY

SEWARD'OUNTY * STANTONCOUN|Y * STEVINSCOUNTY * WICHITACOUNTY
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Carlos Stern
Deputy for Enviroment & Safety
Office of the Sec. of the Air Force
SAF/44Q
Washington, D. C. 20030

Dear Mr. Carlos:

?lease find enclosed a copy of our Resolution adopted at our
Hayes Center Village Board L.eeting on September 4, 1978 concerning
the proposed X h.issile Site location of Hayes County, Nebraska.

It is the consenus of the entire Village Board that such a site
in Hayes County would be far from benefical to anyone in the entire
area.

We would appreciate your support and we thank you for your
cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Van Korell, Chairman of the Board

V
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STATE OF ILLINOIS
r EXEC VE OFFCE OF THE GOVERNOR

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
SPAINWIELD 6270

September 13, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(SAF/MIQ)
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Missle X
#78 08 10 60

The Illinois State Clearinghouse has reviewed the referenced subject
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, OMB Circular A-95,
Revised and the administrative policy of the State. State agencies which
are authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards have been
given the opportunity to comment on this subject. No comments were received
on the referenced subject.

Thank you for your assistance.

Respectfully yours,

T. . Hornbacker, Director
Illinois State Clearinghouse

TEH/li
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ARqNOLD R. ANDERSON OM9ASGH S
*pa""fMrATVt 116TH DIS~TIC? MO-14g, tCUCIATIOf

HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

Sept. 16,1978

The Deputy for ",nvfronment and Safety

Ofcofthe Secretary of the Air Force

The local papers from a numiber of counties in cur area have
rumn article t~sis past week concerning a proposed V-uclear
:Iis ~e Program that affects several counties in 11orthwest Kansas.
*e fikve heard some rumors of somrething of this nature for n:ome
tine but this is the first aixt~entic information we have had.
1 had thought ,Orself woefully uninformed about 'is drastic

psibility until I talked to two other lIestorn Kansas State
Representati.ves and *earnpd tzey knew no nore than I 2'id about
all this.

Ue are told to write by Sept. 22 to the above ad~dress our
feelings a' out this w~de reachinig proposal. I have the
following quosticns and would a 3reciate an early reply
so all of us may be better informed. They are to~wit:

1. Why have no public hearings boen hold concorning this far
reaching proposal ?

2. Hiave letters been sont to the county comiissiones ofth
coui ties most ac'focted as well as the mayors of' all of the
Lowms in the area ?

3. How can we make a definite objection in this short tim
other than le"ters ?

.Jhy have we received no wjord from our Representatives in the
United States Cong.-ess corncerninL_ this plan ?

!.Do you realize thicij fec 5 one of the largest and most
productive grain and livesto k producini; areas of Kansas ?

I shall appreciate ard early reply to these questions as of
course we are Greatly concerned about s 'oh a drastic plan.

Sincerely Yours

Representative Arnold Anderson
Logan-Gyove-Graham-Trez-o -ourti es
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KENNETH SCHEIERMAN IVA GROSS
Stratton SM Clerk

DOUGLAS L. HILLMAN
Burington 0111W BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS Meet First Working Day of

RALPH A. CONRAD KIT CAAON COUNTY The Month and Tuoeday of
Flgler SMIS BOX 248 The Following Week

BURLINGTON. COLORADO 80807

September 6, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF-MIQ)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Sir:

We, the Board of County Commissioners of Kit Carson County,
Colorado, have just recently heard that you are proposing
to use this area as one of your MX Missile Base Sites.

It is extremely difficult for us to see why you would even
consider taking prime agricultural land such as we have in
this area for such a proposal. You would be asking us to
sacrifice one of our most valued resources which is food.
This project would eliminate some of the most productive
far land in this country, as well as eleminating several 2-16
communities.

Would it not be more sensible to go to a location where
you wouldn't be wasting good productive land? Think about
it, thcrr' are a lot of people in this world to feed, and
if you eliminate good farm land such as this area, people
may go hungry.

Why was your news release put out, and the public given
such a short time in order to resnond or protest? Where 2-17
is our freedom anyrnmne? The government is gradually
taking over.

We, the Board of County Commissioners of Kit Carson County,
Colorado plead with you Lo L::e a second look at this
proposed site in Eastern Colorado, and urge you to consider
another site for the MX Missile &ise that is less productive.

Sincerely yours,
Board of County Commissioners

By .'a ,"Coa '/.."

RA~ig ~pF"A.UonadChairman -

RAC0ig



©~ Joe. HValoncla
M,yo

Councilman
%U.LY Of FLOWIS John P. Uzarraa

Councilmen

E. C. Stevens
August 18, 1978 Councilman

Charles G. Ward

Councilman
Geng L Wahlers

Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAS/MIQ) City Admlnistrator
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

Enclosed are the comments of the City of Lompoc on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on the Milestone 2 for the MX
Missile System. These comments are addressed only to Volume III,
Missile Flight Testing, and concern only the effects of such
testing at Vandenberg AFB on the City of Lompoc and its immediate
surroundings.

Generally, we would compliment the Air Force on what appears to
be a very thorough investigation of the impacts of the MX Missile
Flight Testing. The Draft EIS contains excellent and highly
detailed economic and environmental data for the areas affected by
this program. The City of Lompoc is, and will continue to be,
seeking open communications and relations with the Air Force re-
garding Vandenberg Air Force Base, and we appreciate this oppor-
tunity to comment on this Environmental Impact Statement.

Specific concerns of the City of Lompoc with respect to the subject
EIS include the following:

1. There are discrepancies between this Draft EIS on the MX and
the Final EIS on the Space Shuttle Program with respect t-ohousing
and population impacts-on the City of Lompoc.

Please refer to the Final EIS on the Space Transportation System
dated January, 1978, Page 5-57. There, it is stated that approxi-
mately 294 housing units will be generated in Lompoc as a result
of the Construction/Activation phase of the project from 1979 -
1983. This figure is equal to 27.6% of the total countywide 2-18
impact of 1,065 units.

In the Draft EIS on the MX Missile, however, Page 111-324, Table
3-31 indicates that shuttle-induced permanent housing in Lompoc
would be 525 to 575 units in 1981. (Note: The peak construction
year will occur in 1980.) This figure is equal to 23.4% of theI estimated Countywide total housing unit demand of 2,250 to 2,425.
Both figures are considerably higher than those quotc-A above from
the Space Shuttle Final EIS for shuttle-induced housing demand.

CTY OF LOMPOC, CITY HALL. 119 WEST WALNUT AVENUE. LO "PO. CAUJORM' 93436 t8051 736.1261
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Page 2

The issue of growth inducement from the MX program is critical
to the City of Lompoc, especially in the context of the pro-
posed LNG terminal as well as the Space Shuttle. The City's
Community Development staff-is now preparing revised population
projections as part of a Growth Management Program funded by 2-18(cont)

qHUD. The EIS is to be complimented for its initial attempts! to quantify these cumulative impacts, but the City needs a

firm indication as to which set of data accurately reflects
population and housing impacts to be expected from those projects.

2. The Draft EIS contains an inadequate discussion of means of housing
transient emplo yees associated with the MX program.

On Page III-vi in the Summary to Volume III, the statement is
made that adequate sites for mobile homes or recreational vehicle 2-19
parks do not exist in order to house transient workers expected
from the three projects. Back-up data are not fully given in
Section 1.2.2.3.3 or 3.3.2.1.3, but we would generally concur with
that statement. We would suggest contacting the State Department
of Housing and Community Development if more data is needed to
ascertain actual vacancy rate and/or the numbers of available
recreational vehicle or mibile home sites in the vicinity of Van-
denberg AFB.

We would concur with the recommendation in the EIS that the Air
Force commit itself firmly to development of temporary housing
sufficient to accommodate transient construction craftsmen for
both the Space Shuttle and the MX. The Draft EIS suggests on
Page 111-324 that 75-100 units of recreational vehical parking
would be sufficient, but on Page 111-323, Table 3-30 indicates a
peak transient construction force of about 1,000 workers, in-
cluding the LNG terminal. Perhaps -the Air Force would consider
a joint venture with Western LNG Terminal Association to construct
such temporary housing.

A few selected sites of RV and/or mobile home parks could be
integrated with the Base and the LNG site in areas compatible
with the general plans and environmental standards of the County

and the Air Force.

Such transient housing could take up the brunt of impact of
the MX as well as the LNG terminal and Space Shuttle System.
The Community Development Department views this as an essential
mitigation measure to alleviate the potential cumulative effects

L of these projects.

We anticipate increasing construction of apartment units, but
this development may not be sufficient to absorb the additional
cumulative demand. We are also concerned about possible large-
scale conversion of apartments into condominiums, and the effectt this may have on the rental market. The City's housing stock
cannot continue as in the past to serve short-term demands of
major programs or projects nearby this community which cause
extreme fluctuations in the local economy and major long-term

7 VI - 2-42 Public Comments
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Page 3

side effects on the loca6l housing market. We do appreciate
from this EIS, however, the fact that the MX program may help
to alleviate some of the impact of the decline from the peak
employment in the Space Shuttle Program.

3. The Draft EIS has included some inaccurate, or out of date data
related to existing City land use policies and population r2o-
jections.

On Page 111-215 population projections from the 1974 Land Use
Plan of the City of Lompoc are given as 58,000 in 1980 and
71,000 in 1990. These projections are no longer in use. New
projections will be formulated soon by the City as part of the
study mentioned above regarding growth management. Proposed
projections currently place 1980 population at 34,900 to 35,700,
with a 1990 population at about 38,500 to 41,700. (Note: these
projections include both Vandenberg Village and Mission Hills,
satellite communities within the Lompoc area.) As pointed out
in the Draft EIS, the City's projections exceed the County's pro-
jections for Lompoc as reported in Table 111-25. 2-20
Finally, the Draft EIS states on Page 111-215 that "an effort will
be made to incorporate both Vandenberg Village and Mission Hills
into the City of Lompoc before 1990". The City is currently
advocating before the County Local Agency Formation Commission
that these communities should be included within the City's
"Sphere of Influence", an area designated by LAFCO for planning
purposes, but without any definitive fiscal or regulatory sig-
nificance. The City is also studying the feasibility of providing
urban services to an unincorporated area between Mission Hilland
Vandenberg Village at the intersection of Highway 1 and County
Road S-20. There is also a proposal to annex an area between
Lompoc and the Santa Ynez River and immediately east of the River,
including a City park. The City's current policy is to expand
gradually to the north in a controlled manner consistent with
sound economic objectives. There are no current plans, however
to annex Vandenberg Village and Mission Hills.

Summary.

Aside from the matters noted above, the MX EIS appears to address our
concerns very well. We appreciate the efforts of the Air Force to
engage in this dialogue, and look forward to participating in joint
efforts to resolve issues of mutual concern.

4John Ahbuh
Urban Planner

JA:lt

cc: Lt.Col. Aubrey Sloan, Vandenberg AFB
Clifford Petrie, Executive Director, APC
(Attn: Mike Powers)
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Joe H. Vlni
MayorLOIEZPOC Tom Green

Councilman
John P. Llzarrap

VALLEY OF FLOWERS Councilman

E. C. Stevens
Councilman

Charde G. Ward
September 1, 1978 Councilman

Gene L Wahlers
City Administrator

Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon,
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

This letter is supplemental to an earlier letter from the City of Lompoc,
dated August 18, 1978, where several concerns were raised regarding the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the X program. As before, these
comments are addressed only to the effects of missile flight testing at
Vandenberg Air Force Base on the City of Lompoc and its immediate environ-
ment. Also as before, the City would like to convey its appreciation for
the overall quality and depth of information in this document. However,
the City of Lompoc does wish to emphasize two issues which were not satis-
factorily addressed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement: 1) The
need for housing for transien' construction workers; and 2) the lack of
adequate traffic information.

1. Need for adequate accommodations for construction work force.

The letter of August 18 discussed this issue in depth, suggesting that tem-
porary construction camps be established under a joint venture of the Air
Force, on-base civilian contractors, and Western LNG Associates. If such an
arrangement is possible, the City of Lompoc would provide full cooperation
and we would seek similar participation from Santa Barbara County. It is

felt that a temporary mobile home park located in proximity to the major
construction sites could be developed consistent with the environmental
and construction standards of the City, the County, and the State Department

of Housing and Community Development.~2-21
The importance of this transient work force housing cannot be under-estimated.
With peak combined construction crews for the County totalling about 1,000
workers from the three major projects (Space Shuttle, LNG Terminal, as well

as MX), the Lompoc community will be forced to bear a disproportionate bur-
den of the temporary housing demand, which the local housing stock cannot

accommodate.

CFTY OF LOMPOC, CITY NALL, ito WEST WALNUT hIemJ. LOMPOC, CALWORMA 93436 (8051 136t261
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Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Page 2
September 1, 1978

2. Need for a more detailed evaluation of the traffic impacts.

On page 341 in Volume III of the MX Environmental Impact Statement, it is
stated that construction of a Lompoc bypass is forecast in the area's
Regional Transportation Plan. This was forecasted in the 1976 plan. The
1977 updated plan omits the bypass due to the fact that funding is no
longer available. The City would suggest that the final Environmental
Impact Statement address an alternative bypass proposal as a possible
mitigation measure. This proposal would involve the construction of a
two-lane highway bypass extending from Highway 246 to a connection with
Central Avenue north of the City (see attached map). 2-22

We also feel that the final Environmental Impact Statement should address
potential traffic impacts along "H" Street between Ocean and the Santa
Ynez River. The E.I.S. states that only "light" congestion is expected
in this area, during peak hours, if any one of the four on-base sites are
chosen for MX. This area is currently "lightly" congested and traffic
increments from all three projects (MX, Space Shuttle, and LNG) should
certainly increase peak-hour traffic congestion significantly. Also, the
NX E.I.S. addresses only potential traffic impacts from the MX and Space
Shuttle and does not address the coinciding traffic impacts from the
proposed LNG terminal at Point Conception.

Suimmary

The City would like to compliment the Air Force for the overall complete-
ness of the MX Environmental Impact Statement and thank them for this
opportunity to comment. However, we cannot over emphasize the importance
of the aforementioned issues to advanced planning for the City of Lompoc.

Sincerely,

L2Joe H. Valencia
Mayor, City of Lompoc

JHV:LC:Jcg
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State of Missouri
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

Jo~il P. Teesdale P.O. Box 809 William D. Dye, Director

Govrnor Jefferson City 65102 Division of Budget and Planning

August 18, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

Subject: 78070175.

The Division of Budget and Planning, as the designated State
Clearinghouse, has coordinated a review of the above referred
draft environmental impact statement with various concerned oraffected state agencies pursuant to Section 102(2)(c) of the
National Environmental Policy Act.

None of the state agencies involved in the review had comments
or recommendations to offer at this time.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the statement and anti-
cipate receiving the final environmental impact statement when
prepared.

Sincerely,

George Lineberry

Chief, Grants Coordination
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September 13, 1978 '; 
-  /

Mr. Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
The'Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

Attention: MX:Milestone II

This agency has conducted a statewide review of the draft environmental
!mpact statement for the MX: Milestone II Program. In general, the analysis
of the potential soclo-economic and environmental impacts in the South Platte
Plains sample BMCA is too brief to accurately determine the full range of
impacts which are possible. However, Figure 3-8, page IV-97 does provide
a reasonably accurate first cut analysis of potential problem areas. Never-
theless, before a final decision on deployment areas has been made a more in
depth analysis of the social, economic and environmental impacts will be
necessary.

Items which should be given greater pre-deployment attention include the
following:

a) water quality and availability
b) site safety 2-23
c) cement availability
d) electric power availability and replacement
e) economic dislocation associated with property

and land acquisition
f) local government acceptance
g) cultural and historical resources
h) employment levels, population increase, and

availability of community services

In the event that other areas in Nebraska are considered as possible staging
areas for the MX missile this office requests that it be given the opportunity
to review that information when it becomes available. Further, if Nebraska
is considered as a final deployment area, the Office of the Governor wishes
to be notified of that decision.
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Dr. Carlos Stern
Page two
September 12, 1978

Comments are enclosed from other agencies for your information and consider-
ation.

Sincerely,

Jon H. Oberg

Director

JHO:jkh

cc: Barbara Klima
Glen D. Ashmore
Marvin Klvett
Richard Lashua
Jerry Wallin
Civil Engineering Division

SAMSO/MNND
Norton AFB, CA 92409

Enc.

Pe
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Soft AWAT, CO(4SERVAION S TAT E ()F RCASEK A

FLOO PLAIN MANAGEMENT NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION
OATA SANK
WATER QUAAI1Y PLANNING 9' 0. Box 94876
OtLCPMENT FUND lincoin, Nebroslio 68509

Office Locothon"
A& Fourth Floor

301 Centennial Mall South

August 15, 1978

Miss Neoma Parks
State Office of Planning and Programming
Room 1319, State Capitol, P.O. Box 94601
Lincoln, NE 68509

Dear Miss Parks:

We have reviewed the information provided on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement by the Air Force, SAI 78 08 05. We find that in their
discussion of the South Platte Plains BMCA or page IV-61, they state that
inadequate quantity or quality of groundwater limits the development of
irrigated agriculture. However, their map of the area on page IV-17 2-24
includes Keith, Perkins, and Chase Counties, in which irrigation development
has been extensive and rapid. A review of recent data from the Remote
Sensing Center should be recommended to the Air Force.

On page IV-63 it says alluvial aquifers yield several hundred gallons
per minute to wells. Information prepared by the Conservation and Survey 2-25
Division for the State Water Plan Framework Report indicates that the alluvial
aquifers and the Ogallala aquifer yield over 500 g.p.m. to irrigation wells.

Very truly yours,

Cayle H. Lewis, P.E.
Chief, Planning Division

GHL: JW:mrp
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DIRECTOR SECRETARY

Phone 402M,432 2793

August 15, 1978

Ms. Neoma Parks, Project Review Coordinator
State Office of Planning and Programing
Room 1319, State Capitol
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509

Re: MX: Milestone II
Department of Air Force 78 08 05
HP 0 8-022-78

Dear Ms. Parks:

We do not have sufficient information to make a determination
of the effects of the proposed MX system upon properties in Nebraska
eligible for or enrolled in the National Register of Historic

Places. At such time as project sites are selected we would need
the locations and general information on the amount of construction.
We would then submit our recommendations for compliance of Section
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

Sincerely,

Mrvin F. Kivett
State Historic Preservation Officer

Richard E. Jeltisen
Preservation Archeologist

dlb
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September 19, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330
Dear Dr. Carlos Stern:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement report, "MX: Milestone
IV is of concern to me on two major points: i) the very great increase
in electrical energy needed if the MX is put in Nebraska and 2) the
loss of state revenues in state income taxes resulting from agriculture
being put out of business.

As I understand it, the chart k. page 97 of volume IV shows that
for every kind of deployment mode, fo' our area there would be a
"very large" impact on eleutrical energy use. The -3ble on page 13
of volume IV estimates that for the "nominal value of the primary
factors" about 41.5 MW is need for construction (for all modes except
the hybrid trench) and from 69 to 83 MW needed for operation, depending 2-26
on the mode selected. These power requirements would necessitate the
construction of additional generating capacity, beyond the Gerald
Gentleman Units planned and under construction--is that a correct
assumption? Have any discussions been held with Nebraska Public Power
officials or staff as to whether the additonal power requirements would
be met with a coal plant or with a nuclear plant?

On page 103 of volume IV the report points out thot the increase
in electrical energy use results from the operation of the plant and
from the influx of workers. Do the estimates on page 97 of energy
needed include the increased demands from incoming workers, or does
it represent only the needs of the MX system itselt?
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In addition, I believe the impact statement should provide
an estimate of the loss of revenues to the state treasury if the
MX is located in our state. The economic impact of all deployment
modes shown on the chart on page 97 is very large for Nebraska.
Therefore, it would seem prudent to attempt to quantify this impact
on the state level for both revenues and services. The impact
statement says on page 102, volume IV that "increased public
services will be required; increased public expenditures. . .may 2-27
be required almost immediately to service a population boom. .. .
The public services provided by the state that would be affected
should be listed and an estimate given of increases required. The
statement also says that "federal aid may be required to assist local
governments through an adjustment period in some of the potential
deployment areas." Is any federal aid available to the state? If
so, it would be useful to have some specific facts.

Thank you for your attention to my questions. The time extension
for response to the draft impact statement to September 22 is
appreciated.

Sincerely yours

Senator Steve Fowler
District 27

SF/ca

P

[
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September 1, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/MIQ)Washington, D. C. 20330

Deputy:

These comments concern the draft Environmental Impact State-
ment for MX: Milestone IT.

1. In the chart showing the impacts for the different modes
in each BMCA, the impact on water in the South Platte BMCA
is listed as small for Area Security and moderate for Point
Security. What factors were used to make these determinations
and on what basis were the impacts judged to be small andI 2-28
moderate respectively?

2. In assessing the impact on water in the Nebraska territory
included in the South Platte BMCA, were the following specifics
taken into account?

a) The number of surface water permit holderc and the uses
for which these permits were issued. 2-29

b) The groundwater declines in these areas, in particular,
those in the Upper Republican National Resources District
which led to the establishment of a groundwater control area
there.

If not, please consider these factors in preparing the finaldraft of the environmental impact statement.

3. On Table 1-2 on page IV-13, the amount of water required ,
for the various deployment modes is listed. For what speci-
fic uses will this water be required and how were the amounts
computed?

Sincerely,

Mary t. Sommermeyer
Counsel for the Public Works

Committee of the Nebraska
Legislature

HAS / hm EIGHTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE -_

SIWE CAPIT01l IINCOLN, NE~BRASKA 68509 tiinpI
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

PATRICIA Q. SHEEHAN 363 WEST STATE STREET
COMMISSIONER POST OFFICE BOX 2761 I

TRENTON. N.J. 0$625

July 31, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department Of The Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

RE: OSRC-FY-79-127

Dear Mr. Stern:

This will acknowledge receipt of your recent Project Notification
for MX: Milestone II. The project has been designated application

OSRC-FY-79-127 for all future references.

We have circulated this Project Notification to the appropriate
State agencies for review and comment. We anticipate no problems during
the review phase, but should any conflicts or issues arise, it will be
necessary to schedule a conference in order to resolve the issues prior
to the issuance of a Letter of Certification.

K Very truly yours,

Jer H. Eure, Sr.
Supervising Program
Development Specialist

/ Project Review Section

Division of State and

Regional Planning

JHE cp
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

PATRICIA Q. S1EEHAN 363 WEST STATE STREET
COMMISSIONER POST OFFICE BOX 27U

TRENTON, N.J. 086 2S

August 14, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department of The Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

RE: OSRC-FY-79-127

Dear Mr. Stern:

In accordance wiLh the U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-95 Revised, your Environmental Impact Statement for MX: Milestone
II designated application OSRC-FY-79-127, has met the State of New
Jersey's Clearinghouse requirements.

We have circulated this Project otification to the appropriate

State agencies, none of which have ,oiced any objectios.

ery truly yours,

ichard A. G1 n
Stat- Review ordi/tor

RAG:cp
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STATE OF NEw M-EXICO
OFFICE Or IME GOVERNOR

SANTA FE
87503

JEzRY APODACA
SOVERNOR August 30, 1978

Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Stern:

Thank you for your letter of August 14, 1978, advising me of the deadline
for submission of comments on the Environmental Impact Statement on MX:
Milestone II.

The complete evaluation of such a statement requires the attention of
a number of departments such as Agriculture, Natural Resources, Energy,
Environment, Economic Development, Military Affairs, and State Planning.
The state received an adequate number of EIS's on August 22, 1978, and,
due to the massiveness of the statement cannot comply with your deadline
of September 5, 1978. We have been informed by Major General John W.
Hepfer's office in Santa Barbara, California, that other states were
finding the same problem and therefore a fifteen day extension was ap-
proved. We are operating on that assumption.

We will therefore prepare and submit to your office New Mexico's concerns
on the statement prior to September 20, 1978. Thank you again for your
letter; if you have any questions regarding our problem or position please
feel free to contact me any time.

Sincerely,

CHRIS KRAHLNG
Administrative Assistant/

CK:jb
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STATE OF NEw MExIco
orric O.TNC oOVENNOR

SA- A FE
87S03

Janit APODACA
GOVERNOR September 19, 1978

Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department of the Air Force
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

I am enclosing comments from the various departments of state government
which would be affected by the Air Force's proposed Missile X project.

In addition I would like to take this opportunity to summarize the major
concerns of the Governor's Office, per se.

1. That all local levels of government (cities and counties) which will
be impacted be notified as soon as possible to keep all parties
fully informed of all developments as they occur.

2. That all areawide planning organizations or councils of government
be notified as decisions are made in order to-expedite the planning
process.

3. That the state land office and local land owners be informed of

your plans as soon as specific sites are determined in order to
minimize acquisition problems.

4. That state government be thoroughly involved so that potential im-
pact problems can be resolved early on.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comnent on this project. Should you
have any questions or like to discuss any of the aforementioned comments
further, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

CHRIS KRALING
Administrative Assistant

CK:jb
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I _ _ . 1 Jeo' Ad ac a[E ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION

Ai Po. Box 968

H" SANTA FF. NOY MEXICO 875034ENIVIRJONMENT (505) 827-5271

Ext. 201
OFFICE OF TilE DIRECTOR

September 11, 1978

112MORAIDUm

TO: Chris Krahling, Governor's Office

FROM:/) Thomas E. Baca, Director

SUBJECT: MISSILE lOX PROJECT

The Environmental Improvement Division has reviewed the draft Environmental
Impact Statement addressing the environmental analysis process for the 1IX:
Milestone II Missile Project. The stateirent is generic in nature and con-
tains little or no specific environmental analysis.

The Division appreciates the fact that a site specific environmental
impact statement will be developed as details are formulated regarding the
area affected.

The Division anticipates that detailed analysis on air, water and land
resources will be addressed in future statements.
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State of New Mexico
Commerce & Indpstry Department

Economic Development Division

Jny Apodoco Botoon Memrodol Building
Gove(no( Santo Fe. New Mexico 87503

Wiflom Kundrot, J. (505) 8275571
5ecreto(y

MEMO: September 13, 1978

TO: Chris Krahling

FROM: Bob Boyd

RE: Missile "X" Project comments

It is difficult to make comments on the "MX" proposal with all of the
intangibles now existing. Without doubt, regardless of which system
they go with, if they go, and if New Mexico was selected to be one of
the basing mode comparibon areas, there would be considerable economic
impact, both during the cot;struction stages, and throughout the opera-
tional stages. This impact could vary considerably, depending upon
which area is chosen, out of the seven sample BIICA's, three of them
would affect New Mexico.

It would appear that New Mexico should realize some economic benefits
through the testing stage, in that a portion of the development would
take place at Kirtland Air Force Base and the surrounding area. How
much this would amount to is unknown at this time, but it should not,
on the basis of present knowledge, provide any adverse effects.

I believe our comments would be more in the areas of questions such
as "What happens to programs presently being looked at or studied in
various areas, such as the White Sands Missile Range activities or
the Eddy County WiPP?"

In the event that a particular BMCA is chosen, would all of the lands
as indicated on the various maps be withdrawn from public use or 2-31
would just a relatively small portion of them be highly secured area?
If all of the indicated areas should be withdrawn I could envision a
rather drastic adverse impact as far as our agricultural community in
the Las Cruces, Dona Ana area, as well as the high plains area," and
pretty heavy impact on the oil and gas and mining activities in the
southwest and southeast.

From an economic impact viewpoint there could be some substantial
benefits from the program on the basis of what we know now, and some
heavy demands on goods, on services and facilities, both at the local
level and from the State's viewpoint.
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NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT Or AGRICULTURE s)IC O

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
Box~ 3189/Las Cruces. Ney, Maxkco 88003
Telephone (5051 646.3007

September 5, 1978

The Honorable Jerry Apodaca
Governor's Office
State Capitol Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503 RE: MX Missile Project

Attention: Chris Krahling, Administrative Assistant

Dear Mr. Krahling:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement, MX: Milestone II, has been reviewed
by our office with the impact upon the agricultural industry as the primary
concern.

Full scale engineering developmept described in Volume II indicates that the
work, if carried out at Kirtland AFB, would not be expected to alter the
land use characteristics of surrounding areas.

The proposed tests are very similar in nature to historical uses of Kirtland AFB,
and should not have any detrimental impact upon agriculture.

Volume No. 3 deals with missile flight testing which is proposed for Vandenberg
AFB in California; therefore, this would have no impact on New Mexico.

Volume No. 4 concerning the basing mode evaluation suggests three areas in
New Mexico as potential basing sites:

1. White Sands Missile Range
2. Rio Grande Basin

3. Texas - New Mexico High Plains

The only potential site which would not seriously affect the agricultural sector
is White Sands Missile Range.

The Texas-New Mexico High Plains is identified in Volume No. 4 as one of the
most agriculturally productive areas in the country. The land involved is almost
entirely privately owned.

The Rio Grande Basin site also involves mostly privately owned land which is

mostly used for grazing and cattle production.

The estimated nominal area required for area security deployment of the proposed
number of missiles is approximately 8,000 square miles.
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Page 2
The Honorable Jerry Apodaca

September 5, 1978

A detailed breakdown of the amounts of various agricultural land uses in
the proposed areas is not provided in the data.

The actual site selection proccss will not be considered at this time according
to the Program Overview, Volume I. This will be a portion of "Milestone Ill",
and will be assisted by a separate Environmental Impact Statement. There appears
to be no overall threat to agriculture in this Milestone II phase of tile program.
The Environmental Impact Statement for "Milestone III" should be evaluated
carefully when it becomes available.

If I can be of further assistance, please advise.

Sincerely,

William P.'Stephens
Director S e

WPS:GEH:as

I
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DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

State Planning Division Coordination Bureau (505) 827-2073

505 Don Gaspar Avenue Planning Bureau (505) 827-5191

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

August 15, 1978

Department of the Air Force
Office of Assistant Secretary
Washington, D. C. 20330

Att: Carlos Stern

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement; MX: Milestone II
SAI #79-07-1-086

Dear Mr. Stern:

It is most difficult to thoroughl review the subject document because
numerous decisions must be made before actual impacts can be assessed.
For example, Deployment Mode & Security Type selections will greatly
affect the extent of impacts and possible mitigations. Obviously, the
site selection for Deployment will also be required before an in-depth
review can be made. As a consequence, we will simply offer a few
comments and await more definitive Environimental Impact Analyses as the
project proceeds.

We feel the following points should be covered in coming EIS's.

.Given full scale development of the MX system, what will be the effect
on nuclear warhead (and related devices) manufacture, transportation 2-32
of weapons grade nuclear materials, and production of radioactive wastes?

.Transportation of the MX weapons between sites should be clearly delineated 2

since most existing highways appear incapable of sustaining the extreme 2-33weight of the weapons carrying vehicle.

.The White Sands basing mode area appears to cover the only Neu Mcxico
area suitable for growth of the guayule (Parthenium argentatum) plant, 2-34rfrom which commercial grade rubber may be extracted. Other suitable

areas in California and Arizona may also be impacted by the MX. This
should be explored in the EIS process.
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Department of the Air Force
August 15, 1978
2

.Portions of the West Texas basing mode area appear to bracket the
Department of Energy's proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant project
near Carlsbad, New Mexico. If WIPP and MX were built in close 2-35
proximity, what would be the result of a nearby explosion from either
Russian ICBM or accidental detonation 

of an MX?

Thank you for the opportunity to review this DEIS.

Sincerely,

M. Mobley 1
Planning Bureau /

JMM:rr

V
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NEW MEXICO STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

NOTICE OF APPLICATION RECEIPT MIS-2
STATE PLANNING OFFICE
S3tS Don Gasper. Geat Oblal; J*en Apoesa

l Sate Planing Offier Ssat Ft. New Mtxico S703 Gvro
(SOS) 527.2073

TO: Department of the Air Force DATE: July 27, 1978
Office of the Assistance Secretary
Washington, DC 20330

ATTN: Carlos Stern

FROM: New Mexico State Clearinghoause

SUJiECT: Notice of Receipt of Application for Review

Project Title: MX Milestone 11 Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Federal Funding Agency: Dept. of the Air Force

We have received your:

-Notification o( Intent, -eslew winl be completed when applicatio s remceived.

-Preapplicatisn

Y1 Application. and iew ew of the project has been hstled.

-FJS. and mrview hasabeen Initiated.

You muay expect notification of review completion by: 06-10-76g -K Date

STATE APPLICATION ID (SAl) NO. _ 7q n7 1 naRi
has been assignedm to your project. This nrumber must be:

A. Filled in on Application for Federal Assibtance form SF424 in Space 3&.
11. Cited in all future correblondeure on thi, project.

[ ~~Your Clearinrghouse' contact i% at:ice

Your nauplic.iliori packdL t lousld also be bubnutted to the Clearinghouse checked;

... ane lezihoae- KNMEDD - SWNMCON

5JR -... MRGCOG ... SEMEDD

- MACOG - EPCOG - SRGC(OG

See other side for names and addrr.i of the Clearinghouses.

Thank You.
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NEW MEXICO STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

MIS-I
State ftsaL-4 Officer (505) 827.2073 Gvro

TO: Department of the Air Force DATE: August 15, 1978
Office of the Assistance Secretary
Washington, D. C. 20330

Att: Carlos Stern

SUBJECT: Review of SAINo.: 79 07 1 086

REVIEW ACTION ON: ritoJECTITLE: MX Milestone II Draft Environmental Impac
[ Statement

- re~ppliation
Final Application AppicasI: Department of the Air Force

-StateAte ?Ion

u_ s SOURCE OF FUNDS REQUESTED

TYP PUDS:FsdmieApency: Dept. of the Air Force

GrntFedeel rpeamTitle: Department of Defense

-Loss FedwalCatelogNo.: 00950

S ta e~I 
S ta rt A r m y :

State Appropriaion

Stale FondsOnly Feeds Reqasied: S Ftorl 5 . t te

REVIEW RESULIS

A~ 7%e Application is supported.

- Te App~liton isnotlin conflic wit Stale. Areawvide, or Local plins.
9;h Coeseea mte attacked for adamnieeiua with 1th appication.I

- The Aplication baa o reyiew reerneat. IUAnkyou. however. for peovidlirg th couartesy information.

You may now submit your Application package, MIS-S and all review comments to-the Federal
or State Agency(s) from whom action is being rvqueated.

?lease notify the State Clearinghouse sif any changes in this project. Refer to the SMI number on
ALL correspondence pertaining to this project.

DDC *isdkwtate PanigOf.V

JUDI ROSS
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STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

GRANT AWARD NOTIFICATION MIS.7

STATE PLANNING OFFICE
JUDI ROSS 5S Don Gaspu, Geme |dlrJ o
4 aliaesio Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503 JerryApodac

State Pbnnitq Offier (505) 827.2073 Gernor

TO: State Clearinghoust DATE: August 15, 1978
State Planning Ofr
505 Don Gapsar. Greer Buildg
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

FROM: Department of the Air Force

Office of the Assistance Secretary

Washington, D. C. 20330

Complete and return this form to the State Clearinghouse upon receipt of federal action.

STATE APPLICATION IDENTIFIER (SAI): 79 07 1 086

TYPE FUNDS: Applicant: Department of the Air Force

PojectTitle:MX Milestone II Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Gran!

11o41 Pedenl Catalog No.: 00950

- State Block State Agency:

State Appropriation

StateFundsOnly FundRequested: S Federal S,, ._ State

ACTION

Grant Funded as Submitted -Grant Amount Increased G,.ant Amount Decreased .. _.Application Cancelled

IF APPLICATION FUNDED
'Mo. Di Ye._____________

Efectlve Date of Grant Federal lase Amount S

Startleg Date otGrant Federal Supp. Amount S

Ending Date otGrant State Cotehbutlon S

Durstior. of Grmnt Months
LocalContribuslon S_,,

Other Contribution S

TOTAL _

Authorized Stneeurefor project Application
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COMMONWEALTHOF PENNSYLVANIA

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

OFFICE OF'THE BUDGET
HARRISBURG, PA. 17120

P.O. Box 1323

August 1, 1978

Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We have received from your Office a copy of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement entitled MX: Milestone II.

Please be advised that we do not desire to review and comment upon
this Draft EIS.

Thank you for your-consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

4chard A. i Supervisor

Pennsylvania State Clearinghouse

RAH:ar

cc: File (2)
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Ir Santa BaRBara County - Cities
area Planninc CounciL

1306 Santa Barbara Street
Santa Barba(*, Col. 93101

(05) 906-1611

August 25, 1978

i Deputy for Environment and Safety
* Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
*,. (SAF/MIQ)Pentagon

Washingt,n, DC 20330

Dear Sir:

RE: Comments on Draft SIS, Milestone 2, MX, Missle
Flight Testing, Vol. III

1. Figures 2-3, -4, 2-5 Existing Land Use, What are 2-36V dates and sources of information?

2. Page 111-322. I question whether many of the new MX
jobs would go to those currently unemployed in the 2-37
county. The report draws no relationship between specific
MX skill requirements and skill availability. In conver-
sations with the City of Santa Barbara (Mr. Bob Puddicombe,
City of Santa Barbara) regarding construction of its
sewerage treatment plant, I found that most unskilled
labor tended to be local, but nearly all skilled labor,
e.g., plumbers and electricians, were from outside the
county. This was for a relatively small project compared
to MX, LNG, and space shuttle.

Furthermore, if employed persons choose to quit existing
jobs for higher paying MX, space shuttle jobs, these jobs
would probably be filled by immigrants. The following
questions result: 1) What is the relationship between I
MX skill requirements (listed on pp. 47-50) and expected

availability? 2) Could "job hopping" induce immigration I
and shouldn't this be noted? 3) Are your employment 2-30
projections regarding origin of workers a "worst case" 2-40scenario?

3. Page 111-324. The figures referred to in paragraph 1,V represent a worst case scenario. "On or off parking
areas for 75 to 100 recreational vehicles will be
sufficient to offset the increase in demand for housing-
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Deputy for Environment and Safety
August 25, 1978
Page 2

of this type." Recreational vehicles is ill defined. Does this
mean recreational vehicles and/or mobile homes? It should be noted 2_41
that extensive services would be required, e.g., water supply and
sewerage disposal for these "parking areas."

4. Generally, the section dealing with mitigation of housing for
transient workers is inadequate. I suggest that due to a poten- 2-42
tially "severe" housing impact, more emphasis must be placed on
recommending specific mitigation measures.

5. The multipliers you utilized to calculate indirect employment appearlow. A General Research Corporation report entitled "Forecasting I 2-43

Occupational Opportunities: Quantitative Procedures and A Case
Study of Santa Barbara County," 1972, calculated multipliers for
the South Coast of Santa Barbara County at 4.25 for manufacturing,
5.2 for business services. Although I do not suggest these numbers
will directly apply to North County, it suggests your figures may
be too low.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I trust the significant
issue of the potential impact on the housing market will be given
additional consideration.

Sincerely,

Michael G. Powers
Associate Area Planner

MGP:wh
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COURTU OF SflhllH BBIRBAR1H

ALUERT F. REYNOLDSlo

Director

10S C. Anapamu St.
Santa larbara, Calif. $3101

Telephone till-151 I

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

September 5, 1978

Carlos Stem, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330
Dear Dr. Stern:

Various departnents of the County of Santa Barbara axe stilL reviewing the CEIS
on MX Milestone II.

7he (ounty Board of Supervisors vted on September 5, 1978, to request a three-
week tine extension for conpletion and fo.,varding of our ccmnents to the Air
Force. We would greatly appreciate the exvra tine to comuent on a project of

such significance to this 0ounty.

Per our telecon on 9/5/78, I understand that 9/22/78 is your working deadline for
cmuents. "his office will be forwarding the coorainated County comnents informally
in an atteapt to leet that deadline.

Sincerely,

Albe. t F. Reynolds
AFR:bh Director
cc: Larry Molnar

Public Comments VI - 2-71
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COUIRT OP .S ERPH B! 'VBTi115

ALGIRT F. RSYNOLOS

Direto.

105 £.Anammu St.S nta iesraS Calf. 0310 1
T*leVhoh* 9" 161,

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

, September 19, 1978

TO: Al McCurdy, Environmental Specialist

FROM: Gil LaFreniere, Environmental Geologist

Water demands generated by the proposed Missile X Flight Testing project
are described in Volume III of the DEIS on pp. III - 240 and III - 249.
Direct short-term water supply requirements for construction are slight,
amounting to about 15 acre-feet. The water demand created by a workforce of approximately 580 persons is indicated at about 100 acre-feet
per year for uses "required for the personnel at the site and for the
sanitary waste disposal facilities." (p. III - 249) It is then con-
cluded that there is a sufficient water supply available from ground-
water sources on Vandenberg base to meet these small demands. However,
the much larger demand associated with the domestic needs of 580
directly employed persons and 825 - 875 additional indirectly created
jobs (p. III - 338) is not made clear. On page III - 339, Table 3-37,
the housing demand rclated to Missile X is estimated at 840 - 990 units.
Applying an average demand figure of .4 acre-feet per unit for an
averaged estimated 915 units, the secondary project-related water demand
would amount to 366 acre-feet per year.7Most of the North county demands 2-44
would be met from the overdrafted Lompoc, Santa Maria and Santa Ynez
upland ground-water basins, while smaller demands from South coast
basins would increase overdraft in the Goleta ground-water basin and
increase demands upon the Montecito and Carpinteria basins, which are
at or near full utilization of safe yield.

The breakdown of increased municipal and industrial water demands by
county areas on pp. III- 359 and III- 360 indicates that these are
MX construction-related water demand in 1981.... " These numbers are
not shown to be related to the water demand of approximately 840 -
990 hoising units (366 acre-feet per year) which can be inferred from
the housing demand estimates given on page III - 339. Are they meant
to be related? If so, the relationship is certainly inclear.

In summary, it would appear that on-site, job-related water demand for
the MX project am-ounts to about 100 acre-feet per year (p. 111-249)
and secondary housing related water demands amount to about 366 acre-
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Al McCurdy, Env. Specialist Page 2
September 19, 1978

feet per year (demanid of 840 - 990 units). Thus, total water demand
associated, primarily and secondarily, with the project would appear
to be approximately 466 acre-feut per year. Once houses are constructed
to meet the needs of direct and indirdct project-related employees, 

2-44(cont)

water demand will continue as project personnel are displaced by new

residents. Therefore, the secondary water demands must be considered
as long-term and growth-inducing.

Gilbert F. LaFreniere
GFL:bh Environmental Geologist
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COURT U OF SHITIH B H J I 1I

ALERT F. RAYNCLO$

D'fctor *
1 .Anaalmu St.

Santa r~o C40f. D31O1
Tolephl,. 194 1611

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

September 21, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and safety
SAF/MIQ
Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force
Pentagon, Washington D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

The County's comments on the MX DEIS are enclosed for your review.
We were instructed by Mr. Chuck Bullock to deliver them directly
to H.D.R. here in Santa Barbara, which we did today. As I was unable
to speak with you I would like to add some concerns to the package
delivered to H.D.R.; these concern the cumulative impact of potential
air emissions and water and housing calculations.

Potential changes in oxidant concentrations were not modeled. This
aspect is of critical importance in the context of the environmental
process (DEIS) duL to the stated requirement to focus on those project
attributes which have the potential to reach and/or exceed an environ-
mental threshold. Modeling may be the best means available to quantify 2-45
the answer to whether the County will meet the National Ambient Air
Quality Standard for ozone in the 1980's. A recent report on projected
Santa Barbara County air emissions indicate non-attainment for these
years (ERT June 1978).

Population increases caused by the project are not well specified.
Perhaps there is some reluctance on my part to merely accept these
and the hodsing projections because in the recent past, the LNG
Envivonmental Impact Report by the California Public Utilities Commission
substantially -.vised upward both of these impact categories from the 2-46
Draft to the Final and the same relavionship exists between the Space
Shuttle FEIS and the MX document, DEIS. Some clarification of the
issues would be helpful. Whether these projections include estimates
of inflation possibilities in the ultimately approved and implemented
size of the Program should also be presented.
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Dr. Carlos Stern Page 2

September 21, 1978

Thank you for extending the comment period for this document.

Sincerely,

Albert F. Reynolds
AFR:AJM:bh Director
enc.

P

I!
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COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA * HEALTH CARE SERVICES
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

+ I4440 CALLI REAL, SANTA RARIARA, CALIFORNIA 93110 * PHONE (105) 9"4654

LAWRENCE HART. M.O.. M.P.H. JOHN R. ENGLISH

OIRECTOR 31 August 1978 DIRECTOR. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Carlos Stern, Ph.D.,
Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon,
Washington, D. C., 20330

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on
MX: Milestone II

Dear Dr. Stern:

The Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District has re-
viewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
MX: Milestone II to be located at Vandenberg Air Force Base,
California and would like to offer the following comments re-
lating to air quality.

1 In modelling carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, as was done
in Section 3.2.2.4, this District would be most interested
in modelling results showing the combination of the MX
project and the Space Shuttle project and the impact on
air quality standards. The DEIS contained modelling 2-47
data for only the base case and the MX project. Also,
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 should include a notation to desig-
nate whether concentrations are in parts per million
(ppm) or micrograms per cubic meter.

2) Mitigation measures (Section 5.2.1.6) should be discussed
in more detail. Such measures as use of water or chemical
dust suppressants during earth moving activities, paving
all roads and parking areas and, most importantly, the 2-48
formation and sponsorship of van and/or carpools to
transport construction and operation personnel to the
job site from their origin, (Santa Maria, Lompoc, Santa
Ynez Valley, Santa Barbara).

3) There appears to be a lack of discussion on construction
phase particulate emissions and the effect it will have
on the Lompoc and Santa Maria areas in relation to the 2-49
National Ambient Air Quality Standard. It must be kept
in mind that these areas have been designated by the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency as non-attainment areas
for particulates.
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Dr. Carlos Stern, cont. 31 August 1978

4) Any article, machine, equipment or other contrivance,
(ie., boilers, asphalt or concrete batch plants, paint
spray booths, degreasers, etc.), which may cause the
issuance of air contaminants will be required to apply 2-50
for Permits to Operate from this District and observe
all Rules and Regulations of the Santa Barbara County
Air Pollution Control District.

We appreciate the opportunity to review these documents and offer
our comments. If you have any questions concerning our comments
or the requirements of the APCD, please contact Keith Duval,
Air Pollution Engineer, at (805) 964-8658.

Very truly yours,

Lawrence Hart, M. D.,M.P.H.
Air Pollution Control Officer

John B. English, Director
Air Pollution Control

JBE:1KD:Ims
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COUNTY OFSANTA BARBARA * HEALTH CARE SERVICES
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

4440 CALLC REAL. SANTA SARGARA, CALIFORNIA 93110 . PHONE (801) 8648616

LAWRENCE HART. M.D.. M.P.H. JOHN G. ENOLIH

DIRECTOR September 21, 1978 DIRECTOR, AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

MEMORANDUM

TO: Albert F. Reynolds, Director
Department of Environmental Resources

FROM: John B. English
Director, Air Pollution Control

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on
MX: Milestone II

The Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District has reviewed the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the MX: Milestone II to
be located at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California and would like to
offer the following comments relating to air quality.

1) In modelling carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, as was done in
Section 3.2.2.4, this District would be most interested in
modelling results showing the combination of the MX project
and the Space Shuttle project and the impact on air quality
standards. The DEIS contained modelling data for only the base 2-51
case and the MX project. Also, figures 3-7 and 3-8 should in-
clude a notation to designate whether concentrations are in
parts per million (ppm) or micrograms per cubic meter.

2) The DEIS should contain a section pertaining to oxidant model-
ling for the construction phase and operation phase. During
construction, hydrocarbon (HC) emission may increase up to 19.7
tons per year and oxides of nitrogen (NO ) emissions may increase
up to 31.6 tons per year. In the Vandengerg area, this relates 2-52
to a 4.1 percent increase for HC and a 9.7 percent increase
for NOX . There is a lack of quantitative data for the opera-
tions phase emissions to make a comparison with existing
emissions.

3) Mitigation measures (Section 5.2.1.6) should be discussed in
more detail. Such measures as use of water or chemical dust
suppressants during earth moving activities, paving all roads
and parking areas and, most importantly, the formation and 2-53
sponsorship of van and/or carpools to transport construction
and operation personnel to the job site from their origin,
(Santa Maria, Lompoc, Santa Ynez Valley, Santa Barbara).
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Albert F. Reynolds
September 21, 1978
Page 2

4) There appears to be a lack of discussion on construction phase
particulate emissions and the effect it will have on the Lompoc

6and Santa Maria areas in relation to the National Ambient Air

Quality Standard. It must be kept in mind that these areas 2-54
have been designated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
as non-attainment areas for particulates.

5) Any article, machine, equipment or other contrivance, (i.e.,
biolers, asphalt or concrete batch plan.s, paint spray booths,
degreasers, etc.), which may cause the issuance of air con-
taminants will be required to apply for Permits to Operate 2-55

from this District and observe all Rules and Regulations of
the Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District.

We appreciate the opportunity to review these documents and offer our
comments. If you have any questions concerning our comments or the re-
quirements of the APCD, please contact Keith Duval, Air Pollution
Engineer, at 964-8658.

Joh? B. English

JBE:KD:ja

Enc: Time Sheet
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C 0 U R T il 0 F S RITt T B R] R Bf A 'R
COI.!1 I OF 0 R R I H

I)EPARTNIENT OF PLANNING
ENGINEERING BUILDING

123 E, Anapamu St. BRITT A. JO1NSON
SANTA BARBARA August 30, 1978 PannIng Di,,ctorCALIFORNIA 93101

1805)9661611 PAUL W. WACK
Assistant Planning Oirecor

MEMO TO Albert McCurdy, Environmental Specialist II#CL'
FROM : Kenneth Reinertson, Planner 1I .

SUBJECT : MX Missile DEIS e:"." "
r- -n=

Please include the following comments and questions in your response
to the Air Force on the subject document:

1. There is no discussion o, public safety as it is affected by
transport of missile components through populated areas. What
is the danger, if any, of propellant ignition or explosion in 2-56
an accident (e.g., train derailment, truck collision).

2. While the growth inducing impacts of the combined projects are
discussed, several questions remain unanswered. What is the
potential for the newly created job opportunities to attract
more people than there are jobs to employ them (as occurred when
construction of the Alaskan pipeline was announced, for example)?
What mitigation measures are proposed to lessen the impact of 2-57
the sudden increase in housing demand? Can action be taken to
ensure that the space shuttle and MX do not "peak" at the same
time? As these programs are eventually phased out, what will
the effect be on the additional residential, comm2rcial, and
industrial space that was expanded because of them?

3. Energy consumption by the MX project alone, for the LNG, space
shuttle and MX projects cumulatively, and for the resulting direct 2-58
and indirect population associated with these projects, should be
analyzed and mitigation measures should be proposed.

ZONING INFORMATION
ADMINISTRATION COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING LAND DIVISIONS PLANNING COMMISSION AND ENFORcEMENT

Planning, Research, Grphies
Ext, 230,232 Ext. 237 360 361 Ext. 250 Ext. 238 Ext. 238,239
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COUNTY OF SANIA BARBARA

CALIFORNIA

Department of Transportation
COURT HOUSE. SANTA RII ARA. CALIFORNIA 93101

TCLC[PN'OI (600) 911-111
LRLAND f. STEWANT H.R. CALLAHAN

DREC01t O T RA S"ORTATION ASISIANT TjRICIOR Of TRA tRIWIN

OAO CORSOOR$'I AIS rSART AOA C5OWSS0RtA

MEMORANDUM

September 6, 1978 ... r

.

TO: Albert F. Reynolds i

FROM: W. G. Manchen

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
MX : Milestone II

We have reviewed the above document and find that the potential
impact on the County road network is adequately covered by the
statement in Volume I, "Increased populations will place some
added strain on housing and road networks". Roadway capacity
and traffic safety should not be seriously affected by this pro-
gram, although significant changes in other VAFB programs, notably
the Space Shuttle, in combination with this program may result in
localized traffic congestion and safety problems for which miti-
gating measures would be desirable.

el

JOHN J. MADDOCK HAROLO L.IUROY MI. KEITH FRANKLIN ORDON Il S
MAINTNANCE 9IIIIIR SENIOR DISION SHOWSR TRANIJIRTATION PLANNING ISINEIE CONSTRUCTION ENGINIIR

(4015 sy-4.50 (405 $44-16r (8013 944.60 (105) 1.13.5
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KEINNETH SCHEIERMAN . . IVA GROSS
Stratton 8036. Clerk

06UGLAS L, HILLMAN *"

.... lagler 101 The Following Week $

September 6, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force ( AF-F.Q)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Sir:

We, the Board of County Commissioners of Kit Carson County,
C4lorado, have just recently heard that you are proposing
to use this area as one of your l.MX Missile Base Sites.

It is extremely difficult for us to see why you would even
consider taking prime agricultural land such as we have in
;his area for such a proposal. You would be asking us to
sacrifice one of our most valued resources which is food. 2-59
This project would eliminate some of the most productive
farm land in this country, as well as eleminating several
communities.

Would it not be more sensible to go to a location where
you wouldn't be wasting good productive land? Think about
it, there are a lot of people in this world to feed, and
if you eliminate good farm land such as this area, peonle
may go hungry.

Why was your news release put out, and the public given
such a short time in order to resnond or nrotess? htere 2-60
is our freedom anyrmc',e? The .overnment is gradually
taking over.

We, the Board of County Commissioners of Kit Carson County,
Colorado plead with you to take a second look at this
proposed site in Eastern Colorado, and urge you to consideranother site for the 'I .'issile Base that is less productive.

Sincere!y yours,
Board of County Cominassioners

.alpn A. Conrad, Chair:a&
RAC:ig
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o .~Santa-'Barbara CountB Wlater ASenc B

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

HARRELL FLETCHER, 0- A E S .A WR,
;.. ! f Ff.;I,,,CHARLIES H, A R fCS1 f "HOWARD C. MENZEL ~ ~ f * ~.

ROBERT 1. HIEOLUIND -,,y C.=t,k Ilie, odlet .". .

DAVIO YAGER j4,,t Ia,.a I -d~fy Wif,'a AgWC'nY AV!OUNISMAbTIONI BUILDING

ROBERT C. KALLMAN "t'e0

W ILLIAM B. W ALLACr TO. Bost 9I6 -1¢,11

August 29, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Mr. Stern:

In response to your request for review and comment on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on MX: Milestone II,
we are enclosing copies of pages 111-64. 111-134-135,
111-137-139 and 111-384 of the Draft EIS. The comments
attempt to clarify water resources data obtained through
Water Agency Reports and are written adjacent to the indi-
vidual sections on the enclosed copies.

If further review or clarification is required, please
contact the Water Agency at the above address.

Very truly yours,

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

LARRY G4/SKINNER
Planning Technician

LGS:lh
Atts.
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Palentoloqy. Many marine fossils have been observed and/or
collected in the Santa Maria district from at least 263 localities and
catalogued by Woodring and Bramlette (1950). Few vertebrate fossils
have been found. Only a small number of the localities are on the base
and none coincides with the candidate siting areas.

Hydrology (1.2.2.1.3)

Surface Water Hydrology. Surface drainages in the Vandenberg area
generally trend from east to west. Most surface water in the area occurs
in the form of streams; however, several small ponds and lakes are also
found along the depressions of old drainage courses on the base. The
Santa Ynez River and San Antonio Creek are the largest drainages crossing
Vandenberg and collect most of the seasonal runoff from this area in
addition to carrying runoff from the higher, interior drainage basins.
In addition to these streams, numerous smaller creeks, such as Shuman
Canyon and Canada Honda, flow directly into the Pacific Ocean from other
portions of the base. Figure 1-20 presents the potential for flooding in
the base environs.

Groundwater Hydrology. In the Vandenberg area, large quantities of
groundwater occur in the valleys, particularly in the Lompoc Valley along
the Santa Ynez River and in the San Antbnio Valley along the San Antonio
River. Groundwater is also available in the Lompoc Terrace area.

A river channel has filled the bottom of the Lompoc Valley with
unconsolidated deposits which have become the primary aquifer in the
Valley. Significant quantities of water are also withdrawn from the Careaga
sand.

Tho primary aquifer in the San Antonio Valley is in Holocene deposits;
water is also produced from the underlying Paso Robles Formation.

Vandenberg obtains its water from wells in the San Antonio Valley,
Lompoc Valley and Lompoc Terrace. In both the Lompoc Valley and San
Antonio Valley, groundwater discharge exceeds recharge and the piezometric
head in both areas iz being lowered. The total withdrawal in the San
Anton io Valley is 1 0, 0 0 acre-feet/year (12.3 x 106 m3/yr), comr ared with

estimated potential yield of 7,000 acre-feet/year (8.6 x 106 m 3/yr), 2-61
Fhile the estimated potential yield is 15,400 acre-feet/year (1.8 x l07 m3/yr).

, in addition, the amount of irrigation usage relative to the total
usage is declining. This results in a lower percentage of the total

water used being recharged, thus further increasing the effects of the
overdraft.

f re< h~ "est e

111-64 Missile Flight Testing
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Water Reserves (1.2.2.3.11). The heavy demand for both domestic
water and irrigation water in Santa Barbara County has made water supply
one of the most important public issues. Table 1-29 summarizes water
resources supply and demand characteristics. Figure 1-36 presents the
groundwater basins in Santa Barbara County. The situation is most criti-
cal on the South Coast Basin where the Goleta Water Board is enforcing
a moratorium on new hookups and the Montecito Water District has insti-
tuted rationing measures. This shortage could conceivably be ended in
1985*with the completion of a Coastal Aqueduct to import water from the
State Water Project. Santa Barbara County has entered into an agreement
w -. tht state for delivery of water in annual amounts up to 57.700 acre-
feet per year. "No growth" advocates throughout the county have campaigned
for a delay in the project while "growth" advocates and agricultural
interests have pushed for early implementation. The South Coast area
is also looking at alternative water sources including the temporary
importation of Santa Ynez groundwater. However, such alternative solutions
would not relieve potential water problems in the rest of the county.

Fnancing of a Coastal Aqueduct is a local controversial issue.
Imported water would most likely cost considerably more than $200 an

2-62

Lake Cachuna on the Upper Santa Ynez River supplies
water to the Santa Barbara-Goleta area and ground- IW\ I r
water recharge to the Santa Ynez Valley. The lake
is designed for water storage and recreation, not
flood control.

111-134 Missile Flight Testing
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Tiein the past decade floodwaters of the Santa
Ynez River have crt the main road between North and
South Vandenberg., Such river floods as the one

above in 1978 tbrn an essentially dry river bed into
Ir .,, uJ (v3/ a 1/2 mi wide 20 ft deep torrent that destroys

ta%0 1b bridges, sewer lines, and road crossings in the Santa
Ynez and wompoc Valleys.

acre-ft, as compared tolcurrent, costs of $100-200 an acre-ft or resi- 2-62 (cent)
dential use andjS50 an acre-ft~for irrigation use.

Streams in the area can flood during heavy precipitation. The
general slope of creek drainages contributes to rapid runoff and peak
discharge to the ocean. However, little data are available on floods
outside of developed areas. Recently, damage res)tilted from two Santa
Ynez River floods. The first =ud largest flood had a peak discharge
of 100,000 cfs and the smaller subsequent flood had a peak flow of
70,000 cfs. Floods of these magnitudes are rare, however.

In a special report, the staff of the Santa Barbara County Water
~Agency estimated the urbin and agricultural water demand of the localities
.- in the county. These estimates are given in Table 1-30. Approximately

75 percent of all water used in the county is for agriculture. North
, County consumes about 83 percent of the total county demand while the
, South Coast accounts for only 17 percent. Vandenberg's demand of appoxi-
~mately 5,000 acre-ft/yr is less than 2 percent of the county total.
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Table 1-30. Estimated water demand in Santa Barbara
County in 1975 in acre-feet per year (af/yr).

LOCALITY URBAN AGRICULTURAL TOTAL

Vandenberg APB 5,000 - 5,000

Lompoc Valley1  5,600 29,200 35,000

San Jntonio Valley1  400 10,100 10,500

Santa Maria Valley 20,100 94,400 114,500

Sant& Ynez Valley 3,300 31,000 34,200

South Coast 35,000 13,800 48,800

Other Areas 400 31,800 32,200

Total County 70,000 210,300 280,300

IExcluding Vandenberg AFB.

Source: Santa Barbara Ccunty Water Agency, 1977.

In most cases the total available supply for the groundwater basins
As shown in Tabler 1-29 .u,d 1-30 are for extractions and were calculated

assuming overdrafting to meet demands. Total available supply is the
aum of the surface water supplies and the groundwater basin safe yields
for extraction. The es mated demand represents both agricultural and
municipal anr industrial demands by public and private purveyors. Supply
minus demand indicates whether or not adequate water will be available.

l~~ Positive numbers indicate surpluses, whil~e negative numbers indicate
deficits.

34bL |  Judging from the overall difference Letween the water supply and5130 demand, it is apparent thrit demand surpasses sup:)1y by more thar.

A 0,00 acre-feet per year (af/yr). Unless other sources are introduced
A./ to the region, the growth in the region will be limited by the water 2-64

supply deficit experienced in the county as a whole. S6oo

The water demand at Vandenberg in 1975 was about 8,000 af/yr. The
present 10 v.ll 7-bas. arc adequate for present water demands. The
future suppiy for some wells would depend on the demands in the rest of
the county, especially the wells from the Lompo . ains system which is
the last downstream user of the aquifer. Operation of these wells in
Lmpoc Valley may be discontinued if the water quality continues to
deteriorate because of overdrafting by upstream users.

111-138 Missile Flight Testing
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Water Supply at Vandenberg. Vandenberg's surface water supplies
are limited by seasonal stream flow and are not used for domestic purposis.
Surface water onbase occurs in small permanent lakes, streams, and ponds.
The five small lakes onbase which cover a combined area of 27.3 acres.
have a combined volume of slightly over 200 acre-ft. They are: Punchbowl
Lake (13.6 acres), Mod III Lake (9.6 acres), and Upper, Middle, and Lower
Canyon Lakes.

At Vandenberg, large quantities of groundwater occur on the base,
particularly in the Lompoc Valley along Santa Ynez River and in the
San Antonio Valley along the San Antonio Crcek. Groundwater Is also
availeble in the Lompoc Terrace area. c Ctl CC ( L

The total withdrawal in the Sat, Antonio Valley 1 0,00 acre-ft/yr,
,- . compared with an estimated potential yield of, 0Qjce-ft/yr, and the ak.t

total withdrawal in the Lompoc Valley area is TO6_O.acre-ft/yr " whi.., i9000 2-65
r the estimated potential ?~i I 1c5,40k-oacre-ft/yr (Livingston and Blayney,

_~ Z1974). In the alluvial aquifer in the San Antonio Valley south of San
[rhr" I  f4ft. . Antonio Terrace, the water table occurs at an approxinate elevation of

10 to 30 ft (Muir, 1964). The unconsolidated deposits which fill the
bottom of the San Antonio Valley are river channel and alluvial deposits

c. , , of Holocene age, underlain by the Paso Robles Formation and Careaga sand.
The imarFP aquifer in the valley is thekiolocene' deposits. Water is a;.so

e., .. produced fro"n ddfha8d yihg PisO'obes '?6-raion.. As of 1964, thepiezometric surface (the maximum level to which the water will rise) at 2-66

the west end of the San Antonio Valley was high enough to preclude salt
#, water encroachment.

Water is also being pumped from the Lompoc Terrace from two wells at
the combined rate of 230 acre-ft/yr (143 gallons per min). Evenson and
Miller (1963) estimated that the available storage of groundwater in the
Lompoc Terrace is 60,000 acre-ft and that the Lompoc Terrace aquifers

, ,: could sustain a pumping rate of no more than 500 gpm. Under present con-
ditions, much of the groundwater recharging to the Lompoc Terrace even-
tua.l discharges into the aquifers in the Lompoc Valley to the north.

,,,.As of 963, the piezometric level in the western end of the Lompoc Valley
had not been reduced to a level where salt water intrusion could occur 2-67

(Evenson and Miller, 1963).

All of Vandenberg's water supplies are pumped from groundwater sourcesvia ten wells located onbase. The base does not acquire any water from

surface supplies or from contract sources. In terms of total pumpage, the
mair. portio0pof the sugppl'e £ntcomes from the western end of the

'_ z oc Plain aquifer near the mouth of the Sa..ta Ynez River. The next
largest contributinq source of water for the base is the tnr I
-of te San Antonio~aquifer Finally, South Vandenberg is.suppliedrwith

qw a wItef from the aquifer under the Lompoc Terrace. ,
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natural pattern of water erosion and deposition which would be reflected
in changes in the land surface. The Shuman Canyon CSA would be affected
the most by surface water erosion and alteration of drainages.

Soil (5.1.2)

Soils would be disturbed, buried or lost along trench alignments

in the areas of the shelters and at the appurtenant fecilities. The
soils at Vandenberg arq subject to erosion if they are not protected
and stabilized by vegetation or natural soil structure. Areas where
the soil structure or vegetation are disturbed or removed by grading,
earth moving equipment or vehicular traffic would be subjected to
increased wind or water erosion. The stabilized sand dunes which are
present in most of the coastal areas at Vandenberg are the most

rensitive. Removal or disturbance of the root network on dune sands
would expose all the underlying sand to wind erosion that could cause
blow-outs and reactivation of the dunes.

Geology (5.1.3)

Ground shaking during earthquakes is the only geologic effect that
cannot be avoided. Some measure of ground rupture on slope displacement
could also be expected. These effects can be very adverse for earth-
quakes centered close to any of the proposed facilities. The structures
and foundations can be designed to withstand the design levels of shaking,

but some damage might still occur and cause a temporary shutdown of the
facilities.

Water Quality (5.1.4)

Most impacts of construction and missile test firing should exert
only temporary impacts on the area's surface and groundwater quality, as
most areas will eventually revegetate and contaminants will be washed

away and diluted by seasonal rainfalls. Most of these temporary impacts
will be unavoidable. The impacts from sediment runoff will be mitigated
by natural attenuation due to terrain, by minimal removal of surface
vegetation during construction, by placement of sedimentation weirs in
ditches and valleys leading to tributaries and permanent ponds, and by

adoption of measurements promoting natural revegetation of cleared areasIonce construction is completed. Recent upgrading of the Lompoc Regional

Wastewater Reclamation Plant has effectively mitigated expected
increased sewage loads due to influxes of construction and operation
personnel, thus preventing the potential for further eutrophication of
the ecologically valuable lower Santa Ynez River and Lagoon. Increased
load to the Santa Maria Wastewater Treatment Facility will not nd e
ocen wa o ity becase of quick dilution. r I ,. /,.d'.4ce l(W w it ~. bec'inse hav ...... ~ I t~.e.~,es S26

f hr-.A ,,., O. m/ .(Of S. . . .ea is 2-69
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io rAST COOK STRI'T SAN I'A MARIA. CALIFORNIA 93454 805-925.0951

August 28, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(SAF/MIQ)
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the MX:
Milestone II project and would like to make the following comments:

1. There appears to be a discrepancy between statements made in the
EIS for the Space Shuttle and the DEIS for the MX project,
regarding the transient working force. The shuttle EIS states 10
workers will stay in Santa Maria-Orcutt (Pg. 5-55) whereas the
DEIS for the MX project referes to 20-30 (Pg. 111-323). 2-70

2. The demand for permanent housing in Santa Maria-Orcutt is estimated
in the Space Shuttle EIS to be 147 units (Pg. 5-57). The permanent
housing demand is estimated to 650-700 in the DEIS (Pg. 11-324).

There appears to have been a dramatic change in the estimated impact
of the Space Shuttle on the North County since the Shuttle EIS was completed.
If this is the case, it should be identified in the report.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement.

Very uly yours,

AL AUTRY, Director
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

AOA/mlr
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South Plains Association of G over nments

August 18, 1978

?~S~oENTor. Carlos Stern

PRESIDENTDeputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/rtIQ)
LENN W. THOMPSON I fieo h sitn Sceayo h i oc

Couhlyiudoo fiefteAssatSceayo h i oc

Cchfack County j Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330
ISTVICE PRESIDE?,' SUBJECT: MX-Milestone 11 Missle System
A.EOLIN CARPENTER

Councilman
C11yaIPlainde. Dear Dr. Stern.

,NO VICE PRESIDENT -
ALAN HENRY I On Wednesday, July 19, 1978, the South Plains Association of

council in Governments received notification and your application for the
City ofLubt~k above-referenced item. Please be advised that the Nazural Resources!

MPD VICE PRESIDENT Advisory Cox..miztee will meet at 3:00 p.m. on Monday, August 28,
Conty JudCe 1978 in the Conference Room of the South Plains Associat-ion of
HaltlCounty Governments, 1611 Avenue M", Lubbock, Texas to review your appli-

TH I.C P EIDE cation. The aforementioned commnittee will forward a recouimerdation

;H.LCEP"SIYONG to the South Plains Association of Governments' Board of Directors
ontySi& JOug for their consideration at a later date (you will be informed as

DICkons County to the time and paein the near ftr)

SECRETAP We request that a representative of your organization attend
MaorPt om boh_ etigs_ order to answer any questions that might arise.

tyfitefiUeld You should also be notified that on Friday, August 18, 178 State
TE"I NAS ER ApictnIdniirN beTX8820waasgedoth

FCouhlyCornmui-mr above-mentioned project. If, in the future, you have questions
tubbxk ounty about your application, please include the SAI Number with your

.X.OFFICIO MEM4BER comiuniCa..1on.
CAROLYN JOROAN

CiyCounclI~otnan If we may be cf further assistance, do no., hesitate to contact
City of Lubmc this office.

:XECUTIVS DIRECTOR 7jer~y
.UMAYES :P/7r,

James V. Crider
Community Development Planner

1611 Ave. M
ubboc1k, Texas 79401 JVC :jh

806-762-8721

In £qucI Opporiurhy Emrployer Thtvough Afflrmoeive 4cdon
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Executive Director

Southwest Nebraska Council of Governments
P. 0. Box 126 Phono 308/345.2622

McCOOK. NEBRASKA
69001

September 1, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern, Ph. D.
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Department of the Air Force
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Stern:

The Southwest Nebraska Council of Governments haa received and reviewed

a Draft Environmental Impact Statement on MX: Milestone Lt.

The possibilities of locating one of the alternative base mode types some-
where in western Nebraska, for deployment in the FSED stage, has stimulated great

concern, consternation and opposition on the part of the local populous and
members of the Council of Governments.

The SWNCOG General Assembly has directed me to inform you that they perceive
the potential adverse environmental ramifications of the proposed project to
outweigh any possible merit that might result from a project of the scale and
scope being proposed. It does seem somewhat ironical that a missile system

designed to protect people should be so well protected from the effects of ra-
diation fallout to keep going even though the entire populous it is intending
to serve may have been exterminated.

I have enclosed a couple of the written comments submitted to this office,
to date, relative to the MX project. Any additional information relative to
the public briefings to be held in this region after Labor Day will be of inter-
est to this office. This concludes Regional Clearinghouse A-95 Review.

Sincerely, -

Barbara ulima -9

Director
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1007 First East
McCook, NE 69C01
AUgust 31, 1978

Barbara Klima
COG Director
Yc~ook, Nebraska

Dear Madam:

The MX Missile should not be located in Southwest Nebraska.

Te designation of "Southern Great Plains Short and Mixed
Grass Prairie" is misleading as a description of the entirely
agricultural nature of this vart of Nebraska. Dryland wheat
and irrigated corn are grown on most of the tillable acres.
The hilly land is used for large numbers of beef cattle which
feed on the grass and t"en are fed to prime slaughter state
in this same geographical area.

This is a highly producing agricultural area for grains,
cattle and hogs. These food products supDly the tables of
any of our citizens.

The hazards accompanying nuclear warheads are unwanted in
Southwest Nebraska. We have just been nade aware of an accident
in Wood, Kansas, near Wichita, Kansas. An accident with an MX
Missile could be even worse.

I have no engineering background but I can understand thatan enemy satellite flying overhead could detect the one MX Missile

in one of many "holes". Tis would demand anti-detecting devices
on the coverings of all "holes". A new agreement patterned after
SALT could set up certain days when Russian satellites would fly
over the Prea and the "1-oles" would be opened for photograbhing
to reassure the Russians thst there was only one MX Missile in
the "holes". Then Pll "holes" would be pinpointed on Russian
photographs.

The security is not enough, the hazards are twnumerous.
It strikes me as being too impractical for the $30 billions to
be spent with poor security and plentiful hazards.

WIFE (Women Involved in Farm Ecomomics) members are asking4 for hearings (the Air Force briefings in seven Nebraska counties
after Labor Day are not hearings) in Ogallala,' Nebraska and/or
Sterling Colorado ana7 r Colby, Kansas. These hearings must be
well publicized and announced well in edvance.

A concerned citizen,

VI 2 P/
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SOU;'IhWEST NEW MEXICO
- COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS cOMs,

P. 0. BOX 2157 cow
211 N. BULLARD 1.-

SILVER CITY, N.M. 08061
388-1974

S of te Ai FoIrc

DATE ,September 1, 1978 "dc,,

Wahnto- D.C. 20330 ,,, .;rkh'

FROM: OTWET NEW MEXICO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

SUBJCT:A-95/Environr~ental Review
Projecto561 SAI#

Tileraft IA Imocat Statement-Dept. of Air Force

This letter indicates our concurrence in the no comment review

given the above mentioned project by the Technical Review

Committee of the SWNM COG.

The pertinent comments were duly adopted at our regular meeting

held Auu 31. 1978 , at Dloc Campbell Tradine
Post, Gila Got Springs.

Very truly yours,
Chairman, SWNM COG

jWH/GW /ggnl /

-End
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DATE Sem_ ber 1. 978

TO: CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS SWNM COG

FROM: CHAIRMAN, TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: A-95, Environmental Review

PROJECT # 561

TITLE Draft EIA Impact Statement-Dept. of.Air Force

The attached A-95/Environmenr3l Review was received by the Technical Review

Committee at their meeting held. August30,U1978 , at the Council of

Governments Office in Silver City.

The no-comment; review vis -- adopted and recommended to the Southwest New

Mexico Council of Governments for approval and submission to the appropriate

agency.

Respectfully it

Lewis Putnam

Chairman,
Technical Review Committee

F
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Scott M. Matheson , Kent Briggs
Governor S-ate Planning Coordinator

STATE OF UTAH
OJice o. th

STATE PLANNING COORDINATOR
118 State Cao'tol

Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
(801) 533.5246

September 5, 1978

Deputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330

Gentlemen:

The Utah State Environmental Coordinating Committee has
reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
MX: Milestone II. The Committee offers no comment.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Lorayne Tempest

Assistant State Planning Coordinatoi,

LT/jb

cc: Ed Blaney
Wasatch Front Regional Council
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

COMMENT

NO. RESPONSE

2-1 The level at which the present environmental analysis was done

was dictated by the need to survey very large areas of the

country in an efficient manner. No attempt was made in Volume IV
to identify in detail the earthquake hazard at each BMCA. The
potential for the occurrence of earthquakes was evaluated in
general for each area and was not found to be a critical hazard.

Volume III addresses the active system testing and test locations
at Vandenberg AFB. There, seismic activity was investigated

in some detail.

Mineral resources, including coal, oil, gas, metalic deposits
and other materials, were considered in the basing mode com-
parison areas. Loss of revenue was used as an impat estimator

so that a roughly equivalent comparison parameter could be used

to evaluate the areas concerned. There is no intention to perma-
nently prevent access to potentially vital resources because
of the existence of the MX project. At present the life of

the system is relatively short in comparison to the time during

which some mining claims have historically been idle.

Locations with surface developable geothermal resources would not

generally be suitable under present screening criteria for MX

deployment when the thermal source is at some depth, as is true

for several of the areas. Development technology is just now
being formulated. It will be some time before these methods arepracticable on a broad scale for economic extraction of geothermal

energy.

An FEIS for Deployment Area Selection will be prepared prior to

a siting decision. Impacts of facilities in a specified location
or locations will be treated. Seismic risks, impedance to devel-
opment of natural resources (metallics, non-metallics, fossil
fuels and geothermal energy) and other details will be evaluated.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

2-2 The comment is valid. The statement is now replaced with
"Areas with groundwkter tables (unconfined aquifers) less
than 50 ft (15 m) from the surface were rejected from any
further considerations."

2-3 The southwest is experiencing historic high levels of cement
consumption. There are many reasons for this condition, in-
cluding several years of dry winters (preventing the stock-
piling of cement by manufacturers during the slack construction
season), flooding last winter (that damaged some facilities),
a coincidence of housing and non-housing post-recession con-
struction peaks, and slugishness of industry capacity - virtually
all the years between 1957 and 1976 - and in part because
of the need to invest in environmental controls and energy-
efficient technology instead of new capacity).

The confluence of all these factors in the summer of 1978 is
unique. It is extremely unlikely that these factors wiil persist
unchecked for 5-10 years throughout the southwest. Many other
resource constraints (e.g., water and electric power) would come
into play and make such an alternative future as nearly certainly
impossible as one can say.

If the MX system were to be deployed in Arizona, a decision
will not be made until careful analysis of site-specific
issues, such as cement, are addressed in the deployment area
selection DIS. That does not mean that all project cement would,
or should, be supplied by Arizona plants. Any adverse regional
efforts can be mitigated by distributing purchases over a wide
geographic area and absorbing the added transportation costs into
the cost of the project. In this way, regional markets would not
be disrupted.

2-4 The unique character of the San Antonio Creek least tern colonies
and habitat is appreciated. Mitigation measures and a discussion
on the potential impact of launch noise on least tern breeding
is given in Volume III, Section 3.1.1.2.4 of the FEIS.

Data are inclusive on the effects of noise on wildlife, particu-
larly brief, infrequent episodes of high intensity noise coming

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

2-4 at irregular intervals. No such studies have been conducted
at Vandenberg during previous launches. The number of launches
expected from MX testing and comparis6ns to past numbers are
discussed on p. 111-261 of the FEIS. It seems likely that the
combined total number of launches during MX testing will be lower
than in past periods. The lack of specific data dealing with
launch associated noise on least terns is addressed on p. III-163.
Predictions of noise levels (dB) at the two San Antonio Creek
and the potential Santa Ynez River tern colonies are presented
in Volume III, Tables 3-6 and 3-7,

There is no data to support the idea that these levels of in-
frequent exposure on wildlife would have an adverse impact on
the least terns. To further clarify the impact of noise and
sonic booms on wildlife from AF launch vehicle, the Air Force has
initiated a study to examine the effects of noise impacts on
wildlife. If the results of these studies and subsequent evalua-
tions of the impact of MX launch activities on VAFB show that
the least tern will be adversely impacted, consideration will )e
given to adjusting the launch schedule to coincide with the non-
breeding season.

2-5 Most of the data employed to develop the archaeological sensitivity
map are derived not from the Space Shuttle Surveys, rather they
are from earlier survey work by Spanne (1970, 1971, 1974): The
major limitation in this data base is that survey coverage was
not as intensive or as well controlled as the Space Shuttle
research. As a result, it is probable that limited activity
sites were frequently missed during this survey, though it is
much less likely that multiple activity sites were missed.

In order to supplement the published sources, a reconnaissance
was conducted in the four CSAs during April 1978. However, the
dense vegetation cover limited visibility, especially in the
Shuman Canyon and Lompoc Terrace CSAs. Ten percent or less
of the direct impact areas in the conceptual facilities layout
was examined, and no new sites were located.

2-6 The professional archaeologists have been involved in literature
searches, consultation with previous researchers on Vandenberg,

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

CO1MENT
NO. RESPONSE

2-6 and limited archaeological reconnaissance of the CSAs. These
professional archaeologists will coitinue to participate in the
decisionmaking process with the assistance of appropriate

archaeological consultants, as well as state and federal officials.

2-7 References to historical archaeological remains are contained in
Spanne, 1974.

2-8 The Air Force is aware of the need to determine impacts, if any,
on prime farmland and the existence of such lands in Eastern
Colorado. Land use maps of irrigated cropland, dry cropland,
and rangeland are being developed and will be incorporated in
the siting EIS and the deployment EIS. The Air Force is not yet
in a position to identify potential sites so the Basing Mode -Com-
parison Areas have been used to analyze the potential differential
impacts of the alternative basing modes (Horizontal Shelters,
Vertical Shelters, Slope-Sided Pools, and Hybrid Trench). Each
of the issues noted in these comments will be analyzed if the
South Platte area appears to be a viable siting area.

2-9 In order to be able to compare power availability of the seven
full-scale development states, the production to capability ratio
is shown for each. The U.S. Federal Power Commission, Electric
Power Statistics, monthly states that in 1975, 742 MW of the
3,707 MW of installed generating capacity was hydro; this is
equal to about 20 percent (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1976).

The 1975 electric production is given as a percentage of capability
in each of the seven states where missile and transporter com-

$ ponents are most likely to be developed to make it possible to
compare this ration among the states. It is also assumed in

L other parts of the DEIS that the minimum acceptable ration is
about 70 percent.

2-10 The DEIS statement "tat the City of Denver generates two-thirds
of its own power is incorrect. All power is supplied to that
city by the Iublic Service Company of Colorado. The Bureau of

V 2 P o(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

2-10 Mines Minerals Yearbook, 1974 (page 357) states that in 1974,
bitaminous coal and lignite production in northern Colorado was
308,000 tons and in southern Colorado it was 7,479,000 tons
(U.S. Department of Interior, 1976). It is possible that pro-
duction levels have since changed in favor of the northwest.

2-11 The MX basing modes have been defined so as to survive present

and future Soviet threats.

2-12 Those options were omitted from discussions since prior analyses
concluded they were not viable options.

2-13 More specific analysis of environmental concerns, including the
impact on water and electrical usage, will be included in the
siting EIS and deployment EIS. The current report examines
alternative basing modes and does not make any siting
recommendations. Therefore relative comparisons are adequate.

2-14 Irrigated farmlands are incorporated in the report through the
analysis of the value of agricultural production. The South
Platte Plains has the second highest value of agricultural
production of all the comparison areas (S41,000 per square
mile vs $86,000 per square mile in the Texas High Plains -- in
1977 dollars). The term "range land" was used since this is still
the dominant land use in spite of the growth of center pivot
irrigation.

2-15 A public hearing was held at Lompoc, CA on 30 August 1978.
No. However, copies of the Milestone II Draft EIS were sent
to state and areawide clearinghouses, members of the Kansas
Congressional Delegation, the State Governor, and to many
other agencies and individuals in Kansas. The public comment
period on the Draft EIS was 60 days, and comments received
are addressed in the Final EIS. Copies of the Draft EIS
were sent to all members of the Kansas Delegation on the day
it was made public.

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

2-15 The action discussed in this EIS does not make a siting
decision.

2-16 South Platte Plains was one of seven basing mode comparison
areas (BMCAs). BMCAs are sample areas used to evaluate the
impacts of alternate basing modes. Before a siting decision
is made, an environmental impact statement (EIS) will be
prepared. Agricultural losses will be an important consideration
in the analysis for this EIS.

2-17 A 45-day comment period is prescribed to permit public/private
organizations and individuals an opportunity to comment on
the statement. These comments help improve the EIS and are
valuable feedback. The period also allows the public to express
its support or opposition to the program. In the case of MX,
the Final EIS is responsive to comments received during a
60-day period.

2-18 This report is based on the most current information available for
the Shuttle and reflects some refinement in impact analysis
methodology. Data for the Shuttle are most accurate in this
report and the City of Lompoc's Community Development Depart-
ment has been so advised. See Volume III, Section 3.3.2.

2-19 Additional backup information on potential housing in motels, camp-
grounds, and mobile home parks is given in Volume III; Sectioa

L 1.2.2.3.7. The Air Force will coordinate with the City of Lompoc
and other local governmental agencies to discuss adequate
mitigation of the impact of the transient construction workers
for MX and the Shuttle. The participation of Western LNG1Associates must be decided by that company but it is noted that
Vandenberg is approximately 30 road miles from the proposed LNG
site and separate mitigations of the LNG impact near that site
might be more appropriate.

2-20 See Volume III, Section 2.2.2.3 for additional data regarding
these issues.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM STATE/LOCAL AGENCIES

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

2-21 See response to item number 2-19.

2-22 See Volume III, Section 3.3.2.2.5 for a more detailed evaluation
of traffic impacts on H Street in the City of Lompoc.

2-23 The analysis in this FEIS is intended only to assist in the
narrowing of system options at Milestone II. The data on Basing
Mode Comparison Areas was generated primarily to assess the
relative impact of various system options. The site-selection
EIS will present a more detailed analysis of the areas considered
for eventual siting.

2-24 The reference to inadequate quality or quantity reflects the
present situation in the South Platte Plains area. Rapid
development of irrigation along the South Platte River in Keith,
Perkins and Chase Counties has heavily tapped the available water.
In the remainder of the BMCA including the Colorado High Plains,
groundwater use is under strict control because of the potential
for rapid depletion. These two aspects of groundwater use imposes
limits on the extent to which irrigated agriculture may develop.

2-25 In Volume IV, Section 1.2.3.7.4 the first item under Groundwater
Hydrology should be changed to read as follows: "The alluvial
aquifers and the Ogallala aquifer yield good water at a rdep
of 500 gpm (1.9 m3/min) or more."

2-26 The estimates of impact shown in Volume IV, Figure 3-8 of the
DEIS includes both direct project construction demands and induced
population demand. However, the electric energy impacts dis-
cussed in the FEIS, Volume IV, Section 3.2.17 are calculated
on a Regional Electrical Reliability Council Area basis instead
of a Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) region basis. The
reliability council regions are much larger than the BEA regions
and more accurately portray the ability of larger regions to meet
electric energy needs. Table 3-5a indicates that a nominal pro-
ject in the South Platte area would use only 1.0 to 2.8 percent
of the projected power surplus in the western systems coordinating
council region (NERC, 1978).
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2-27 The objective of the basing mode comparison areas examined was
to provide a representative sample of a variety of areas within
which to examine alternate basing modes. In depth studies are
now in process to provide information relevant to the eventual
choice of a deployment site (or sites). Details noted in the
comment will be examined closely during the siting studies.
In the present study these are covered only in general terms
so as to help evaluate basing modes. Federal aid programs,
which may be available to state or lo"al governments, will
be considered in greater detail in the EIS to be prepared prior
to a siting decision.

2-28 The chart referred to is presumably Figure 3-8, p. IV-97,
of the DEIS. Point and area security comparisons on that chart
are for the vertical shelter mode. The methodology used in the
analysis was presented in Section 3.1, p. IV-73 ff of the DEIS,
and the supporting bar chart was presented as Figure B-3, p. B-8
of Volume V of the DEIS. The threshhold separating "small" and
"moderate" relative impact potentials was 0.7, consistent with
the results shown on that chart. The factors entering into
the calculations are described in Volume IV, Section 3.2.7 of the
DEIS.

2-29 The num.ber of surface water permit holders and the uses for
which these permits were issued was not investigated. These
factors will be considered in the Deployment Area EIS. The
establishment of groundwater control areas on the entire eastern
plains was considered. However, only the physical availability
was explored.

2-30 Water was estimated from several factors including: concrete

required per aimpoint and water per yard of concrete; sand perIyard of concrete and water required to wash the sand; aggregate
per yard of concrete and water required to wash the aggregate;

water required to compact the saturated fill; man-days of direct
labor times a multiplier for indirect population and estimated
consumption per man-day; water required for dust control during
aimpoint construction; allowance for equipment washing; water-
required per mile of road; allowance for "other" construction; and
water required for construction of perimeter roads where applicable.
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2-31 A BMCA is representative of the physical and biological character
of a larger geotechnically suitable parcel and is a sample
deployment site for basing mode environmental comparison. No
BMCA has been chosen for siting considerations. The EIS, page
IV-iv states: "The choice of a site is not to be addressed as
part of Milestone II." Once a site is chosen, the amount of
"highly secured" land or fenced area depends upon the security
configuration chosen; area or point security. See Volume IV,
Section of Land Uses.

2-32 There will be no effect since MX FSED does not involve the use
of nuclear materials. Subsequent nuclear warhead production
if required, would be the responsibility of the Department of
Enern"

2-33 Transportation of the MX weapons between sites at particular siting
locations will be addressed in subsequent environmental impact
statements.

2-34 The potential for production of rubber extracted from the guayule
plant grown in favorable desert areas will be addressed in the
future EIS for proposed deployment area selection.

2-35 The BMCAs used in Volume IV are not alternative deployment areas
but samples of possible siting areas. Specific other projects,
such as the proposed Water Isolation Pilot Plant, will be
evaluated for compatability/conflict with MX as part of the siting
EIS and the deployment EIS.

2-36 See Volume III, Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 for sources. Data
are for mid-1977.

2-37 The MX EIS assumes that all direct construction and operations
personnel will come from areas other than Santa Barbara County
primarily Los Angeles. During MX construction, two other pro-
jects (LNG and the Shuttle) will have already drawn heavily
on the S.B.C. workforce. During MX operations, the Air Force

(cont.)
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2-37 estimates that all direct MX jobs would be new positions at
Vandenberg AFB. Most of the Shuttle direct operations work-
force is expected to be a transfer of job responsibility from
current Vandenberg programs to the Shuttle. MX, however, will
require an additional workforce.

The indirect workforce is a different matter. These jobs occur
throughout the regional economy and represent all job skills
(physician, retail clerks, receptionists, warehouse workers,
educators, etc.). Most of these indirect jobs would be in
construction, manufacturing, services, and trade, particularly
retail trade. These are the sectors showing the most widespread
and persistent unemployment in the County during the 1971 - 1975
period. Current area residents are more likely to hear of these
new job opportunities and thus more likely to fill the positions.
These jobs would likely go to currently unemployed local residents,
reduce the unemployment rate, and increase the labor force parti-
cipation rate. As the comment notes, "...most unskilled labor
tended to be local ..." A large share of these indirect jobs
require unskilled or semi-skilled workers so the evaluation
that many of these jobs would go to current area residents is
valid and consistent with the comment.

2-38 It is possible that the skill requirements noted in Volume III,
Section 1.1.6.1. will be locally available. However, this
possibility is low given the prior claims of LNG and the Shuttle.
For this reason the MX EIS assumes all MX construction workers
will be imported.

2-39 Job-hopping will certainly occur to some degree but this would
not be an additional source of in-migration. Once a worker is
in Santa Barbara County, employment on MX or LNG or Shuttle
will not be a source of additional growth.

2-40 The employment projections are the upper limit of the range of
the reasonable "worst case." This is particularly true for MX
where 100 percent of direct construction and operations person-
nel are assumed to be in-migrants. For the Shuttle and LNG,
the assurtptions are those used in the EIS reports for those
projects. Th6 extreme worst case of all workers for all projects

(cont.)
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2-40 being imported is not reasonable since Santa Barbara County
has a large supply of available workers.

2-41 See Volume III, Suction 3.3.2.1.4.

2-42 The maximum MX requirement of 250 construction workers requiring
temporary housing is the cumulative result of the overlapping
schedules of MX/LNG/STS. By itself MX would not have an adverse
impact. A coordinated mitigation strategy involving MX and
Shuttle planners a3 well as local governmental agencies will be
developed as schedules for these programs become fixed. The
involvement of Western LNG Associates in these efforts is wel-
come but it is recognized that the LNG facility is proposed for
a site approximately 30 miles from Vandenberg AFB.

2-43 The GRC multiplier referred to is a population multiplier
developed for a study of housing needs related to the student
population at the University of California at Santa Barbara.
It is not comparable with the regional economic multiplier
developed in this report to examine the impact on gross output,
earnings, and employment that may occur as a result of con-
struction, manufacturing, and operation in support of testing
a new missile system.

2-44 Direct short-term water requirements for construction of the MX
flight test facilities at Vandenberg AFB are estimated to equal
15.9 acre-ft. Additional water demands will result during the
construction phase due to in-migrating workers. Table 3-50
indicates that expected induced population water demands in 1981
will increase by 109 acre-ft as a result of the MX construction
phase. Project water requirements during the operational phase
(1985) of the test program are expected to equal about 100 acre-ft.
Additional demands resulting both from direct and indirect-induced
employment and population increases bring the total increased demand
to 599 acre-ft. as shown in Table 3-53.

2-45 Detailed modeling of the oxidant concentrations within Santa
Barbara County is a desirable goal. At the present time emissions
inventories of the precursor gases are not complete enough or

(cont.)
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2-45 detailed enough to warrant the kind of modeling effort implied
in this comment. This is also stated in the referenced ERT
Jun 1978 report with re3pect to the applications of the EPA
EKMA (Empirical Kinetic Modeling Approach) model.

The general rather broadly conservative approach used by ERT to
project the hourly ozone concentrations is at present the state-
of-the-art. For Vandenberg and its surroundings the projection
indicated ozone levels of between 0.8 and 0.9 ppm by 1986 or 1987.
Based on this information it appears that the addition of MX
construction related traffic emissions would not materially
change the relatively large average concentration projections in
the years between 1980 and 1985. Subsequent to 1985 the MX
operational traffic related emissions become very small. Little
effect would be seen on average air quality conditions even if much
reduced emissions were expected throughout the county and con-
siderably lower countywide concentration levels were projected.
Nordsieck, R.A., Lurmann, F.W., Hutchins, J.R., 1978, "Updating
and Analysis of Air Quality Impacts of Regional Transportation
Plans for Santa Barbara County, Environmental Research and
Technology, Concord, MA.

2-46 Clarification of the population increases associated with the
project has been provided in the FEIS in Volume III, Section 3.3.2.1.3.

2-47 The relationship between the Space Shuttle project and the MX

projects is not now readily defined as to air pollution. Any
scenario within a broad range of likely relationships is possible.
A minimal interaction approach was taken to delineate a fair
level of confidence for project specific effects. The potential
increase in pollution levels for the MX and Space Shuttle was
examined to the extent that an additional Space Shuttle related
traffic load was assumed in the calculations over and above
normally expected traffic flows (i.e., without either project)
for the Lompoc area.

2-48 The Air Force sponsorship of early dust suppression technology has
been explored, including the development of a new commerically
available dust suppression product. This particular product
has been used extensively at Vandenberg in the past, both for

(cont.)
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2-48 treating sand dune areas for revegetation and construction areas
for dust suppression. The continued use of this same type of
control method is expected for the MX construction project. In
Volume III, Section 3.3.3 the control of fugitive dust is given
as an expected 50 percent reduction in dust quantity. This
reduction includes paving surfaces where appropriate (roadways
and parking areas) and minimizing the number of vehicles accessing
the area.

Van pooling and car pooling have already been instituted as a
general mode of transporation to and from Vandenberg. It has been
encouraged by the Base Environmental Protection Commi.ttee and has
shown to be a viable method of reducing the traffic to specific
locations within the base. It is assumed that the base sponsor-
ship of such air quality control measures will continue.

2-49 The monitoring points on which the local non-attainment status for
particulate concentrations was determined are located in Lompoc
and Santa Maria and are some distance from Vandenberg. No effect
on Santa Maria or the community's attainnment of National Ambient
Air Quality Standards would be expected from the construction
activity at Vandenberg. Since Lompoc is downwind of Vandenberg,
about 50 to 75 percent of the time, some transient effect on the
local particulate concentrations would be expected. However,
the increases would be small, would immediately disappear at
the completion of construction and most probably will be barely
detectable above the background dust levels from local agriculture.

A Vandenberg AFB monitoring program with measurement sites located
on Vandenberg is presently being implemented for the purpose of

establishing ambient conditions. Future activities at the base,
including the MX (and Space Shuttle) construction will be sub-
ject to this monitoring program. One long-range goal of the
program is to ensure that proper controls are being instituted
by all onbase projects.

2-50 Information on the permit requirements of Santa Barbara County
has been provided routinely to the Vandenberg Environmental
Prntection Committee for use by the base in formulating its
control policies. Implementation of the MX construction and
-operations program at Vandenberg and the long-range planning of

(cont.)
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2-50 base support is reviewed by the Committee and the necessary

actions to accomplish proper environmental accommodations are

identified and recommended for adoption.

Vandenberg personnel are also directly involved, through member-

ship on the North County Steering Committee, in defining the
actions required on a countywide basis to ensure compliance with
the 1977 revisions in the Clean Air Act including development

of the local air quality management plan.

2-51 See response 2-47.

2-52 The operations phase of the MX program at Vandenberg is expected

to have only a minor impact on base emissions of hydrocarbons

and nitrogen oxides. Subsequent to the construction phase,
existing Minuteman operations may be phasing down as the MX
systems are phasing in. Some overlap in operational surface

vehicle traffic could occur, depending on phase schedules,
but this would result in only a fraction of a percent change

in vehicle emissions.

In Volume III, Section 3.3.3.2.1 a discussion of carbon monoxide
(CO) and nitrogen oxide (NOx ) concentrations due to vehicle
emissions is presented along with the rationale for their selection
as MX operational impact indicators. The emissions used to oro-
duce the model outputs of concentrations shown in Figures 3-16 and
3-17 were 1.97 tons/year fro CO and 0.33 tons/year for NO . TheseX
are the MX operations related vehicle emissions projected for the
year 1985. The respective percentages compared to the existing

1976 Vandenberg base-year emissions are 0.2 percent and 0.1
percent.

2-53 See response 2-48.

2-54 See response 2-49.

2-55 See response 2-50.
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2-56 To insure the safe transport of flammable or explosive materials

through populated areas, the California Legislature has es-

tablished regulations on this subject in Division 14 of the

Vehicle Code. The regulations provide for:

9 Special licensing of drivers

* Special inspection of transporting vehicles

* Safe design and construction of liquid cargo carrying
vehicle

* Establishing routes and safe stopping points

9 Supplying driverL with maps of approved routes

Design and construction criteria are established by the State Fire
Marshal and all other criteria by the State Highway Patrol.
Routes are established by the Highway Patrol for the transportation
of explosives in Santa Barbara County. Generally routes follow
U.S. Highway 101 and State Highways 1 and 246 with special by-
pass provision for the more built-up areas of Lompoc.

Launches are relatively infrequent, so transport vehicles of
this type should be a comparative rarity in the region's traffic
flows. This plus the provisions of the law, would lead to a very
low likelihood of a sprious accident.

2-57 New job opportunities plus the attraction of Santa Barbara to job
seekers may contribute to the fact that in the State Employment
Development Department's experience, in Santa Barbara there are
ordinarily more seekers than jobs. Such a development would
not be very comparable to the Alaskan case since mobility in and
out of Santa Barbara is easy and inexpensive for those on the
move looking for jobs (not the case in Alaska).

How sudden the increased housing demand may emerge will depend

upon the precise schedules of the three projects and these
are not firm as yet. As knowledge of schedules and associated
housing needs becomes workable. local developers can ordinarily

be relied upon to build in places and numbers depending upon
zoning and other land use controls.

(cont.)
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2-57 The Space Shuttle and MX do not peak simultaneously in the
present schedules; the shutt3e peaks in 1980 and 1-, in 1982.
With present schedules, LNG and the Shuttle peak in 1980 - a
time when there is no MX activity.

As the programs phase out there may be lower use rates (higher
vacancy rates) of some residential, comaerical and industrial
developed property but this cannot be forecast since it depends
on other developments we do not know about at this time.

2-58 The cumulative electric energy requirements of the MX/SS/LNG
projects will peak in 1981. The energy requirements are based
on 5,000 KWH per capita per year for the general population
and 33,400 KWH per direct labor for project construction.

The general project induced population of 11,740 will require
about 59,000 MWH and the three projects (with 2,271 direct
employees) will require about 76,000 MW.o makinq a L-ao1 o-
135,000 MWH of electric energy required by the three projects
in 1981. Our analysis has concluded that no mitigation measures
need be proposed. Following is a table of the elements of the
above:

Electrical Energy Requirements
In The Peak Year, 1981 (MWH)

INDUCING FACTOR PPOJECT INDUCED POPULATION TTAL
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS

LNG 47,800 20,300 86,100

SS 20,200 34,300 54,400

MX 7,800 4,200 12,100

TOTAL 75,900 58,700 134,600
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2-59 Basing Mode Comparison Areas are sample areas to aid in

environmental analysis. Sites will not be picked until

after a subsequent EIS is filed.

2-60 The public was given the legally required 45 day comment

period in which to respond to the Draft EIS. An additional
15 days was subsequently granted.

2-61 See Volume III, Section 1.2.2.1.3 for correction of this

error on FEIS page 111-67.

2-62 See Volume III, Section 1.2.2.3.11 for a more detailed des-
cription of imported water cost projections.

2-63 See Volume III, Table 1-29 for correction of this error in
Table 1-29 of the DEIS.

2-64 See Volume III, Section 1.2.2.3.11 for correction of these
errors on DEIS page 111-138.

2-65 Santa Barbara County Water Agency indicates that the updated
figure for total withdrawal in the Lompoc Valley area is 19,000
acre-ft/yr (instead of 16,000 acre-ft/yr shown in the DEIS),
while the estimated potential yield should be 17,000 acre-ft/yr
(instead of 15,400 acre-ft/yr), of which 2,900 acre-ft/yr are
for phreatophytes and the remaining 14,100 acre-ft/yr are for
the actual conjunctive uses.

2-66 The most important aquifer in the San Antonio Valley is the Paso
Robles Formation, which eupplies well water to Vandenberg.

2-67 In an updated report released by Evenson and Miller in 1976, no
sign of improvement of the piezometric level was indicated.

2-68 This paragraph was correct as originally worded.
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2-69 Increased loads to the Santa Maria Wastewater Treatment Facility
will not degrade ocean water quality since disposal is done by
spray irrigation of crops. Subsequently, the increased loads
to the Facility may contribute to a slight degradation of local
groundwater quality by a build-up of salts.

2-70 The MX report contains the most current available data on the

impacts related to the Space Shuttle. The discrepancies
betieen the MX and Shuttle EISs generally result from more
precise methods of projecting impacts rather than from changes
in the Shuttle program.
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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force received and reviewed several hundred letters commenting
on the MX Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The comments fell into
two categories. In the first category are many letters with similar
comment patterns. The Air Force summarized these comments and prepared
a generalized response. The names and addresses of the individuals whose
letters were summarized are listed in this volume. The second category
of letters raised specialized comments and an individual response was
prepared. Each letter of this category, along with the Air Force reply,
is also printed in full.

The Air Force welcomes and values "feedback" concerning the MX DEIS.
As you know, the Air Force is required by law to prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement before deciding upon major actions which could significantly
affect the quality of the environment. This process allows for ample feed-
back.

The Air Force publishes a DEIS and submits it to appropriate agencies
and the public for review and comment.

A 45-day comment period is prescribed to permit public/private organi-
zations and individuals an opportunity to comment on the statement. These
comments help improve the EIS and are valuable feedback. The period also
allows the public to express its support or opposition to the program. In
the case of MX, the Final EIS is responsive to comments received during
a 45-day period.

During the comment period, the Air Force has the option of holding one

or more public hearings; it is not required to do so. The Air Force does
hold hearings when it judges that hearings would help the comment process

or be in the public interest. This was the case with MX and a hearing was
held in Lompoc, California, since the major environmental impacts resulting
from MX full scale engineering development will occur in the Vandenberg
AFB area. During the Lompoc hearing the Air Force received comments,
answered questions, and prepared a written transcript of the hearing. The
Air Force did not consider hearings in the Basing Mode Comparison Areas
appropriate since it is not selecting a site in which to deploy and locate
MX, at this time. Following the DEIS comment period the Air Force publishes
a Final Environmental Impact Statement containing and responsive to the
comments received. The final EIS contains a revised analysis and the Air
Force response to comments on its DEIS; both comments and replies are

V



published in the FEIS. This, in the Air Force's judgment, affords ample

opportunity for public comment.

When the time comes to select a site to build the system, the Air
Force will prepare another Draft EIS. It will be circulated for public
review and comment. In addition, the Air Force plans to hold public
hearings in those ..:eas which, at that time, are still candidates.

No decision has been made as to what missile should go into full-
scale engineering development nor what basing mode should be developed
in FSED.

This section includes a listing of federal, state, and local agencies
and other parties from whom written comments were received during the
review period on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Those
respondents being provided a copy of the Final EIS are also noted.
Sections I through 6 contain a record of written responses received.
Respondents are categorized in Sections as follows:

Section 1 Federal Agencies

Section 2 State/Local Agencies

Section 3 National Organizations

Section 4 Local Organizations

Section 5 Individuals

Section 6 Petitions

Section 7 Transcript of the Public Hearing in
Lompoc, California, August 30, 1978

All of the comments provided in Sections 1 through 7 were carefully
considered by the Air Force and used in the preparation of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement.

Air Force responses to substantive comments or questions raised on
the Draft EIS have been included at the end of each Section. In some
instances, the respondent is directed to the appropriate section in the
text of the Final EIS where the answer may be found. Copies of the FEIS
are being provided to those agencies, organizations, and individuals whose
comments have been specifically responded to in this statement. In addi-
tion, copies of the FEIS were mailed to libraries of many cities and
universities from which most of the comments of a generalized nature
were received.
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RESPONDENTS TO COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (EIS)

Copies of the Draft EIS were provided for review and comment to
federal agencies, state and local government agencies, and the general
public. Written comments were received from the following:

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Defense Nuclear Agency

Department of the Navy

Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

National Science Foundation

Southwest Federal Regional Council

U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs

U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines

U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management

U.S. Department of the Interior

United States Department of the Interior, Office of the Secretary

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

U.S. Environmental P.otection Agency

Federal Highway Administration Region Nine

Western Federal Regional Council Region IX
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STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES

Arizona Department of Economic Security

Arizona Office of Economic Planning and Development

Arizona Office of Economic Planning and Development

Burlington, City of

California Departmcnt of Fish & Game

California Department of Parks and Recreation

California Office of Planning and Research

Colorado Department of Local Affairs

Connecticut Office of Policy and Management

Cornhusker Regional Council of Governments

Greater Southwest Regional Planning Commission

Hayes Center, Village of

Illinois Bureau of the Budget

Kansas House of Representatives

Kit Carson County, Colorado

Lompoc, City of

Lompoc, City of

Missouri Office of Administration

Nebraska Office of Planning and Programming

Nebraska State Legislature

Nebraska Unicameral

New Jersey Department of Community Affairs

New Jersey Department of Community Affairs

New Mexico Office of the Governor

New Mexico Office of the Governor

New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration

New Mexico State Planning Office

Pennsylvania Governor's office

Santa Barbara County - Cities Area Planning Council

Santa Barbara County, Department of Environmental Resources

Santd Barbara County, Department of Environmental Resources

Santa Barbara County, Department of Environmental Resources

viii
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Santa Barbara County Health Care Services

Santa Barbara County Health Care Services

Santa Barbara County Department of Planning

Santa Barbara County Department of Transportation

Santa Barbara County Water Agency

Santa Maria, City of

South Plains Association of Governments

Southwest Nebraska Council of Governments

Southwest New Mexico Council of Governments

Utah, State of Office of the State Planning Coordinator

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

American Security Council

American Federation of Labor

Center for Law and Social Policy

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners

Sierra Club

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

Burlington Colorado Chamber of Commerce

Clergy and Laity Concerned

First United Methodist Church, Lincoln, NE

STOP MX COALITION

Women Involved in Farm Economy

Yuma Chamber of Commerce

ix
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INDIVIDUALS

Listed below are individuals who provided specific unique comments
or questions requiring individual answers. In addition, Section 5 includes
names and addresses of individuals (approximately 600 letters) who asked
similar questions or made similar comments.

Mr. Harold Ahlschwede, Gurley, Nebraska

Mrs. John Bloom, Oakley, Kansas

Mr. Stephen A. Cresswell, Lompoc, California

Mr. James J. Ehrlich, Keenesbury, Colorado

Mrs. Agnes Elli6t, Wichita, Kansas

Mrs. Margaret Faimon, Stratton, Nebraska

Mr. Stanley M. Faimon, Stratton, Nebraska

Ms. Dede Feldman, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mrs. Wayne I. Gatlin, Atwood, Kansas

B. E. Gottschalk, Benkelman, Nebraska

Mrs. Gordon Goucher, Palisade, Nebraska

Mr. John M. Green, Wauneta, Nebraska

Ms. Donna Hall, Benkelman, Nebraska

Mr. Allen G. Hardwick, Sidney, Nebraska

Mr. Eugene E. Johnston,Denver, Colorado

Mr. & Mrs. J.C. Klein, Yuma, Colorado

Mr. & Mrs. Ron Lagir, Grinnell, Kansas

Ms. Diane E. Maahs, Julesburg, Colorado

Ms. Mary McCaffrey, Seidert, Colorado

Ms. Loretta M. McGowen, Spaulding, Nebraska
Ryal Meyer, Ogallala, Nebraska

Mr. Thomas H. Olson, Lisco, Nebraska

Mr. & Mrs. William J. Powell, Sr., Yuma, Colorado

Mr. & Mrs. Jerry N. Preston, Benkelman, Nebraska

Ms. Renee Renzelman, Wray, Colorado

Ms. Mary Schaffert, Curtis, Nebraska

Ms. Nancy G. Schaffert, Curtis, Nebraska

Mr. Russell J. Shaw, MiraLoma, California

Sister Hope Steffens, Lone Pine, Nebraska

x



Amy, Frank B. and Anne M. Svoboda, Ogallala, Nebraska

Mr. James Teply, Grand Junction, Colorado

Mr. & Mrs. J.M. Thompson, Greensboro, North Carolina

Mrs. J.M. Thompson

Mr. Robert A. Webster, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Mr. Tim Whalen, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Mr. Jim M. Whitman, Kanorado, Kansas

Ms. Stephanie Brock, Weskan, Kansas

Mr. Tim Buchanan, Yuma, Colorado

x
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LOCATION OF REFERENCE COPIES

Copies of the MX Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) have
been mailed directly to numerous organizations and interested individuals.
In addition, reference copies of the MX FEIS have been distributed to
numerous city and uniiversity libraries for use by the general public.
Additional copies may be requested by writing to:

Civil Engineering Division
SAMSO/MNND
Norton Air Force Base, CA 92409

The following is a partial listing of libraries receiving a copy
of the FEIS.

University of California University of Arizona Library
Davis Campus Library Tucson, Arizona 85721
Davis, California 95616

Arizona State University Library
University of California Tempe, Arizona 85281
Los Agneles Campus Library
Los Angeles, California 90024 University of New Mexico Library

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
University of Nevada Library
Reno, Nevada 89507 New Mexico State University Library

Univrsitof NvadaLas Cruces, New Mexico 88001

ty

Las Vegais Library Kansas State University Library
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Utah State University Library Univorsity of Kansas Library
Logan, Utah 84112 Lawrence, Kansas 66044

University of Texas Library University of Nebraska
Austin, Texas 78712 Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

University of Texas University of Nebraska Library
El Paso Library Omaha, Nebraska 68101

El Pso, exasWichita City Library
Colorado State University Library 223 So. Main
Fort Collins, Colorado 85021 Wichita, KS 67202

xii



University of Colorado Library Wray Public Library
Boulder, Colorado 80302 621 Blake Street

Wray, Colorado 80758

Oklahoma State University Library 
S ratto Pb c i a

Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 Clrao Aue
Colorado Avenue

University of Oklahoma Library Stratton, CO 80836

Norman, Oklahoma 74074 Yuma Public Library
114 West 3rd Ave, Box 281

Lompoc Public Library Yuma, CO 80759
601 East North Avenue Atwood Public Library
Lompoc, California 93436 102 So. 6th St.

Santa Barbara Public Library Atwood, KS 67730
4040 East Anapamu Street Goodland Public Library
Box 1019 8th & Broadway, Box 619

Santa Barbara, California 93102 Goodland, KS 67735

Boulder Public Library McDonald Public Library
000 Canyon Blvd, Drawer KS 67745

Boulder, CO 80302 Sharon Springs City Library
113 W. Second

Burlington Public Library Sharon Springs, KS 67758
415 15th Street Kansas State University LibraryBurlington, CO 80807-Bx6 Box 68

Denver Public Library Wichita, KS 67208
Denver, CO 80203 Hayes Center Public Library

Hayes Center, NE 69032
Colorado State Library Imperial Public Library
Denver, CO 80203 703 Broadway, Box 724

Otis Public Library Imperial, NE 69033
102 S. Washington, Box 95 McCook Public Library

Otis, CO 80743 802 Norris Ave
McCook, NE 69001

Bird City Public Library McCook Community College Library
(Learning Resource Center)

Colby Community College Goodall City Library

1255 So. Range 203 West "A"
Colby, KS 67701 Ogallala, NE 69153

Pioneer Memorial Library Palisade Public Library
375 W. Fourth Palisade, NE 69040
Colby, KS 67701

xiii
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AMERICAN SECUR.;AY COUNCIL
Washington Communications Center

Boston, Virginia 22713 John M. IFher

August 23, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
, Deputy for Environment and Safety

, . Pentagon,
" - Washington, D. C. 20330

' -- ; Dear Dr. Stern:

Thank you for your letter of August 14th regarding the "Draft

Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on MX: Milestone II,0 which
you kindly provided me for review. I welcome the opportunity to

., express a comment on this DEIS.

I congratulate you and your colleagues for a very thorough
study. I am sure it will be of great benefit to the decisionmakers

, in their deliberations at Milestone II.
*-* C _ 0*' .~- .

I am most pleased to note the basic conclusion, namely, that the
, environmental impact of the testing programs associated with the

Full-Scale Engineering Development phase of the MX program will be

minimal, and that most adverse effects can be mitigated by careful
.. -.- planning.

I am also pleased to note that the MX program will serve to

" provide employment for as many as a quarter of a million of our
..... . citizens (1-91), if the program is implemented in full.

Although the above two points are positive factors in favor of

....- '---" both Full Scale Engineering Development and, ulljmately, total
deployment of the MX-ICBN system, I think -it is extremely important

, . to consider what would be the effect on the environment and the

economy of the United States, if the MX system were NOT developed
. and implemeted. Those sites in the several states west of the

Mississippi River which now serve as hosts for our ICBM launch
... - -- facilities are rapidly becoming inviting targets for 300 or more of

c........ the Soviet Union's largest and most powerful ICBMs (SS-9, SS-18,
"~-.~. ' sS-19). Most of the first-strike scenarios involving these missiles
.... - describe attacks in which, conservatively, as much as 3,000 megatons

, ,....... (300 missiles with an average payload of 10 megatons) of nuclear
C "- energy would be released against our Minuteman and Titan missile

...,.... -' silos and related command and control centers. It is of minor
9.--C importance, but nevertheless meaningful, that Soviet nuclear

,~v - - . warheads are not considered to be as "clean" as U.S. warheads, which

2Z, ... , have been carefully engineered to minimize nuclear contamination.

C. Com*mes. vi 3-1
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The quite amazing improvements in guidance systems and MIRVing
techniques for Soviet !CBs, evidenced in recent live tests of the
lastest Soviet ItM, are of such levels that the Department of
Defense has recently announced that Soviet ICB~s will, by the turn
of the decade or very shortly afterwards, be able to destroy as many
as 90% of U.S. IC3Ms in their silos. This degree of vulnerability
of our primary retaliatory weapons, achieved by a series of
carefully considered decisions by Soviet leaders, can only lead to
the conclusion that those Soviet leaders do, in fact, intend the
destruction of our ICBMs. I Soviet leaders were primarily
concerned with defense through strategic deterrence, rather than
with a first-strike capability, they would have designed and
deployed totally different kinds of missiles with smaller warheads
- similar to those on U.S. Minuteman 1la.

Admittedly, the effect on the environment of the United States,
and in particular on the environment of the Western States, is a
factor that belongs in the operational justification for the NX
missile program, rather than in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. Nevertheless, the environmental effects of a Soviet 3-1
preemptive attack are so many orders of magnitude more significant
than the ones dealt with in ,the DEIS study that I trust and urge
that they will be considered as part of the setting in which the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement will be evaluated.

In a similar vein, although I am pleased that the NX program
will provide employment for many American citizens and serve to
stimulate the nation's economy, that is not the primary function of
the MX program. To give the economic impact of the MX program
anything other than the most minor consideration would be to confuse
the ultimate value of the program (the end -- enhanced survivability
for our strategic deterrent force) with the means (R&D and
production) of achieving that end. This form of confusion leads to
the kind of criticim one occasionally sees of Defense programs, in
which it is shown by comparison that an investment of Federal
dollars in non-Defense programs would create more jobs than a
similar number of dollars invested in Defense programs.

Apart from the basic fact that a non-Defense program provides
the nation no defense, the more important point is that the

Constitution charges the Federal government with the specific
responsibility for providing for the acomeon defense." The Federal
government is at best inferentially charged with helping those who
are unemployed, under its obligation to provide for the "general
welfare."

In stuary, it is my hope that the MX program will be
implemented in full. I am pleased that the adverse environmental

L impact from this program will be minimal and, therefore, that
environmental impact considerations need cause no further delay in
the program's implementation.

With kindest regards,
Ii ~ Sincerel y,.

John M. Fisher
President

J.e/psc
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ROBERT A. GEORGINE. President JOSEPH T. POWER. 5Ah Vice Preaent
JOSEPH F. MALONEY. Socrelery.Tr*esurer HAROLD J. BUOY. 4th Vice Prosdent
JOHN H. LYONS. Ist Vice President MARTIN J. WARD. 7th Vice President
THOMAS F. MURPHY. 2nd Vice President WILLIAM SIDELL. th Vice President
S. FRANK RAFTERY. 3rd Vice President ANGELO rOSCO. th Vice President
CHARLES H. PILLARD. 4th V'e President J. C. TURNER. 10t Vice President

AMERICAN FEDERAIION OF LASOR-- ONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
-MI SIXTEENTH ST.. N W.. S.1t. 40) 0 WASHINGTON. D. C. M0004

(202) 347-1461

September 19, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment

and Safety
U.S. Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on MX:
Milestone II has just been received by this Department. Although
the September 5 deadline for comment and review has passed,
please allow me to take the liberty of offering this letter in
support of the expeditious development of the Missile-X system.

This Department is primarily concerned that the Environmental
Impact Statement, in compliance with CEQ quidelines, will unnec-
cessarily impede the Full-Scale Engineering Development (FSED)
for the M-X system.

Our support for the production of this system is based upon
two aspirations cherished by all Americans - a sound national
econom' and a sound national security. The Building Tradesmen
believe that the development of this M-X system will help promote
both of these objectives.

If this Department can be of further assistance in this matter,

please contact our office.

With best regards, I am Sincerely,

ert A. Ge rgin
President

RAG/uma
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Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

I appreciate receiving your letters and the copy
of the draft environmental impact statement (EIS) on
"MX: Milestone II".

Comments have now been prepared and are submitted
herewith on behalf of the organizations listed below.

YoUrs sincerely,

Leonard C. Meeker

Center for Law and Social Policy
1751 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 872-0670

Counsel for:

Federation of American Scientists
New Directions
Friends of the Earth

attachment: Comments on draft EIS on "MX- Milestone II"

I: VI - 3-4 Public Comunents



August 30, 1978

COMMENTS ON MX MILESTONE XI
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

I. Basing Mode--Growth of the MX Program as a

produft of changes in the strategic climate.

It appears from the Milestone II MX EIS that the

stimulus for the development of a multiple aim point (MAP)

basing mode is a belief that the U.S. silo-based ICBM forces

are becoming increasingly vulnerable. Growing vulnerability

is posited as the result of expected growth in the size of the

Soviet strategic force. However, none of the assumptions

that have led planners to conclude that a certain size basing

mode (250 missiles, 5000 aim points) is necessary have been

examined in the EIS. Thus there is no discussion of the

possible environmental impact in the event that: (1) Soviet

MIRV forces grow at a greater rate than is expected; or (2)

that the Soviet forces presently limited in size by SALT 3-2

agreement are cllowed to increase at an unrestrained rate.

The environmental impacts of these changes in the

strategic situation would be great. if the Soviets shoukd

choose to increase the number of reentry vehicles in their

MIRV missiles in the face of U.S. deployment of a

multiple aim point system, then to ensure U.S. force

survivability the projected number of aim points would have

to grow as a factor of Soviet reentry vehicle growth. This

Public Comments VI - 3-S
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would also he true in the event that the number of deployed

Soviet missiles increased in the event of a SALT breakdown.

As a result of these two uncertainties about the size of

the needed multiple aim point force, the .true environmental

impact could be drastically greater than the Milestone II 3-2 (cont)

EIS projects.

The effect of an increase in the size of MX deployment

would have serious environmental consequences. As stated in

! the present draft EIS, the MX missile would have an impact on
employment, population, and environment in the regions in

which it was to be deployed. These impacts would no doubt

become far more dramatic as the size of the program grew.

As a result of the uncertainty of the amount cf

growth that the MX basing system would be subject tu, it will

be harder for its ultimate environmental impact to be

assessed. The proposition that the size of the multiple aim

point basing mode is relative to a changing and inestimable

future threat needs to be stated in the Milestone II EIS.

Additionally, the ranges of increase in the system's size

should be determined and the resulting environmental impact

studied.

L These impacts need to be addressed .. an early

planning stage because they bear heavily on the feasibility

of the MX basing concepts. It is therefore important that

they be assessed in the Milestone II EIS.

VI - 3-6 Public Comments
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II. Alternatives

A. Phasing out land-based ICBMs. Among the alter-

natives not discussed in the draft EIS is a phasing out of land-

based missiles on the part of both the U..S. and USSR.

Justificttion for the MX missile is laid upon an apprehended 3-3

!nc~ease in vulnerability of the U.S. land-based ICBMs to

Soviet nuclear attack. Coincidence of thr same problem for

the Soviet land-based force could lead to an escalation of

ICBM construction on both sides which would not improve the

security of either. Hence, an alternative to consider is

reducing and then phasing out entirely the land-based

strategic nuclear forces of the U.S. and USSR.

B. Deployment of.MMX in'submarines. Another alternative

not considered in the Milestone II basing mode EIS is

deployment of the MX missile in submarines. Since submarines

have already demonstrated their value for carrying long-range

ballistic missiles and since there is presently a new submarine

under construction--Trident--which could carry MX,*it is

relevant for the alter~ative impacts of the deployment of an

MX Missile in this basing mode to be addressed. Since there

are presently plans for the development of a new longer-range

and larger-payload Trident II missile, which will have many of

the characteristics of the MX, exploration of this alternative

appears particularly relevant.

Public Comments VI - 3-7
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C. Shift from land-basing to submarine-basing of

ICBMs. As an aspect of both the foregoing alternatives, 3-3 (cont)

consideration should be given to replacement of U.S. land-

based missiles with the MX deployed on sukmarines that might

be kept relatively near to land and bases for servicing. Such

a force would have much less vulnerability than land-based

ICBMs, and economic costs and impacts that might be relatively

moderate.

D. Deployment of single warhead missiles. There is

no discussion in the EIS of the possibility of deploying 3-4

single-warhead missiles instead of the presently planned MX

missile. The vulnerability of Minuteman and also of Soviet

ICBMs results from the deployment of highly accurate NIRVed

missiles. By reversing this trend and reducing force growth

now, we might b able to slow the arms competition between the

U.S. and USSR and thus ease future defense-related environmental

degradation.

E. Comparison of alternatives. Under the CEQ

Guidelines, 1500.8 Part 4, environmental analysis should"

"be sufficiently detailed to reveal the agency's comparative

evaluation of the environmental benefits, costs, and risks of

the proposed action and each alternative." Thus the Milestcae

II EIS should include a thorough examination of the comparative 3-5

impacts of the alternatives.

VI - 3.-8 Public Comments
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III. Impact of MX in Nuclear War.

The ultimate purpose of the MX project is to deploy

a new highly accurate and large throw-weight missile, and to

deploy a new, less vulnerable multiple aim. point basing mode.

These goals have environmental implications going beyond the

impact of deployment and therefore should be assessed before

the program proceeds into its later stages.

The deployment of a super-accurate multi-warhead

American missile could create the perception on the part of

the Soviet Union that their land-based missiles were threatened.

They might then respond with a MAP system of their own, or

they might decide to deploy more new missiles. This in turn

would force the United States to react and perhaps increase

its deployments. Thus the MX system represents a new

escalation in the arms race in terms of adding nuclear weapons

to each side's arsenal. The environmental impact of this

escalation ouqht to be assessed at an early stage as it will

provide military planners with the information necessary to 3-6

evaluate the risk to the environment that will ultimately be

posed by the deployment and possible use of this system.

In addition, the purpose of the MAP basing mode is to

increase dramatically the number of targets that the Soviets

must attack in a first strike. Should deterrence break down,

or should limited "counterforce exchange" take plqce between

Public Comments VI -, 3-9
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the U.S. and the USSR, the impact of attacks on a MAP system

in terms of the number of attacking weapons could be

significantly greater than they would be if our missiles were

deployed in single silos. As a result there might be a

significantly greater amount of fallout deposited in the

Southwest where the MX is to be deployed. Wu believe that an

assessment of the environmental impact of an attack on the pro-

posed MX force would bear directly on the desirability of the

MAP deployment mode, and aid the decision maker in his

evaluation of other alternatives. For this reason, such an

analysis should bc made a part of the Final MX Milestone II EIS.

Global fall-out from a nuclear exchange would be 3-7

further magnified in large degree if the U.S.--and the USSR

following suit--were to proceed to fill all the multiple aim

points with missiles. The possibility of this occurring is

obviously influenced by the difficulty if not impossibility

of verifyinq compliance with an agreed limitation on the number of

missiles once a MAP system is deployed. The comparative

impact of nuclear exchange in the event of an explosive increase

in missile deployment should also be analyzed.

V
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National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
R-t it ,, A. Et htl. ,hia 1102 Interstate Commerce Commission Building

Constitution Avenue end Twelfth Street, N.W.\.)t11 , .DA t. kI(V 0(.qIIIIsilI Post Office Box 684, Washington, D.C. 20044Ih , .. \,,dAL ROii "dH0
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P'-1 ,.llii~t Il.-\ 1174 1 ,.m (,,..
1a,,- \h-.i-<ilppi 392053

"la KimL Nitro September 13, 1978

(*l.11-n (.21\. \V."w~d, bQ;0I

Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

Thank you for the five volume Draft Environmental Impact
Statement on the Missile X: Milestone Il System.

We do not have comments to file since our organization
is not involved in this area.

Sincerely,

Gordon L. P a
Director of Economics

GLP:jrf
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S E RRA CLUB 530 Bush Street San Francisco, California 94108 (415)981-8634
1 September 1978

Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/MIQ)
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern,

The MX missle system represents a large commitment of national resources--

expenditures on the order of $20 billion and possibly exclusive use of almost
4 million acres of public lands. The very scale of these figures imply that
decisions made on this project will have major impacts on land use, on the econo-
my, and of course, on the defense posture of the U.S.

I wish to preface my more detailed comments by saying that the Department
of Defense will have to present arguments in favor of this project that justify
its scale as well as its intent if the Department hopes to win public support
for MX deployment.

My own expertise is in land use and that is the primary focus of my concerns.
I was priveleged earlier this year to have been briefed on the MX project by
Colonel Molnar and Major Sabsevitz from the missle development center in southern
California. At that time I expressed my concern over the program's lack of
communications with the Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management,
administrator of several of the potential development/deploymentsites. There is
very little in the Milestone II documents to indicate that much progress has been
made in this area. The only conclusion I can draw is that concerns over land
use questions have been deferred for Milestone III. 3-8

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) planning now just beginning will determine
the future nature, uses and values of the BLM lands under consideration for MX
siting. This planning includes wilderness inventory and many other programs
mandated by Congress in the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. It
seems impossible to accurately evaluate the impacts of MX deployment without
more detailed reference to BLM planning, as this is the best source for documenting
the opportunity costs of siting MX on BLM lands.

I believe such considerations are appropriate at the Milestone II phase
because though there are substantial differences between the impacts of different
basing modes, these are small in relation to the total impact of an deployment
as envisioned; and the Milestone II document should allow evaluation of the
basic costs of the system, in terms of land uses as well as of expenditures,
as this is a key question in determining whether deployment should be pursued
at all.

The major choice offered in the Milestone II documents, in terms of impact
on land use, is between area and point security. The implications of this
decision need further attention in this EIS. Some of the questions that irenedi-
ately occurred to me were: in the case of point security, would traffic restric- 3
tions be necessary on roads between launch points? Would cattle operations be
compatible with the use of the roads for the MX system? What impacts can be
expected to follow public access to previously unroaded areas?

A major impact insufficiently analyzed in the EIS concerns use of scarce
water resources for construction and operation of an MX facility. The geotech-

VI - 3-12 Public Co.mments
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

C.)MMENT
NO. RESPONSE

3-1 The doctrine of strategic deterrence holds that maintaining a
survivable retaliatory force, which is the purpose of develop-
ing the MX system, will make less likely the occurrence of
nuclear war with its associated adverse impacts. Thus, while
the possible consequences of not having a sufficient retali-
atory capability must be taken into account when considering
strategic programs, it is not necessary to discuss the environ-
mental impacts of nuclear war in the MX: Milestone II EIS.

3-2 No decisions as to the ultimate size of a deployed MX system
have yet been made, nor will any such decisions be made as
part of Milestone II. The environmental impacts of a deployed
MX syste.- zould be expected to vary with the size of the system.
Unpredictable changes in the strategic situation are beyond the
scope of the Milestone II FSED decision.

3-3 The U.S. policy of strategic deterence is embodied in the Triad.
Any decision to modify that policy must be made by the Presi lent.
The Air Force is not proposing a new policy or reexamining pre-
sent philosophies. Unless there is a substantial revision in
American policy, all three elements of the Triad are expected
to be retained. It is within this context that the Air Force
proposes to continue the MX program by proceeding with the next
phase, Full-Scale Engineering Development. The program con-
sists of developing two components: an improved ICBM, and a
more survivable basing mode. The goal of the program is to in-
crease the effectiveness of land-based ICBMs. The Milestone II
EIS examines only those alternatives that can contribute to
this goal. Therefore, the alternatives suggested in the com-
ments are not reasonable. In addition, both the premises and
the conclusions of an analysis of these alternatives would be
entirely speculative.

VI - 3-14 Public Comments
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nical siting criteria do not seem to have included analysis of what seems to me
a central question: do the proposed sites have enough water to make construction
of the system at all feasible? Some quantification is needed to answer thi.
question and the subsequent question of what the cost of this water use will be
in terms of impacts on site hydrology and limnology. A key question in this area 3-10
is what the rate of recharge of groundwater resources are and whether it is
sufficient to sustain operation of the MX facility over its projected life.
Impacts on other uses and users of water in the area should also be addressed in
greater detail: the mere admission that water tables will be lowered is of little
use in evaluating the consequences to be expected.

Likewise, a more direct treatment of power supply for the facility is
needed. The EIS does imply that new facilities will be needed, but does not
address who will be responsible for providing this power or what the impacts of
generation and transmission will be.

The information presented on the biology of potential sites, and particularly
on endangered species, is far from complete. This is not a terrible defect in
the EIS at Milestone II, but the EIS at this stage should indicate that there Is
a problem resulting from the lack of thorough biological inventory on these sites 3-11
which will have to be rectified at substantial cost to the project. The same
is true regarding archeological resources.

One impact ignored in the EIS is the role of surface disturbance from con-
struction and roadbuilding as a vector in the distribution of Coccidioidomycosis,
a fungal lung disease contracted from spores found in certain arid soil types in
the southwest.

A key issue I would like to see addressed in the Milestone 17 EIS is the
mechanism existing or proposed for land acquisition for MX deployment--both from
private owners and from the Bureau of Land Management. While the financial aspects 3-12
of weapons acquisition are treated in the EIS, the legal pathways to acquisition
of a deployment site are not. now the possible changes in land use goals and
uses will be evaluated is essential information to those parties--ranchers, miners,
landowners, recreationists, and environmentalists--primarily interested in the MX
project as it affects land use. They want to know how their concerns will be
evaluated and how the action that affects their interests--the acquisition of lands--
will operate.

I wish to thank the Department of the Air Force for soliciting my comments
on this matter. I am sorry I will not be able to attend the public hearing on
the EIS, but hope these written comments will be adequate to express my views.
I hope these comments are useful to you, and if there is any question I urge
you to call me for clarification. If possible, I would greatly appreciate ,ur
written response to my comments.

Sincerely yours,

Russell Sha yU
National Conservation Staff
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

3-4 If a decision were made to deploy a single warhead system

with a capability equivalent to the proposed MX system, it

is obvious that greater environmental impact would result.
This is because a much larger number of aimpoints would be

required.

3-5 The Milestone II Final Environmental Impact Statement incor-
porates analyses of comparative impacts of the alternatives
which are sufficient for the purpose of selecting a basing
mode for FSED.

3-6 The Air Force does not agree that the MX system would be an
escalation in the arms race. On the contrary, Air Force analy-
sis shows that the system would be a stabilizing influence be-
cause it would perserve a major portion of the U.S. strategic
deterrent force, and therefore make war less likely.

3-7 The proposed action would add to the prevention rather than
the incitement of nuclear war. Therefore, the effects of a
war which the action should deter is beyond the scope of this
EIS.

3-8 The Air Force recognizes that on-going land and resource use
planning is an important element of public land administration.
Coordination with the Bureau of Land Management has begun and
will continue throughout Full Scale Engineering Development
and the deployment area selection process.

3-9 The land use implications of a decision between area and point
security will be more fully analyzed in the deployment area
selection EIS, and are discussed in Volume IV, Section 1.1.2.
Roads between launch points would be specially designed to ac-
comodate the large transporter vehicles. Public use of these
roads is envisioned in the point security option. As such,
some traffic restrictions may be necessary for security and
safety reasons while missiles are being transported. Details
of the operational concept and public interfaces will be

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

3-9 developed during Full-Scale Engineering Development. While
the operational concepts have not yet been defined, it appears
that ranching operations would be compatible with the use of
MX roads.

3-10 As indicated in Volume IV, Section 1.2.3, most of the basing
mode comparison areas have sufficient quantities of water

physically available. At some locations it would be necessary
to acquire existing water rights, thus excluding some present
uisers. The Air Force does not want to do this. Recent studies
indicate that some BMCAs have sufficiint unappropriated water,
but further evaluation is required. While the site screening
criteria did not include available unappropriated water, the
site selection process will place great emphasis on this cri-
teria. The water issue will be evaluated in the deployment
area selection EIS.

3-11 Power supply, biology, endangered species, archaeological re-
sources and disease vectors will be studied relative to specific
candidate siting areas and reported in the deployment area se-
lection EIS. They are, however, beyond the scope of the Mile-
stone II EIS.

Coccidioidomycosis is a fungal disease of the lungs that is
endemic to large areas of the southwestern U.S. The disease
is especially prevalent in the San Joaquin Valley of California,
hence its common name, Valley Fever. The disease is not normally
very serious and people who have been raised or lived for sev-
eral years in the southwest are generally resistant to it by
virtue of previous exposure.

The fungal spores are found in the dust and the disease is
spread by dust storms in many cases. Persons working in a
situation in which they are exposed to dust are particularly
liable to exposure to Valley Fever. Examples of such people
are heavy equipment operators, farmers, and archaeologists. In
cases where large quantities of surface dust are produced, pre-
vailing winds could expose persons residing downwind. This
apparently happens following major dust storms i.n the San Joaquin
Valley. Persons associated with MX-related construction and

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

COMMENT

NO. RESPONSE

3-11 persons in nearby toons might, therefore, be exposed to Valley

Fever.

A direct and detailed assessment of the potential problems of

coccidioidomycosis as they relate to MX-related construction

must await site selection. When a deployment site has been

selected, analysis of the problems of Valley Fever will be ad-
dressed in detail if the selected site is in an area where
coccidioidomycosis is endemic.

3-12 The Milestone II DEIS does discuss possible land acquisition

costs of the system in terms of the amount of land required,
depending on which basing mode and which security configura-

tion is chosen (see Volume IV.) More extensive land value

surveys will be performed by the Army Corps of Engineers, which

is the designated agency for such studies, as the site selec-

tion activity proceeds. The results of those studies will be

presented in the deployment area selection EIS.
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uRWON CHA*WRofC MERCE

Wahit gnON .C 233htBurlington, Colorado
I September 5, 1978

The Deputy for Environment and Safety
. Office of the Secretary of the Air Force

- (SAF-MIQ)
.- Washington, D.C. 20330

... Dear Sir:

This is a letter from the Burlington Colorado Chamber

. . of Commerce protesting 'the use of South Plains Area for a
MX Missle location.

About 8,000 square miles of three states including
Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska would be used. Included
in this acreage are acres of irrigated land, dry land and. grazing land. This area is inhabited by a large number ofpeople who have been there since the day of homesteading.

It is possible that whole towns would be wiped out and
the cost to the government would be astronomical.

Surely there is land in the United States that has few• people and not used for Agriculture.

Your truly,.

Burlington Cola4rado
Chamber of Commerce

PulcIo ets V - %
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CLERGY AND LAITY CONCERNED
CALC COLORADO CHAPTER AX C 1

405 GALAPAGO. DENVER. CO. 80204 303/623.5904

1525 CRESTMORE PLACE. FT. COLLINS. CO 80521 3031493.1933
COORDINATORSJoel o..,.,k (Ft, Collins) September 21. 1978

Flow. Lettllif Sith {Denver)
STEERINGCOMMITTR The Deputy for Envirn.&Safety

now. "rk" 118"W S AF/14IQ
Wontside UrbanMinstry Washington, D.C. 20330

Connie Curtis
St. Augustne$ R C Church

Rlo. Peter Edi., Dear Sirss
Arvada Mennonte Church

Gay,,,*m., Our group in Denver is very concerned about the plans
AradaMennoniteChurch for placing the MX Missile in one of t he seven areas

on Omtse specified as "geotechnically" feasible by the Air Force.Me,,nonite Voluntary service The South Platte Plains areas Northeast of Denver, is
".'..Heny a heavily agricultural area and also heavily populatedFrst UnitarianChch compared to many of the other six possible sites. Al-
. itil so on page IV-71 of the DEIS one reads that our area

is 1009 owned by private landowners, and therefore theSt..o or, .L. expense for the government may be more to procure the
EmKolaft necessary acreage. Throughout the report there are

Madt.McCr.ary inconsistencies when discussing the agricultural use
JamesW.Nike of our land area and the amount of irrigation. On page

Ed Randall IV-61 of the DEIS you say that "due to shallow ground-
Boulder Fr.nd' Meeting water" and then you continue on to say that the ver- 4-1

N.Rog.er-tchm title shelter basing m6de may not be suitable. This
Wssd Action Mintry land is farmed and farmers take great offense when
Br.Gera d dtooliO.P. the crop importance is downplayed (IV-6!4, 1.2.3.7.7.).

Justice & Peace Office
Archdiose of Denver The area is highly agricultural- both grazing land and

cropland would be greatly disturbed. When the Air Force
came to brief the Yuma area on Tuesday, September 19th,
there was considerable concern expressed by area farmers
about the possibility of procuring our land in 1980-1
when the siting may take place. There were often evasive
answers given by the Major in regards to specific in-
quiries about the land use and land procurement by the
government. I realize that the siting will not be done
for at least three years, but I have one major concerns
as the book gave different possibilities for the basing
mode, and it already seems that you have chosen the ver-
ticle mode, or at least prefer it over the trench sys-
tem, why weren't we as citizens given hearings- not
briefings,- to give our important imput? The first vol- 4-2
ume of the DEIS explains the citizen/government inter-
Clay and says that hearings may be called? How much
citizen input must there be to require hearings? Are
we truly assured to have hearins in all the possible
sites before the next phase goes through? We, in the

V South Platte Plains areademanded that you brief us,
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%CLERGY AND LAITY CONCERNED
CALC COLORADO CHAPTER

465 GALAPAGO, DENVER, CO. 60204 303/623.5904
1525 CRESTMORE PLACE, FT. COLLINS, CO 80521 303/493-1933

COONDINATORS1

Joel Gaislwryt (Ft Collins)
Now.li Smcth(Dnv.r) MX Missile Comments p.2

STEERING COMMITTEE

and you came to Yuma and to Nebraska and Kansas as well.
Wi, Urban-ministry But when talkin r to the Air Force personnel after thece..k Curti Yuma briefing tile 19th, I was inforined that we were the

St.AuquansC..Church only area, besides the Southern California "scheduled" 4-2(cont)Nov.-ldIw hearing, that that was able to deal directly with the
Am.d. Mennoni eChurch Air Force. Are you really soliciting the public's in-

OlyF'..ml put when no hearings were scheduled for the first set
Arv.d.M.nnOrift.turch of DEIS subjects- the basing mode and environmental

OD..oWt.e effects?
Mennonite Voluntary Secrce

First UPlease comment on my questions concerning the incon-
First Unitariin Church

PoldHi sistencies concerning agricultural land use and land/
Arvada MnnontChurch water quality on page one of this letter, and secondly,

or. c" jeee...L comment on the process that we as citizens have to give
Siters o Lore.to feedback concerning issues in the various DEIS along

IE-1. xe the way of the development of the MX. Will we see our
mawlem.cc-, comments mentioned at the end of the next DEIS? Will
J- ".W.., our comments be considered, errora corrected, as the

Ed. R." Air Force Major said during our Yuma briefing?
Boulder Friends' Meeting

RPWltic I fear that the siting will alreay be decided before the
Weit$ide Action Ministry

St. Sook.P.o next briefings or hearings as was the basing mode and
justice eaceoffic. apparently, according to the slides, the Area/Point Secur- 4-2(cont)
Archdiocs.e en.e. ity issue. We heard that point security is more prac-

tical and would more than likely be used if we do have
the MX Missile. Was there citizen Imput on this Area/
Point Security issue?

Thank you for your consideration. I fear that we, the
educated public, are not given a fair hearing on these
issues concerning the MX. In fact, we are not given a
real hearing, where we can give testimony, at all. I
sincerely hope the next "hearings" wil truly be hear-
ings as the Environmental Agen.y allows and not just
Air Force briefings. However, I do thank the Majors
for coming to Yuma and seeing the land firsthand.

Sincerely yours,

Letitia Smith, coor-
dinator for CALC
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First United Methodist Church C. Ebb Munden. Senior Minister
2723 North 50th Street 0. J. Scott. Minister of EdticationJames A. Stillman. Minister of Young AdultsLincoln. Nebraska 68504 Coleen J. Seng. Community Worker
Telephone 466-1906 Charles Trilt, Organist/Choirmaster

September 11, 1978

TO: Dr. Carlos Stern, Deputy for Environment and Safety

FROM: Political Action Task Force, First United Methodist Church

RE: Proposed M-X Missile Site

Whereas the United Methodist Church affirms in its Social Creed,
that...

"We dedicate ourselves to peace throughout the world and to
the rule of justice and law among nations.";

And whereas the United States is developing weapons with a first-
strike capability, that would be used in initiating a nuclear
exchange;

And whereas one of these missiles, variously called the M-X or
Missile-X, is now being considered for siting in western
Nebraska, thereby bringing great hardship on all Nebraska
through adverse ecological effects on land, water tables,
wildlife and persons; as well as higher taxes, a boom-bust
economic cycle in Western Nebraska, the removal of many
persons from their homes and land, and the danger of both 4-3
nuclear accidents and nuclear attack;

And whereas no hearing has been held in Nebraska in the determina-
tion of the draft Environmental Impact Statement to answer
many serious questions about the desirability of such a
weapon and its sitinq in Nebraska and surrounding states;

Therefore, be it resolved that the Political Action Task Force
of First United Methodist Church requests that a public hearing
be held in the areas effected by the siting. And further that
the Political Action Task Force of First United Methodist
Church opposes construction of the M-X Missile anywhere ino the United states as a waste of $40 billion of the-taxpayers '-

money.
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430 South 16th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508
September 1, 1978

Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
SAF/MIQ
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We are a statewide group, Nebraskans for Peace, who work on
a range of issues: national spending priorities and human needs;
world hunger and the survival of the family farm; safe energy and
nuclear disarmament. Many of our members and four of our twelve
Board Members are Nebraska landowners. Therefore, we have studied
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, MX: Milestone II withsome care.

We have some questions to ask and comments to make. These
concern public response, the qize and location of a possiole site
in Nebraska, safety, economics, national security, transportation,
protected species, and some definition of terms.

Assessed Public Response and the Distribution of the Draft Statement

The section of the Draft Impact Statement on "Key Environmental
Issues" says it considers "various points of view concerning the MX
project that are expected to be expressed by the public and private
sectors, including government agencies, special interest groups,
conservationists and others." (IV-73) We want to know if any farm
organizations were consulted. If, as we believe, they were not, how
did the authors of the report assess "points of view" on land owner-
ship and economics in western Nebraska?

in Nebraska, if the list in Volume V, Appendix A is complete,
no towns actually inside the affected area were sent copies of
the Draft Impact Statement. Therefore, we would like to know how 4-4
opinion on the "very great" impact the MX would have on local
government was evaluated? Were any local mayors or government~officials consulted?

Were Members or staff of Boards of Natural Resource Districts
'asked for their opinions on water use?

Were elected officials or staff of Public Power asked for their
reactions to the "very great" use of electrical energy projected?

If these pecple and organizations were not consulted, how couldIyou "assess various impacts as perceived by interested parties"? (IV-73)

L
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2.

These are not rhetorical questions. We want to understand how
you can rate "sensitivities" to various factors or examine "the 4-4(cbnt)
perspectives of the various groups potentially interested in the
impacts of the project".(IV-7r) Figure 3-2 refers to one of the
steps involved in analysis as identification of "adversary view-
points on the MX" (IV-78); we cannot understand how the report
identified any viewpoints of affected parties.

If the viewpoint identification process is part of the "detailed
technical studies in support of each volume" which are available
for reference," (1-62) we would like to examine the relevant
sections for land, economics, local government, electrical energy,
water and safety.

This last category, safety, apparently means "concern for the 4-5
dangers of the presence of nuclear materials nearby and the possibility
of nuclear accidents".(IV-86) We have to agree with your point that
some impacts "are highly subjective and must be related to the
possible perceptions of individuals with differing viewpoints," (1-56)
and would add that safety would certainly be one such impact. We
would especially like to know how you arrived at your conclusion
that the impact of safety is "small" for our area--in fact, "small"
for almost all areas and basing modes.

Would you agree that the "calculation of impact acceptability"
(Fig 3-1, 1-59) is an imprecise, unscientific process, lacking
verification sutch as could be provided by an objective opinion poll? 4-6
If that assertion is unfair, please provide us with the facts.

How Large?

Table 2-1 "Summary of Land Ownership Status" (IV-71) for the
South Platte Plains BMCA shows 5,300 square miles of private land.
The Table 1-2 (IV-13) for "Exclusion Area Required" for Vertical
Shelter/Area Security shows 4,771 square miles (nominal values, all
areas). For area security the "exclusion area" in the "deployment
area" (IV-67) is said to be "between 4,700 and 6,500 square miles."
And the paragraph (IV-61) describing the map for the South Platte
Plains BMCA says, "The outlined areas, representing the BMCA, contain
approximately 8,000 square miles. . ." Yet the 8,000 square mile
sample deployment area is said to be "not enough for full deployment
in the point security configuration. . . ." (IV-18)

In Table 3-2 the figure 14,612 square miles is given as the area
necessary for vertical shelter with point security. Is this a typo-
graphical error? The figure-is so large we have hesitated to quoteit.
An additional 6,905 square miles is listed as "restrictive easement 4-8
area; therefore, would it be a correct reading of Table 3-2 to say
that the MX basing mode of vertical shelter with point security
requires 21,517 square miles? (IV-77)

IVI - 4-6 Public Comments
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3.

We find the different figures on land use confusing. Would
it be possible to make one chart -showing how much land would be
used and for what purposes with area security and with point security 4-9
if the MX is located in the South Platte Plains?

Where?

Following is a list of towns compiled from looking at a road
map and comparing it to Figure 1-11.(IV-62) All are generally in
the area under consideration for the MX. We would like to know
more exactly 1) which town3 are inside the BMCA; 2) which towns
are inside the BMCA but not listed here; and 3) which ones are outside.

Potter Grant Hayes Center
Dalton Madrid Big Springs 4-10
Gurley Elsie Dickens
Lodgepole Grainton Enders
Chappell Nallace Wauneta
Brule Lamar Culbertson
Venango Champion Hamlet
Brandon Imperial Palisade
Dix Ogallala

Safety

Safety is the aspect of the Draft Impact Statement we found
to be the most inadequate. We were simply unable to find an analysis
of the two aspects of public safety: the possibility that "'the
project and its environs" could be "a nuclear target" and "the
possibility of an accident resulting in a radioactive spill in areas
with public access." (IV-102) The report referred to "concern" about
these two matters, but never attempted to assess the realism of such
a concern. That is, we could find no assessment of the probability
of an area chosen for the MX site becoming a nuclear target or being
accidentally contaminated with radiation.

Psychological terms were the only ones employed by the report.
For example:

Nuclear Hazard Perceptions People living in -the vicinity
of the site may perceive a danger to themselves because of the
nearby presence of nuclear weapons, or because they view the
region as -a target area. . . The perception is likely to be
greater with point security deployment tecause people will live
within the area, the area will be of large size, and there will
be an awareness that armed missiles are being moved abovesurface within the area. (emphasis added) (1-98)
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We think it is of greatest importance for the Air Force to be
honest with people living in potential MX sites about safety. The
following questions indicate the line of inquiry--completely
untouched in the Draft Impact Statement--that is needed for a
fair and complete evaluation of the MX's environmental impact:

1) What is the danger of a "nuclear spill" if point security
is chosen and the missile transporters carry armed re-entry
vehicles on public roads? (IV-102) If such an ever occurred,
however unlikely, what would be the effects on people in nearby 4-11
cars or homes? If our area is chosen for the MX with point security,
would there be any special precautions taken for traffic on
Interstate 80?

2) What is the danger of "intruders" (1-35)? Under point security 4-12
could a roadable vehicle with an armed nuclear warhead be hijacked?

3) Does location of the MX in an area mean that the area will more
likely be targetted by Russian thermonuclear weapons than if no
MX were built there? Specifically, if western Nebraska, part
of the South Platte Plains BMCA, is chosen to be the MX site,
will it become a Russian nuclear target? Would it be one target
among many or would it be a prime target?

4) If the MX site is not likely to be a target, why was "very low 4-13
population densities" (1-37) a-positive factor in identifying
potential sites? How was the "screening criteria" of requiring
an area to be eighteen nautical miles from cities with 1970 pop-
ulations of 25,000 or more and three nautical miles from cities having
between 5,000 and 25,000 in 1970? (IV-16) Are these distances
sufficient to protect the short and long term health of their

populations if the MX area were attacked with nuclear weapons?

5) What does the Air Force believe are the odds that there will
be a nuclear exchange in the 1980s? The 1990s? The first decade
of the 21st Century? What studies have been undertaken on these 4-14
probabilities? Is it correct to say that if there were no danger
of nuclear attack, there would be no need for the MX?

6) If the MX were built in western Nebraska and if -the Russians
attacked it with nuclear weapons, how many people would be killed
immediately? How many would die after a few weeks -from the radiation? 4-15

Would people living in Scottsbluff, North Platte, Kearney, Grand
Island, Lincoln or Omaha be affected? In what ways?

For hardware, the Draft Impact Statement provides a considerable
amount of examination of "protection against nuclear weapons effects"
(1-14), "air blast and radiation protection during an attack (1-28),
.survivability," "surviving capability" (I-38), "nuclear survivability" 4-6
(1-48) and "vulnerability/survivability" (1-82) and so on. We believe
the Final Impact Statement should review with equal thoroughness the
ability and Probability of human beings' survival.
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Economic Impact

When the Draft Impact Statement says of our area that "Inadequate
quantity or quality of groundwater limits the development or /sicl
Irrigated agriculture" (-6)It lea's 'as to question the autEhor's
famliarity with the enormous growth of center-pivot irr~igation in 4-17
the Nebraska area outlined in the BMCA. Was the investment in
irrigation in recent years considered in your analysis of the
economy of the area?

With point security, what would happen to the center pivot
systems inside the "restrictive clear zone" of about a square
mile around each aimpoint? (IV-68) If "no structures would be 4-18
allowed"in the mile square area, would the pivots be considered
a structure and therefore not allowed?

Is the cost of purchase of private land included in the current
estimate of $20 billion 1976 dollars for the MX system's construction? 4-9
(1-49) What is the estimate for the price of the land in the South

Platte Plains BMCA?

The national economic trend which has perhaps the greatest effect
on us is inflation, and we were surprised to see that the Draft Impact
Statement ommitted mention of inflation in its economics discussion.
While we understand that the costs of the MX cannot be firmly establish- 4-20
ed until contracts are let (1-49), nevertheless, we assume there are
cost estimates from which the inflationary impact can be computed.
We believe the economic impact assessment is incomplete without an
estimate of 'he inflationary effect of building the MX.

National Security Considerations

The Draft impact Statement says the deterrent value of the U.S.
ICBM force "may be questionable by the mid-1980s" (1-5) and therefore
the "strategic stability" of the U.S. could be "endangered".(IV-123)
Why is this assessment so at variance with that of the Arms Control 4-21
and Disarmament Agency's report released August 30th? What factors
are assessed differently that account for the opposite conclusions
on the need for the MX to defend the U.S.?

Transportation

WhaL would happen to the "several railroad lines passing through

parts of the area" (IV-66) if the MX is located in the South Platte 4-22Plains with area security and vertical silos? With point security?

Protected Species

Would the Black Footed Ferret be made extinct if the MX is located 4-23
in Nebraska? The Mountain Plover?
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6.

Definitions

References are made to a decision-making body called the
Defense S-ystem Acquisition Review Council, DSARC. Cculd you
explain who sits on DSARC, what their individual qualifications
are, and what authority DSARC has?

What is a "statute mile"? (1-38) What is a "nautical mile"?
(IV-16) Please provide a formula to translate them into ordinary 4-25
miles.

Does "area security" mean that everyone who now lives in
an area would have to leave it? What happens to the towns, 4-26
homes, farms and ranches?

Thank you very much for your consideration to our comments.

Sincerely yours,

Rev. David McCreary,
President, Nebraskans fbr Peace

Mariloyn4cNabb
Chair, MX Task Force

V 4
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STOP MX COALITION
601 East 6th Street
Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 792-'451i

August 24, 1978
Dr. Carlos Stern, Deputy
for Environment & Safety
Dtpartment of the Air Force
Washington,D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern:

We request an extension of the review period of the draft environmental
impact statement; MX: Milestone II.

We petition your office for an extensibn for the following reasons:

1. The Arizona State Clearinghcuse has not received an adequate
number of copies of the DEIS. We are aware of a similar prob-
lem in Nevada, Colorado and California.

2. The issuance of the DEIS, and the public hearing has not been
adequately advertised. We've talked to a number of dtizens
in Lompoc, California and other communities who were not
aware of the fact that the DEIS ha3 been issued, and that a public
hearing will take place on August 30, 1978.

3,. The magnitude and complexity of the DEIS. More time is needed
to adequately review the voluminous information.

We believe that the Department of the Air Force should grant this extension
to comply with the following laws:

1. OMB rircula'r No. A-95.

2. Depar.nent of Defense: Office of the Secretary; Environmental
Considerations in Department of Defense Actions -32 GFR Part
214; 39 FR 14699 (Apr. 26, 1-974).

Sincerely,

C armine F. Cardamone

Director
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IFEWomen Involved In Form Economic/

Aug. 22, 1978

The Jeputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/IIQ)
'Iashington, u.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

As -IFE members of Ogallala Chapter #72 and land owners in the South
Platte Plains MX Missle Deployment Site, we respectfully request that a public
hearing be held at a centrally located community in this area. Suggested
locations for said hearing are Ogallala, Nebraska; Sterling, Colorado; or
Colby, Kansas.

Would yor also stnd us information as to what other sites are under
consideration and how they are ranked according to desireability by the
Air Force.

Another question that we have is what was the rationale behind sending
impact statements to the South West Nebraska Council of Governments at McCook,
Nebraska and the Panhendle Resource CounciT in Scottsbluff, Nebraska since
niether town lies in the site area? -27

4e have a numuer of concerns regarding land rights, economics, electrical
enero use, local governments, water, transportation and impact on the future
development of the South Platte Plains site. In reviewing the map of the site
it appears that much of the land is prime irrigated farmland.

Information explaining the various concerns stated in the previous
paragraph needs to be made available to the public and a hearing would
facilitate that process.

Please advise if, when, and where such a hearing would be held.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Shirley A. Parks, Spokeswoman for WIFE
Chapter #72

303 1. 9th St.
Ogallala, Nebraska 69153

phones AC 308 - 284-4321
284j-3068

"Noll has c fury like a weseon scerned"
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August 30, 1978

The Deputy for Environment and Safety =
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Sir: U
This letter is in opposition to your proposal site of the South W
Platte Plains Region as an M-X Missle Site.

This region is one of the fastest growing agricultural areas in
the Great Plains. There has been ultimately thousands of acresconverted to irrigation within the past ten years. The towns In

this region have been rapidly growing, with a number of light C
industrial companies looking to locate in the area.

There is currently a large natsiral gas field being developed
over much of Yuma County.

The area is also blessed with a natural resource of abundant
underground water. This will help in future production of
food, as well as potential energy from crops and crop aftermath.

Since other sites appear to do much less damage in production of
food and fiber, and with food being an ultimate defensive weapon,
we certainly encourage you -to remove this region as a potential
site, and look to other less productive sites.

Very truly yours,

Chuck Keller
President
Yuma Chamber of Commerce

CK/sg
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

4-1 The extent and growth of irrigated agriculture in portions of
the South Platte BMCA is understood and a more detailed study

~of this activity will follow should the South Platte BMCA be

Lselected for further study. Shallow groundwater is known to
exist in portions of the BMCA but not in all of it.

The reference to Volume IV, Section 1.2.3.7.7 was intended to

describe natural vegetation and not that introduced by farmers.

Agricultural considerations are covered in the section on local
economic issues and land use.

4-2 The Air Force is required by law to prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) before deciding upon major federal
actions which may significantly affect the quality of the en-
vironrent. An EIS is prepared in two steps. First, a Draft
EIS is published. The Air Force waits a certain period while
interested persons review and comment on the Draft. Comments
often help improve the EIS by telling the Air Force about
factual errors or important points which were overlooked. Peo-
ple also often express their support or opposition to the pro-
posed action. During this comment period, one or more public
hearings may be held. The Air Force is not required to hold
a public hearing, but does so whenever it judges that a public
hearing would help the comment process or be in the public in-
terest. After receiving comments on the Draft EIS, the Air Force
prepares and publishes a Final EIS. The Final EIS revises the
analysis as appropriate and responds to the comments on -the
Draft EIS. The comments are published as part of the Final EIS.

For the MX Milestone II Draft EIS, the Air Force set a com-
ment period of 45 days. One public hearing was held in Lompoc,
California. Lompoc was chosen as the place for a public hear-
ing because the major environmental impacts caused by the next
phase of MX development will occur around Vandenberg AFB. The

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

4-2 public hearing took testimony (comments), answered questions,
and a written transcript of it was made. That procedure is

common throughout the federal government for conduct or public
hearing on EIS's.

In addition to the public hearing, the Air Force has been- pro-
viding MX informational briefings upon request. These brief-
ings also hear comments and answer questions. The informa-
tion briefing is another tool for informing the public about
the MX program and is not connected in any way with the EIS
process.

No decisions have yet been made on selection of a basing mode
and the use of point or area security. Citizen input is pro-
vided on these subjects by comments on the Draft EIS, letters
to the Air Force written after the comment period closed, and
letters written to Congressional representatives. The Air
Force is sensitive to public response because public support
is essential to programs like MX.

When the time comes to select a site to build the system, the
Air Force will prepare another Draft EIS. It will be circu-
lated for public review and comment. In addition, the Air
Force plans to hold public hearing in those areas which, at
that time, are still candidates.

4-3 At the present time, no candidate deployment sites are under
consideration as part of the Milestone II decision process.
When selection of a deployment area or areas is undertaken,
including preparation of a site selection environmental impact
statement, the factors named will be examined in detail. Public
hearings will eventually be held in areas of interest to review
the site selection EIS and support deployment area selection.

4-4 The purpose of a Draft EIS is to encourage comments from the
public about a proposed action. The MX Draft EIS contains the
Air Force's evaluation of the points of view expected from
public and private groups. As a result of the wide circulation
of the Draft EIS to state and area-wide clearing houses, state

(cont.)
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COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

4-4 governors, members of the congressional delegation of 22 states
and more than 500 citizens and other organizations' points of
view other than those postulated were submitted to the Air Force
from those who received the Draft EIS. These comments have been
incorporated into the Final EIS and will be considered by the
decisionmakers.

4-5 See Volume V, Section B.

4-6 The Deployment Area Environmental Impact Statement will ad-
dress the community attitudes of those areas potentially af-
fected by MX deployment. The impact acceptability calculation
is based on state-of-the-art statistical evaluation of data
publically available. More detailed assessments will be pre-
pared as part of the Deployment Area Environmental Impact
Statement.

4-7 The areas required for various basing modes and security con-
figurations are shown in Volume IV, Section 3.1.2, Table 3-2.
The South Platte Plains BMCA (Volume IV, Section 1.2.3.7) listed
area is 5,300 mi2 of which some fraction is not usable (e.g., trans-
portation and utility corridors).

4-8 Table 3-2 has been revised (Volume IV, Section 3.1.2).

4-9 See Volume IV, Section 3.1.2,- Table 3-2.

4-10 A Basing Mode Comparison Area (BMCA) was an analytical tool
developed during preparation of the DEIS, to evaluate the
environmental impacts of the system on potentially feasible
deployment areas. The BMCAs are not necessarily MX deploy-
ment areas. Detailed analyses will be performed in prepara-
tion of the deployment area selection EIS. These analyses3will transform BMCAs to actual deployment areas. This will

(cont.)
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COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

4-10 permit final determination of whether or not a specific town

will be within a deployment area. It should be noted that
present criteria for selection of deployment areas will ex-

clude deployment of MX within one nautical mile of boundaries
of communities with population less than 5000.

4-11 The danger of a "nuclear spill", if point security is chosen, in-

volves the possibility of plutonium release in the event of a
collision, either with other vehicles, or other objects In the
history of our ICBM forces, there have been transportation vehicle
accidents. There has never been a "nuclear spill" as a result
thereof. In the extremely unlikely event of plutonium release,
if people in cars are in close proximity, contamination could be
an effect. Special precautions are now taken with Minuteman re-

entry transportation convoys on public roads. If MX and public
traffic are intermingled in future activities, similar measures

would be taken.

4-12 Security features will be incorporated into the missiles and
transporters to prevent access to or theft of a nuclear weapon.
In addition, stringent security procedures will be followed both
while the weapons are in shelters and in transit between shelters.

4-13 Any answer to this question would be purely speculative because

the United States has no real knowledge of Soviet targeting
policy strategy. With respect to the possibility of targeting

any MX deployment area, the Air Force holds that the uncertainty
caused by the multiple aimpoint concept would make missile
silos an unprofitable target. The low population density cri-
teria was used to minimize the disruption of ongoing activities
in an area. The distance criteria are used because of safety

considerations. The distances considered are adequate to pro-

tect the public if an accident occurs.

4-14 The Air Force has not reached conclusions on the odds that
there will be a nuclear exchange in the 1980s or any other
time. In any event, the purpose of our strategic forces, in which

(cont.)
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4-14 the MX, if approved, would become a key element, is to deter
such an event from occuring. It would be correct to say that
if the Soviet Union had no strategic forces capable of attack-
ing the United States there would be no need for the MX. But
the Soviet Union does have such forces, and MX is an answer
to the increasing attack capabilities of those forces.

4-15 The question you ask cannot be answered because, even if MX were
to be deployed in part in western Nebraska, the Air Torce does
not know what basing mode it might use, the spacing between
aiming points that might be required and other essential con-
siderations. It is upon considerations such as these that
Soviet missile targeting, warhead yields and other attack op-
tions would have to be based. The sum of these uncertainties
would have to be known before blast damage and nuclear fallout
patterns could be worked out. The matter is further compli-
cated by the need to extend all these factors well into the
future, to a day when MX might be deployed and the Soviet Union
might have made different attack missile choices than we now
forecast. In any case, no deployment decision on MX will be
made for many years and then only after extensive study.

4-16 The Air Force agrees that the well being of humans should cor-
rectly be a far greater concern than any other it might con-
sider in all its actions, including any which are associated
with the MX system. Furthermore, we believe that the thorough-
ness of our attention to environmental impacts which might be
the result of the MX program demonstrate our commitment to
this belief. The terms with which you take exception are those
commonly considered *ith respect to the characteristics of sys-
tems designed for military purposes. The use of those terms
in no way implies that the Air Force is more concerned with
the survival of weapons than with the survival of the citizens
of the United States.

4-17 Yes, we are familiar with the enormous growth of center pivot
irrigation in the Nebraska area. The investment in irrigation
in recent years was considered in our analysis in the EIS.
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4-18 Center pivot irrigation systems would be permitted inside the
"restrictive clear zone" or "safety zone" in the point security
concept. The restrictive clear zone prohibits inhabited
structures.

4-19 No, a firm estimate cannot be made until the scope of the sys-
tem is established.

S4-20 The national inflationary impact of the MX system is beyond

the scope of this EIS. Such- impacts are considered in the
overall Federal funding allocation process, and thus are more
properly within the purview of the Office of Management and
Budget and the Congress.

4-21 The Air Force and ACDA arrived at different conclusions on the
need for MX because each agency used different ground rules
and assumptions in their analyses. This is to be expected
as each- agency approaches a particular problem from the stand-
point of its unique responsibilities and functions within the
Federal Government. Such differences will be resolved at higher
authority; in this case at Presidential and Congressional levels.

4-22 Major transportation corridors will probably be excluded from
the restricted portions of the siting area irregardless of the
security option selection

4-23 The Air Force will consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and other appropriate wildlife agencies in the area to
reduce any adverse impact to the black-footed ferret.

The federally endangered black-footed ferret was historically
distributed throughout the Great Plains from Texas to Southern
Canada. It is a secretive and extremely rare species whose
current distribution is little known. The few sighti-igs
in recent years suggests that the greatest densities exist in
areas of South Dakota. Ferrets may exist in geotechnically

(cont.)
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4-23 suitable areas of Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Wyoming, Texas

and New Mexico. In the BMCAs they are most likely to be found
in the South Platte Plains. Impacts to the black-footed ferret
could result from disruption of prairie dog towns caused by con-

struction activities. However, large prairie dog towns in areas
of known or suspected black-footed ferret habitat within the
selected deployment area will be surveyed to avoid potential
impacts.

4-24 The DSARC members for Air Force programs include the:

* Under Secretary of Defense, Research, and
Engineering

* Assistant Secretary of Defense (Controller)

* Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)

* Assistant Secretary of Defense (International
Security Affairs)

* Assistant Secretary of Defense (Plans,
Analysis and Evaluation)

* Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command,
Control, Communications and Intelligence)

* Advisor to the Secretary of Defense and
Deputy Secretary of Defense for Nato Affairs

The Defense Acquisition Executive is the principal advisor and

staff assistant to the Secretary of Defense, and the focal point
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense (SOD) for system ac-
quisitions. Other participants and advisors include:

[ Component (Service) Head

* Representative of Joint Chiefs of Staff

* Representative of Defense Intelligence Agency

* Chairman, Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG)

e Director, Defense Test and Evaluation (USDR&E)

* Such other participants as may be determined by the
Chairman to be needed.

(cont.)
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4-24 The Chairman also designates a DSARC Executive Secretary to be
responsible for administrative support including schedules, pro-
viding essential information to participants, maintaining minutes
of the proceedings, etc.

All participants are qualified by training and experience for
their role in the proceedings. The responsibilities of the
DSARC committee are to review all aspects of the proposed ac-
tion, including environmental, and to prepare a report of its
findings to the Secretary of Defense within 15 days of the con-
clusion of their deliberations.

The report contains a clear statement of the issues and the
recommendations of the DSARC, including dissenting positions.
The Chairman also prepares a proposed- Decision Coordination
Paper (DCP) action memorandum for the Secretary of Defense
signature, directed to the Secretary of the Air Force and stating

the Secretary of Defense decision and direction. The Chairman
coordinates the action memorandum with the Chairman of the
Joint Cheifs of Staff, the Deputy DDR&E (T&E) and the CAIG
Chairman. A Draft of the action memorandum is also forwarded
to the Secretary of the Air Force for comment.

The ultimate decision rests with the Secretary of-Defense. When
he signs the DCP and issues the action memorandum, the Secretary
of te Air Force must revise the DCP to incorporate the direc-
tion of the Secretary of Defense, and distribute it within 30
days.

4-25 A nautical mile is a unit of distance used for sea and air
navigation based on the length of minute of arc of a great

circle of the earth.

One "ordinary mile" = one statute mile = (0.869) nautical miles.

4-2C See Volume IV, section 1.1.2.
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4-27 At the present time no sites are under consideration as part
of a Milestone II decision. When a further consideration is
given to deployment areas as part of the Deployment Area Environ-
mental Impact Statement, those factors presented in this letter
will be assessed, and should the South Platte Plains area be
given urtner consideration, public hearings will be held in the
major communities in the region.
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328 Amherst Place
Lompoc, CA 93436

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(SAF/MIQ)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Sir:

I attended the MX Milestone II EIS hearing in Lompoc on 30 August 1978,
and would like to make the following observations and comments.

Very little was said about a Minuteman III upgrade concept in which
existing VAFB LF's would be retrofitted and utilized for testing. This
case represents the minimum EIS case and would have made the presentation
more comprehensive and palatable to potential critics.

To be more specific about the Minuteman III upgrade, I envision this to
be a Minuteman III with a AIRS type guidance package, extendable nozzle
larger second and third stages, higher specific impulse propellents and
increased number of advanced RV's. If the CEP is good enough it may be
possible to increase the number of RV's to 6-8 with lower killotons/RV.
This coupled with the construction of more and improved Minuteman silos
with a "shell game" MAP concept, and possibly even the launch while under
attack strategy should provide the detterent necessary. It may riot even 5-3
prove necessary to provide an AIRS package but further upgrade and
modify the NS-20 system using results from recent Minuteman III launches
to better understand and model clock stability characteristics.

The advantages of this approach are many fold. First, much of the work
can be done by progressive test and retrofit with minimal disruption
and lead time deployment problems. Second, it should prove considerably
less expensive from a hardware development, field modifications and range
instrumentation modification standpoint. A third, and perhaps most
inportant advantage, is that it appears far easier to "sell" modifications
than it is to develop and deploy new weapon systems that have a very
visible and high "new system' price tag. I have worked on too many "new"
weapon systems that went from concept to R&D to the museum.

Another comment on the presentation was that the "pool" basing concept
was approached in very narrow (no pun intended) and negative manner.
"Pool" might be changed to "remote lakes" or "off shore" basing as a 5-4
more viable technical approach. Of course then you might have the Navy
launching SAC missiles and impact snail darters, kelp beds, etc.
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Whatever course should be taken I hope it gets accomplished and deployedrapidly. It is very difficult to defend a country with blueprints orprototype test vehicles.

Yours truly

St epenA. resswe1

SAC:sa

V
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623 h. Hampton Road
Wichita, Kansas b7206Sept. 21, 1978

The Deputy of Environment & Safety
Office'of the Secretary of the.Air Force (SAF-,I'd() ' 7(25
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

It has come to our attention that our food producing land at

Atwood, Kansas (Rawlins County) night be used for missile site

expansion. This area of land is the bread basket of the world, because

we have the te;mperate cli-ate to raise cereal crops. The cheapest

and best food on any t:areet. Cereal crops in this area average 35 bu.

per acre and upwards. These crops could bec)me unfit for hwuian or

animal food, because of missile site leakage such as developed at

Rock, Kansas in the Summer of 1978.

UNESCO which studies' the world's food problems has already

warned that human starvation which is endemic in some areas of the

world could spread to other areas. As the rajority of growing crops

depend on local weather and atmospheric conditions which the human

race to date has not learned to "odify.

My ancestors at age 16 came out to Western Kansas, namely

Atwood, Kansas, Rawlins County because there was no food at home in

Central Europe. Here, at Atwood, they could prow food - wneat, corn,

milo, barley, oats 3nd rneat -- cattle, hogs, chickens, ducks and

geese. Also, alfalfa, irass and hay for forage for the meat animals.

Can the missile poisons be kept out of the cereal fields, or would

the crops be unfit for human and ani al food? what happened at

Rock, Kansas, where airnen died as a recult of missile leaknge? 5-6

Where nearby fa:nilies i'ere evacuated froi., their homes and told to go

to hospitals for evaluation.
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These missiles -- Dowerful weapons -- forluse in an all-out

struggle with an enemy. Can it cause secondary damages which are 5-6icon
all out of proportion to the benefits they can accomplish?

Our major hope in the long run must be to do business on a

barter basis, if need be, with other nations. We have an abundance

of cereal crops other nations need; whereas, these sare Nations

have oil, chro::e,and other natural m:ineral resources which we ne..

On the other hand - if we muct have missile sites letts

have them out in desert areas and not in Dur bread basket of

cereal crops, or the center of our steak platters, because we
have meat anim~os in such abundance for human food around Atwood,

Kansas.

We respectfully urge a NO vote when considering this North West

Kansas area as arilX, Milestone II missil- site acquisition because

of the seriousness of the items listed above.

Sincerely,

irs. Agnes Elliott
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20 Sept.1978

Dr. 3qrlos D. Stern
Assistant Secretary of the
Airforce under Manpower, Reserve Affairs
Washington D.O. 20330

Dear Sirs

As a citizen of one of the states proposed for the siting
of the Airforce's MX missile, I would like to comment on the
draft EIS. In addition to numarous objections to the selection
of huge areas of both public and private land in New Mexico
for the MX, I have several objections to the Airforce's plan
to begin prototyping and development of the missile.

My first general area of objection concerns the tremendous
cost of the project-- in terms of money, land, and water.
The Southwest is an extremely fragile area, both in terms
of its environment and economy. We simply cannot afford to
have hundreds of miles of the most productive agricultural 5-10
land in the country taken out of production and thousands
of acre feet of scarce water used for the construction of
missile silos and roads along which both real missiles and
decoys will be shuttled. In terms of money, $30 billion
is simply too much for a system that may increase insecurity 5-11
rather than provide security.

I am extremely concerned with the statements made by Gen Lew
Allen, Air Force Ohief of Staff who indicated that one strategy
involved in the deployment cf moveable missiles was.the
provision of a "great sponge" of targets with which to absorb
enemy attack. As a taxpayer, I do not wish to pay to be a 5-12

part of this "great sponge," nor do I wish to encourage the
enemy to increase the number of warheads in his arsenal to
make sure he can hit an unknown number of moveable missiles
within this "great sponge." In addition, from reading ex-
ceperts from the Draft EIS, it appears that the MX is an
extremely accurate weapon, to be targeted at enemy missile
silos. In this respect it is a first strike weapon, which, 5-13
as Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski has stated could be "extremely,
extremely, threatening" to the Soviet Union. It might even
serve to encourage them into a first strike posture, thereby
risking war, and undermining the SALT agreements.

In addition there are many technical difficulties w.,t the
Multiple Aim Point plan including the increased need and cost
of security at each of the vertical shalters, the possibility 5-14
of traffic accidents with radiological conse4uencesand others.
The Airforce needs to address these issues in the final EIS,as well an the following pointst the-social Impact on local
townes, the withdrawal of land from hunting & fishing, the
degree of interference the MX will present to the Very Large
Array located in Southern New Mexico, a more precise cost/benefit
justification for the withdrawal of land from agriculture 5-15
and cattle grazing and the use of thousands of acre feet of
water needed for Industry and a sriculture.

The Airforce needs to exanine the alternatives to the MX,
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including relice on existing ICBMs j and a more vigorous -16
pursuit of the SALT talks. This should be included in thefinal EIS*

At this time I would also like to request,formally, that |
briefings be held in New Mexico by an Airforce Officer
familiar with the proposed MX sites-- and their impacts'-- 15-17
in New Mexico. These briefings, of course, should not pre-
clude public hearings on the MX to be held in 1979.

Thank you for the oppo.rtunity to comment on the MX project.

Y

Dode Feldman
1821 Meadowview NW
Albuquerque, NM 87104
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Atwood, Kansas U

September 21, 1978

The Deputy of Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(SAF-MIQ)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Sirs

I would like to express the views of my husband and
yself on the i~paot of the MX Missle and the effect
t would have if placed in our area.
Preliminary studies made no mention of the production of

wheat here. Nor did it define correct land values.

No adequate study has been made to hhow the results of -18
the loss of agricultural contributions and its affect on
the total agricultural output of this country.

None of our communities could support tne influx of
people needed to build or operate this type of project.
Their day to day needs could not be met.

Schools, road upkeep, sewers, policing and other tax-
related services could not possibly by provided by the
taxpayers.

There is at this time the start of a flurry of oil activity
which could possibly be of just as great a value to
the welfare ofour nation.

In other words, we are adamantly opposed to the placing
of a missle site in Rawlins County or Northwest Kansas.

L Sincerelyo

Mrs. Wayne I. Gatlin

cc's/Senator Bob Dole, Cong. Keith Sebelius,Gov. Robert

Bennett, State SenatorRichard Gannon, Cong. Mike Hayden
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WALJNETA FALLS BANK
WAUNETA, NEBRASKA 69045 . 308-194.5720

Sept. 17, 1978

The Deputy for Enviornment and Saf.ty
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/IiQ)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Gentlemen,

I read with interest and much concern an article in our local paper entitled "MX
Missle Site is Planned in three-state area of Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado". I suppose
there might be some logic behind the decision to consider the area that the article
points out as one of the areas considered, however, it would seem that one of the
considerations could not have been the current use of the land nor the people that
have for years been making a very good living off the land. I would think that there
might just be thousands of acres of land in the country that today is "worthless
and uninhabited and might just be better suited for this type of large project".

The map that is am looking at that came from Volume IV, page 62 of the Draft Enviroment-
al Impact Statement, MX: Milestone II indicates that some of the very best farm ground
in Southwestern Nebraska is being considered, when directly north there are hundreds ofthousands of ac'es of grass land that does not aave a tillable value nor the population
that the other proposed area has.

I would certainly hope that any further decision relative to the use of this landas outlined will be given public airing. How soon do you anticipate something will [5-19

happen relative to this project, regardless of where it is placed?

Again, It would seem to me and I am sure to 'he vast majority of the c.tizens of
this area, that there have to be areas in the United States that would not be
impacted to the degree that the article Indicates we would be, ie., "VERY LARGE"
in most areas.

I trust that either you or our Congreg.woman or Senators can ehed some very positive
light on this subject and that we will be dropped from you list of considered areast

Sin 
ei

.Green
xecutive Vice-President

cc: Congresswoman Virginia D. Smith
Senator Carl T. Curtis

J. WUey Oreen John M. Goree Keith J. Sexton
President Executive Vice President Vice President & Cashier
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Donna HaLl
R.R.#2
Benkelman, NebraJka

August 31, 197

Dear Sirs;

I am wtiting you concerning the proposed MX missle for thia TRI-
STATE AREA,wnich you refer to as the South Platte Plains.

I don't know-which of the following i: the most inportant factor,
but, allof thta are to be considered. This is a big farming community
which is important to the rest of the country and world as they depend
on us for food. What would this MX miss-le do for that? Besides
ruining good farmland, there are alot of people who consider this

their home, me being one of them. Also, the mis~le would make this
area a prime target for the Soviet's own missles. No one likes that idea 5-22
either. And, I really don't really see the need for more missles to

"prepare for war." 5-23
Also, I think that it is very unfair for not informing the people in

this area about this misjle plan. We probably wouldn't even know about
it if it hadn't been for the concerned people of Nebraskans For Peace
who were kind enough to warn us of this idiotic idea. All of us make
mistakes primarily because we don't think of all the consequences, so
please think again before you ruin good land and paoplets homes.

Take for example, the island that was in the news this week, I am
not, sure of the name of it, but the land has had nuclear wastes diurped
on3 it. It is totally useless now and the people have be.n forced off
of because it is so dangerous ith all of the nuclear radiation that is
now there. And it will remain useless and hazardous for many, many
thousands of years. And you stil- want to build more nuclear power plants???
This I cannot believe.

These nuclear plants and bombs, if used, will change the whole
course of hwuan history and the what will be left? INothing for future
generations to build on, that is, if there is a generation even left to
build. The land v.ll be unfit fur huuaan inhabitance.

If you consider all of t..ose consequences and also road thercalied
"Hiroshima" by John Horsey, and still want to use nuclear power, it is in
my opinion that you all need your heads ex:ined.

Thank you for your time in roadiag m2y let er of groat concern for the
welfare of Vy life and country.

A concerned citizen,
Donna Ha.l
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September 8, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of Secretary for the Air Force
(SAF-MIO) Washington, D. C. 20330

To Whom this may Concern:

"Reference to the MX-Missile and their nossible
Sites bein located in Western Nebraska"

I am very much opposed to the missile sites which may be put
in our area around Gurley, Dalton and Sidney, Nebraska. I am a
native of Western Nebraska and have seen many changes in our land,
our crops, our wild life, our industry and our population. When
you take away our land, we have no crops which wi I hurt or close
down many elevators as well as other industries and our population
will inturn decrease because of this.

There are alot of farms in our area that have been in a family
since the early 1900's. How would you feel if the government came
in and took all this away, especially if you had lived on this place
for a great deal of years and worked so hard to build up a profiting
crop and stock?? How about the other farmers who have so much
invested in their equipment...Sure they may get a good price for
the land but then they have to fins a place to live with that money
and no way to pay for their equipmenb. Plus anymore, if all you
know is farming it would be very hard to find another Job. I know
this because I hire people with my company and it is very hard to
change, especially if you have to pull up stakes and move to a
different area of the state.

The area farmers work very close with our Wildlife Commitsion
and we have a good healthy variety of animals in our area now. One
would hate to destroy or loose these animals from our area.

I heard the other day from a very good sourcetater ar

two or three other states that may want the missiles Is this true? 5-24
I appreciate very much you hearing me out on this anA I would like
a reply from you if possible.

Sincerely yours

Allen G. Hardwick
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18 September 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20330

Subject: Comments Relevant to the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) on MX: Milestone II.

The subject EIS is so full of extraneous background data and spent
so much time trying to justify the military/political need for an
MX Program that it forgot to emphasize the real environmental issues
and alternatives. Therefore, specific comments concerning this EIS
would serve no useful purpose in the decision making process.

The Full-Scale Engineering Development (Milestone II) decision point
could be better served by having stopped at the assessment phase and
using a finding of no significant impu..t and not preparing an
environmental impact statement.

I recommend that the final EIS not be a carbon copy of the draft
document, but that a new one be generated to better serve as the 5
means for assessing the environmental impact of proposed Air Force 5-25

action, rather than justifying decisions already made.

EU NE E. STON
5475 W. L high Avenue
Denver, CO 80235
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ISI
Julesburg, Colo.
Aug.29,1978

Dear Sirs;

I am writing co tce:.-ninr, the YX missile sight which
you are considering plez:ing in the South Platte Plains in
Eastern Colo.

Of course, we object. This area has tne best hard red
winter wheat land in the U.S.

We have worked hard through wind, hail, drouth and
low prices to finely pqy for our land.

We are not large farmers. We have a lot of money
invested ik machinery and buildings.

We have read some of the literature available and
saw the map of the site, but would like more detailed
information such as

Would Air Force buy all the land i' the 5000 to 8000
so. miles?

If so, how would land be appraised?
Would all the farmers have to move out of t?,e sitc?
The impact statement says agriculture could continue

it point security but no structures would be allowed.
Does this mean land around missle site could be farmed,
within the site or outside of the area, in otherwords
will ther be any farming in the 5000 sq. mi. area?

What w 11 happen to the towns in the area?
If wc Are forced to sell our land to the Air Force,

how will the government handle the capital gain and
income from the land under these circumstances?

What will we do with our mac~irery, if there's no
farmtg in the area, no one will want to buy it?

When will the sight be picked?
When will tfe land have to be v.cated, at the beginning

of the project or at the finish?
These questions are very importent to us and we would

appreciate you answering the ones you can. Thank You
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ESTABLISHED 1909

I oNWE, m. 69148
August 24, 1978

The Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of Air Force
SAF/NIQ
Washington D. C. 20330

Dear Sir:

It has just beer brought to my attention that the Air Force is
considering Western Nebraska as a possible site location for the
MX Missile site. Assuming that the vertical shelter base is
being considered, could you tell me what the probability is of
the Air Force implementing this plan? Furthermore should they 533
implement the vertical shelter base plan, in your oppinion 

are

they likely to select the area security plan or the point security
plan? Should the area security plan be selected, you can imagine
the impact that it would have on our area. I am involved in the
banking industry in Lisco and Dalton, Nebraska and my trade area
would have a great effect in both communities. If this is the case
then I would feel that a public hearing should be conducted in our
area so that questions concerning the residents of the area could
be answered as well as giving people in this area an opportunity to
testify.

Your assistance and response concerning this matter would be greatly
appreciated. Thank you kindly.

Sincerely,

I
Thomas H. Olson
President
THO:em
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Deputy tor Environuental S.ifety
O.ff'ice of the Secretzry of' tue Air loree ja.q
Washington, 1). C. 20.53d

Dear Sir:

We wish to express our opposition to the tentative plans for

a xobile kiseile Complex in the Yumu area.
We xnow the need for tis ,.iusiie CowI±ex in Crcut

but truly, you would be doinE. an injustice to tzie Aiuerican ioeople by
condevininE this fine 4tricultural area, wnlen only recently became fi
fertile farsiinL. cou ntry --- due tv tae tAdvent ot 2ivut Irri~ution
6ystems. Prior to irriLation in biorLnetastern ;.o±irado, wuct, of tgia
lund wais sectain~ly wurznless; but now mAost of tis rrounQ is aiialy
productive, tnunas to water, fert iliz ati..n a.nd oet-ter farwinf,
metn ods.

The Americun people c..nnot survive ion ; without L Sood :Defenbe
System, buL neituer can they survive .Lofl wits.out food --
and tne Agricultural pr~~ducts riced in tas ;aa'ea IS food for uany,
many Americans. Please, oh, please reconsider, ---- and do much
more reseaicn before your finul deciziun to Condemn our area.

Then -to'o, we are very taucii conccrne d aoout our loved ones
In the Yuma Cemetery (estutisne in iddo) 4nd tise nuuber or
cemeteries witaiin a bv wile radius of YuwL-. Would you be planning to
move ail. those bodier to another place, if this Lrea is dcsilnhted as
as a iissile zite? Wnat an enorwuo cost tiis will be to your
budget --- and oi cou rse evcntuk.111 to tne tax payer. i.erc Lre 53
approximately oovv gruves in bile Yumu cewetery ajOne, -- no doubt
a life number in eacn ot tne cLzeteries in the towns of HLaYtun,

'VPaoli, molyore, 'leming# Daily, Otis, AKrun, Brus, LcKley, "ray, Jos,
Id~lia, and Vernon. Thjen tncrc are a nuuber ul CceUCeerleS in tebween
witl Ourialz in tzie cearly .ltzuls. Cne sucn isviated cenietary uas been

L cared I or tise ptAbt 4% years by our Grange as a Couzmu nity bervice
Pr ojctG

Tnere no douct has been L Eood way reabons brought tv your
attention, for recunciderine the tenta.ztive pians for a Aiaile site
in this part o:- tue country --- iay we teg, i:x you --- tn-t you
give ail tnese reasrons your rincere ina tizougutiul attention.

ThanK you.

Ginccreiy, Q.
mr. and ikrs. 'Va. J. Powcil, Sr.
lZ4 North Albi-ny,
Yuma, Colo. u~b9.
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Renee Reaama
St:ar Route,'Ro' 12
If/rau., CO 80758
Sept. 19, 1978

.7he leput# of- CnvLronmentat Saf-e.
OffL. of the Seeretakr of the ALr soree
WVa-Lngton, :. C. 20330

lear SLr:

5 am wr4itJLng to requet .,,-ormat:on on the
flhX M)L"Lte S44temn. 3 am dobtg a redearch paper
ant need anp tnformaVkon that 4ou can gk-ve me on
thL4 &ubjepct.

Jf po4,4.bte, 3 heed to know the. are a bezng
con.&i~dred, how the.~e area" were cho,&en, the 5-39
app roxcb ate coat, more aboutt the mLUA how the
&j4tem w~tt af-fect the peopte, & whipt !ou~ have

cho4en thA& Wf,&tem, etc.

Jf the South Patte rtaLn, area woud be 5-40
cho&en, couZt vou ecpta4 n wh area woutd have to -
be condemned and whq.

3 have read a tot of- artcteA and the4 att
eem to have a dfferent &tor4, &o 3 woutA tAke

to hear 4.t f-rom the rtgkt &.our-e.

3wout apprecLa-te U L- 4~ou~ woutd &end -mean! Lnformaton that can be rete"ed.

SLncere4~ !Jo Lr,

R~enee IRenze-Laan
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September 1, 1978

U.S. Air Force
Deputy for Environ-ent and Safety
SAF-MIQ
the Ventagon
Vashington, D.C. 20330

RE: MX Missile Site called South Platte Plains

Gentlemen:

I am very much against the prooosed MX missile and
certainly do not want it stationed in the area called the
South Platte Plains. I have many objections which I think
are worth consideration.

1. The area o. the South Platte Plains includes much
good farm and ranch land. In siite of the current
overproduction of food-stuffs, this is by no means
a worldwide trend, nor are our food reserves so
great that we can afford to take large areas
permanently out of oroduction. As the novulation
-ontinues to increase, so will our need for good
cropland.

2. Property in this area sells for a high orice.
What with the expense of the tunnel construction,
of the missiles themselves, alnng with the cost
of the Ia.nd, this would be a tre-endously
exnensive undertaking.

3. The subsoil of tbis are. consists of a loose, fine
clay soil rihich has never been oacked. As any
farmer can tell you, any disturbance of this clay
resulrs in wash-outs and deep sink-holes on the
eirface. I do nnt think this is ainronriate for
an eutensive tunnel system.

4. Extensive tunnels and road-buildinA would destroy
-o-)letely an alceady fragile -wilelife sitution.

5. A defense system which recuires the constant
movnrg of a -large missile must certainly require 5
a great deal of energy. In these times of energy
scarcity, is this a good plan?

6. As I understand it, the purpose of constintly
moving the missiles is to make it difficult for the
enemy to know Just where the missiles are to destroy
them. Would not the enemy military merely blanket
the area with bombs? And what ha nens to the MX=- missiles when a tunnel collnnsesl,

[ V - 5-44 Publi-c-Corinents
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It has gotten to the ooint w'ire many oconle feel that
they would rather risk the destruction of t'cir homes by a
foreign military ettack, than to cert(Inly ha ve their homes
destroyed by their own defense system.

Sincerely,

Ms. Vqncy G. Schtaffert
Route 3, Box 54
Curtis, Nebraska 69025

cc. President Jirmy Carter
Secretary of Defense 'Harold Brown

Fi
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Box 157
Long Pine, NE 69217
August 27, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Ffety
Office of Secretary of the .ir Force (SAF/MIO)
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

I am writing concerning the proposed site of a now Air

Force nuclear missile base, that is, in the "South Platte
Plains." I am a native of western Kansas and a resident of
northwestern Nebraska, and I highly value the land, water. and
other agricultural resources of this plains area. I am

very strongly opposed to the building of a nuclear missile site
in this area.

Besides being opposed to the proposed missile base due
to agricultural reasons, I am opposed to all construction and

sale of nuclear weapons. I believe our country has to take the
first step in disarmament if we ever hope to achieve world
peace. Please consider the potent danger to human life you
are creating in constructing such heinous weapons of war.

From studying that I have recently done, I am aware that
already our U.S. arsenals contain enough weapons to destroy
the entire world twelve times, Why is there a need to continue
to build more weapons, and especially ones that have deadly 5-46
contaminants resulting from their construction?

I cannot believe that this is what the Creator has
designed for the world that He created.

Sincerely,

Sister Hope Steffens,
Sandhills Catholic Parishes
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816 Highland Drive
Ogallala,.Nebraska 69153
August 29, 1978

Deputy for Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(SAP/MI0)
Washington, 6.C. 92409

Dear Sir:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement MX:
Milestone II and feel it is imperitive to comment.

The environmental impact study incorrectly characterizes the
South Plains in several crutial respects. It says that the
major use of the soil is "for grazing and haymowing with limited
areas of dry farming. Inadequate quantity or quality of ground-
water limits the development of irrigated agriculture." The
criteria does not take into account that in 1975, in the South-
west Nebraska counties alone, more than one million acres were
irrigated. The study only mentions "some production of oats,
corn and sugar beets." The Platte Valley accounts for one-fifth
on the State's sugar beet production. Lands south of the Platte
comprise some of the best wheat growing areas of the State, pro-
viding almost one-quarter of Nebraska's total production of this
crop. 15% of the cattle in the State are located in this area.
These figures come from Economic Development in Southwest Neb-
raska prepared by the Nebraska Department of Economic Development,
-T7,made available by the Cornhusker Council of Governments.
They do not even include the extremely productive land in Western
Kansas or the land along the Platte in Colorado.

The impact study makes light of the overall importance of agri-
culture in the South Plains region. It corrcty uotes stat
Stis (IV-65) that indicate that more income is received, and
more people are employed, in non-farm enterprises. But what they 5-48
fail to mention is that most c! those other commercial or indus-
trial enterprises directly or indirectly derive their existence
from agriculture, and would fold without the agricultural land
base.

The impact study also misrepresents the hounsiituaton. It
implies that the occupancy level is low. To the contrary, that 5-49
a housing shortage exists is commonly known, and- the continuation
of the situation is projected. (See again Economic Development
in the Southwest).
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As if eliminating the inhabitants and the agricultural production
is not enough, the impact study cites as endangered species, the
black-footed ferret; the swift fox; the greater and lesser prairie 5-50
chickens; the sharp-tailed grouse; and the mountain plover; with-
out explaining what the net effect on these animals will be.

The water quantity information does not take into account the
current problem in many of the South Plains counties of a .rapidly
dropping, non-replenishing water table. Two counties have put
restrictions on the drilling of new wells. The study (IV-66)
concludes that there will be enough water if it is "properly 5-51
managed." What exactly does that mean? Will irrigation wells
be shut off to accommodate the missile pool? A more serious
analysis is needed and the full effect on the other water users
must be shown before the Air Force can assume that 3-12 billion
gallons per year will be available for missle development.

The study states that there is a risk of an accident resulting
in a radioactive spill in the area, particularly if the trans-
porter is on public roads (IV-102). But it gives us no details 5-52
of such a tremendous impact nor does it outline any precautions
that will be taken.

One of the screening criteria is the presence of oil and gas re-
sources. Here, too, the-study is incomplete. 90V o the area
is covered by active oil and gas leases by major oil and gas 5-53
companies. Much of the gas has low pressure lpvel and some have
been in production for 20 years.

The impact study does not address what will happen to the highly
profitable Burlington railroad route or the new railroad route 5-54
which carries 100 carloads of coal through the South Plains par-
allel to Highway 23.

The climate information should alert decision-makers to the fact
that severe storms are frequent and power outages caused by
lightening are not uncommon. An area that meteorologists call
"Hail Alley" is included in the South Plains. Icestorms break 5-55
down electrical wires and snow storms have made the roads im-
passible for several days. This certainly should be considered
in the decision to use large missile transporters and various
"quick reaction" alert teams.

The study said that the cost will be between $15 and $20 billion
dollars (1-89). Senator-Tom McIntyre of New Hampshire, Chairman
of the Senate Armed Service Research and Development Subcommittee,
said the overall program was hideously expensive at $40 billion 5-56
(Aviation Week & Space Technology, Oct. 1977). We know that the
project will be highly inflationary and divert vast amodnits of our
monetary and natural resource, but just what will be the cost?
Why the discrepancy?

-2-
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In all, the evaluation of alternatives can only be as good as
the method and information used. First, we believe that the
criteria used to select the alternative areas; so called "geo-
technical," is unacceptable. It does not specifically detail
or substantively consider the number of human beings that would
be displaced, or the amount of agricultural production that will
be eliminated.

Secondly, we would like yor to take note of the climate con-
ditions, the cost discrepancy, and the lack of analysis on radio-
active contamination danger on the effect of the project on theendangered species.

Third, much of the information used for comparitive evaluation
is either outdated or too conalusory to paint an accurate picture
of the South Plains. We have mentioned specifically the oil and
gas resources, the water quantity, agricultural production,
housing vacancies and the transportation system. To base an
earth-shattering decision on such information would be a tragedy
for all.

Pursuant to CFR 32 Section 214.8 viii(a), we request a series
of hearings to be held in the South Plains Region on this draft
statement.

Sincerely,

t
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(N -FROM:

James Teply
2761 O Rd.
Grand Juction, O.

81501

TO:
Deputy for Enviroment and Safety (SAF/MIQ)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20330

Sir:

I have a question regarding the possible location of the
Milestone II missile in the Nebraska/Colorado/Kansas site.

Assume this site is chosen and the Milestone II is operational
in this area. This would mean that the Air Force would buy
this land and not use it for the agriculture or farming
purposes it now is used for. When the Milestone II becomes
an obsolete system, say in the year 2000, what then becomesof this productive land?

There is a possibility that 56 sections of land could be
taken out of the ownership of what now is the 'family farm'.
When this land becomes saleable again, are there any safe-
guards to prevent this from becoming one giant farm of the
Agri-business industry? Would any attempts be made to return
this land to heirs or to the small rancher/farmer.

I would not want to see this program, or system, become a
method to allow the giant Agri-business industry to gaincontrol of a large area of farmland, with the resulting
monolopy and controll it would have over local small

farmers, cities, industry and business.

I would like to see this question addressed in future
presentations,
Thank you,

James Teply
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29 August 1978

Deputy for Evironment and 3afety
0-t'ice of the Secretary of the ,tir Force (SAP//;:IQ)
Washington, D.C. 20330

iJBXGT: Comments/uevies regarding location (proposed) of
Project M-X

Certlemen :

Is Recently my wife and I read articles in the newspapers of

St. vrancis, Kansas, and Benkleman, Nebraska, regarding the pro-

posed location of Project .-X in northwest Kansas, Northeast Colo-
rado, and southwest Nebraska. In the articles read, it stated
that if tere were any questiozu/co.,ments, they sbmalJ be in your
office by NLT 5 September 1978. AS my wife's parents h,%ve their
farm and original homesite in northern Cheyenne County, KS, we
are quite interestei in this matter.

2. Our coniments/queries are aa follow:

a. As we understand, if this Pbo,)osed location is approved,

all far-ers an ranchers woul be excluded after the purchase of
the land. Therefore:

I Who would determine the value of the land and on what
basis?

2)How would the DOD, specifically the Deprtment of the
Air Foce, ju.itify the takin; out of use farm land (i.e., turn,
maize, wheat, etc.) and grazing land?

3) What does the Air ;?arce anj/or DCD clan to do with
the civilian agricultural community (farmers/ra chers) who will
be displaced if thi locatLon is aoproved?

14) what will happen to the numerous communities which 5-58
lie within the proposed locatLon bo-noarJes, such as Wheeler,
Bird City, Oakley, and Colby, n ?

I b. It ia interesting to note that thero i at least one large
tract of ;overment, albeit military, land available, this being
the 3uokey Hill AF Bomb/Gunnery Range adjacent to the ormer
Schilling AFB, Salina, KS.

) Why coul: not s|,ch property as this be utilized?

2) Why could not such land that Is more sparsely populated
or/ard of less agricultural value not be used?

3) Has DO9 and/or Department of the Air Farce considered
such other sites/locations?
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PAGN 2 29 August 1978
SUBJECT: 0ommernts/queries regarding location (proposed) of

Project M-X

. las DOD, specifically .Department of the Air Force, giventhe local populace inside the prospective/proposed site locaticsa complete un3 detailed bri fin" of what can be exp-cte J if the
project is auproved and put into operation, to include prospect 5-58(cont)
of first-strike area targetting by hostile forces in the event
of arned conflict?I) If not, why?

-)If so, how detailed was the infomation dissemirnted

and to wnom was it disseminated?

3. Although my wife and I .-o not reside currently in northwest
Kansas, her entire f.iily does reside within the iffected area.
Because of this, we are very interested in this matter and would
appreciate hearing from your of.'ice on the above queries.

Sincerely,

JAWS 1... THOMPSON

;r. & 1 rs. J. M. Thompson
510 Biyberry Lane
Greensboro, NO 27405
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PERRY INTERNATIONAL., INC.
I17Sot1117 IIIIIISIRIA-I'

PIIII \I)I'IYIIIA. P\ 1911 \
I H'.I;TII0 ()2 15;)665-1130
IFI+"\ 831' 1; I- RR\ INl I 111\

August 24, 1978

Mr. Carlos Stern, Ph.D.
Deputy for Environment & Safety
Office of the Secretary USAF (SAF/MIQ)
Pentagon, Washington D.C. 20330

Ref: Letter 14 Aug. 1970 SAF/MIQ to Perry International,

MX Milestone II EIS

Dear Mr. Stern:

We have reviewed Volume IV, Basing Mode Evaluation of the
MX EIS, particularly with regard to the electrical power require-
ments developed for the various BMCA's. We found it helpful
in a general sense for one of our clients to assess the potential
MX basing business impact.

It would be helpful in further impact studies if somewhat
greater detail could be provided as to how the various requirements
ofeter seailBCAsmyor could be meoiest. hoWe waou findtisn5-60of the several EMCA's may or could be met. We would find this 56
especially helpful.

Very Truly yours,

Robert A. Webster

RAW:sj
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5 September li78

Deputy for Znvironment and Safety
SAF/MIQ,
Office of the Assistant Secretary, USAr
Pentagon
Washington# D.C. 20330

Attentions Dr. Carlos Stern
Deputy for Environment a Safety

References Draft Z,X.S. for Us, Milestone II

Gentlemen$

After carefully reading this EI,S,, my observations are
as follows

1.0 Program Overview.Page 1-77, !ackground (3.5.5.2). if the
vertical shelter is indeed more protective and less expensive,
which was known from Minuteman studies, why expand further
R&D funds to analyae the other shelter schemes ?

2,0 Program Overview.Page I-Sl, Have Host (3.6.1.1). My experience
vith ZIA/EIS investigations in the desert on the SOH1O Mid-Continent/
West Coast Pipeline Project show that the desert cannot recover
and heal itself from construction activities for a period of

no les than a century, and perhaps much longer.

2.1 Further, it has been shown that recreation vehicles (such
as four-wheel-drive jeeps, dune buggies, and motorcycles) follow

construction roads, thus further intruding into unspoiled portions 5-62
of the desert.

2.2 California and other states have considered banning recreational
vehicles for just the reason mentioned above in 2,1.

2,3 Desert flood plains are extremely delicate and paths of

rainwater run-off are easily affected by construction. This fact

alone could radically alter large expanses of the desertbut
particularly where MX engineering requirements are not amicable
to regional environments.

3.0 Program Overview. Page 1-87, Socioeconomic effects.Transient
workers are, by and large, associated by the general public with
their after-hours activities in neighboring towns than with the

job-site contributions of such workmen.

Crime can be an issue in surrounding communities where workmen
spend a great deal of time, and there is the potential that the

larger MX sites could shelter some fugitives fron justice, as

the larger camps of the North SlopeAlaskaf now do,
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3.1 When there is a lenahty construction period at any one
potenti%1 base, there is a tendancy for speculators to over-build
an area with single family dwellings.

When this occurs, as.it did is Rapid City, South Dakota and in
other Minuteman bases, there is a massive drop in the value
(and occupancy) of thousands of homes when the program is
completed, Without follow-on contracts, these towns and cites
suffer radical social changes and their futures are are fraught
with real estate perils. This reason alone is a pressing point
for expandinq Minuteman bases, now, and ,iot entering upon Lurther,
actual building of MX sites,

4.0 Full-Scale Engineering Development.Pages 11-104,105, Modify
Current ICBM ... (4.3.2). There is no pub~ished, factual data
that overall costs of expending Minuteman (at its established
bases) would in any way cost more than MX will cost in R&D alone,

New Soviet SS series missiles with 25-30 megaton warheads will
equally devastate MX sites as well as Minuteman sites, and Soviet
targeting cannot be thought to o'Terlook MX operational sites
when and if they become operaticns ready,

Further, there have been nc studies to access whit the communities
around the MX bases will think when they discover the barrage
of incoming warheads that could strike their regions.

5.0 Missile Flight Testing. Tie Air Force should expect the
Sierra Club and other similar groups to refute Ar views of how
habitats will be changed, These refutations will be in detail,
written by formitable authorities. Counter-refutation, point by

point, will be required.

6,0 Bauing Mode Evaluation, Pag& IV-10. ALCC availability to
MX sites is no asset since only Minuteman is now configured
to accept ALCC launch votes. In fact, SAC would have to re-route 9-64

and re-schedule massive KC-L35 patterns now, and DC-10 patterns
later, just to cover the projected desert areas,

7,0 Summar. . Minuteman III will be more effective than MX, and is
now in place with bases established, Minutcman III can target more 5-65
Soviet sttes with its multiple wurheads, which is technologically
a great asset that MX lacks.

The advent of the Boeing 747 or DC-10 equipped with 56-70 ALCM
Cruisa Missiles gives the US an excellent mobile platform to -66
deter enemy attacks and to strike mAssive nations if needed,
In this manner, missiles can cover Soviet targets, and can do
so without investing billions of dollars in the costly and
potentially unfeasible MS.

Sincerely,

Tim Whalen, Technica Editor
12307 East 16th Street
Tulsa(" OX 74128
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THE M-X NUCLEAR MISSILE PROGRAM

A ~ I t 1/ /i .A

What it is - T~cN MX is a land-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) designed to augment the existing force of
Minutemnan III and Titan ICBMs. Besides being mobile each M.X would carry 10 to 14 independently targeted 1arlsmds (the

I Minuteman If carries only three and the Titan only one) and each w, ihhad would have twice the accuracy of the Minuteman III
marhead. The path of the M.X warhead could be adjusted in flight soma to elude enemy derenses. a fusture known as "MARV"

SI.Maneuverablet Reentry Vehicle).
V ~Although thelvi.X is being advertised for its mobility. the extreme accuracy or the warheads. %which could hit% ithin 100feetof the

'arges after traveling 8,000 miles. is iprobably the most important feature of the new weapon. With a projected 300 missiles each

;oviesstargets.
M.X suoporierl claim that a mobtie missile system is needed to counter Soviet developme*nts which threaten the suriivall of out

:urtcnt Iandbascd ICBMs. They neglect, however. the fact that over 60 per cent of the u.S. strategic nuclear force is securely
,faced in submarines and bombers. Moreover. General David Jones. Air Force Chief of staff, levitild befo. c Congress Ing 197S

at "it will be a lons time before (the Soviets) could disarm she Minuteman force lih any great assurance. I question whether
liey %ill ever be able todo that."

Because they will be hidden It will be Impossible fo the other side to count them by satellite reconnaissance or othier "technical

Costs-The M.X is anestrenelYcspenslYewweapon system. Each mnssile is espected loc, at Sl1O0million. Almost as much as a 11.
bomber. Total costs for the sytemnaretstimated between S30andS$5obillion.
What's ahead- Since the M.X is at the verytariy ltmies oftdevelopreent. and a decision on buildingsthe %holt syitmn is not due

intil 1932. i he NtX contro% erty isbound ioigrew.IPresident Carter now stands between M.X proponents and M-X opponents, w~ho are alarmed by its daric.-ous qualites, highj ':st and en~iron'men:1l implact. Carter cut M.X funding by S90 million in 1978. to Sl15 million, but selCt Congmestmen have.. ... .. .
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aleiections irom mne urarr iznvironmentaa mpaa atcmcmt
In late Jul) 193 t United Stains Ale Fror released a Draft Environmnental Impact Statement concerning she* entire U.K

Nuclear Slissile Progratm. This Draft Unsironmmntal Impact Staitmentm is written in order to give the public. lo.al officiaklsad
agencs. concerned organinatons and Federal agenciesna chancer to reskiew and comment. Public hernscnb weae pem
request. (Mlembers of she WindmllAlliance herspoken Wish Air force officials in the Pentagon, whosaould bermeelthnappy
totschedlulee public hearing featuring a spokesman teem thM.-X prejci

About ii.00 "sqae, miles or western Nebraska and Kansas and Eastern Colorado called the "SOUTH PLATE PLAINS"1
area lscisely beingeconsidered faethe location of thelopesedl NIX Missllegyssemt.

At present there at e sit areas Int the ten wetern states considered "OetorechnlcallySuitable" far the U.K Projiect. Slmeef lse
criltra upon *hich the final siteae~leo will be balsd ar

2. AbsenceoftUtlty Units(Gas. Oil. ElecrIc)
3. ljinimumofSofettobdokorwaesabe

Other critersa no speirfied are dependans upon lbe basing mode sit the sechsnology' developed to transport and deployo the
missiles. At presmnt the following basingntodes are underonieallsa:

1. Underground Treacs

3. Undetrwartercocalma
IsIIs nor clear wthethert environmental considerations at the site% ill determine t he basing mode, or whether the tdtneilogystelec'.

itd wlletermlnelhesse.,
There ore three stages ofevelopment throutgh which the project must proceed. The first stage inolves study ofieslusing maps

and geological surveys. The seond consists of she acisvat "legwork", aerial photos, ssrne)inS. tc. The third step Is she aectual
production, construction and deployment. Through the process of tes three steps,)3 Environmental Impart Statemens will be
released. The firast one Is tentatvely planned for release In October. This statement will coniest of letters and consuenas frees she
public so be published in response so she propound project end any revisions or updates of the plan. The second will ber Iosued In
1961 after Congress hats voted ont funding of she proiics. Is is In shitstatement that she sisesetlecsed will be officially released. The
final statement will be issued Just priorsto the actuzalconstrusction and erployment of missiles at the peoposed site.

.Although large amounts or she Itaspaytss' money have already been spens ($IS$ Million for testing In 1978 alone accoeding at
one soerce) on this project, she fat of she Program will be decided in Congress In 19110. Once she badges is approved and a site Is
selected, she final Enkironmental Impact Stetemens will he releasedl. Purchase of lend and exclusion of its inhabitants will not
proceed until she mid eighties, according sosthe Air Force. (Somesoarceibelieve earlier.)

The Air Force asks that allecommens ontihis proposed stebe received bySeptemberfl.197S enabling them so resiew and anwe"
all commentsireceit ed. to publish In their flres Environmnental Impact Statement. All correspondet'cereslarding this nastiersthold
beaddrescedit:

The Deputy for Environmentand Safety

Wshington. D.C. 20330
Copiesuof she S-soleme report, entitled "Dratl Environmental Impact Statement. MX: Milestonel11" have been ksued~o oly

twol Agencies In Western Niebraska. The South% cit Nebraska Council of Governmelt in M-Cook end The Panhandle Resource
Council in Scotsblaff, Copie aresavailable free to the public by wting:-. -

.1 ~~Civil Engineering Division ~., ..
aSAMSO MNND II T %%IN

Notion AFb.Califorrsiat9.' - I

wt ti,55

rft
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X. . devt!:pVent fall into Ceta eaacentral Nevada Great Samsi
aa-il~~~ regions. T14.-tle areas contain almost all, &&. - ;

*~~ ~~ t~~e i19% the estimated nominal area niaY ~n oi.otlrae
rourdffr area 11ecurity develop- Primarily In roran, e eds.

-'*ran Desert Roen% of 2140 missiles in buried trenches, no railroads- very low pop. density
.w exican Senidestirt CraslarA 320 In horizontal sheltere, )ZO in future land use prebatly the some so
A"~-eo lihaunSep vertical shelters. 360 In pool@ andi existing uses therefare. recovery is

gPlains i20 In point security vertical eholtets- Possible
Guhr reat Plains l)60 missiles. 'ain difference tetwoen trmnch sand

as,..'-'..-.'..-shelter results from larger 9xclsasIoes
-a. Pateus200 missils i Iburied trenches, no:well. evelOp4 lang-us plane. but

cL Nevada 2140 In horizontal shelters. a80 in I.L.K. nti toward U~~l e
rnis xojaboe-Cal., Nev, and vertical shelters, 320 in poolsz and

BO in point security vertical shelterst- California Mojave Desert
tma-Cal. At Aria. 1120 a ilil*$. ame rvtewes* but much is
Sands-4.. 4 Ariz. =odr S.L.M.- soce agrlcultuzul rod.,
2ne Plains Luke- Yuma- 8,000 sq. miles availability of water !s limited.
oxh2,-Rlo Grande- Tex. & s.K. 200 misises in buried trenches, ro rducts, livestock and puelial
Plains 280 In horizontal shelters. 3.0 in are laortant-scas KI~IIng- two inter-

-N.X. Plains A e, vertical shelters. 320 In pools Ad state ighvaye- major :Ai1 lines- Smes
atle-Colo,. Ken. . 120 in security- 1250 milosg. petroleum products and ratural gas

Pipel ines-ap op density moderate- In
ci.White Sands- g.00 0 sq. milos imperial Valley, very high Intensity

200 missiles In buried trenches. farming- high recreatlon umage
ovd-020 280 in horizontal sheltersz, 360 ink present I.i.K. use plans ane fr

Iserla.lndr Lnol, verticl sheltrs.320 in pools and sultipQ use- government sent& preperi
1, Nye & White Pins 80In seurity-0 amiss11... Luke Air Ptea Ran i iin *
I& Xoiave-1.07 million West Texas Land mostly utier *P.. " s me sW
SLo rnadino. Mojave & Clark 200 missiles in burietd trenches, privato ownerlhip. prlvatead AP"e-

-w250 In horizontal, 320 in vertical dominat ly arricultura1- mineral roses
rillion shelters, 320 in poolsz and 120 in exis. but ?io Currant mining- several

secuity-200 issies.natvajal gas pipeline-Y dntyl vo
-? ecuri3'-200 issieslight- currs.,it land uspo di

nIo-Ar ro. 2.0 persons per South Platt#-8.00 sq. ails toward agricultural ant recreation
le-l,000The outlined aros contain approx.

8,000 sq. miles. This is the estimated White Sands missile Rang.
:as-78,500except for Kies. River proper, land It
* -? mainly ujnder VIK, wIth se private

ownership- primary ladUse. is cattle
X.-464.7 raising- little mineral valte- owe in

state highway arA eome rail networks
.atte-200.200 one oil pipeline- PC-,. density it

SIX plant for land use are multiple

-h U.,000,000 of cutput ($77.00) xsNvYexc ihPaneq*.Ire about 1.2 mil lion kilowatt exrasX~ Meirl KrIvSaionsh
;UlvslenT of Purchased fuels and fairly denselY populated- large liau
:energy to construct the required . opwin& Cotten, sorghum and wheat-
'ea anda squirmten%. The total . ivestock grzing p resent- one of Itti
:e~uiroxents in an averaeyr most agriculturallY productive areas
to an estimated 5.14 milio klo- - the countl- xtns've network of rem.;-s. If peak Investment figure$ Ad rairoad extent' .l -itwork of 9
lled. It could go me high 40?.0 And gas- few land us-- outside e

urban ae.

)urmns(in billion .il. outh Platte Plains
aveuromente billio $. relatively high pep. dens ty- railroe

- throughout area- farm to market high.
ways- *o natural gas pipe11Ins~land
primarily prating and raisin; of lies

mar- 1.5 billion anominal area nequired for security stock ad-hey- soe production of emt
deployment of 1400 missiles in vertical corn and sugar beets- so. currat
shelters, 320 In gools, 200 In buried- recreation-use- only urban areas hawi
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as just llke it Is. We are certain
there are vast areas of wastelandS mthato the United States thatc

3l SAps than twrlig up valuable crop1and cattle producing lands in
nia1t ~wk's'im ssue of the Western Nebraska, Eastern Col."Atwood itizen.Patriot a very orado and Western Kansas.

1teresting addiatre snWg story ....
appeared whleb I am sure is of
great interest to Western van.
s" citizens.

The stor7 in part follows:
"Rawlins county Is 0eo of ten
Northwestern Kaau counties
that may have agrifck-al landsswalowOd up in an 8.000 square
mile m ssile ite now beingPlanned for Western Nebraska,
Eastern Colorado and Western
Kansas."

The area, referred to as the
"South Platte Plans" is n five-
volume report Prepards by theCivil Engineering Division of the
Air Force. is one of seven sitesbeig considered for the loc.ttion
of the MIX Missile. The othersare in Southwut&rn United
States.
s"If the South Platte Plains site
skdlected, the impact on land

rights, low governmentc elo.
nomics and electrical energy use
will be "very large" the Air
Force n 1tel. The report in Vol.IV, p. 57 reads: "Much of the landis in privite ownership, and
frequently, is crop land or
grazing land. In add~tion, much of
it is inhabited. Deployment inthese Aras uwould require pur-
chase of the land and exclusion of
farmers and ranchers, many ofwhom currently live on the land.
The economic impact wouldlargely result born loss of these
activities."

The ten Kana. counties affec.
ted by the proposed missile siteare: Cheyenne, Rawlins, Sher.
man, Thomas, W:'zkc, Logan,

.ove, Greeley, Wichita and
Scott.

Questions and comments fromcitizens in the area concerning
the proposed missile site in thistA must be received by Sap..
tembet at: Te Deputy. E-vironment and Safety, office of
the Secretary of Air Force
(SAF.MIQ), Washington, D. C.20330.

Time is short and our immed.
iate re-action to the proposed
Northwestern Kansas Missile
site Is an emphatic No. We
SPe~rn41iy like Northwest Kan.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

0,1 0 01E AsssTAw SicapAns,

September 13, 1978

Dear Ms. Brock:

This responds to your recent letter and those of the
schoolchildren to the Deputy for Environment and Safety
regarding potential site selection for deployment of the
United States Air Force proposed Missile X (I.). We appre-
ciate hearing of your concerns and will consider them as wecontinue our studies and evaluations.

We are still in the early stages of system development;
there is no MX missile yet, nor are we ready to select any
location(s) to site the proposed system. The recently
released Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), 1X:
Milestone II, was prepared to assist the Department of
Defense in deciding whether the program is ready to proceed
into Full Scale Engineering Development. A positive decision
could lead to designing an MX missile, building 20 prototypes
and flight testing them at Vandenberg AFB, California.
Additionally, we expect to further define the program by
selecting one of the following basing modes for development:
vertical or horizontal shelter or buried trench.

The M Milestone II Statement also discusses seven repre-
sentative areas in ten western state; that are geotechnically
suitable for a project of this magnitude. This was done to
compare potential environmental impacts of the basing modes
being considered. Additionally, the comparative basing mode
analyses identify, for future study, alternative system designsand deployment-configurations that could mitigate inmpacts and
provide the least disruption of existing land uses. It should
be noted that while any of the potential basing modes may bedeployed over large areas, they would not necessarily requi:eexclusive use of an area.
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If the MX goes into full-scale development, site selection
decisions for the system would be made in about two years and
only after many additional studies including another separate
EIS have been prepared. This next EIS would set out, in muchmore detail than the Milestone II Statement, the potential
environmental impacts of each candidate deployment site. Since
the seven areas included in the Milestone II Statement are
represented as case studies, not all of them will necessarily
appear in the future Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
proposed deployment site selection. Conversely, areas not
described in the Milestone II Statement may be included at
that time depending on discoveries and design definitionsmade in full-scale engineering development.

The future site selection EIS will consider the public
response received on the Milestone II Statement. Additionally
the Air Force will hold public hearings on the future Draft
EIS for deployment site selection. All these comments and a
resultant Final EIS will be considered in deciding on any site(s)
for deployment. To hold a public hearing on potential siting
at this time, however, would be premature.

We also wish to advise that the Air Force will shortly
present two informational briefings on the MX program and its
status of development. One of these briefings is being
arranged by Mr. Stewart Johnn, manager for the Chamber of
Commerce, Ogallala, Nebraska (308)284-4066, to be held in
Ogallala, Nebraska. The other is being arranged by Mr. Paul
Metcalf, City Manager, Yuma, Colorado (303)848-2242, to be
held in Yuma, Colorado. These organizations will announce
the time and place for these briefings.

We trust this satisfactorily responds to the concerns
expressed in your letter and advises on the status of the
MX program.

Sincerely,

-CARLOS STERN, Ph.D.
Deputy for

Environment & Safety
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August 31, 1978

Deputy of the Environment and SafetyOffice of the Secretary of the Air ForceVashington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

I am writing concerning the proposed M-X Vissile site for
Northeastern Colorado and portions of Nebraska.

The proposal calls for thecomplete removal of several towns
and the destruction of thousands of acres of farm land
for laying in an underground tunnel and/or missile silos.
I will not delve into the absurdity of such a plan, but
contain my remarks to the social and economic aspects of
such an endeavor.

Yuma County. of which I am a resident, spans several thousand
acres. It is the home of thousands of people and a source of
millions of agriculturhl dollars. Several generations of
families have lived, sweated, and died in this country for
one purpose-to make this land their home and their life.
Through their dedication and determination, this area has
been transformed from the "Great American Desert" to a
tremendous, food producing area.

Yuma and the surrounding counties are consistentiy Lopproducers of wheat, corn, meat, and many other very vital
oodstuffs. The economic contribution made by these agrL-

culturists is substancial to not only Colorado but to the
nation as well. The upper layers of the soil yield their
fruitful bounty, but if we go deeper into the earth we
also find oil and gas reserves that are just beginning to
be tapped.

The installation of your-and I emphasize your, for it is not
the peoples- missile base will uproot thse hard working
people and destroy their only means of existence. You
will be transforming this country from a life producing and
life perpetuating region into a barren wasteland with the
capacity for life destroying.

I ask that you consider the tremendous impact that you
will have on the lives of these people and on those wo
depend on the food produced from this area. Is a missile
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site that destroys peoples lives (even before the "button"
is pushed) justified, just so that Generals can play the"pea under the shell" game with foreign nations? I know itis not Justified nor is it feasible. Please reconsider your
plan to implement such a potentially disastrous militarysite.

I also have two questions that have arisen through my discussions
with the residents of the areas affected by the proposal:
1) Why weren't the initial plans and proposals for location
of the missile site distributed to the people that would be
directly affected by the proposal (viz, Yuma, Colorado; Wray,
Colorado; ect.), and 2) Why was a deadline for responding
pro or con to the proposal arbitrarily set for September
5, 1978, when the residents of the area were never formally
informed of such a plan?
I will await your response on this matter and, once again,

I request that you reconsider your plan for the M-X missle
site.

Sincerely,

Tim Buchanan
Wages Route
Yuma, Colorado 80759

cc: The Honorable Floyd K. Haskell, U.S. Senate
The Honorable Gary Hart, U.S. Senate
The Honorable James Johnson, U.S. House of Representatives

V
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2WO

OME o 1 ASSISTA0T SIC11AV

September 13, 1978

Dear Mr. Buchanan:

This responds to your recent letter to the Deputy for
Environment and Safety regarding potential site selection for
deployment of the United States Air Force proposed Missile X
(MX). We appreciate hearing of your concerns and will consider
them as we continue our studies and evaluations.

We are still in the early stages of system development;
there is no X missile yet, nor are we ready to select any
location(s) to site the proposed system. Th recently
released Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), MX:
Milestone II, was prepared to assist the Department of
Defense in deciding whether the program is ready to proceed
into Full Scale Engineering Development. A positive decision
could lead to designing an MX missile, building 20 prototypes
and flight testing them at Vandenberg AFB, California.
Additionally, we expect to further define the program by
selecting one of the following basing modes for development:
vertical or horizontal shelter or buried trench.

The MX Milestone II Statement also discusses seven repre-
sentative areas in ten western states that are geotechnically
suitable for a project of this magnitude. This was done to
compare potential environmental impacts of the basing modes
being considered. Additionally, the comparative basing mode
analyses identify, for future study, alternative system designs
and deployment configurations that could mitigate impacts and
provide the least disruption of existirig land uses. It should
be noted that while any of the potential basing modes may be
deployed over large areas, they would not necessarily require
exclusive use of an area.
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If the MX goes into full-scale development, site selection

decisions for the system would be made in about two years and
only after many additional studies including another separa:e
EIS have been prepared. This next EIS would set out, in much
more detail than the Milestone II Statement, the potential
environmental impacts of each candidate deployment site. Since
the seven areas included in the Milestone II Statement are
represented as case studies, not all of them will necessarily
appear in the future Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
proposed deployment site selection. Conversely, areas not
described in the Milestone II Statement may be included at
that time depending on discoveries and design definitions
made in full-scale ehgineering development.

The future site selection EIS will consider the public
response received on the Milestone II Statement. Additionally
the Air Force will hold public hearings on the future Draft
EIS For deployment site selection. All these comments and a
resultant Final EIS will be considered in deciding on any site.

In response to your two questions:

1) The MX: Milestone II Draft Statement is an

initial analysis of a missile and its basing mode. It was

not for the purpose of analyzing deployment sites for selection.
Therefore, development decisions at Milestone II will not
directly affect the South Platte Plains area. Site selection
will be the subject of a future draft environmental impact
statement planned for release during next summer. Distributions
of Environmental Impact Statements are made directly to the
local public through thei.r state and local government agencies,
planning commissions, and libraries along with news media
announcements on their availability. Subsequent distributions
are made to individual requestors.

2) The public comment period for draft statements

is not arbitrarily set. It is determined by federal guidelines

as being 45 days from the date the draft statement is released

to the public and announced in the Federal Register. These
dates for the MX Milestone II Draft Statement were the week ofI[July 16, 1978 and July 24, 1978, respectively. Hence, the
45-day comment period was set to close on September 5, 1978.

However, 'n response to numerous requests, we extended the

comment period until September 22, 1978.
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The Air Force will shortly present three informational

briefings on the MX program and its status of development.
One of these briefings is being arranged by Mr. Stewart Johnson,
manager for the Chamber of Commerce, Ogallala, Nebraska (308)
284-4066, to be held in Ogallala, Nebraska. A second briefing
is being arranged by Mr. Paul Metcalf, City Manager, Yuma,
Colorado (303)848-2242, to be held in Yuma, Colorado. The
third briefing will be held in Goodland, Kansas and is being
arranged by Mr. Jack Huback, City Manager of Goodland, Kansas
(913)899-2372. These organizations will announce the time
and place for these briefings.

We trust this satisfactorily responds'to the concerns
expressed in your letter and advises on the status of the
MX program.

Sincerely,

CARLOS STERN, Ph.D.
Deputy for

Environment & Safety
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MarilynFowler for Congress
2118 Avenue"A" Kearney, Nebraska 68847 Telephone (308) 234.5521

August 29, 1978

Dr. Carlos Stern
The Deputy of Environment and Safety
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/MIQ)
Washington D.C. 20330

Dear Dr. Stern,

As the Democratic Candidate for Congress in Nebraska's ThirdCongressional District, I am writing you to express my concern
about the proposed South Platte Plains MX Missile sites inwestern Nebraska.

I have recently returned from a campaign swing through approximately
fifteen counties in the area being suggested as a possible missile
site. I have found that landowners, farmers, ranchers, in the area
are quite concerned abouth the issues of land rights, economics,
electrical energy use, and water issues.

These individuals are quite upset, about the lack of information
concerning the proposed missile sites that have been forth coming
from the Department of the Air Force. We would like to know whyonly two Environmental Impact Statements were sent into an area
that is approximately 5,000 square miles. Certainly the county and
city officials in those affected areas should have received the
statement.

Last Thursday, August 24, 1978, I attended a public meeting held in
Benkelman, Nebraska concerning the MX Nuclear Missile Program.
-Some 50-60 concerned citizenq from four or five counties gathered
together to ask questions about the proposed program and to express
their fears about the development of the missile.

I most definitely feel that it is incumbent upon the Air Force to
extend for at least thirty days the date by which comments can be
received by the Air Force. I also feel that the Air Force should hold
public hearings in at least two or three communities in western
Nebraska.

Sincerely,

ir~yn Fowler

Paid for by The Marilyn Fowler For contrst committe,. Or Pereorman, Treaurer
A copy ot our report Is filed wit the Federi Elecion Commission sod Is avalible for purcehse fro the Fedeail Election Commission. Wshinogton,. DC. 20443.

E- - (C) 302
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 230

OeFFIC Of mI| AsstsAh Se¢1Amc y

September 13, 1978

Dear Ms. Fowler:

This responds to your recent letter to the Deputy for
Environment and Safety regarding potential site selection for
deployment of the United States Air Force proposed Missile X
(MX). We appreciate hearing of your concerns and will consider
them as we continue our studies and evaluations.

We are still in the early stages of system development;
there is no MX missile yet, nor are we ready to select any
location(s) to site the proposed system. The recently
released Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), MX:
Milestone II, was prepared to assist the Department of
Defense in deciding whether the program is ready to proceed
into Full Scale Engineering Development. A positive decision
could lead to designing an MX missile, building 20 prototypes
and flight testing them at Vandenberg AFB, California.
Additionally, we expect to further define the program by
selecting one of the following basing modes for development:vertical or horizontal shelter or buried trench.

The MX Milestone II Statement also discusses seven repre-
sentative areas in ten western states that are geotechnically
suitable for a project of this magnitude. This was done to
compare potential environmental impacts of the basing modes
being considered. Additionally, the comparative basing mode
analyses identify, for future study, alternative system designs
and deployment configurations that could mitigate impacts and
provide the least disruption of existing land uses. It should
be noted that while any of the poten*ial basing modes may be
deployed over large areas, they would not necessarily require
exclusive use of an area.
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If the MX goes into full-scale development, site selection

decisions for the system would be made in about two years and
only after many additional studies including another separate
EIS have been prepared. This next EIS would set out, in much
more detail than the Milestone II Statement, the potential
environmental impacts of each candidate deployment site. Since
the seven areas included in the Milestone II Statement are
represented as case studies, not all of them will necessarily
appear in the future Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
proposed deployment site selection. Conversely, areas not
described in the Milestone II Statement may be included at
that time depending on discoveries and design definitions
made in full-scale engineering development.

The future site selection EIS will consider the public
response received on the Milestone II Statement. Additionally
the Air Force will hold public hearings on the future Draft
EIS for deployment site selection. All these comments and a
resultant Final EIS will be considered in deciding on any site(s)
for deployment. To hold a public hearing on potential siting
at this time, however, would be premature.

The Air Force will shortly present two informational
briefings on the MX program and its status of development.
One of these briefings is being arranged by Mr. Stewart Johnson,
manager for the Chamber of Commerce, Ogallala, Nebraska (308)
284-4066, to be held in Ogallala, Nebraska. The other is
being arranged by Mr. Paul Metcalf, City Manager, Yuma, Colorado
(303)848-2242, to be held in Yuma, Colorado. These organizations
will announce the time and place for these briefings.

Approximately 60 copies of the MX: Milestone II Draft
Statement have been distributed to local governments, planning
commissions, libraries, and individuals int Nebraska. In
response to numerous requests, the comment period for them
has been extended until September 22, 1978.

We trust this satisfactorily responds to the concerns
ekpressed in your letter and advises on the status of the
I X program.

Sincerely,

CARLOS STERN, Ph.D.
Deputy for

Environment & Safety
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-1 The current and proposed strategic arms limitation agreements
with the Coviet Union limit the total number of strategic
nuclear weapon delivery vehicles, i.e., ICBMs, bombers, etc.,
which each country can have. If the Air Force deploys MX and
if the SALT provisions in effect then require it, the United
States would decommission older, ICBMs to comply with SALT.

5-2 The MX deployment area EIS will address these issues if the
South Platte Plains arga remains a potential area for deployment.

5-3 Volume IV presents an option for using the existing Minuteman XII
missile in a MAP basing mode in the northern United States. The
MAP basing is required to maintain acceptable survivability of
our land-based ICBM force. The option represents a less costly
approach than that outlined in this letter, since it avoids the
research and development costs which would be associated with
upgrading the Minuteman III. It should be noted, however, that
the cost of the MAP basi.ng facilities for MM III would be larger
than those for MX because a higher number of aimpoints are re-
quired to achieve the same level of survivability. Volume IV
also outlines the environmental impacts associated with MAP basing
of the Minuteman III in the northern United States. The analysis
shows that the environmental impacts of this option are generally
comparable to those associated with the MX-MAP system.

5-4 Since the early 1960s and more specifically, in the initial
conceptual studies of the MX system, a wide variety of "water
protected" options were studied by the Air Force. From these
conceptual studies the slope-sided and vertical-walled pools
were carried forward into the concept validation phase. Such
concepts as "remote lake" and "off-shore" basing were shown to
be either vulnerable to barrage attacks, technically less fea-
sible, or not as cost-effective as the options carried into
concept validation. The slope-sided pool option is analyzed
in this FEIS as one of the four candidate basing modes.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

COMMENT

NO. RESPONSE

5-5 The MX missile utilizes solid propellant in the booster stages
and a smaJl amouxit of liquid type propellant in the post boost
vehicle. Redundant protective equipment and procedures are
being incorporated t3 prevent danger of an incident.

5-6 The accident referred to involves a liquid-fueled Titan missile
during a fuel transfer. This accident is being thoroughly in-
vestigated by a board of experts, whose specific findings are
not yet available. Minuteman missiles and the proposed MX use
solid propellants in their main stages, and do not present simi-
lar hazards.

[Relatively small quantities of liquid propellants are carried
in hermetically sealed containers in the fourth stages of
Minuteman, and would be similarly carried in MX. However,
liquid fuel transfers do not occur at the missile sites, but
only under controlled conditions at the factory.

No similar accidents have occurred with Minuteman, 1000 of
which are currently deployed, nor have their propellants, solid
or liquid, resulted in contamination of crops. The possibility
of crop contamination by MX propellants is therefore extremely
remote.

5-7 The total cost of the MX system is estimated at 20 to 30 billion
dollars. This includes development, deployment and operation
and maintenance for 10 years. The cost to operate and main-
tain the system for 10 years is about 15 percent of the total,
or 3 to 4 billion dollars. Land-based ICBMs are by far the
least expensive of this nation's strategic forces to operate
and maintain.

5-8 The Department of Defense's mission is to establish and main-
tain peace. The U.S. government has numerous programs which
further the cause of world peace. The Air Force consider that
its mission is to assist in the national peace keeping effort.
The exact cost of all the governments' programs to promote
world peace cannot be accurately defined.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-9 The exact location of siting areas of the MX system is not
known at this time. Site selection will occur in approximately
1980 and will be accompanied by a separate EIS.

5-10 Refers to Common Concerns response #1.

5-11 Refers to Common Concerns response #2.

5-12 The multiple aimpoint basing system is a response to the pro-
jected Soviet threat. It is intended to make it unprofitable
for the USSR to attack our ICBMs, therefore it reduces, not
increases, the possibility of a Soviet attack.

5-13 MX is not intended to be a first strike weapon. Furthermore,
we do not plan to deploy MX in large enough numbers so that
it could be perceived a first strike disarming threat.

5-14 During the history of development, test and deployment
of the ICBM forces, there has not been a radioactive spill.
The Air Force has instituted redundant procedures and pre-
cautions to prevent incidents.

5-15 The Final EIS respond5 to these comments to the extent re-
quired for the purpose of comparing alternate basing modes.
More definitive impacts on specific towns, and precise cost
benefit analyses will be given in subsequent studies related
to selecting a site or sites for final deployment.

5-16 Please refer to the Final EIS, Volume I.

5-17 Public briefings were conducted in Colorado, Nebraska, and
Kansas on 19-21 September 78 in response to large-scale public
interest in those areas. Additional public briefings are
under consideration.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

CCMMF.NT
NO. RESPONSE

5-18 The value of lost agricultural output, including wheat pro-
duction, was one of the key variables within "Economic Issues"
area of concern in this EIS. This value was related to both
overall regional output and to national output to determine
the relative impact potential. Within the Economic Issues
most of the sample site areas scored large relative impact
potentials.

Studies now underway will consider potential agricultural
losses in developing the information required for the deploy-
ment area selection EIS, wherein the siting decision is
involved. In contrast, the present study was aimed at basing
mode selection, using sample siting areas to illustrate the
impacts of alternative modes.

5-19 Existing plans call for a site selection decision in about
two years. A final environmental statement will be prepared,
and public hearings held, in areas under consideration prior
to this decision.

5-20 The U.S. policy of strategic deterrence is embodied in the
Triad. It is within this context that the Air Force proposes
to develop the MX weapon system. MX will increase the ef-
fectiveness of the land based ICBMs and thereby, strengthen
the U.S. ability to deter nuclear war.

5-21 The map which you saw shows one of many areas in the western
United States where the MX system could be built. The size
of the system has not been decided. If MX were built in. your
area, it could require more or less land than was shown. A
site may be chosen in about two years, and the chosen site
will have to be approved by Congress. Before a choice is
made, another EIS will be published and sent to people in the

- .states still under consideration. The extent to which farmers
and other people would have to move will be better known in
the future.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-22 Any answer to this question would be purely speculative
because the United States has no real knowledge of Soviet
targeting policy strategy. In respect to the possibility
of targeting any MX deployment area, the Air Force holds
that the uncertainty caused by the multiple aiming point
concept would make missile silos an unprofitable target.

5-23 The purpose of MX is not to build more weapons; it is intended

to insure the survival of an adequate retaliatory force thus
providing a credible deterrent to a potential enemy attack.

5-24 The South Platte Plains is only one of seven areas chosen to
study the relative impacts of MX basing modes. The other
six BMCAs involve several other states. These BMCAs have,
neither greater or lesser probability of being selected, than
any of the other "geotechnically suitable" areas within the
contiguous United States.

No state has officially axpressed interest in having MX located
within its boundaries. However, private citizens have done so.

5-25 The Final EIS has been revised. It corrects inaccuracies,
provides updated information, and incorporates public comments.
The law requires that the Final EIS be a part of the decision-
making process.

5-26 We are still in the early stages of system development; there
is no MX missile yet, nor are we ready to select any loca-
tion(s) to site the proposed system. The Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), MX: Milestone II, was prepared to assist the
Department of Defense in deciding whether the program is ready
to proceed into Full-Scale Engineering Development. A positive
decision could lead to designing an MX missile, building 20
prototypes,and flight testing them at Vandenberg AFB, California.
Additionally, we expect to further define the program by sel-
ecting one of the following basing modes for development:
vertical or horizontal shelter or buried trench.

(cont.)
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~RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

COMMENT
siO. RESPONSE

5-26 The MX Milestone II Statement also discusses seven repre-
sentative areas in ten western states that are geotechnically
suitable for a project of this magnitude. This was done to

compare potential environmental impacts of the basing modes
being considered. Additionally, the comparative basing mode
analyses identify, for future study, alternative system de-
signs and deployment configurations that could mitigate im-
pacts and provide the least disruption of existing land uses.

It should be noted that while any of the potential basing
modes may be deployed over large areas, they would not neces-
sarily require exclusive use of an area.

If the MX goes into full-scale development, site selection de-
cisions for the system would be made in about two years and
only after many additional studies including another separate
EIS have been prepared. This next EIS would set out, in much
more detail than the Milestone II Statement, the potential
environmental impacts of each candidate deployment site.
Since the seven areas included in the Milestone II Statement
are represented as case studies, not all of them will neces-
sarily appear in the future Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment for proposed deployment site selection. Conversely,
areas not described in the Milestone II Statement may be in-
cluded at that time depending on discoveries and design defi-
nitions made in Full-Scale Engineering Development.

The future deployment area selection EIS will consider the
public response received on the Milestone II Statement. Ad-
ditionally the Air Force will hold public hearings on the

[future Draft EIS for deployment site selection.

5-27 The MX system design will not increase the radioactivity of
the deployment sites. Therefore, the deployment area will be
useable both during (under point security options) and im-
mediately after system operation. Please see 5-57 for ad-
ditional information.

5-28 Under the area security option,the Air Force would acquire all
the land within the deployment area. This is estimated to be
in the range of roughly 4,000 - 6,000 square miles (with nominal

(cont.)
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-28 spacing). Under the point security option, the Air Force
would acquire only that area required for siting the actual
aimpoints and roads. This is estimated to be approximately
110 - 290 square miles. The Air Force would additionally,
obtain easements on certain uses (e.g., construction of hAbi-
table structures) on approximately an additional 4,000 - 5,000
square mile area under the point security option. Agriculture
could continue within the 4,000 - 5,000 square mii3 easement
zones but would not be able to occur in the land occupied by
aimpoints and roads. The next EIS which will support a de-
cision concerning deployment area will address the specific
impacts on towns in the chosen deployment area.

The deployment site selection is planned to occur in 1980. As
previously mentioned, a separate EIS will be prepared to support
this decision. Land which will be used for MX facilities will
have to be vacated prior to the project deployment.

5-29 Your concerns about condemnation of land and disruption of
livelihoods as well as the relocation of people are indeed
serious ones. If it were to become necessary to consider re-
location of farmers, those plans, impacts, and mitigations
would be outlined in the deployment area selection and the
production/deployment Environmental Impact Statements (EIS).
The latter two documents are planned to be filed in about 1980
and 1983, respectively. Those future EISs will be available
for public review. Additionally, public hearing will be held
to afford people ample opportunities to participate in the en-
vironmental analysis process and to have their personal views
brought to the attention of decisionmakers before action is
taken.

5-30 The Air Force does everything possible to provide for national
defense at the least cost. In fact, our present missile force,
which was first installed in the early 1960s, has been under
continuous modification and upgrade to take maximum advantage
of earlier investments. However, we have reached the point
where additional upgrade to existing systems is not economical
and would not assure their continued effectiveness against the

Soviet threat. We must, therefore, propose new investment at
this time to protect the nation.
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COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-31 Siting in areas of low population density is being considered
in order to minimize safety and security considerations.

5-32 Whether or not older missiles would have to be replaced will
have to be evaluated before a decision is made to deploy a new
missile.

5-33 If it is decided that MX is to proceed into Full-Scale Engineer-
ing Development, and the decision includes a determination re-
garding the vertical shelter basing mode, the Air Force will
implement this program.

The Air Force has made no decision favoring a particular basing
mode, but the vertical shelter with point security is a pos-
sible choice which would minimize the amount of land required
for the project. Studies continue and a decision could be made
in late 1978 or early 1979.

5-34 The actual selection of aimpoint locations will be the result
of several important considerations. One of these considera-
tions will be to avoid, to the maximum extent possible, areas
of cultural or historic value. Therefore, consideration will
be given to avoiding areas such as cemeteries in the siting
of aimpoints.

5-35 Under all basing modes only a small percentage of the total
land area will be disturbed.

5.36 Any answer to this question would be purely speculative because
the United States has no real knowledge of Soviet targeting
policy strategy. In respect to the -possibility of targeting
any MX deployment area, the Air Force holds that the uncertainty
caused by the multiple aimpoint concept would make missile silos
an unprofitable target.

5-37 Missile designs will stress reliability and safety to preclude

accidents.
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COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-38 The advantages and disadvantages of government versus pri-
vately owned land acquisition are being examined.

5-39 A final Environmental Impact Statement which addresses all of
your concerns will be forwarded for your review.

5-40 Please see response to 5-26.

5-41 The concept of keeping nuclear warheads in constant motion
through tunnels and over roadways, indefinitely, is not planned
in any of the alternative modes being considered for MX multi-
ple aimpoint basing. Movements that will be required for
initial installation of missiles in the protective structures,
and subsequent relocations, from time to time,will be governed
by stringent safety'procedures developed to reduce the prob-
ability of any accidents. Facilities, equipment, and missile
components will incorporate nuclear safety features to reduce
the danger of "nuclear spill" if an accident did occur. Speci-
fic safety interlocks, which must be closed before a warhead
is armed, would be employed. No specific numerical probability
can be given.

5-42 A public hearing on the MX Milestone II EIS was held in Lompoc,
California, on August 30, 1978. A copy of the transcript is
included in this volume. Additionally, please refer to re-

sponse 5-26.

5-43 The MX multiple aimpoint system does not require constant mis-
sle movement as a result of a concerted effort to minimize
energy requirements. This will continue to be a major con-
sideration as the design evolves.

5-44 The concepts being considered involve placing a missile in cae
of many concrete shelters so that an enemy would not know which
shelter contains a missile. The missile would be moved to
another shelter only, as necessary, to prevent its location froni

(cont.)
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COMMENT
NO. RESPONSE

5-44 being discovered. The shelters will be sufficiently hard so
that they must be individually attacked to be destroyed. The
trench concept, if the selected basing mode, will be designed
so that the section containing a missile will not collapse
unless it Is directly attacked. The design of the various
aimpoint structures is such that an enemy would have to attack
each aimpoint in order to have a reasonable chance of destroy-
ing the aimpoints.

5-45 The exact location of siting areas of the MX system is not
known at this time. Site selection could occur in approximately
1980, and will be preceded by a separate EIS.

5-46 The purpose of MX is not to build more weapons; it is intended

to insure the survival of an adequate retaliatory force thus
providing a credible deterrent to potential enemy attack.
Manufacturing techniques will insure that production byproducts
will not contaminate the environment.

5-47 Agricultural production is a key variable within the "Economic
Issues" area of concern. The enhanced yields from irrigated
agriculture, the livestock produced, and other agriculture out-
put were reflected in the computations. Large impacts are in-
dicated for Economic Issues in the South Platte area if area
security is chosen. The study was done to assist in the
selection of a basing mode. Selecting a site is a later issue
and siting studies now underway will continue to consider ag-
ricultural production impacts as a key issue.

5-48 The importance of agriculture in the South Platte enters into
the assessment under Economic Issues. For the South Platte
Plains area, very large impact potentials were indicated. Ag-
riculture is a basic industry, with its importance carried for-
ward into virtually all other sectors of the economy.

5-49 Volume IV, Section 1.2.3.7.11 states that housing occupancy is
generally lower than the state averages. In 1970, the occupancy

(cont.)
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5-49 rates in the South Platte BMCA counties were generally lower
than those of the states of Colorado, Nebraska, and Kansas.
Since 1970, the last date for which comprehensive housing
statistics are available, occupancy rates have increased.
More up-to-date information will be used in future site selec-
tion studies.

5-50 The results of analyses for basing mode evaluation are pre-
sented in Volume IV, Section 3 of the FEIS. For additional
information, refer to Section 3.2.

5-51 The South Platte counties are within groundwater control dis-
tricts of Eastern Colorado. As a xesult of pumping regulations,
the water table has not dropped rapidly in recent years. Proper
management includes such efforts as increasing irrigation ef-
ficiency so that less water is lost through evaporation. It
is not likely that the existing irrigation wells would be shut
off. If the South Platte area proves to be a viable alterna-
tive, more detailed studies will be conducted on the full ef-
fects of the project on existing water users.

5-52 During the history of development, test and deployment of the
ICBM forces, there has not been a radioactive spill. The Air
Force has instituted redundant procedures and precautions to
prevent incidents.

5-53 Oil and gas resource data are somewhat generalized. The level
of detail is sufficient for the purposes of this EIS. Should
the South Platte Plain area be selected for further study, a
more detailed examination will be made and evaluated in the
deployment area selection EIS.

5-54 The present criteria calls for the exclusion of major rail lines
and highways.
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5-55 Climatic conditions have been and will continue to be considered
in MX planning.

5-56 The $15 to $20 billion cited in the study are in fiscal year
(FY) 1976 dollars. The $40 billion cost is expressed in inflated
dollars. Please refer to general comment #2 for additional
information.

5-57 If MX were deployed in the region of the South Platte Plains
BMCA, agriculture or farming interests might or might not be
displaced, depending upon whether area or point security was
selected. For the purposes of your hypothetical question,
however, the following procedures would apply if the Air Force
determined that the land was no longer required. Under exist-
ing law, when the Air Force decides that it does not need cer-
tain land which it owns, it declares the property "surplus".
This occurs, for example, whenever an Air Force base closes.
Surplus government lands are first made available to other
Federal agencies, then to state and local governments. If
no public body wants to use them they are made available for
disposal. The General Services Administration (GSA) dis-
poses of surplus government land by competitive sale. The
land is not returned to prior owners, nor do they have any
priority to purchase it. The land would be sold to the high-
est bidder.

5-58 The Air Force is not selecting a deployment site for the pro-
posed missile, but rather is choosing a basing mode or concept
to test in the next few years. When the Air Force does select
an operational location for the missile, it will again prepare
an Environmental Impact Statement to answer questions like
those you raise in your letter. The Smokey Hill Gunnery Range,
near Salina, lies in a geotechnically unsuitable- region.

The purpose of a Draft EIS is to encourage comments from the
public about a proposed action. The MX Draft EIS contained
the Air Forces' evaluation of the points of view expected

(cont.)
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5-58 from public and private groups. As a result of the wide cir-

culation of the Draft EIS to state and areawide clearing-

houses, state governors, members of the congressional delega-

tions of 22 states and more than 500 citizens and other organi-
zations, points of view other than those postulated were sub-
mitted to the Air Force from those who received the Draft EIS.
These comments have been incorporated into this Final EIS and
will, consequently, be zonsidered by the decisionmakers.

5-59 The current and proposed strategic arms limitation agreements

with the Soviet Union limit the total number of strategic nuclear
weapon delivery vehicles, i.e., ICBMs, bombers, etc., which a

country can have. If the Air Force deploys MX and if the

SALT provisions in effect then require it, the United States
would decommission older ICBMS to comply with SALT.

5-60 Future studies will document how requirements for electrical

energy will be met.. This was not practical for this report

since the BMCAs are h~pothetical deployment areas rather
than, actual deployment areas. However, our preliminary

analysis indicates that six of the seven BMCAs have projected

surpluses in 1986. Based on this analysis we project that

ample power may be available to the project on a regional basis.

(See Volume IV, pages 184-185).

5-61 The program to develop a survivable ICBM system included exami-

nation of a broad range of options, inclading both unprotected and
protected options. It is, by no means, a foregone conclusion that

vertical shelters would necessarily be "more protective and

less expensive than other options." We are continuing to study

the candidate basing modes.

5-62 The Air Force is aware of and sensitive to these concerns.

They have been addressed in the HAVE HOST environmental

assessment, in the MX: Buricd Trench Construction and

Test Project FEIS, and in this FEIS, and will be considered

in all future MX-related studies that can potentially impact
desert environments.
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5-63 Expanding the number of Minuteman Missiles in or around estab-
lished bases does little to redress expected vulnerabilities

as Soviet warhead numbers and accuracies increase. The relative
cost effectiveness of several alternatives, including modifying
Minuteman III ICBMs for use in Multiple Aimpoint Basing modes,
has been examined in detail. Estimated costs for Minuteman
are significantly greater than those for MX if the number of
surviving warheads is to be equivalent to that of the current
ICBM force. Minuteman only becomes cost competitive at a
much lower number of surviving uarheads.

The MX system is designed to account for both the existing and

the projected Soviet threat. As such, it will have a higher
L survivability than the existing Minuteman system.

The Deployment Area Environmental Impact Statements and public
hearings on site selection and proposed deployment will assess
the attitudes of communities in the proximity of potential
MX bases.

5-64 Regardless of the basing mode selected, an airborne launch
capability is envisioned to be the most cost effective command
oand control system. The proposed MX system will be designed
to be compatible with the Minuteman Air Lauch Control System
(ALCS) as well as have the capability to be operationally
launched by its own dedicated Air Launch Control Centers
(ALCC). These ALCCs would cover whatever area of deploymenti ithat may be eventually chosen. This does not pose difficult
operational problems.

5-65 Deployment of new SovieL missiles is projected to seriously
threaten Minuteman survivability and retaliatory capability.
'Therefore, serious consideration is being given to the develop-
ment of the MX missile in a more survivable MAP basing mode.
MX is planned to have significantly more re-entry vehicles
than Minuteman. Therefore, fewer MX missiles would be required
to provide a given level of capability.
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5-66 Development of a MAP ICBM is required to maintain the viability
of the Triad concept with its balance of complementary forces.The suggested approach would result in a continued degradation
of the retaliatory capability of our ICBM force, eventually
negating its role in the strategic Triad.

5-67 This study was undertaken to help decisionmakers evaluate
alternate basing modes. Before a site selection decision
is made, another Environmental Impact Statement will be
prepared and circulated for public comment. Only after a
general site selection decision has been made will the Air
Force gather specific legal descriptions of the public and
private lands involved.

Pe
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COMMON CONCERNS

In addition to the letters provided herein, the Air Force received
approximately 600 letters which asked similar questions or made similar
comments. These comments are summarized below followed by the Air Force
responses. The names of the people who signed these letters are then
listed. These letters are being retained on file.

1. Opposition to siting in South Platte Plains area expressed as
a general comment or with specific reference to impact on
private land ownership, impact on homesteads, impact on the
very productive agricultural lands, impact on food production.
Suggestion that areas other than the South Platte Plains
be selected for siting. Specific reference was commonly
made to other areas with lower population density and less
agr-±culturally productive areas. Concern expressed on impact
of program on the natural resources of the area. Specific re-
sources mentioned include water, oil reserves, air quality, and
wildlife. Questions raised on where would relocated people be
moved, what will happen to the farmers, their homes and personal
investments? What happens to local businesses that support
farm needs? Associated questions raised issue of reduced
use or disruption of community infrastructure such as schools
and churches.

2. Opposition to the MX program and nuclear weapons in general. Cost
of the program was frequently mentioned as the reason for
opposition.

3. Concern expressed on becoming a target area in the event of a war.

RESPONSES TO COMMON CONCERNS

1. Many potential candidate MX sites have been identified, but further

screening must be done to reduce those to "real candidates." The conterminous
United States has been screened to determine those areas where it would be
suitable to deploy MX. These areas are now being examined to assess the
potential impacts of siting on people, towns, agriculture, water, wildlife,
and related environmental concerns. A deployment area selection EIS will
be prepared within the next two years.

This EIS supports the Milestone II decision, and it includes the
selection of one or more basing modes. The potential environmental
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impacts of the candidate basing mode were evaluated. Candidate sites
have not yet been selected. The Air Force did, however, define as
Basing Mode Comparison Areas some sections of the U.S. which are geo-
technically suitable for MAP basing. (See Volume IV.)

The areas identified as BMCAs have neither greater nor lesser pro-
bability of being selected than any of the other "geotechnically suitable"
areas identified during the preliminary screening. The BMCA analysis is
designed to help decisionmakers understand the environmental implications
of each basing mode. Minimizing environmental impacts is one of the goals
of the decisionnakers. Other goals are to provide a reliable system and

to minimize costs.

As part of the basing mode comparative analysis,mitigative measures
were identified. These measures will be studied in greater depth as part
of the siting and deployment effort and others will be developed and
evaluated. If the MX goes into full-scale engineering development, site
selection decisions for the system could be made in about two years, but
only after many additional studies, including another separate Deployment
Area Selection EIS,have been preprared. This EIS would set out, in much

more detail than does the Milestone II EIS, the potential environmental
impacts of each candidate site. Since the seven areas included in the
Milestone II EIS are represented as case studies, not all of them will
necessarily appear in the future Draft Deployment Area Selection EIS,
nor will the boundaries of those that are considered bo the same as shown
in the EIS. Conversely, areas not described in the Milestone II EIS may
be included depending on the results of full-scale engineering development
activities.

The Air Force has studied and will continue to study agricultural pro-
duction and population density in the South Platte Plains area. With respect
to farmlands, the Air Force adheres to the following White House guidance:

"Efforts should be made to assure that such farmlands are
not irreversibly converted to other uses unless other
national interests override the importance of preserva-
tion or otherwise outweigh the environmental benefits
derived from their protection. These benefits stem from
the capacity of such farmland to produce relatively more
food with less erosion and with lower demands for ferti-
lizer, energy, and other resources. In addition, the pre-.
servation of farmland in general provides the benefits of
open space, protection of scenery, wildlife habitat and, in
some cases, recreation opportunities and controls on urban
sprawl."

Of course, similar attention,-in this context, will also be given to other areas
of the United States if a decision is made to deploy the MX missile system.
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The deployment area selection EIS will consider the comments
received in response to the Milestone 11 Statement. Additionally, the
Air Force will hold public hearings on the deployment area selection EIS.
Siting comments and a resultant Final EIS will be considered in deciding
on any site(s) for deployment.

2. The Air Force has carefully considered the projected threat to
the survivability of our land based ICBMs and the potential impacts
that vulnerability could have on the military balance, world stability
and our national security. It has been concluded there is a valid
requirement to preserve the unique and essential contributions that ICBMs
make to the Triad concept, preservation of peace and deterrence
of global conflict. Of all the alternatives which have been examined,
deployment of MX in a multiple aimpoint basing mode was judged to be
the best alternative to fullfill national policy and defense objectives.

Making national defense decisions of the magnitude of MX is not
done in isolation by the Air Force. It is a very complex process involving

many other participants such as the Department of Defense, the Congress,
the President and the American people. Many technical, political, economic,
and environmental factors must be considered; therefore, it is quite
natural that many divergent views are voiced on what our defense needs are
and the best way to satisfy those needs. The total picture including the
Air Force proposed action, alternatives and opposing views, will be con-
sidered by our elected representatives and leaders before a decision is
made on whether or not MX should proceed into the next stage of develop-
ment.

met.Some have expressed their opposition to the MX program because of

its high cost. In absolute terms any multi-billion dollar program such
as MX has to be regarded as expensive. Despite concentrated efforts
over the past few years, there are no cheap solutions which adequately
satisfy the requirement for a survivable land based ICBM force. The current
MM silos have been modified to their practival limit, and a new system
is needed to supplement or replace aging ICBMs originally deployed in the
1960s. The modernized force is required to respond to -the increased threat

Iprojected for the near future.
Estimated budgets for MX are discussed in Volume I, page 1-55, para-

graph 2.3.4. These costs are not limited to just one or two years, but
occur over the life of the system. The proposed solution is as low, or
lower in cost than other alternatives considered.

MX is a more capable system that is more survivable than Minuteman

against a given threat level, yet the MX life cycle cost is projected to be
less (in terms of equal buying-power) than that of Minuteman which has been
widely acknowledged as being one of the most cost-effective weapon systems
ever developed.

V1. 5
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3. U.S. policy is not to start wars, but to prevent them. MX and q

potential adversary to attack the United States. Prevention of a nuclear

war requires certain knowledge by a potential enemy that he will be
subject to devestating retaliation, even if he strikes first, and the U.S.

absorbs his attack. The ICBM force is presently a strong deterrent to
nuclear war. However, its deterrent value is decreasing as the result
of Soviet deployment of new missiles capable of destroying our !CBMs
in their hardened silos. MX, in the multiple aimpoint mode, is designed to
maintain a high level of deterrence, so that all potential adversaries will
recognize the futility of launching even one weapon against the U.S.

Pe
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NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS WITH

COMMON CONCERNS

Betty L. Aagesen Mr. John Allen
Yuma, CO Bluffs, IL

Mr. & Mrs. Don Aagesen Mr. Thomas Allen
Yuma, CO Bluffs, IL

Mrs. Gertrude Aagesen Zella W. Allen
Yuma, CO Denver, CO

Mr. Roger Abell Mrs. Harry Altergott
Grinnell, KS Yuma, CO

Erv & Linda Abold Alice Anderson

Dighton, KS Greenley, CO

R.O. Adams Nellie V. Anderson
Jacksonville, IL Sidney, NE

Mrs. Boyd Adkinson Mr. & Mrs. Archie Andrews
Benkelman, NE Yuma, CO

W.C. Aellig Georgia Andrews
Yuma, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. Harold Ahlschwede Mrs. Marvin Andrijeski
Burley, NE McCook, NE

Mrs. Harold Ahlschwede Mrs. Barbara A. Antholz
Burley, NZ McDonald, NE

Mr. Ronald H. Ahlschwede Herman F. Antholz
Burley, NE McDonald, KS

Kim Albertson Tina Antholz
Burlington, CO McDonald, KS

G.M. Allen Mr. & Mrs. Louis Avgensen
Bluffs, IL Grinnell, KS
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Stephanie B Bob & Elma Lee Bearley
Weskan, KS Atwood, KS

Mrs. Frances E. Baalman Adeline Bechard
Grinnell, KS Grinnell, KS

Mr. & Mrs. Ross Babson Helen Beck
Yuma, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. Jack Babst Mr. Elmez Beebe
Winona, KS Portland, OR

Ray & Maxine Balderson Lisa Beechley
Benkelman, NE Burlington, CO

Mrs. L.I. Baldwin Mrs. Margaret Beethe
Broomfield, CO Yuma, CO

Mr. Ray Baldwin J. Behrends
Benkelman, NE Grant, NE

Mrs. Tom Ballard Gwyn M. Behrendsen
Benkelman, NE Otis, CO

Mrs. Dale Bamesberger Mr. & Mrs. Glen Benedict
Indianola, NE Yuma, CO

Mrs. Mildred P. Baney Ann L. Benge
Benkelman, NE Benkelman, NE

Kerry Barberage Boyd T. Benge
Burlington, CO Benkelman, NE

Mr. & Mrs. Walt Barenberg Mrs. Boyd Benge
Benkelman, NE Benkelman, NE

Mr. Doug Barnhart Merlyn Beougher
Burlington, CO Gove, KS

Jacquetta M. Barr Mrs. Manire Berens
Wray, CO Atwood, KS

L.L. Bauer Mr. Philip R. Berndt
Lodgepole, NE Monument, KS

Mr. Walt Baunberg Mabel M. Berndt
Benkelman, NE Monument, KS

Mrs. Vicki Beard Estyl Berry
Champion, NE Dalton, NE
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Mr. Victor Berry Mr. Ernest Bressler

Monument, KS Bird City, KS

Laurie Billington Malinda Briscoe

Burlington, CO Yuma, CO

hns. Mary Bilsing Elouise Britton

oilbertson, NE Winona, KS

Bonnie E. Blach Mr. & Mrs. Audrie Brown

Denver, CO Wray, CO

Mr. Edwin Boehmer Mrs. Gladys L. Brown

Lodgepole, NE Acklacknee, GA

Mr. Lance Bohall Penny Brown

Wry, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. & Mrs,. Ross Bohm Micky & Gwen Brunkhorst

4 Yuma, CO Wauneta, NE

Miss Karen Bolt Marlene E. Brunner

Goodland, KS Yuma, CO

Mr. Ken C. Bonetti Helen L. Bucy
Ft. Collins, CO Lafayette, CO

Susan M. Borcher Carrie Buethe

Burley, NE Yuma, CO

Lana Bowker Laura Bundy

Burlington, CO Brewster, KS

Glennis Boyd Delphia Burr
OaleyS oydFlagler, CO
Oakley, KS

Lyle Boyd Kelly 0. Burr

Oakley, KS Flagler, CO

Maureen E. Boyd Mrs. Otis Burris

Louisville, KY Grinnell, KS

Mr. Steve Boyd Mr. & Mrs. Delbert Bussell

Burlington, CO Imperial, NE

v Mr. Jim Boyer
Scott city, KS

Shirley K. Brandner
Yuma, CO

v
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Mr. Gregory Alan Cahoj Karen Charles
Rawlins County, KS Weskan, KS

Mr. Richard W. Cameron Linda Charles
Stratton, NE Weskan, KS

Jane Camp Marilyn Charles
Roadhouse, IL Weskan, KS

Margaret Camp Mrs. Charles Chrismer
Goodland, KS Yuma, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Frank Campbell Dorothy Chrismer
Culbertson, NE Denver, CO

Margurite Campbell Sylvia Church
Grinnell, KS Otis, CO

Mr. Gilbert Cardna Allina & J. N. Clark
Otis, CO Kirk, CO

Pam Carlin Mr. Daniel Clinchard
Burlington, CO Lincoln, NE

Mr. Raymond V. Carlson Ruena Jo Quinn Close
McCook, NE Temple, TX

Carol Tonja Colglazier
Weskan, KS Burlington, CO

Allice Carpenter Joanie Combs
Yuma, CO Marseilles, IL

Mr. Rick Carson M. M. Cook
Burlington, CO Russell Springs, KS

Jannie Cave Darin R. Corman
Burlington, CO Otis, CO

Kathy Cech Lee Cornella
, Burlington, CO

Margie Chance Mr. James Cox
Yuma, CO Hayes, KS

Mr. Chip Chandler Patsy Cox
Burlington, CO Yuma, CO

Mrs. Sherry Chandler Mr. Brad Cramer
Brule, NE Kanorado, KS
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Frances M. Crawford
Joes, CO

Doris Cress
Barry, IL

J. D. Cunningham
Otis, CO

Nancy Cunningham
Burlington, CO

Mr. & Mrs. G. W. Cushing
Palisade, NE
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Mr. Edward Darnall J. E. Dornall
Russell Springs, KS Wallace, KS

Janet Davenbaugh Mrs. Norman Dorsch
Burlington, CO Bird City, KS

Mr. Steve Davis Irene Douglas
Boulder, CO Flagler, CO

Mrs. Don Dawes LaFaun Douglas
Goodland, KS Flagler, CO

Mr. Charles Y. Deknatel Mr. Stan DouglasLincoln, NE Flagler, CO

Thelma E. Denney Mrs. Stanley Douglas
Jacksonville, IL Flagler, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Ike Denny Carol Dowell
Benkelman, NE Yuma, CO

Mrs. Wyona DeWebster Kelly Downen
Benkelman, NE Burlington, CO

Tina Dhooge Mrs. Thelma Doyle
Burlington, CO Wray, CO

Merle Dible Mrs. A. R. Draper
Oakley, KS Sonoma, CA

Margarat M. Dickson Agnes H. Droste
Yuma, CO Stratton, CO

Mr. Kurt Ditus Mr. Raymond Drury
Burlington, CO Yuma, CO

Luann Dobler Mrs. Rose Dutton
, Winona, KS

Mr. & Mrs. M. J. Dobrovolny Diann Dvorak
Denver, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. Eugene Doddridge
Kirk, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Daryl Dohm
Grinnel, KS
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Grace Eastin
Yuma, CO

M. H. Eaton
Oakley, KS

Mr. Dan R. Ebener
Dubuque, IA

Mr. Tom Eberhart
Burlington, CO

Elizabeth Elsen
Burley, NE

Mrs. Boyd Einspahr

Thornton, CO

Brenda J. Ernest
Dalton, NE

Mr. Robert J. Ernest
Dalton, NE

Tim & Loretta Ernest
Yuma, CO
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Michelle Faimon Vickie L. Flemister
McDonald KS Yuma, CO

Mr. Richard A. Faimon Evelyn Flessner
McDonald, KS Burley, NE

LaVerne Fanning Kristi Floerke
Wauneta, NE BurlingtoA, CO

B.A. Fargo Arlene Franz
Charlesburg, IL Burlington, CO

Thelma M. Fargo Darla Franz
Chambersburg, IL Burlington, CO

Renee Farnsworth Gary D. French
Burlington, CO Benkelman, NE

Samantha Farr Leslie-Ann French
Weskan, KS Benkelman, NE

Francine Fasse Lucille E. Fry
Burlington, CO Boulder, CO

Mrs. Rex Fearneyhough Mrs. Elma Fuehring
Jacksonville, IL Benkelmen, NE

Mr. Robert Fellhoelter Ardeth Fuerst
Grinnell, KS Yuma, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Roger Felt Paul Fuerst
Imperial, NE Yuma, CO

Donna Felzien
Burlington, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Wilson Fink
Monument, KS

Betty Fix
Julia Fix
Yuma, CO

Mrs. Agnes L. Flanin
Elsie, NE

Jo E. Fleming
Bird City, KS
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C.J. Gaddis Patricia Gonzales
Grant, NE Burlington, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Roger Gailus Mr. & Mrs. Frank Gorman
Yuma, CO Yuma, CO

Mr. Lee Gallatin Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Gormley
Benkelman, NE Ginnell, KS

Marissa Garcia Bonny Gould
Burlington, CO Burlington, CO

Martha & Charles Garrett Shannon Graham
Oakley, KS Yuma, CO

Joan M. Gartin Della Gramm
Otis, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. Fred Gatlin Mr. Joseph G. Green
Atwood, KS Imperial, NE

Lynn Gaylor Mrs. M.E. Green
Burlington, CO Ludell, KS

Mr. Tom Gellenthien Mary Green
Weskan, Kansas Boulder, CO

Kelli Gerken Mrs. Erma Guehring
Yuma, CO Behkelman, NE

LuAnn Gerken N.D. Gundersen
Yuma, CO Yuma, CO

Mrs. Bill Gillespie Brian Gustin
Grainfield, KS Yuma, CO

Mrs. Albert Gilliland
Cheyenne, CO

Mr. Kenneth R. Glenn

Otis, CO

Teresa M. Goddard
Ft. Collins, CO

Mrs. Edna Geoglein

Mr. David H. Goeppinger
Bonne, IA
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Mr. Elton J. Haarberg Debra Harrison
Imperial, NE Oakley, KS

Mrs. Marvin E. Haines Lucille Hassman

Benkelman, NE Yuma, CO

Judy Hagler R. L. Hassman
Otis, CO Yuma, CO

Mr. Bruce Hall Mrs. Louisa Hatch

Dillon, CO McDonald, KS

Mrs. George W. Hall Mrs. Harry Hatfield
Yuma, CO Gilbert, CO

W. H. Halstead Mrs. Ellen Hruska
Eckley, CO Sidney, NE

Arden E. Ham Brenda Haverland
Benkelman, NE Otis, CO

Mrs. Fern Ham Tony Hein
Benkelman, NE Burlington, CO

B. L. Hamilton Ms. D. Heier
Otis, CO Monument, KS

Ana Hamrick Mr. Todd Heinz
Yuma, CO Burlington, CO

Brenda Hamberger Mr. & Mrs. Ronald L. Hejny
Burlington, CO Stratton, NE

Lori Hansen J. J. Hendricks
Weskan, KS. Burlington, CO

Mr. Philip C. Hansen Toby Hendricks
Yuma, CO Burlington, CO

Nora Hansen Mr. Alan Hendrix
Burlington, CO Otis, CO

Adrienne Harberm Mr. & Mrs. Tom Herman
__ ,____ Seikack, CO

Michele Harmon Mr. George Hertmeky
Yuma, CO Burlington, CO

Dawn Harrell Etta K. Hester
Burlington, CO Benkelman, NE
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Jan Hester Mrs. D. J. Homedale

Burlington, CO Grinnell, KS

Nancy S. Heyser Mr. Glen Honeyman

Ft. Collins, CO Oakley, KS

Nancy & Jim Heyser Linda Hoots
Ft. Collins, CO Jacksonville, IL

Myrtle M. Higgins A. J. Horinek

Sidney, NE Atwood, KS

Gracie Higgins Marilyn C. Horinek
Lester L. Horinek
Atwood, KS

Mrs. Raena Higgins
Yuma, CO Mr. & Mrs. Pat Hornung

Stratton, CO

W. C. Hilby
Yuma, CO Mrs. Hazel L. Horst

Sidney, NE

Mr. Paul Hildebrandt
Boulder, CO Mr. & Mrs. Alvin Howard

McCook, NE

Mr. Davey Hilt
Burlington, CO Florence Howard

McCook, NE

Mr. Carl J. Hoch
Yuma, CO Mr. Frank W. Howard

Oakley, KS

Robbie Hoffmann

Otis, CO Mrs. C. 0. Hubbard
Colby, KS

Shiela D. Hoffner
Brewster, KS Barbara Huddleston

Burlington, CO
Mr. Rick Hohnstein
Imperial, NE Mr. & Mrs. Frank Huekmann

Oakley, KS

Lyle & Donice Holaway
Grant, NE Geralynn Huff

Springfield, IL
Erma Holler
Champion, NE Mr. Al Hudler

Burlington, CO

Julie Hollins
Boulder, CO Mai Hullet I
Cully 

Holmes

Burlington, CO
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S. Hurtt
Calley, KS

Mary Husband
Weskan, KS

Mr. Clyde Hutchinson
Yuma, CO
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Glen & Davis Imhof
Otis, Co

Mr. Glenn Imhof
Otis, CO

Leslie Imhof
Yuma, CO
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Mr. Leland Jacobsen Mrs. Helen M. Jordan
Burlington, CO Russell Springs, KS

Leann Jacobsen Mr. Stanley Jseel
Burlington, Co Otis, CO

Shirley Jaeger Mr. Carroll D. Josh
Yuma, CO Yuma, CO

Janice E. James Les Juenemann
Kirk, CO Burlington, CO

Shelly Jarrett Mr. Al Jung
Westminster, CO Sidney, NE

Mary K. Jensen Violett Jurgens
Lincoln, NE Burley, NE

Virginia Jensen J. Jurie
Grinnell, KS Boulder, CO

Elmer & Ramona Jernberg
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Mr. & Mrs. Brent Linin
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Benkelman, NE Atwood, KS
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Yuma, CO
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Mr. Walter Nau Lynn Norstadt
Yuma, CO Fort Collins, CO

Mr. Royce L. Nelis Cecelia Nunez
Arriba, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. David Nelsen
Bird City, KS

Deanna Nelsen
Bird City, KS

Beverly Nelson
York, NE
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Potter, NE

Beverly Newbanks
Otis, CO

Louis & Cheryl Newbanks
Yuma, CO

Patricia Newell
Saran Springs, KS
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Yuma, CO
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Yuma, CO
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Yuma, CO
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Mrs. Luke Racette Elaine Robertson
Oakley, KS Yuma, CO

Linda Rahle Josephine Robertson
Winona, KS Yuma, CO
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Colby, KS Burlington, CO
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Weskan, KS Burlington, CO
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Elsie Sanchez Mr. & Mrs. Forrest J. Scrivner
Burlington, CO Benkelman, NE

Wilma Sanchez Julie See
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Mr. Ron Schaffer Mary Sell
Culbertson, NE Boulder, CO

Katrina M. Schaffert Georgia Seward
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McCook, NE Yuma, CO

John & Mary Schertz Mr. Todd Sheldon

Winona, KS Burlington, CO

Albakt & Esther Schlichenmayer Russell J. Shaw, Lt/Col USAF/Ret
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Ludell, KS Yuma, CO

Ruth Schmidt Mrs. Agnes Sigmon
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Evelyn Sipple Mr. Kirk Sommerfeld
Yuma, CO Otis, CO
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Stratton, NE Palisade, NE
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Sidney, NE Atwood, KS

Mr. Corey Smith Mr. Dean Stallings
Weskan, KS Yuma, CO

Mr. Jim Smith Jo Ellen Statler
Otis, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. John A. Smith Mr. Stanley Steel
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Russell Springs, KS Denver, CO
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M. I. Smith Mr. Robert J. Stephens, Sr.
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Marie W. Smith Mr. Derek Stevens
Russell Springs, KS Burlington, CO
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* r. Ronald L. Smith Mr. Wesley L. Stevens
Winona, KS Potter, NE

Ms. Shirley J. Smith Mr. John Stewart
Russell Springs, KS Burlington, CO

Mr. Richard Solko Mary May Stinnette
Herndon, KS Enders, NE
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Charles V. Taveno C. Pearl Tulles
Jacksonville, IL Yuma, CO

Chuck Taylor Jamie Tuoyer
__ , CO Burlington, CO

John Taylor J.H. Tustin
Burlington, CO Oakley, KS

Lynn Taylor Ross Twidell
Burlington, CO Yuma, CO
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Broadwater, NE

Ned Tecker
Parks, NE

Daniel J. Teska
Fort Collins, CO

Charlayne Thiede
Burlington, CO

Paulette Thiede

Burlington, CO

Bessie Thompson
Brewster, KS

Mrs. J.M. Thompson
Elsie, NE
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Burlington, CO

Kim Tood
Burlington, CO

Rebecca Townsend
Yuma, CO

Frank Trevino
Colorado Springs, CO

Merrill Tribbet
Yuma, CO

Miss Carol Trowbridge
Imperial, NE
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Yuma, CO

George Velasquez
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Steve Waldman Tanya Weis I
Boulder, CO Weskan, KS

Michael Wall Flores Weiser
Burlington, CO Oakley, KS

Jim Walker Jamos G. Walsh
Boulder, CO Brule, NE

William Walker Kurtis Welsh
Burlington, CO Weskan, KS

Fay Walsh Stacy Wendier
Sidney, NE Burlington, CO

Steve Walston Marie Wenger
Eurlington, CO Yuma, CO

Tammy Walters Mike Wenger
Otis, CO Yuma, CO

Mrs. Martin Ward Mr. & Mrs. Frances Wessel
Oakley, KS Oakley, KS

Dennis Watkins Rita E. Wessel
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Myron Watson Arlyn White
Potter, NE Weskan, KS

Roy Wear R.L. White
Burlington, CO Otis, CO

Linda Weatherby Troy White
Burlington, CO Burlington, CO

Mr. & Mrs. Martin Weber A. Whiteley

Burlington, CO Bankelman, NE

Ronald & Karen Sue Weber Helen Whiteley
Burlington, CO Benkelman, NE

J.S. Weeter Todd Whitmore
Otis CO Burlington, CO

Katherine Weigel Mr. & Mrs. Roscal Whittenburg
Oakley, KS Eckley, CO

Mrs. Pauline Weigel Clarence WickeWinona, KS Atwood, KS
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,_Co Boulder, CO
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Yuma, CO Potter, NE
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Louisville, KY Russell Springs, KS
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Yuma, CO Bird City, KS
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Trenton, NE
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Bird City, KS
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Burlington, CO

Verner D. Winslow
Oceanside, CA
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McCook, NE
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Burlington, CO

Douglas J. Wolters
Atwood, KS
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Atwood, KS
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Burlington, CO
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Mrs. Ivy M. Yoos

Atwood, KS

George Yound
Benkelman, NE
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Robert Zelimer
Wray, CO

Curt Zerr
Grinnell, KS

Darrell Lee Zerr
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Donald Ray Zerr
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Harold Zerr
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PETITIONS

In addition to letters the Air Force has received several petitions.

These petitions have been signed by more than 2,400 people. The text of

each petition is set out below, followed by the Air Force response.

1. "We, the undersigned, are opposed to the proposed MX Nuclear
Missile Program designated for the South Platte Plains which

includes Western Nebraska and Kansas and Eastern Colorado. We
feel this is one of the most productive agriculture areas in

the United States and involves established towns and cities."

(This petition was signed by over 1,400 people.)

2. "We protest the consideration of Western Nebraska as the site
for the MX Missile Project." (This petition was signed by

over 870 people.)

3. "The undersigned strongly oppose the selection of northeastern
Colorado as the site for the MX Nuclear Missile Program." (This
petition was signed by about 150 people.)

Air Force Response

The Air Force is still in the early stages of system development.
There is no MX missile yet, nor is the Air Force ready to select any
location(4) at which to build the proposed system. In the near future,
the Department of Defense will decide whether or not to proceed with
Full-Scale Engineering Development which includes the manufacture of
20 full-scale MX missiles, the selection of a basing mode so that the
MX weapon system can be characterized in full and flight testing at
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, from a prototype basing mode
facility.

Different basing modes could affect the environment in different
ways. In addition, construction of any particular basing mode could
affect the environment differently depending upon where it might be
sited. The MX Milestone II Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) dis-
cusses seven representative areas in ten western states. These areas
are potentielly suitable for a project of this magnitude and have not
yet been rejected by ongoing studies. The purpose was to compare po-
tential environmental impacts of the basing modes being considered.
This analysis will help decisionmakers understand the environmental im-
plications of each basing mode.
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If the Department of Defense decides to continue work on the MX
program and selects a basing mode for further development, decisons re-
garding where the system would be located could be made in a year or j
two. These decisions will not be made until additional studies have
been prepared. These studies will include a deployment site selection
EIS. This next EIS will set out, in much more detail than the Mile-
stone II EIS, the potential environmental impacts at each candidate
siting area. Since the seven specific areas included in the Milestone II
EIS are represented only as examples, not all of them will necessarily
appear in the deployment site selection EIS, nor will identical boundaries
apply. Also, areas not described in the Milestone II EIS may be added.

The future deployment site selection EIS will consider the public
responses received in the Milestone II EIS. The public at that time
will also be able to comment on the various locations proposed for de-
ploying the system. In addition, the Air Force will hold public hear-
ings. All siting comments and the next EIS will be considered in the
siting decision.

The Air Force has studied and will continue to study agricultural
production and pjpulation density in the South Platte Plains area. In
respect to farmlands, the Air Force adheres to the following White House
guidance:

"Efforts should be made to assure that such farmlands
are not irreversibly converted to other uses unless
other national interests override the importance of
preservation or otherwise outweigh the environmental
benefits derived from their protection. These benefits
stem from the capacity of such farmland to produce
relatively more food with less erosion and with lower
demands for fertilizer, energy, and other resources.
In addition, the preservation of farmland in general
provides the benefits of open space, protection of
scenery, wildlife habitat and, in some cases, recrea-
tion opportunities and controls on urban sprawl."

Of course, similar attention in this context will be given to areas of
the United States other than the South Platte Plains if a decision is
made to deploy the MX missile system.
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ORIGINAL

rUNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

ANALYSIS PROCESS

PUBLIC HEARING

Lompoc, California

Wednesday, August 30, 1978

7:30 P. M.

SEP 81978

HDR -SANTA BARBARA

REPORTE.D BY: NORMAN H. BOXLEY. CSR #184

NORMAN H. BOXLEY, CSR #1184 OFFICIA COURT RoT
• POSIT Orrice Box 4817

EL MONTE. CALIFORNIA 31731
(213) 262.0171
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1 LOMPOC, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1978, 7:30 P. M.

2 -0-

3 THE HEARING OFFICER: Ladies and gentlemen, if we could

4 take our seats, please, I ;hink we're ready to begin.

5 I note the time is 1930 hours.

6 Good evening and welcome to the public hearing

7 on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Missile

8 X System: Milestone II.

9 I'm Colonel Allan C. Smith, an Air Force Judge

10 Advocate with the U. S. Trial Judiciary, and I'm stationed

11 in Washington, D. C. I've been assigned the task of

12 conducting this hearing. My role, as Hearing Officer, is

13 simply to conduct the hearing. I'm not knowledgeable about

14 the project that is involved here, nor any of the phases of

15 it. I will not make a finding or recommendation with respect

16 to the project, and also I have not participated in the

17 project in any way up to this point.

18 Now, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on

19 the Missile X System was filad by the Air Force with the

20 Council on Environmental Quality in July of 1978. The

21 proposal is to proceed with the development of a new advanced

22 intercontinental ballistic missile and basing system known

23 as MX. The LX system will soon require a iimited number of

24 full-scale prototype missiles and a series of tests associated

25 with those prototypes. The decision to proceed with the

26 further development and testing of the system requires a

27 review of many factors, one of them to be the environmental

28 impacts of the system. The Statement represents a full
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1 exposition of those impacts associated with a decision to

2 proceed with the further development and test program.

3 In addition, the document, or the Environmental

4 Impact Statement, describes the MX program with major

5 milestones and the additional environmental statements

6 necessary to support subsequent program decisions. Also, the

7 document includes an environmental analysis of the candidate

8 basing modes and compares the relative impact potential

9 associated with each.

10 Now, the purposes of this hearing are twofold:

11 First, to provide you with an opportunity to present your

12 views to the Secretary of the Air Force on the environmental

13 impact that would result from a decision to proceed with the

14 project. Such comments may be either oral or in writing.

15 The second purpose, it provides the Air Force with the

16 opportunity to provide information on the proposed action and

17 to answer any questions that you may have.

18 Now, as far as the agenda for the evening and the

19 ground rules, first, as to the agenda or the program, we will

20 first have an explanation of the Draft Statement and the

21 1X project from the Project Officer, Colonel Larry Molnar.

22 He will be introduced in just a few moments. His presentation

23 will take approximately one hour. I then plan on taking

24 approximately a ten-minute break. After that we will open

25 the session and receive oral statements from any person who

26 desires to make an oral statement. After that we will accept

27 questions from the audience, to be answered by.the Project

28 Officer and a group of experts and specialists that he has
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designated to assist him in answering any questions.

2 With regard to oral statements, those of you who

3 desire to make such statements should fill out a three-by-five

4 card with your name, address and the name of any organization

5 that you are representing. Cards are available at the front

6 door of the auditorium and they are available from persons

7 walking up and down the aisles. If you'll raise your hand,

8 I think we'll manage to get somebody to you with a card.

9 I will call people in the order that the cards

10 are presented to me, and I already have several of them over

11 here.

12 Individuals representing and speaking on behalf of

13 groups will be allowed ten minutes. Individuals not

14 representing groups but speaking on behalf of themselves as

15 individuals will be allowed five minutes.

16 When your name is called, if you could please

17 come forward to one of the podiums -- podia, I should say,

18 and microphones in the front.

19 Do we have a microphone set up?

20 M/SGT. NICHOLAS: Just this side.

21 THE HEARING OFFICER: Just this side, the microphone

22 podium on your right and my left, and go ahead and make a

23 statement.

24 Please, once again, state your name and address and
25 any group that you're representing in connection with the

26 statement.

V 27 As to written statements, you may submit them to meU
28 or, once again, to any of the people that are handling the
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I microphones up and down the aisle, or the individual at the

2 front of the auditorium. I will have them marked as exhibits

3 and they will be attached to the record of the transcript of

4 the hearing.

5 If you wish to make a written statement and do not

6 at this time have it prepared, you have five days to send it

7 to the following address, and this addrass will be presented

8 on slide during Colonel Molnar's presentation, and I will

9 try to remember to bring it up again at the end of the hearing.

10 The address would be SAMSO -- that's S-A-M-S-O -- slash

11 1INND, Norton Air Force Base, California 92409.

12 You have five days in which to present or to mail

13 to them a written statement in order to have it included in

14 the hearing.

15 Additionally, you may submit materials directly

16 to the Secretary of the Air Force, and you have until

17 5 September 1978 to do this. The address for such materials

18 is as follows: Secretary of the Air Force/MIQ, Washington,

19 D. C. 20330.

20 Now, the entire proceedings here today are being

21 recorded verbatim by Mr. Norman Boxley, a qualified and

22 certified court reporter for the State of California.

23 I have been asked to remind you that this is a

24 "No Smoking" area and we would certainly appreciate your

25 cooperation in that regard.

26 I would like to at this time go through the list of

27 specialists and experts that Colonel Molnar has to assist him

28 in answering questions and presenting the presentation that
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1 he has tonight.

2 First, we have Colonel -- if the individuals, as I

3 call their name and give their position, could please stand

4 and face the audience, I think it would help.

5 First, we have Colonel Wilson, who is Chief of

6 Staff for the First Strategic Aerospace Division, the Host

7 Strategic Air Command Unit at Vandenberg Air Force Base.

8 We have Lieutenant Colonel Aubry Sloan. Colonel

9 Sloan represents the Missile Test Wing at Vandenberg and has

10 been .nvolved in Space Shuttle Planning.

11 Ie have lieutenant Colonel "Mack" Riddle.

12 Colonel Riddle is the Civil Engineering Division Chief from

13 the ICBM Program Office, Norton Air Force Base, California.

14 We have Lieutenant Colonel Terrell. Colonel Terrell

15 is the Deputy Base Commander at Vandenberg Air Force Base.

16 We have Major R. C. Wooten. Major Wooten is from

17 the Space and Missile Systems Organization, Civil Engineering,

18 Los Angeles Air Force Station.

19 We have Mr. Don Benn. Mr. Benn is from the Flight

go Safety Division, Space and Missile Test Center, Vandenberg

21 Air Force Base.

22 Then we have Mr. Bill Fick. Mr. Fick is the Deputy

23 Base Civil Engineer, Vandenberg Air Force Base.

24 Mr. Norman Harris. Mr. Harris is the Vice President

25 in charge of the Ecosciences Division of Henningson, Durham

} 26 and Richardson, Santa Barbara, California, the ICBM Program

27 Office Environmental Contractor.

I 28 And finally we have Lieutenant Colonel Bud Kensok
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1 from the Systems Engineering Division of the ICBM Program

2 Office.

3 Those are the people that will assist

4 Colonel Molnar later on in the program in answering any

5 questions that you may have.

6 At this time I'd like to introduce to you the

7 Project Officer for this evening, Colonel Larry Molnar,

8 in the Space and Missiles System Organization, Norton Ai:

9 Force Base, California.

10 Colonel Molnar is an AsPistant Deputy for Missile X

11 System Program.

12 Colonel Molnar, I turn it over to you.

13 COLONEL LAWRENCE B. MOLNAR: Thank you, Colonel Smith.

14 Good evening. I am not a frequent visitor here to

r 15 this area and on the occasions that I have been here, I really

16 haven't paid much attention; and even though I had a lot of

17 things on my mind today, I did notice that this area has

18 topography which I'm not used to and, indeed, meteorology

19 which, I'm not used to. It's a little bit more in terms of

20 humidity than we have at Norton, where I'm stationed. It's

21 a pleasant evening. I think you'll be comfortable. I hope

22 we conduct this to your liking.

23 As Colonel Smith said, there is a purpose for this

24 hearing, and that purpose is to involve you in a decision

25 concerning this nation's next generation land-based

26 intercontinental ballistic missile. Colonel Smith called it

27 Missile X and, for short, it's known as ram, and for the

28 remainder of this evening that'u what I will refer to it as.
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1 The program to develop MX is a major effort to

2 combine a missile with a survivable basing mode. Survival

3 of the existing land-based intercontii,5ntal ballistic missile

4 force is being threatened by the continued build-up of Soviet

5 ICBA capabilities.

6 The MX program has moved along so that now is the

7 time to build full-scale prototype missiles and launch

8 equipment. This point in the process to develop a weapon

9 system is called Milestone II, or the go-ahead on a phase

10 known as full-scale engineering development.

11 This phase is not completely new to ballistic

12 missile designars and developers. The activities undertaken

13 in this phase will be very similar to the full-scale prototype

14 developments which were accomplished during the development

15 of Minuteman missile systems.

16 Within the next couple of months, the decisionmakers

17 in the Department of Defense will be given information upon

18 which to base a decision for a go-ahead of full-scale

19 engineering development. This information will include

20 environmental views provided by you, the public. To gather

21 these views, an Environmental Impact Statement was prepared

22 and distributed in July for comments. This hearing is yet

23 another opportunity to have the public express and make known

24 its views.
25 This is an opportunity, an important opportunity,

26 for you and for this reason. Should a decision be made

27 authorizing a full-scale development program, this country's
1
IF. 28 missile developers will be given the go-ahead to build a
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1 small number of prototype missiles and launch equipment. In

2 time, the missile components, manufactured at various places

3 throughout the country, will be brought to Vandenberg,

4 assembled and flight tested.

5 This evening's presentation includes a discussion of

6 "Wny 14X?" and what it is. There's a short movie which will

7 show you the near-term work to be carried out in full-scale

8 engineering development. The movie also describes the ICB14

9 testing and operational launch activities which go on at

10 Vandenberg. Following the movie I will give you an idea of

11 the environmental information contained in the Impact Statement.

12 This information is both of national and local interest.

13 Some of you will be more interested in the information which

14 is national in nature. Others, I know, will be more interested

15 in project actions of more local nature, particularl a

16 proposed MX flight test program at Vandenberg. However, it

17 is important that I talk with you about the overall Impact

18 Statement so that everyone understands what is to be

19 accomplished in the MX full-scale engineering development

20 program and the impacts which had to be analyzed and evaluated

21 for the decisionmakers.

22 I would now like to address the more basic issues

23 of why we need an MX program. In order to answer the

24 question "Why MX we must consider our nation's approach

25 to deterrence, the Strategic Forces; namely, the Triad which

26 maintain deterrence, the land-based intercontinental ballistic

27 missiles which are a most important element of the Triad,

28 and finally, the projected threat.

29 First, the fundamental reason for the existence of
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I Strategic Forces is the preservation of peace through

2 deterrent strength. It is our national policy to deter

3 attacks against the United States and its allies. To do this,

4 the U. S. has sought to maintain a survival of high-quality

5 force. A potential attacker will see no advantage in a first

6 strike if he is convinced that sufficient forces for devasta-

7 ting retaliation will survive that attack.

8 This nation's strategy, which has deterred hostile

9 action for over L quarter of a century, is built on a triad

10 of nuclear forces. With three independent forces of land-

11 based ballistic missiles, sea-launched ballistic missiles,

12 and bombers with their associated weapons, there is great

13 confidence that our deterrent capability remains secure.

14 Each of the elements of the Triad has unique

15 characteristics and individual strengths. The unique
16 contributions of each provide the overall Triad with its

17 deterrent strength. For example, the bombers are the most

18 flexible of our forces, combining an ability to carry various

19 kinds of payloads to long distances while maintaining the

20 capability to be launched on warning and recalled. Our

21 Sea-launch ballistic missiles are the most survivable element,

22 exploiting vast underwater areas for concealment and location

23 uncertainty. Note that this last quality and the ability to

24 launch bombers on positive control are attributes which make

25 attacks against either of them unprofitable.

26 The intercontinental ballistic missile's unique

27 characteristics are typified by the positive attributes of
28 our minuteman and Titan missiles. These ICBMS provide
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1 immediate, positive retaliatory capability through survivabil-

2 ity, a communications sytem that is highly reliable, a high

3 alert rate, and quick reaction. Their short flight times,

4 defense penetration capabilities, yield and accuracy allow

5 them to be effective against a spectrum of targets. They

6 have a long service life. Their operating and maintenance

7 costs are significantly less than bombers or submarine-

8 launched ballistic missiles. In sum, existing land-based

9 ICBMs are ready and responsive with built-in flexibility.

10 They are directly controllable by the National Command

11 Authority and can be launched when authorized and only when

12 authorized.

13 At present, the U. S. has 1,054 land-based ICBMs,

14 1,000 Minuteman IIs and XIIs and 54 Titans. The Titans

15 became operational in 1963. Continuing efforts are underway

16 to extend its life. Minuteman II reached deployment of

17 450 missiles in 1967. Changes have been incorporated since

18 then to improve its flexibilty. Minuteman III was deployed

19 from 1970 to 1975, and 550 are presently in service. A

20 Minuteman upgrade silo program to increase their survivability

21 is currently underway. The last-Minuteman III will be

22 produced and delivered at the end of this year. This nation

23 will not have an ICBM production capability, and restart

24 requires several years.

25 The ICBMs are deployed throughout the U. S. in

26 groupings called wings. There are six Minuteman wings and

27 three Titan wings. The Titan wings are shown on the chart

28 to the right as small circles. The wings are dispersed in
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1 this manner so an attack against a single wing will not affect

2 the operational launch capability of another wing.

3 The missiles themselves are housed in verticle

4 launching structures called silos, which are buried in the

5 ground with the electronic and support equipment necessary

6 for their launch. The missile is placed in the silo by a

7 transporteriemplacer like the one shown on the slide. At

8 present, the position of our silos, and therefore our missiles,

9 is very precisely known. Even though these silos have been

10 hardened to withstand nuclear blast and shock effects, their

11 survivability is questionable as the Soviets improve the

12 accuracy of their ICBMs.

13 The challenge today is to maintain deterrence in

14 the face of projected Soviet military forces. The Soviets

15 are modernizing their ICBM forces with many more warheads

16 and much better accuracy. Fouz new ICBMs are now entering

17 the Soviet inventory, the fourth generation since Russia began

18 building ICBMs. These missiles are being followed by yet

19 another, even more advanced and threatening, family of

20 intercontinental missiles. At least four medium and large

21 ICBM types are now in development and make up the USSR's fifth

22 generation of ICBMs.

23 Today our ICBMs can survive the first strike and

24 retaliate to cause unacceptable damage, but projections

25 of the numbers and accuracy of Soviet ICBM weapons in the

26 early to raid-1980s indicate that a relatively small number

27 of their ICBMs could destroy a significant portion of our

28 silo-based force while leaving the Soviets with a large number
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1 of residual or remaining weapons for other tasks.

2 This situation is portrayed on the left of the

3 slide shown here on the right.

4 In the mind's eye of Soviet planners, this situation

5 in the early to mid-1980s, where the ICBMs can be reduced to

6 ineffective response, is their opportunity to pursue nuclear

7 blackmail. A restoration of ICBM response in the mid -- in

8 the early to mid-1980s is shown on the right of this slide,

9 and really this is what MX is all about.
10 What is MX? X is an Air Force Program to develop

11 a missile along with a basing mode to achieve a survivable

12 ICBM capability in the face of a growing Soviet threat.

13 The technology work on the new MX missile has

14 concentrated on operation in a mobile environment. This

15 missile would weigh approximately 190,000 pounds, about two

16 and one half times the weight of Minuteman IIIs. It would

17 take advantage of navigation and propulsion improvements to

18 achieve high efficiency. Its new Advanced Inertial Reference

19 Sphere guidance system yields high performance and is not

20 susceptible to shock levels created during movements. The

21 missile structure, including the motor cases, the propellant

22 tanks, and reentry vehicles, are strengthened to withstand

23 the stress of horizontal carriage. A distinctive feature of

24 MX is the canister launch. In operation, a fast-burning

25 propellant, separate from and not carried by the missile, is

26 ignited at the bottom of the canister. The resulting gas

27 pressure "pops" the missile out of the canister in what we

28 call a "cold" launch. The Stage 1 engine then ignites and
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1 propels the missile once the missile is free of the canister.

2 For all intents and purposes, the canister is the launcher.

3 The missile is not launched by an aimpoint, missile launch

4 vehicle, or transporter.

5 It is proposed that 200 to 250 MX missiles will be

6 deployed in survivable basing. The missile is designed to be

7 highly efficient and give the required retaliatory effectivenes

8 with this relatively small number of missiles.

9 Shown here are the four missiles which are being

10 considered as viable candidates for deployment in a multiple

11 aimpoint system, and I will explain what that means a little

12 later.

13 I have already discussed MX and Minuteman III.

14 The other candidates are based on Navy Trident missiles. The

15 common missile is currently being studied by a joint Navy/

16 Air Force team. It is a cross between an MX and a second

17 generation Trident missile.

18 To give you an idea of the differences between

19 these candidates, the Trident I missile is 34 feet high,

20 weighs 72,000 pounds, consists of three stages, and if

21 deployed on land, it would carry five low-yield weapons. MX,

22 on the other hand, is 70 feet high, and, as I said, weighs

23 190,000 pounds, has four stages, and can carry up to 12 high-

24 yield weapons.

25 The First Phase of the MX program, which has

26 occurred from 1973 to the present, has focused on technology

27 for survivable basing as well as missile subsystems. ToA
28 respond to the erosion of fixed silo survivability, alternate
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1 basing concepts were developed, which would reduce any

2 advantage to the Russians might gain through a first strike

3 against U. S. ICBMs. Numerous concepts were -- were evaluated,

4 including air mobile and ground mobile modes.

5 The air mobile modes -- concepts basically consisted

6 of missiles carried and launched from airplanes, blimps, or

7 high-lift helicopters. These concepts were rejected because

8 of excessive cost and/or the necessary dependence or warning

9 for survivability, which would have subverted the Triad

10 concept.

11 The ground mobile concepts were divided into unpro-

12 tected and protected alternatives. The unprotected concepts

13 consist of a missile on a transporter, moving at random,

14 in the open without protection.

15 Two examples are shown on the chart to the left.

16 These concepts could not provide the needed

17 survivability against the Soviet threat. Thus, only the

18 protected ground mobile concepts proved to offer the required

19 survivability.

20 Of the protected concepts, the least cost alterna-

21 tives, which best satisfy the survivability requirement,

22 fall into a category called "multiple aimpoint" or MAP for

23 short. In each of the MAP concepts, a missile carried within

24 a canister and on a transporter can be moved among a large

25 number of hardened, protective structures. An observer never

26 knows where the missile is located because the movement is
__27 hidden from view entirely or the emplacement of th;e missile

28 is concealed. Since the location of the missile is unknown,
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1 an attacker must target each aimpoint to have any confidence

2 of destroying our ICBMs.

3 Two types of MAP concepts are shown in the slide.

4 In the trench concept, the aimpoints are hardened cylindrical

5 structures, located below the surface, interconnected by

6 thinner "soft" concrete cylindrical sections. The missile is

7 randomly moved from aimpoint to aimpoint. One missile per

8 trench. In the vertical shelter concept, the missile is moved

9 above ground on a road network between a large number of

10 protective structures. The canisterized missile and its

11 operational support equipment is housed in a vertical shelter

12 and sealed by a blast door. Other candidate AP concepts

13 employing a road network will be discussed a little later.

* 14 I would like to depart for a moment and talk about

15 the development of Air Force Programs.

16 Major defense systems are required -- are acquired

17 in a step-by-step manner as illustrated on this slide. At

18 the conclusion of each phase of the process, the Department

19 of Defense conducts a major review. The decisions reached at

20 a review are collectively called a milestone; and there are

21 four such milestones.

22 The MX program is presently approaching Milestone II.

23 At this milestone, a Defense System Acquisition Review Council

24 will review the MX program and ultimately make recommendations

25 regarding the manufacture of prototype missiles and vehicles,

26 the basing mode and missile candidates that should be carried

27 into full-scale development and the flight testing of the

28 prototype missiles.
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1 I will discuss these recommendations again a little

2 later.

3 I would like to say that it is an important point

4 to understand that MX is at a departure point, looking to go

5 to a phase where we build full-scale prototype versions of the

6 model of the missile and its support systems and then test

7 them to see that they meet the specifications prior to the

8 time we produce and deploy the system.

9 The MX program schedule is not firm. It will

10 become more definite when the options are carefully reviewed

11 as part of the Milestone II decision process.

12 Depicted here is a representative schedule which will

13 give you an idea of the length of the program.

14 Shown on the schedule is a five-year, full-scale

15 engineering development program. The Air Force recognizes

16 that this phase of the program is necessary to solve problems;

17 that is, to put things together at an affordable cost and on

18 schedule.

19 Along with performance, cost and schedule requirement~l

20 consideration must also be given to avoiding or minimizing

21 adverse environmental effects. Accordingly, in the full-scale

22 engineering phase, investigations will be carried on to be

23 "on top" of environmental matters and to identify measures

24 to mitigate the environmental effects.

25 On this small -- on this schedule, the small

26 triangles represent and identify the MX environmental

27 statements as they are overlaid on our schedule.

28 It is the Air Force's expressed purpose to invite
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I public involvement at major program decision points. As such,

2 we have identified requirements for four environmental state-

3 ments. The first statement has been accomplished. It

4 pertained to an MX field activity which is now nearing

5 completion.

6 This field activity, known as the Trench Construction

7 and Test Project, was not started until a Final Environmental

8 Impact Statement was properly filed.

9 The schedule now showing gives you the steps which

10 were taken in processing the first statement. It received

11 wide distribution and there was a public hearing. This
12 project and the preparation of the Environmental Impact

13 Statement have provided invaluable experience in involving

14 the public in the MX program and in working measuresto reduce

15 environmental impacts.

16 The second impact statement is the one now in

17 process. This statement looks at the environment to provide

18 information for the full-scale engineering development

19 decision. Thia -- I will discuss this statement in more

20 detail in a moment.

21 Two additional impact statements for two follow-on

22 program decisions will be prepared and will go through the

23 same public review and approval process. The two remaining

24 decisions, i ,.ich will be strongly influenced by the work

25 on-going during full-scale development, are the decisions on

26 the MX deployment area and, finally, the production and

27 deployment of the MX force.

IS28 1 emphasize that the last two decisions will result
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1 from technical and environmental work performed during full-

2 scale engineering development.

3 The Milestone II statement deals in large part with

4 the testing of full-scale prototype missiles at Vandenberg

5 in an operationally configured basing mode.

6 I would now like to show you a film which describes

7 the Minuteman flight testing activities that have been con-

8 ducted at Vandenberg. MX flight testing will be very similar.

9 The film will also show you work on the MX guidance and

10 propulsion systems. This work will continue during full-scale

11 engineering development.

12 May I please have the movie?

13 (Movie presentation.)

14 COL. MOLNAR: Ladies and gentlemen, the Milestone II

15 Statement consists of five volumes. Volume I presents a

16 program overview. Volume II discusses the environmental

17 impact of manufacturing 20 prototype full-scale missiles and

18 their support equipment. The envircnmental impacts of missile

19 flight testing at Vandenberg are discussed in Volume III.

20 Volume IV presents the environmental impact associated with

21 the four candidate basing modes, and Volume V contains a

22 number of the support studies.

23 Volumes II through IV are structured as shown in

24 the slide to your left. I will be discussing the
25 environmental information contained in these three volumes,

26 but before doing so, I would like to repeat something I

27 talked about earlier. Some of you will be more interested in

28 the information of national interest. This is in Volumes II

29 and IV, and I will talk ahout th sm first. Others. I know.] Public Comments V1- 7-21
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1 will be interested in project actions of a local nature, and

2 in particular, the proposed Flight Test Program at Vandenberg.

3 As previously mentioned, this information is contained in

4 Volume III. I shall conclude this presentation with a

5 discussioei of that volume.

6 The Milestone II Environmental Impact Statement

7 looks at three separate but very related objectives. These

8 are shown in pictorial manner on this graph. First, as shown

9 on the lower right, ea environmental analysis was prepared

10 dealing with the manufacturing of prototype missiles and the

11 support equipment such as missile transporters. As I will

12 describe in more detail a little later, the missile transporter

13 are characterized by the basing mode. This was the basic

14 reason for a separate evaluatio4 called the Basing node

15 Evaluation, as shown pictorially on the lower left.

16 In order to characterize the total system as MX,

17 and what it takes to launch it, we had to look at basing modes.

18 Ylight testing is required to verify operational

19 readiness, so an environmental analysis was preparsd to

20 provide environmental information for flight testing decisions.

21 Full-scale engineering development of the MX

22 missile is basically a refinement of existing intercontinental

23 ballistic missile technology. The refinement is not expected

24 to cause new or otherwise significant environmental effects,

25 other than the expectz-d effects on capital and labor

26 resulting from any multi-million-dollar project.

2.7 Full-scale engineering development includes the

28 manufacturing of prototype missiles and ground support
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1 equipment. The movie showed the work that has taken place

2 and will continue on the missile guidance and propulsion

3 systems. Complete prototype missiles will be required for

4 both ground test and a planned series of 20 flight tests.

5 Ground vehicles will also be developed. The general

6 types of vehicles vary subtantially, as I said or as I

7 indicated, with basing mode. Thus, a basing mode decision is

8 required before the ground vehicles can be developed.

9 Here you see an illustration of one of the MX stage

10 motors. Stage motors like these will be manufactured during

11 the full-scale engineering development program to make up the

12 small nwunber of prototype missiles which will be flight

13 tested.

14 Ground vehicles appropriate for the selected basing

15 mode will also be developed during full-scale engineering

16 development. Vehicle characteristics vary substantially with

17 basing mode, from the single transporter/emplacer used with

18 the vertical shelter concept to multi-vehicles for use in

19 the trench basing mode.

20 Three key issues have been raised at the National

21 level. They are the allocation of money, competition for

22 labor resources, and competition for natural resources.

23 This statement analyzed the environmental impacts on

24 full-scale engineering development based on expenditures

25 ranging from five to seven billion dollars. The actual cost

__26 may vary from this estimate. It could be lower. In any
27 evslevel of funding will stiulate economic growth.

28 Development of MX will create a demand for some
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1 unemployed or alternatively employed aerospace workers to

2 reenter the industry, as well as an additional competition

3 among aerospace companies for currently employed workers.

4 Electrical energy and water will be used directly in

5 the industries which participate in the manufacture of missiles

6 and vehicles and indirectly by supporting industries. The

7 acceptability of these impacts will depend upon location.

8 In general, however, full-scale engineering development will

9 take place in established industries that have conducted

10 similar activities in the past.

11 Let us now consider mitigations. But first, in our

12 tei.-ts, a mitigation is a measure taken to reduce an identified

13 impact to some acceptable level.

14 Impacts on manufacturing areas are primarily a

15 function of induced population growth. This statement is

16 being distributed to local governments, governmental agencies,

17 as a mitigation to help them in their planning process for

18 new growth. In all areas this growth is not expected to be

19 significant.

20 Impacts on testing areas represent an extension

21 of ongoing testing programs related to MX. The incremental

22 impacts of MX are sufficiently small so that no independent

23 mitigations are proposed beyond those now incorporated in the

24 operation of the test facilities.

25 Now, let's turn to Volume IV, and as I had indicated

26 previously, Volumes II and IV are closely linked.

27 A basing mode evaluation is closely tied to

28 full-scale engineering development, which I have just covered,
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1 so I would like to now discuss the environmental impacts

2 related to alternate basing modes, and again, these are

3 contained in Volune IV.

4 The early selection of a basing mode will give the

5 MX designers and developers the opportunity to scope their

6 work toward specific designs for missile transporters and

7 associated ground support equipment. And as I showed you,

8 those equipments vary depending upon the basing mode.

9 To aid in the selection of a basing mode, the
10 candidate basing modes were evaluated to obtain a comparison

11 of their potential environmental impacts. This comparison,

12 together with performance, schedule and cost considerations,

13 will provide decisionmakers with the necessary information to

14 make a balanced decision.

15 Four modes were considered in the evaluation. They

16 are the vertical shelter, horizontal shelter, pool and hybrid

17 trench.

18 The two shelter concepts and the pool are based on

19 moving a missile among a large number of protective shelters,

20 approximately 20 to 30 shelters per missile. All shelters must

21 be attacked to assure destruction of the missile force.

22 The missile and its associated equipment are moved above ground

23 on a road network, so it must be shielded from observation
24 during a move.
25 ' 2525The launch sequence in each of these concepts is

26 different. In the vertical shelter, the canister is raised,

27 the blast door and szL'ort equipment jettisoned, and the :

28 missile is ejected. In the horizontal shelter, the
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I transporter drives out of the shelter befo ,e eaister

2 is raised and missile ejected. The Canister in the pool

3 concept is elevated in place.

4 The trench concept, on the other hand, involves a

5 number of hardened cylindrical structures interconnected by

6 thinner concrete cylindrical sections. Outwardly, a trench

7 would look like a continuous concrete pipe anywhere from

8 10 to 20 miles long. Each trench would consist of numerous

9 aimpoints, and a missile on a transporter would travel

10 randomly inside the tube from aimpoint to aimpoint, providing

11 for location uncertainty. Each trench is buried several feet

12 below the surface, and in order to launch, the canister is

13 pushed through the concrete and the missile is ejected.

14 In order for an aggressor Lo get a missil3, he must strike the

15 entire trench line.

16 Two classes of security concepts have been

17 identified. These are area security and point secu. .

18 With area security, the entire regions in which missiles are

19 deployed are controlled and access by unauthorized personnel

20 is denied. The concept would involve the use of approximately

21 four million acres. In point security, only the area

1 22 immediately surrounding the aimpoint is controlled, or

23 approximately three acres per aim. And if you have on the

24 order of five thousand aimpointL, we're talking about

25 15,000, 20,000 acres. Access in the point security approach

£j26 is not controlled outside the immediate area, but some

27 structures in close proximity may be prohibited -- in close

2 8 proximity are prohibited, if they're not already there,
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I because of safety precautions with the missile propellants.

2 Minuteman missiles are presently deployed using the

3 point security concept.

4 Shown on your right is a Minuteman missile in its

5 silo. The area that is closed off is shown in white. The

6 remaining area is accessible to everybody.

7 In order to evaluate the environmental impacts of

8 the basing modes under consideration, potential locations for

9 the MX missile had to be identified. Most of the geotech-

10 nically suitable areas for MX deployment fall into seven

11 physical-biological regions shown in this slide. Each of

12 these regions had a distinct physical/biological character

13 in terms of topography, soils, weather and the assemblage of

14 plants and animals. For this analysis, seven sample deployment

15 sites, called basing mode comparisons areas, or BMCAs, were

16 identified within these regions, within the physical/biological

17 regions. Each BMCA, consisting of approximately 8,000 square

18 miles, is suitable for MX deployment.

19 Before I continue with the discuss.- of the

20 environmental impacts of the candidate basing modes, let me

21 stress the fact that these basing mode comparison areas

22 are only examples. The actual candidate deployment areas

23 will be identified in the next environmental impact statement.

24 It is entirely possible that more than one of the

25 identified candidate areas will be chosen, and the MX system

26 will be deployed in a .ispersed or a "split" basing approach.

27 This approach may prove to be a mitigative measure for

28 environmental concerns regarding large land use.
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1 A comparison of the basing modes in termr of their

2 potential impact on the environment is summarized in this

3 slide. The environmental concerns are shown on the left and

4 the modes are compared on the right. I
5 For example, consider water quality and supply.

6 The pool mode requires mcre water than the horizontal or

7 vertical shelters and more than the trench, combining both
8 construction and a 10-year operation. The trench mode has

high water requirements during construction for concrete and

10 dust suppression. It also has more disturbed area, which

11 could cause erosion and degrade water quality. The pool mode

12 has reasonably high concentration water requirements and

13 potentially high operational water requirements due to

14 evaporation. Local variations in supply and distribution of

15 water may affect the significance of this impact.

16 Indeed, the pool concept is not highly regarded as

17 a viable contender at this stage of the game, primarily

18 because of the concerns for water.

19 The environmental impacts common to all basing

20 modes are as listed on the left-hand slide. They include:

21 Exclusion of the public from portions of land; suspension of

22 current or planned land uses; disruption of surface area by

L i123 construction of roads, shelters, tranches and support equipmentkI
24 disruption of archaeological sites; degradation of natural

25 views; consumption of large quantities of natural resources

26 such as water and cement; generation of dust because of

27 construction activities; increased traffic; generation of

28 air pollution from fossil-fuel-burning equipment; and the
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1 disruption of habitats and creation of stress on animals.

2 Mitigative measures are currently being considered

3 and will be developed during full-scale engineering

4 development. Candidate measures will be evaluated and screened

5 for their effectiveness in reducing impacts. The selected

6 ones will be incorporated into the Air Force's Environmental

7 Protection Plan. The mitigation program is a dynamic one in

8 which new measures will be considered as appropriate.

9 Consideration is currently being given to a number of potential

10 mitigation measures.

11 Let us take, for example, pre-construction site

12 surveys will be conducted to determine the location of

13 archaeological sites such that they may be avoided, where

14 possible, by altering the basing layout. However, if

15 necessary, artifacts and archaeological remains, which may

16 be disturbed during construction, will be examined,

17 catalogued and, where appropriate, reinterred or collected

18 and deposited in museums.

19 As another example, consider the minimizing of

20 habitat disruption and stress on animals. Critical habitats

21 will be avoided and, where possible, construction schedules

22 modified so that noise and other disruptive activities will

23 not severely impact breeding, nesting and feeding patterns.

24 Local, state and federal wildlife experts will be consulted.

25 Volume III of the Impact Statement contains the

26 environmental analysis for missile flight testing at Vandenberg.

27 The flight tests include placing a prototype missile in a

28 full-scale portion of a prototype Multiple Aimpoint Facility
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I and performing launch activities. These missile tests are

2 needed to validate the performance of the missile system and

3 to define any additional development to meet the performance

4 and cost objectives of the program. Since this program is a

5 continuation of existing flight test activities common to

6 Vandenberg Air Force Base, the Air Force has determined that

7 they should continue at this location.

8 Vandenberg is the busiest launch complex in the free

9 world. Since the first launch, in December 1958, it has

10 averaged over 70 launches a year for a total of approximately

11 1,400. Over 500 of these launches have been Minuteman ICBM

12 launches. Minuteman launches comprised over 60 percent of

13 all Vandenberg Air Force Base launches during 1977.

14 MX test launches will be similar to the Minuteman

15 :, 1: and III tests and operational exercises currently

16 performed on the base. As you recall, the movie presentation

17 showed some of the activities for launch of Minuteman missiles

18 at Vandenberg.

19 Vandenberg is the only site in the United States

20 from which operational Air Force ICBMs and polar-orbiting

21 space satellites are launched. It is the pioneer missile

22 base of the Strategic Air Command and the Headquarters of

23 SAC's 1st Strategic Aerospace Division. The Space and Missile

24 Test Center, located at Vandenberg, operates the Western Test

25 Range for the Air Force Systems Command.

26 The missile and basing mode development test programs

27 comprise the developmental testing of MX components and systems.

28 This testing phase includes approximately 20 flight tests of
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i the missile.

2 The primary objective of the Missile Flight Test

3 Program is the developmental and interim operational test and

4 evaluation of the missile and canister systems. This process

5 includes tests and analyses necessary to support subsystem

6 development and initial flight testing.

7 The Missile Flight Test Program to be conducted at
_4

8 Vandenberg includes facilities construction, equipment

9 installation and checkout, system integration testing,

10 missile ejection tests and missile flight tests.

11 Land use will depend upon the selected basing mode.

12 For three or four shelters, be they vertical, horizontal or

13 pool in type, the test site will require approximately 55 acres

14 For the trench, two two-mile-long trenches would be constructed

15 requiring approximately a hundred acres -- hundred eight acres.

16 Existing land area at Vandenberg will be used. No new land is

17 required.

18 MX test and support facility needs at Vandenberg

19 have been identified, have been determined from a

20 functional analysis of development test requirements. The

21 final definition of construction requirements will be

22 accomplished during the early phases of full-scale development I
23 to support the Military Construction Program and its funding

24 cycle. For planning purposes, support facilities have been i
25 identified to support MX weapon system test program at

26 Vandenberg, and these facilities are shown on the chart to

27 the right.

28 Detailed cost estimates for each facility are not
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1 yet available, but dollar estimates of fifty million dollars

2 in 1977 dollars have been proposed for the construction of the

3 required facilities. Every effort is being made to use

4 existing Z.,cilities to reduce overall costs.

5 It is estimated that our construction will span

6 about two years.

7 Four candidate siting areas are currently under

8 consideration as potential locations for the MX test facili-

9 ties at VAndenberg. These are the facilities that actually

10 launch the missile. These four areas are identified as

11 Shuman Canyon, San Antonio Terrace, Burton Mesa and Lompoc

12 Terrace.

13 To assess potential site-specific impacts of the.

14 project, prototype conceptual layouts have been produced

15 for each candidate siting area for both trench and discrete

16 basing mode options. A conscious effort has been made to

17 select siting arrangements that minimize adverse ecological

18 and archaeological impacts while meeting the anticipated

19 requirements of the project.

20 I will now show you several photographs of each

21 site and discuss the physical/biological impacts of missile

22 flight testing at that site.

23 This site -- this slide, looking north, shows the

24 Casmalia Hills in 'the background. The community of Casmalia

25 is located approximately three miles to the east, that is,

26 to the right of the photograph. The ocean is to the left.

27 This area has the highest density of multiple use

28 archaeological sites, and thus could require extensive
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I arch-aaological - m1-It-gatlv- maasurcs.

2 The rolling terrain visible in the photograph,

3 with slopes in excess of 10 percent, is unacceptable for the

4 shelter basing mode but prevents construction of trenches.

5 And we are still looking at parts of Shuman Canyon.

6 Two existing Minuteman silos are shown in the slide.

7 In fact, one of the launches you saw in the movie was from

8 this area.

9 The slide now shows a view of San Antonio Terrace,

10 looking east.

11 The differences between the vegetation types

12 within the San Antonio Terrace is visible in this slide.

13 The stabilized sand dunes are in the -foreground and the

14 disturbed grasslands are in the background.

15 There are a large number of archaeological resources

16 in this area, but careful siting could avoid major impacts.

17 Further development of mineral resources, more

18 specifically oil, may interfere with MX flight testing

19 activities at this site.

20 San Antonio Terrace is south and adjacent to Shuman

21 Canyon.

22 This site contains stabilized sand dunes covered

23 by chaparral vegetation. The sandy area to the left is

24 called a "blow-out," where the dunes again become active.

25 The project has been tentatively laid out in the

26 northeast portion of this site, which is covered by disturbed

27 grasslands and is not as ecologically important as the

28 stabilized dunes.
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1 Further south lies the Burton Mesa candidate siting

2 area. The original Atlas launch facilities are located here

3 and some of the buildings could be used to support the MX

4 flight testing activities.

5 The predominantly inland wind direction and the

6 nearness of onbase and offbase housing make potential air

7 quality impacts high in this area.

8 Burton Aesa has large areas of the unique Lompoc

9 chaparral. In addition, the least tern nests to the west and

10 the unarmored three-spined stickleback resides within the area

11 of influence of this candidate site. Both of these species

12 are listed as rare or endangered. Biological resources could

13 place constraints on extensive construction activities at this

14 site.

15 Lompoc Terrace is the southernmost candidate

16 siting area being considered within Vandenberg. Siting of the

17 project nere would place additional strain on Ocean Avenue's

18 traffic and would have the highest potential noise impact

19 upon the established community.

20 The area is covered by disturbed grassland and is

21 currently being used for grazing.

22 The proposed support facilities within this site

23 would be laid out in the foreground, with the launching

24 facilities to the west, near the ocean.

25 The Bear Creek and Lompoc fault zones could impact

26 the project in this area, thus requiring additional engineering

27 design work and the resultant increase in construction costs.

28 In summary, there are positive and negative aspects
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I regarding the utility of each site for MX flight testing

2 activities. Here are some examples. Mineral resources, oil,

3 could rule out the biologically acceptable portion of San

4 Antonio Terrace. Lompoc Terrace is biologically and

5 archaeologically favorable, but because of relative nearness

6 to the developed community, there are traffic and noise

7 considerations. The biologically acceptable Shuman Canyon is

8 in an area of archaeological sensitivity. The biological

9 resources must be considered in looking at Burton Mesa.

10 The results of the environmental impact analysis

11 presented in this statement, along with information provided

12 by you, the public, will be carefully reviewed by the Base

i Commander, the Base Facility Board, the Division Commander

14 z.nd the Strategic Air Command prior to the selection of a

15 site and commencement of MX activities.

16 Four hundred million dollars will be spent on the

17 construction and operation of the NX test program at

18 Vandenberg as broken down and shown in the slide on your

19 left. Total construction jobs resulting from MX, both direct

20 and indirect, include about 50 in 1980, 1,000 in 1981,

21 increase to 1,600 in 1982, and fall back to 400 in 1983.

22 Now, as many of you know, the-Air Force is

23 interested in using Vandenberg for two new projects. Along

24 with MX, there is the Space Shuttle. The two projects will

25 have a cumulative effect on growth. Assuming current

26 schedules, this slide shows the number of jobs that will be

27 generated by both projects between 1980 and 1983. The jobs

28 are broken down into direct construction jobs, indirect jobs-
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1 in North County and indirect jobs in South County. The

2 current shuttle ,schedule peaks in 1980, whereas AX peaks in

3 1982. Because of the similarity of certain jobs, MX can

4 therefore be viewed as minimizing the decline in the work

5 force. As an additional note, MX activities will be on the

6 increase as some Minuteman testing activities decrease.

7 The socioeconomic impacts of the MX program will

8 be an increase in the demand for housing and support services,

9 as well as an increase in the demand for water, energy,

10 materials, et cetera. The significance of these impacts

11 could be reduced by constructing temporary housing, possibly

12 on Vandenberg Air Force Base, and by arranging cooperative

13 Air Force-Community Advanced Planning efforts.

14 The environmental effects associated with the

15 flight testing at Vandenberg are summarized in this chart.

16 Surface disruption will occur as a result of road and

17 facility construction. There will also be soil erosion and

18 alterations of ground water circulation patterns. Runoff

19 will increase the amount of suspended sediments in nearby

20 surface water. The additional traffic will increase

21 vehicular and particulate emissions. Habitats will be

22 disrupted and animals may be stressed. The demand for

23 housing and associated resources, as well as for community

24 services, will increase and some archaeological sites may be

25 disrupted --disturbed.

26 Mitigation measures will be built into the Air

27 Force's Environmental Protection Plan prior to the commence-

28 ment of any construction activities. Measures currently
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1 under consideration include the following.

2 Careful site selection and the placement of

3 structures, maintenance of drainage patterns, revegetation and

4 distribution of spoils piles to minimize surface disruptions.

5 Compaction of spoils, revegetation and liquid

6 waste pile cleanup plans to minimize hydrological impacts.

7 Revegetation and temporary ground covering to

8 decrease the quantity of suspended sediment in water.

9 Dust suppression measures, vehicular emission

10 controls and scheduling of activities to reduce traffic

11 congestion to minimize air quality impacts.

12 Location of roads and structures and the restriction

13 of human activities ,to the site to minimize habitat disruption.

14 Rescheduling activities to avoid breeding and/or immigration --

15 or migration seasons.

16 Rescheduling activities, soil stabilization, control

17 of runoff by revegetation and confinement of activities to

18 minimize aquatic disruptions.

19 Careful advanced planning, coordination with local

20 governmental and civic entities and construction of temporary

21 housing to minimize socioeconomic impacts.

22 Careful site selection, examination, cataloging

23 and collection or reburial of remains to minimize archaeo-

24 logical disruptions.

25 Ladies and gentlemen, the purpose of the full-scale

26 development effort is three-fold: To evolve an MX program

27 system which meets the strategic needs of the country at an

28 acceptable cost and schedule; to perform sufficient flight
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1 testing so that the system can proceed into the next phase,

2 namely, production and deployment, with minimal risks; and

3 to evaluate and analyze the environmental concerns and

4 develop appropriate mitigative measures.

5 To carry out these purposes, it takes time. If you

6 can recall, back in the schedule, it is a five-year program.

7 The decisions to be made for Milestone II involve

8 the manufacturing of 20 full-scale production MX missiles,

9 the selection of a basing mode so that the MX weapon system

10 can be characterized in full, and lastly, flight testing at

11 Vandenberg from a prototype basing mode facility.

12 The existence of an MX weapon system will allow the

13 U. S. to preserve its policy of peace through dterrent

14 strength. The land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles

15 force is being threatened by the continuing build-up of

16 Soviet ICB14 capabilities. MX is an Intercontinental Ballistic

17 Missile with a multiple aimpoint basing mode that will give

18 the U. S. a survivable land-based force.

19 With these words, I would like to conclude, and

20 thank you very much.
21 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Colonel Molnar.

22 I think I'd like to remind everybody that if they

23 desire to make a statement, please fill out one of these

24 three-by-five cards with your name, address and the

25 organization that you represent, and give it to one of our

26 people either in the aisles or at the front of the auditorium.
27 As soon as we come back from a short ten-minute recess here,

28 why, we'll start off with statements from people who desire
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1 to make them. After that we'll accept questio'ns from the

2 floor.

3 Let's recess for ten minutes.

4 (Recess from 8:45 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.)

5 COL. SMITH: Call the hearing back to order. At this

6 point in the hearing, we're going to have the presentations

7 or persons who desire to make statements. I have the names

8 of several persons who desire to make statements.

9 Once again, when your name is called, if you could

10 step down to the podium in front of the auditorium, on your

11 right and my left, and step right up and make your statement.

12 If you're representing a particular group, ten minutes, we'd

13 appreciate it, five minutes if you're representing only

14 yourself or not representing a particular group.

15 The first name that I have is Joyce Howerton,

16 238 South J Street, Lompoc, California.

17 MS. JOYCE HOWERTON: I'd just like to read a short

18 prepared statement.

19 I question the legal and moral limitation imposed

20 on individuals and groups by having just one hearing in Lompoc,

21 a somewhat remote area, with little publicity statewide, on

22 an issue that will affect all of our lives. Since the five-

23 volume Environmental Impact Statement did not come out until

24 July, there was little time to look at it, review it and

25 be able to speak to it. We can only make educated guesses

26 as the environmental dangers the new war tool will provide.

27 There is a growing number of people who will not

28 stand by and allow the Pentagon to use billions of dollars
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1 to develop a weapon that brings us one step closer to a

2 nuclear war. We want our money spent on human needs. We

3 are in the midst of an economic crisis. We have hundreds of

4 people that have no food. We have sick and aged who can't get

5 help. People, not the military, should be the nation's

6 number one priority.

7 The United States must take the first step towards

8 disarmament. There will never be world peace if we continue

9 to prepare for war.

10 I would also like to add my voice to the many who

II protested the simulated nuclear explosion that took place

12 today. I feel the assurance of the defense nuclear agency

13 that no damage would occur to the area or the wildlife

14 is as unbelievable as PG&E telling us that the Diablo

15 Nuclear Powerplant can withstand earthquakes.

16 We must stop all nuclear power and weapons

17 development now. We won't be given many more chances.

18 I would also like to point out that one of the

19 things you continued to say in your statement was that "We

20 want a public input," and yet we are speaking to ourselves

21 here. Or you're speaking to yourselves. I think it's fair

22 to guess that the majority of the people in this room are

23 military connected.

24 I think that we should have these hearings held

25 all over the United States so that people, and I mean all

26 the people, have a chance to speak to this issue. They need

27 to be able to speak to it on every aspect. And I feel this

28 is very unfair.
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I I have a list of groups -- these are a very small

2 group of people who contac.td me today and asked me to submit

3 this letter saying that they would like to have input. There

4 are hundreds and hundreds of groups that are going to insist

5 on the right to speak to this issue, so I would hope you'd

6 pay attention.

7 Who do I give the list to?

8 COL. SMITH: You could give it to me, please. Do you

9 desire to read this list?

10 MS. HOWERTON: Well, I can if you like.

11 COL. SMITH: Well, okay, I'll attach it as an exhibit.

12 Whatever you'd like to do.

13 MS. HOWERTON: Okay, let me read it first.

14 It's the Abalone Alliance, which is a statewide

15 antinuclear group in California; Clergy and Laity Concerned,

16 in California and in Colorado; the Nebraskans for Peace, in

17 Nebraska; the Animal Defense Council, in Arizona; the

18 Alliance for Survival in Los Angeles.

19 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much.

20 We'll mark this as Exhibit No. 1, to be attached

21 to the transcript of the hearing.

22 The next name that I have to speak is a Liz

23 Clingman of the Community Development Department, City of

24 Lompoc.

25 Ms. Clingman.

26 MS. LIZ CLINGMAN: Good evening. I won't introduce

27 myself again since the gentleman just introduced me.

28 I am here representing the City of Lompoc and I
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r 1 would like to address four issues which the city is

2 particularly concerned about.

3 First, a question that immediately came zo mind is

4 that there is housing and employment data on the Space

5 Shuttle in the MX BIS. This data is not consistent with

6 what is in the Space Shuttle final EIS. On the advice of 7-1

7 the Shuttle office, the city is assuming that the data in the

8 MX EIS is the most accurate because it is the most recent,

9 but we feel that this should be clarified in the final EIS.

10 Secondly, the city is very concerned on the issue

11 of transient construction workers and how housing will be

12 provided.

13 Thirdly, we would like to point out that the

14 population projections used in the EIS on the 14X are no

15 longer in use by the City of Lompoc and that more up-to-date 7-2

16 projections should be obtained, and we are very willing to

17 give these projections to the consultants upon request.

18 And fourth, the transportation impact stated in the

19 MX EIS are not as explanatory as we'd like to see it.

20 Now, the City Engineer, Jim Dixon, who is the

21 second name on that card, will be addressing those issues.

22 With regard to point two on transient construction

23 workers, the ci.ty's vacancy rate for multi-family housing is

24 currently 4.5 percent or approximately a hundred and twenty

25 vacant units. This is hardly sufficient to accommodate theJ 26 potential growth in transient construction workers expected

27 from the three projects that will be going on concurrently:

28 the LNG, the Space Shuttle and MX. The city also does not
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1 have appropriately zoned available land to be developed into

2 a mobile home park to accommodate transient workers. It is

3 our hope that the Air Force and/or on-base civilian

4 contractors will make a commitment to develop facilities for j
5 transient construction workers on the base. We hope that this

6 housing will be compatible with environmental standards and

7 it will be attractive enough that the workers will prefer to ]
8 settle in this area instead of going to Lompoc looking for

9 housing.

10 In regards to population projections -- by the way,

11 all of this is addressed to the third volume of the Environ-

12 mental Imoact Statement -- they state that in 1980, the

13 projected population for the City of Lompoc is 58,000 people 7-41

14 obviously that's far too high -- and in 1990, 71,000 people.

15 More accurate projections for the Lompoc community,

16 including Vandenberg Village and Mission Hills Mesa Oaks,

17 are 36,212 in 1980 and 41,386 in 1990. These are the

18 city's high projections.

19 Now I'd like to defer to Jim Dixon to discuss the

20 transportation problem.

21 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Ms. Clingman.

22 The next name on the list is indeed that of

23 Mr. Jim Dixon, the City Engineer, City of Lompoc.

24 MR. JIM DIXON: I have two basic areas of Volume III

25 that I'd like to address. One is page 341. I'd like to point

26 out that the Regional Transportation Plan no longer shows the 7-5

27 Lompoc bypass. The second is Table 3-33. The table shows

28 1981 baseline volumes peak hour. We find these volumes are
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1 less than our current peak-hour volumes we're experiencing

2 and we feel the volume should be looked at some more, The

3 volumes were taken on H Street at the Santa Ynez River. We 7-5
(cont)4 feel a better place to observe these volumes would be where

5 we're experiencing congestion currently. That would be

6 closer to Ocean Avenue in the downtown area.

7 Thank you.

8 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Mr. Dixon.

9 The next speaker that I have is a Mr. L. L. Byron,

10 Vandenberg Air Force Base.

11 Mr. Byron.

12 MR. L. L. BYRON: I have several questions here that I

13 want to address.

14 Working with the military for a long period of over

15 30 years -- you mentioned -- on your slots earlier this

16 evening you show five things. You mentioned the MX -- and

17 I'm referring to one of the pictures that was up there, and

18 it had five categories: The AX deterrence, Strategic Forces,

19 the Triad, the ICBMs and the Threat.

20 The three questions that I want to address this to

21 first: Is there any recognition of enemy birds being taught

22 to our people, to recognize any of the enemy birds in case

23 they should launch?

24 That's one. Number two is the quick recovery

25 case-ability of -- recoverability that we would have in case

26 of an attack; and number three, which is as critical, if not

27 more so than the other categories mentioned, is quality

28 assurance involvement.
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1 In all of these things in this impact -- pictures

2 that you have been showing no reference was made in the

3 conceptual phase, in the flight test phase, or any of the

4 other phases shown, and I pose these questions as good food
I ~

5 for thought because they all have a direct bearing on this

6 Impact Environment Statement on the different categories that

7 you have mentioned.

8 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Mr. Byron. I'm going

9 to ask that Colonel Molnar and his people hold off answering
10 those questions until we have the statements. Colonel Molnar

11 has notes down of the questions and we'll perhaps have them

12 answered first. In the event that we can't remember them

13 all, could you repeat them again if it becomes necessary?

14 The next name that I have on the list here is a

15 Mr. Tom W. Rodda, I believe it is, R-o-d-d-a, of the Bureau

16 of Land Management, Riverside, California.

17 Mr. Rodda.

18 And I should also mention that Mr. Rodda submitted

19 a five-page document, which will be marked as Exhibit No. 2

20 and will be attached to the transcript.

21 MR. TOM W. RODDA: Thank you.

22 Rather than read the presentation that you have,

23 I would just like to stress particularly the importance of,

24 before the Final Environmental Statement on the Milestone II,

25 we would urge you very strongly to meet with the Bureau of

26 Land Management at Riverside, California, our Desert Planning

27 Staff. I -- the paper presents what I think are factual

28 information about the importance of public lands, and I would
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[I like -- really strongly urge an ear.ly meeting prior to the
2 Final Statement in Milestone II to clarify whether or not the

3 basing mode selection will be done after Milestone II, prior

4 to Milestone III; just when will you select a basing mode and

5 a security system?

6 Do I make myself clear?

7 COL. MOLNAR: Yes.

8 MR. RODDA: Thank you very much.

9 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Mr. Rodda. Once again

10 I'm going to ask that Colonel Molnar hold off on answering

11 the question at this time, and we'll continue on with the

12 statements and then turn to answering questions.

13 The next name of a speaker that I have is

14 1-s. Doree Webb, Board of Supervisors Staff Assistant for

15 the County of Santa Barbara.

16 Ms. Webb.

17 MS. DOREE WEBB: I do not --

18 COL. SMITH: Could you speak up?

19 MS. WEBB: I'm not here to speak. I'm just listening.

20 COL. SMITH: Okay. Fine then. I had a card here with

21 your name on it. Excuse me.

22 The next speaker that I have is Mr. Charles

23 C. Carmichael of the Lompoc Valley Economic Development

24 Association.

25 Mr. Carmichael.

26 MR. CHARLES C. CARMICHAEL: Well, I would like to

27 address the group that Lompoc, some years back, in 1958, wasf 28 a fairly small community, and the rapid growth, from 5,500 to
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1 approximately 46,000 has been based primarily on the economy

2 stimulated by Vandenberg Air Force Base. We are basically a

3 bedroom community supporting this facility. If we don't

4 support these various programs when they come in, then our

5 economy and our high unemployment rate is going to worsen.

6 We are currently at ten percent unemployment rate and it is

7 only through programs of this nature -htwe can at-Abize oir
8 economy.

9 1 don't believe that the young Lady who was up

10 here representing the city with a philosophy of "no growth"

11 basically speaking, really represents the elected body of

12 this community. I don't believe that it's the position of

13 the city council.

14 I believe that the city should take the position

15 of insuring that we have the housing to support the program.

16 Currently we have a vacancy rate of four percent.

17 We still have some un -- or, vacant land in the residential

18 areas, quite a bit of it if it's developed. We have a

19 considerable amount of land to the north of here that can be

20 developed.

21 And I think that it is incumbent upon this
22 community to support these programs in detail.

23 Thank you.

24 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, sir.

That's all of the cards that I have with names of

26 speakers. Is there anybody else who would desire to present

27 a statement at this time?

28 I see a hand over here. If the person could step
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1 up to the podium and present the statement. Please state your

2 name and address and the name of any group or organization

3 that you may be representing.

4 MS. SANA PETERSON: Do you want my name, my address, my

5 group? Anything eize?

6 COL. SMITH: Please, and any other information that you

7 feel may be helpful.

8 MS. PETERSON: Okay. My name is Sana Peterson. My

9 address is 809 Florence Street, Santa Barbara.

10 My group is -- it's a big group of people that are

11 against nuclear developments. We really think that it's an

12 insidious -- insidious evil, destructive force.

13 Anyway, I don't know the particulars, all these

14 details that you've been presenting us with; I have no films

15 or anything, but as far as the arms race that, you know,

16 you say peace comes through a -- something of strength.

17 Anyway, it shows strength or something. I want to say the

18 arms race never ends. It provides no security, no peace and

19 no rest from the strife and the fear and the waste of human

20 energy. It's a nightmare. And I'm in it, too, and we're all

21 in this nightmare together; and I long for us to wake up, but

22 we're very deeply asleep and apart from the truth of light,

23 which is not peace through paranoia and peace through being

24 able to dealdeath.

25 The most dire crimes are committed in a similar

26 manner that we're considering this. There's reasons,, there's

27 rationales, there's planning, there's calculating, and it

28 makes it no less a crime.
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1 There's no spot on our land that deserves the

2 desperation of being turned into a subway or mechanized

3 nuclear death. There's s-- oh, we need so much, and that

4 we don't need.

5 Our technology and this money, it could be spent,

6 it could be spent -- I'm not really technology. There's

7 things we could do, transportation things, cleaner energy,

8 a lot of places this money could be spent and jobs could be

9 made that would last. These jobs that are going to be made,

10 you show in the very graph of it, they go away in a few years;

11 and all the people move to Lompoc, their jobs disappear and

12 then you've got unemployment worse than you had before.

13 I mean, I'm not an economist, but that's logical

14 to me. I see it, you know, if you have ten percent and

15 you're supporting it, you're going to have, you know, twelve

16 percent as you increase your population. It's no solution.

17 The peace that we all enjoy right now sitting here

18 in this lovely room with all our lovely friends, it doesn't

19 derive from this kind of peacemaking. It derives from what

20 we share. We all share. All human beings, the Russians.

21 Peace. It's our planet, it's our home, it's our life, it's

22 all our God-given things. That's peace. This is a nightmare.

23 Thank you.

24 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Ms. Peterson.

25 Do we have any other persons who desire to present

26 a statement?

27 I see a hand over here, sir. If you could step to

28 the microphone and please identify yourself.
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a MR. BEN COLLIERS: My name is Ben Colliers. I reside

2 at 216 Amherst Place in Lompoc, and I'd just like to say

3 something in regards to these comments.

4 First of all, it's great to talk about peace. It

5 would be a wonderful thing in this world today if we could

6 all have peace. But let's not forget one thing. We've got

7 some people over there on the other side of the ocean that's

8 ready to throw that stuff at us if they have to do it.

9 Now, I can see this talk about peace, but we're

10 sitting here tonight. If we didn't have the Strategic Air

11 Command, if we didn't have the weapons systems which we have,

12 how long do you think that we would have that Star Spangled

13 Banner flying up above? You'd better believe it would be

14 the Hammer and Sickle, and don't forget it.

15 Thank you.

16 COL. SMITH: Thank you very much, Mr. Colliers.

17 Do we have any other persons who desire to present

18 statements here this evening?

19 I don't see any other hands up.
20 Since, apparently, there are no further speakers,

21 let's turn to the questions of the evening, and essentiallyF
22 we already have some questions. Colonel Molnar, would you

23 like at this time to either answer or have appropriate

24 persons answer some of the questions presented?

25 COL. MOLNAR: Mr. Bryon, Byron, do I understand your

26 first question as follows? Can we recognize a Soviet launch?

27 MR. BYRON: Can we recognize --

28 COL. MOLNAR: Can we recognize the weapons coming in?
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1 MR. BYRON: That is correct, sir.

2 COL. MOLNAR: Those weapons are traveling at very, very

3 high speed and not visible to the human eye.

4 MR. BYRON: The point that I brought up, the fact I

5 brought up, sir, was this, the recognition of enemy birds, are

6 there any classes being taught where our people can recognize

7 those at the present time?

8 COL. MOLNAR: Re-entry vehicles cannot be recognized by

9 the human eye.

10 MR. BYRON: The second question is what is our quick

11 recovery capability in case of attack? That was the second

12 question.

13 COL. MOLNAR: Okay. Let me try to answer it this way.

14 In the first place, I'll go back and I say that the aim of

15 our Strategic Forces is deterrence -- okay? -- and that is

16 to pose for any planner the impossibility that he can destroy

17 our ICBM system so that we cannot retaliate and our

18 recoverability, therefore, exists in the fact that no matter

19 what he throws, we will have sufficient retaliatory capability

20 so that we can knock out his economic system, and that

21 reduces his incentive to shoot at us.

22 If you'll look at the 1980 -- mid-1980 projection,

23 the ICBM capability of the country could be reduced so that

24 it would be ineffective in responding and therefore give

25 somebody the opportunity of a launch to reduce the strength

26 of the IBMs so that, if we did shoot back, we could not

27 destroy their quick recovery capability, and therefore give

28 them a hand up.
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1 The recoverability that I think you're talking about

2 exists in the survivability of the force. The survivability

3 of the force poses a problem to the Russian planner that says

4 that it's nonsense for him to shoot at us in the beginning.

5 It's the essence of deterrence and the aim and reason for

6 why we employ the nuclear systems. We do not want to shoot.

7 Now, the last question that you had dealt with,

8 I think, some technical aspect?

9 MR. BYRON: Quality assurance, sir. Quality assurance.

10 No reference was made anywhere throughout that entire group

11 of pictures --

12 COL. MOLNAR: Yes, sir.

13 MIt. BYRON: -- where quality assurance would be

14 involved from the conceptual stage throughout the total

15 spectrum of all the different pictures that were shown.

16 COL. MOLNAR: All right. Let me see if I can answer

17 that. For everything that's built by us, under contract,

18 quality assurance is required. It's in the contract someplace.

19 Okay? And it's the responsibility, the assigned responsi-

20 bility, of the contractor who takes on the contract to follow

21 through on quality assurance aspects. They are part of the

22 Military Specifications that are put out when we put out our[ 23 request for proposals. So we do have quality assurance in

24 our program. We have it at the subsystem level. We also

25 have it at the system level.

26 Did I help, Mr. Byron?

27 MR. BYRON: You did partially, sir, but what I had

28 reference to is where Air Force quality assurance is involved.
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1 In other words, to what extent and where are our people going

2 to be involved in all five categories? Because we monitor

3 the activities of all these various contractors in aircraft,

4 in electronics, submarines, the whole total spectrum, we

5 have AFQAs that monitor the contractor's efforts. That's

6 what I had reference to, along in consonant with the

7 contractors' inspectors. That's the phase that I had

8 reference to, tying them both together.

9 COL. MOLNAR: I'll make the following comment. The

10 intercontinental ballistic missiles systems produced by this

11 country are of the highest quality, the highest reliability

12 that they can be, and I'm sure that quality assurance, you

13 know, is uppermost in the conduct of the development of the

14 system, the manufacturing and ultimate deployment of the

15 system, and that's the best answer that I can give.

16 COL. SMITH: Colonel, I think there were some other

17 questions. Could you proceed on with them, please, answering

18 those?

19 COL. MOLNAR: Mr. Rodda? I believe your question was

20 when will a basing mode selection be made?

21 MR. RODDA: Yes.

22 COL. MOLNAR: When will we choose between vertical

23 shelters or horizontal shelters or hydro-trench? We have --

24 we would like to have that decision made as part of the

25 Milestone II decision. But that decision can come in various

26 forms. You can pick one, say, vertical shelter, and go with

27 that as the sole mode. I believe the decision could be made

28 as part of the Milestone II process that says the vertical
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1 shelter may be the primary way to go, with some backup, say,

2 in-line hydro-trench. That's also a decision.

3 It would be most helpful if there was a decision on

4 the basing mode based on the fact that we're going to be

5 building, along with the missile, its support equipment, and

6 unfortunately, it's different from the mode. So the reason

7 that we would like to have the mode selected is so that we

8 can scope the problems of building the support equipment.

9 It is one of the elements that's involved in the

* 10 decision Il of the Milestone 1I decision. it's one of the

11 reasons why we provided the environmental information that we

12 provided. We put it in a separate volume.

13 The security system. The security system will be

14 studied throughout full-scale engineering development.

15 We recognize that there are certain things that

16 point security can mitigate in an environmental sense. It's

17 a technical challenge compared to air security from the

18 standpoint of concealment of the missile.

19 t am sure that when we look at people's regards for

20 the land required in the area of security-versus-point security

21 arena, that we will work hardest on the point security system.

22 It's the most mitigative against environmental impacts,

23 particularly land use and land access.

24 Is that a satisfactory answer?

25 1.R. RODDA: Yes, it is, and I appreciate your candor.

26 I would urge that the final statement clarify this because we

27 had -- our Sacramento office took it that that decision would

28 be a Milestone III decision. I read it, it would be after
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1 Milestone II.

2 COL. MOLNAR: Okay.

3 MR. RODDA: There was a lot of confusion.

4 COL. OLNAR: Yes, sir. The confusion is that we are

5 not at this stage of the game making a deployment area site

6 selection. What we did, in order to get a handle on the

7 impacts associated with the basing modes, was to put those

8 basing modes into areas which we have ascertained at this

9 time to be geotechnically suitable for the deployment of MX.

10 Let me explain what I mean by geotechnically suit-

11 able. It's the place where you can build trenches or the

12 place that you can build shelters against some given criteria.

13 Okay?

14 Examples of where we can't build are parks, Indian

15 reservations, cultural sorts of things.

16 There were some constructability aspects associated

17 with site selection. You can't build a trench if the water

18 table is ten feet down and the trench is buried twenty-five

19 feet. I

20 That's how we ascertained at this stage of the

21 game what were suitable lands for the deployment. Then what

22 we did was, with that information, looked at what we call

23 sample areas contained into a subdivision of those geotechnical

24 areas we call physical/biological regions. Those were places

25 where topography and certain other aspects all look the same.

26 If you clump them and they look the same, they make the

27 analysis much simpler. But you can move these what we call

28 basing mode comparison areas uck and forth within the
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1 physical/biological regions.

2 We didn't move the physical/biological regions

3 within the geotechnically suitable areas.

4 We are not ready today to make a point deployment

5 area site selection. What we did was look for fundamental

6 information that we needed to go along with the other

7 information that we have gathered so that we could provide

8 this all to the decisionmakers.

9 That was -- it's a practical way of doing the job

10 right. And we don't do it hypothetical. We didn't do that.

11 We have been working with the problem of where we're going

12 to deploy the system and we've joined the two of them, but,

13 by no means, does that mean we're going to deploy in any given

14 one of those identified sample areas called basing mode

15 comparison areas.

16 The confusion arises in how fast are we going to

17 get the deployment area site selection, and we're not there.

18 MR. RODDA: Sir, perhaps I didn't make myself clear. I

19 understood that the site selection is way down --

20 COL. MOLNAR: Yes.

21 MR. RODDA: -- several stages beyond where we're at now.

22 COL. MOLNAR: Yes.

23 MR. RODDA: I'm saying, in response to your Draft

24 Statement, --

25 COL. MOLNAR: Yes.

26 MR. RODDA: -- it is critical which mode and which

27 security system--

28 COL. MOLNAR: Yes, sir.
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1 MR. RODDA: -- will go forward.

2 COL. MOLNAR: I understand.

3 MR. RODDA: if there will be more than one, will it go

4 into final engineering?

5 I read the statement indicating one would go into

6 it; another gentleman said he thought all four would go into

7 it.

8 I can't conceive how you could take them all into

9 final engineering. I would ask you to, in the Final Statement,

10 clarify that, but I -- my main point was to urge early

11 coordination --

12 COL. MOLNAR: Yes, sir.

13 MR. RODDA: -- and careful consideration of the

14 California desert, which has the Congressional mandate that

15 I brought out in my paper.

16 COL. MOLNAR: Yes, sir.

17 M1R. RODDA: Thank you.

18 COL. SMITH: Do we have any other questions? We have

19 people with roving mikes. If you have a question, please

20 raise your hand and we'll see if we can't get somebody to you

21 in a hurry.

22 I think on the far side over there.

23 A VOICE: I don't think I'll need a microphone. I think

r i24 I can probably be heard.

25 With regard to the prospect of potential oilI 26 development on the -- what was it, the Burton Mesa area or

27 the San Antonio Terrace? -- San Antonio Terrace, I believe, ]
28 has the Air Force considered the prospect of directional
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1 drilling in order to further enhance the likelihood of using

2 San Antonio Terrace for MX?

3 COL. SMITH: Colonel Molnar, whom do you --

4 COL. MOLNAR: Can we accept that as a question to get

5 back to you, please?

6 A VOICE: Certainly.

7 COL. SMITH: All right, in that connection, could we

8 please have the name and address to send the response to,

9 then?

10 COL. MOL14AR: We do have somebody that can respond to

11 that.

12 MR. BILL FICK: I would respond to it to this extent.

13 The mineral interests in the area are held by others and

14 they're -- if they have a proposal for developing any oil

15 interests up there which included directional drilling or

16 slant drilling or something like that, they can certainly

17 make it. I guess that's the point I'm saying. We've had

18 discussions with them about the development and whether or

19 not it's possible to have the two things compatible and so

20 sort of have the oil company make the point as to whether

21 or not various typcs of development are to be used.

22 A VOICE: Real good. Thank you.

23 COL. SMITH: The person responding to the question was

24 Mr. Bill Fick, the Deputy Base Civil Engineer here at

25 Vandenberg Air Force Base.

26 Do we have any other questions?

27 I don't see any hands. There must be some questions

28 around somewhere.
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1 Do we have any other persons who desire to make

2 statements, either on behalf of themselves or representing

3 groups?

4 A VOICE: I move we adjourn.

5 COL. SMITH: Well, if we don't get any hands here in a

J6 moment, we will, but I want to make certain that we have a

7 last opportunity for both speakers and for people who have

8 questions.

9 Are there any persons in either category?

10 Apparently not.

11 On the screen up here, we have to your right a

12 list of the organizations and places in the area that do have

13 copies of the five volumes of the Environmental Impact

14 Statement.

15 Additionally, I'd like to remind you that if you

16 have any written statements, they can be sent, within five

17 days, to the address on the left.

18 I think -- is that the Norton--

19 A VOICE: Yes.

20 COL. SMITH: The Norton Air Force Base address there and

21 they will be included in the transcripts of the hearing.

22 On behalf of the United States Air Force, I'd like

23 very much to thank the City of Lompoc for making this facility

24 available to us and to all the persons who cooperated in

25 putting on this program here this evening. We very much

26 appreciate it.

27 The hearing is adjourned.

28 (The hearing was adjourned at 9:40 P.M.)
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United States Department of the Interior 1 2)
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Riverside District Office
1695 Spruce Street

Riverside, California 92507
Phone: (714) 787-1679

FTS 796-1679

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Statement -
MX Missile System, Milestone 11

Presented By: Tom U. Rodda, Chief, Planning and Environmental Coordination,

Riverside District Office at Public Meeting, Lompoc, CA.
August 30, 1978

The Department of the Air Force is to be complimented on a concise,

well-organized presentation of general environmental impacts of an

extremely complex project. The 'Inf(,rmaticjn on the proposed action.

alternative configurations and seven major geographic areas is, for the

most part, understandable when read with care.

As the report points out, the BLM is one of the administering agencies

for public lands in several of the Basic Mode Comparison Areas. On-

going land and resource use planning is an important item in public land

administration. The draft recognizes this in Vol. IV, page 67. It also

points out that should the MX System be deployed, these plans will be

moot.

The draft does not, however, recognize the special legislative policies

established by the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976

(FLPMA). The Act provides in part that-- A AW f
-SEP g1978
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"The public lands be managed in a manner that will protect

the quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological,

environmental, air and atmospheric, water resource and

archeological values; that, where appropriate will preserve and

protect certain lands in their natural condition; that will provide

food and habitat for fish, wildlife, and domestic animals; and

that will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy

and use;"

The policy statement also states that "the public lands be managed

in a manner which recognizes the nation's need for domestic sources

of minerals, food, timber and fiber from the public lands including

implementation of the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970.

The thrust of FLPMA is particularly emphatic and specific in Sec. 601

whirt establishes the California Desert Conservation Area. This area

encompasses all of the California portion of the California Mojave

Desert BMCA.

The California Desert Conservation Area has a special mandate. Section 601(a)

Lof FLPMA states:

"The use of all California desert resources can and should be

provided for in a multiple use and sustained yield management

plan to conserve these resources for future generations, and
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to provide present and future use and enjoyment, particularly

outdoor recreation uses, including the use, where appropriate,

' of off-road-recreational vehicles;"

II

' In addition, Section 601(b) states:

"It is the purpose of this section to provide for the immediate and

iI

! future protection and administration of the public lands in the

California Desert within the framework of a program of multiple

use an rs ntan d and the maintenance of environmental quality."

The law directs that a long-range plan for the management, use, develop-

ment and protection of the California Desert be implemented beginning no

later than September 30, 1980. Resource inventories are nearing comple-

tion and the plan is on schedule. One part of the planning involves

potential wilderness areas. We are now conducting public workshops to

help determine which areas possess wilderness characteristics. Tlese

will be presented to Congress for a decision, but in the interim, potential

areas must be managed o the heir wilderness values.

Public attitudes toward the desert have been surveyed. While wide

ll differences in attitudes exist, interest in the desert is nation-wide.

Protection is emphasized by many; as evidenced by a recently introduced

bill to establish the East Mohave National Park. Other users want

little or no interference with outdoor recreational vehicle use, mining,

and expanding needs for power plants and energy transmission corridors.
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Regardless of the basing mode selected for the MX System, a major

impact on public land management in the California Desert will result.

While direct generalized impacts on the several thousands of square

miles are recognized in the draft, it does not mention the management

problems associated with the remainder of the public lands not suited

for missile deploynent. In effect, BLM would be left with islands of

mountenous terrain, along with great problems of access and limitations

to human use caused by the restrictions imposed on the deployment area(s).

Of the deployment modes presented, the vertical shelter, point security

seems to offer the least relative impact to our programs and planning

efforts in the California Desert Conservation Area. A detailed review

of Volume IV reveals a marked discrepency between the 80 missiles for

vertical shelter/ point security in the California Mojave Desert B14CA

and the 120 missiles in both the Central Nevada Great Basin BMCA and the

Luke Yuma BMCA. Respective unsuitable areas of 24%, 30% and 10% fails

to explain the difference. This should be developed further in the

final statement.

Another question involves point security for the Hybrid Trench mode. It

is not clear from the statements on Vol. I, page 38 and Vol. IV, page 7

why point security is not feasible.

If our understanding is correct, the decision of which single basing

mode to be selected will be made after the final environmental statement
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on Milestone 11. Because the selected mode and security system will

have tremendous impacts on public lands, we would like to furnish more

detailed data on impacts and future management problems for inclusion in

the final statement. To do this we would need to review the working maps

upon which the summary impacts were based.

In addition to future management problems described previously, particular

concern should be payed to species of plants and animals listed as rare

by the State of California or under status review under the Federal

Endangered Species Act (ESA) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Also impacts on other lands due to displacement of outdoor recreition

vehicle use, and large animals should be fully documented. Without doubt

the Air Force would have to enter the Section 7 consultation process

were the California Mojave BMCA selected.

Recognizing that site selection is not imminent, a better understanding

of the mode/security impacts is needed by our planning staff. At the

same time, the Air Force analysts could review the detailed inventory

data available. Effective coordination will be required from now on.

An early meeting to initiate coordination will be appreciated.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS RAISED AT THE PUBLIC HEARING

COMMENT
NO. RESPONSES

7-1 See Volume III, Section 3.3.2 for an explanation of consis-
tencoy between the Space Shuttle FEIS and this FEIS.

7-2 See Volume III, Section 2.2.2.3 for the current and proposed
population projections for Lompoc.

7-3 See Volume III, Section 5.2.1.9 for discussion of housing
mitigations.

7-4 See Volume III, Section 2.2.2.3 for the current and proposed
population projections for Lompoc.

7-5 Reference to Lompoc by-pass deleted. An analysis of traffic
impacts along 1"H" Street was added to Volume III, Section
3.3.2.2.5.

7-6 A public hearing on the Milestone II Draft EIS was held in
Lompoc, California because in this statement Vandenberg AFB
is the principal location of activity should the MX program
proceed into Full-Scale Engineering Development (rSED). Since

site selection was not an issue in this EIS, public hearings
were considered premature in the 10 states identified as having
geotechnically suitable land for MX deployment. Assuming the
MX program proceeds into FSED and a site selection EIS is pre-
pared, public hearing will be held in states potentially affected.
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